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The Federal Dole in Funding Childfenia Television Programming

Executive Summary

Scope and Methodology of 'the Study
. .

USOE's `Office of Planning, Budgeting,.and Evaluation clihtracted this

pol investigation to the 'Institute for CommUnication Researchi'Indiana
. \ -, .

Uni rsity, and'specified its acope,\which focuses ultimately on USOE pox-
'

. .

idy in funding national purposive tel\evision programming for, children.
i

.. ,

;
Information and policy recommendations were garnered from existing sources

in the general literatute, USOE file materials: ten single-topic commis-

sioned13a ers,.a ten-member adVisory board, a Federal advisory grout, and
P

interview Over ninety interviews were conducted'in Six,loca4ons, in-
.

eluding Washington, D. C., with personnel dikectly involved in or knowl-
,. / -i

edge-able about the disp nding,and/or utilization of Federal dollars in sup-

port of childreh: telev ion:programm ,Children's programs\e--t--,xamined
. . .4

.prithartlyikrom a-funding viewpoint included BICALUEMARBLE4 CARRASCOI,ENDAS,

NSIDE /OUT, 4644AME gllitt-17tdE ELECTRIC COMPANY, VILLA ALEGRE:.and ZOOM

The Final Report provides A'descriptive map ofthelialiOus compOnents es-

sentiAllto an integrated system of broadcaetingf gives g side -by -side cam-
('

parion of USOE's two major khvestments, totaling over million,in ehil-

dren's program4g ([1] Children's
)

spot annotincements

Television WOrksheip and 121' series.and

A ,,
funded under the Emergency School Aid AcE)rand summa-

rizes major-policy issues, alternatives, and iecommendations..

: \'4

Compatibility with Requirements

A. fundamental decision t or

of-(Droadcaating

.
.

usog to make or reaffirni is whether or not

.
, ..,.,

_ .

participate in; nationa1,4elevision 2rogramming-in the-,.

. , .

N-iit wants to p

.
. e0 - --.!'''

fiist place. If the answer is yes,- then a h t of systemic requirements



"

and COnstraints.for dationA'programming must,abe accounted, for and%dtalt:
°

. with compatibly. evision oPeraEes as,an enormously complex system, and

cannot be deart with simPlistically by the Gdvernrent or. any..d4her insti-
.

tutioh with eipAtation of success. Elements of needs assessment,4undig,
.6

creativity, production; utililatiOn;:promotion:'evaluation,, distribution,

and audience sopoiogy, including numerous subdivisions in each of. these
4

. .

Categories, must operate together as an internally consistent system-. For
.

.,

the/volUntary, in -home audience, adnanistrative,cOntrol is possible.only
, . 4), .

.
H ---

°uP to thpoint of distribution, the target audienoe either is,'

,

)

,

___.--. .

or is.not attracted over a11competing options to watch volunt rilyin

sired quantities, and either4isoor is, not affectedin the desir crWays'oa
. L

..
. ,

degrees PurpOsive programming, therefore, must first succeed ih televi-
. . " --..

sion terms beforeltt can SucCeed in any other terms. The risks'of failure
.. ..

'

. . are high; the ex4ses of commercially-competitive programMing are high;
.4

a

but the potential PayrOff of successful purpoSive programming is-alsb high.

Negd for ederal Sup'port:
.

Ahother fundamental policy,decisiBn for USOE is whether it wants-to

play a role similar to tat of foundations-7to launch projects.whichare

then to,wean themselves and go to other forms of support or somehow become;
- ,

.self-sustaining--or whether there is alsoa long-term service role to play,

. ,

. with stained funding available to successful television projects that

have developed consumer loyalty and demand. We-havefound the options and

probabilities for maintaining,$Occessful series withOut Federal support to

. be unpromising. In truncated form, the major reasq6s are as follows:
k

1., Foundation support is short-term: and, in toda/t!s economy;

dissipating

2. Commercial television is neither organized ndr administered

7,

1.

1
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;

'
to: absorb the extra costs of cu iculum developientand

evaluation; it is primarlly interested in enter(aining 4.ts

\.

audience.

3. PrivAte corporate support can be a valuable supplement to

purposive programmang
k.
but this resource will be tied to fut-,

11 4

thering corporate
interests,A

Lin any case, is limited to

. .

an estimated average,of five perpent of the corporate adver-

1

fising.budget:.

4.
.

4. Reven0e-,generating ancillary materials can :with appro-;

ptiate'arrangements for li nsing and disposal of income,
.

kt

provide.partial support for ome series. With many purposive

series directed to disadvantaged youngsters, however4 unfet-
.

tered hucksterism" is generally.perceilied io beinappropriate-
t-

and responsible administrators do not gear their:now-broadcast

sales operations to'maximulil profit. Even if,they did, it is

doubtful that this form of .revenue could amount to more than

partial support.

5. Public broadeasting is.underfinanced t present, and
6

1ong-ter6 financing is alsolineertain. he Corporation for
, .

Public Broadcasting (CPB) has unmet needg in many 6ategovies

Other than children's programming, and has nolIlans for the

development 'of additional children's programming o4 additional

I

6 4staining of existing series. The-Public Broadcas g Service

(ftS).is already spending 35% of the total dollars av liable
; -

to its Station ProgramCooperative (SPC), which"represents

funds from CPB, local station budgets, and:foundations, just

6 .1 for partial support of SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY.

1-1!
_

4--7)

0
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While partial. .euppor can be anticipated, from so of the sources above,

,
. the Federal gov nment appears to be the funder-of last resort, if qual-

k

ity purpos e kograma arato be developed apd sustained.

Sust nin Successful. Television'Sries

It can be very wadClUld

quality purposive television se

withdraw support to go on to

the trrmendous start up

aYn le broaa t season, 1@pd biten,

A fair' ma trial can- take

costs of a high 44
'65'

four to five years. EkperienceA at

indicates that it take; one-to

-
'series for national distributio

promotion and remake to determine

and whether-or not it can develop

continued Services...

a limited number of series;_ theSe few should

place, and funded for a sufficient length:uf

trial. In USOE policy, there is no apparent

;.*-7:t

ildren!§ Teleyisio4

et

Workshop' <OTW)

5rearS just. to prepare a major purpOsiVe

and then it takes two to three years'of

how well it can do III the marketplace,

convincing levels of consumer demand for

A- limited - channel distribution system can only accept

be well- funded in the first

time to-provide a fair market_
el

'v..'
answer to the question of what

should' be done in case an expetimental series succeeds;: policy orientations

and expectations seem more geared tafailurethan to-success. A policy is

-.4`
sorely needed:to determine the means by which "survivors" of a fair market

trial can be funded for the duration of demonstrable consumer demand fqr a

children's series. In the Final Report, three alternatives-are presented

'as suggestions:.

1. use of the USOE Commissioner's discretionary funds through

the Special Projects Oct;

2. a matching dollarlprinciple between a Congressional line

Item and the Station Program. Cooperative of PBS; and

3, new legislation specifically addressed to the "service"

."



function for series-with high public demand and need,

contsudistinction to the'"experimentk" function now

i4eutified with discretionary funds at USOE.

Policy-and Administrative Needs,

In interviews Woth_inside and outside USOE, thereswas a generally

recognized urgent need f ran improved admAniitratiye structure that. could

4. W
generate, coordinate, and administer short-ter and 19pg-term policy in

the area of teleVision. Important to the success of any restructuring would

.be perfonnel qualified with.the necessary dual expertise in broadcasting
, . .

and areas of progranl.conpnt. Repeated estimates are that such Arsonnel
1

are now in very short supply w ithin:1S0E and withinDHL-aS a whole. Also

ortant to the success of any restructuring would be,far more direct.lfnes

co ication between projectioffiCerdand policy coordinators. Admin

istratpn of n important $7 mill on line item for television, for example,

4. ,

is not only under tafted as a two- rs
I
n unit, it is so many levels removed

from top management, ith communica on filtering through .offices-with min-

.
C .

.
-

4*

imal understanding.of broadcasti g, that effective communication is fre-

40
quently,blocked entirely. In the Klunl Report, some alternati

organization are presentgd and discussed:
Am.

1. -an integrated grouping of inter-agency and intra-agency

.panels: within USOE, across all televisioe'related units;

within-DHEW, across all DHEW agencies; plus.a panel of

representatives of the Vrofessional broadcasting community

interacting' with DHEW at the Secretary's level;

2. .formulation of a DHEW -wide single Office of TeleYision

/
to fund and oversee all on -air projects; and

3. reinstatement ,of an organizational structure along the

C

or re-

.1
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lines Of the now-defunct National Center for Educatiodal

-Technology (NCET).

Federal Contra) of Televis on.Programming

There is a trend within §0E toward greater control and in-process

monitoring of television projects involving U$OE funding. Part of this is

due to'iegislative directi4t (as in the change from grants in the Cooperative

Research Aceto contracts in the Special. Nolects Act) and legislative in-

-...--s-k
terptation (as in the evolution frog grants to.cOhtractswittl ESAA-TV ie-

,

.
ries). In addition, the motivational.'proclivities expressed among USOE per-

sonnel were also favoring greater specificity ofrequirements up front,.and
S0 .

increased specificity in the control and accountability mechanisms employed

throughout television projects!. Few USOE persons advocated greater delegate

tian of flexibility, and responsibility to the contractee/grantee. Reactions

from the field site visits among professional' broadcasters With the respon-

.\
sibility of proddcing prograts opposed this trend, and their reasonnig and

exRpriences were persdasive: By a numberof meadurts, the record to date

suggests that the more freldoM and responsibility' given to a production'
.,

A

agency:within the professional broadcasting'cOmmunity'after-the basic com-
a

mitment has been made, the greater the likelihood, of a successful prograM,

and hence,' the better the Federal investment. T he producers would.prefer

prior careful scrutiny of the qualifications and worthiness
-0

of a proposal

and of the proposing organization, advance specification of procedural.

"rules of the-gagre," and then maximum freedot.tO produte programa which ,

40- .

should then be evaluated on a promise vs. performance basis. .-Producers re-

sented the presumed adversary relationship invoked by some Federal project
.

.officers and iLs im6lication that responsible production agencies were some-

how trying to 'cheat the government. Federal monitoring has now extended

r



into areas that intrude upon the aesthetic and management decisions of the

\
producer, such as casting ar shoeing locations. At one point, prior

script approvals by Federal ersonnel were required. Some Federal .require-

Ments, especially'in the ESAA.-TV projects, have been incompatible witlr-
,

: -
standard and traditional broadcasting requirements.. USOE officials point

rout that much of this was seen as being mandated in the ESAA legisla!ton.
.

Other prohibitions, under-emphp es or ommiesions, such as attention to pro-

,motion, distribution, and utilizstion, place,series at a severe disadvantage
' T .4,

. \

in a system Ehat'requires these Omponentsoi Thedysfunctional consequences

\

of increased Federal monitoring and involvements in televi4ion management --,

'
.

'

\)

eprocesses were widely evident. This has jeopardizeVhe acceptability of
. .

....
,

t:

series for distribution over PBS, and it is possible that some ESAA-TV seg.'

ries may not be carried over that national interconnection at all.. There.

is Voth a legal and a philosophic commitment that public broadcasting not
0 '

-become, andenot be perceived as a government information distri-

bution encf. The nee& is great for policy that is mom knowledgeable

about an sensitive to the requirements of broadcasting. In dealing with

the Government or any other funder, public broadcasting representatives at

J

CPB and PBS have advocated the use of a standardized contra that ould

spell out in detail the required conditions to be met before a rogram or

series could be accepted for natickal distribution.

'CTW and ESAA-TV

The major part of an entife chapter in the Final Report is devoted to

4 12-Category side-by-side comparison of thetWo ma or USOE investments in

children's programming: CTW's.SESAMETREETand THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, and

theESAA-TV projects. Although the differences in amounts USOE has invested'

in the t4o.categories are not dramatic, the many points of dissimilarity dot



not yield readily to either comparison Or ,brief summary. The success of,

the two CTW programs isnoi matter of record. Tile record of the ESAA-TM

projects is still being w ittenN?ut its early history has been plagued

with many,problems, some f them traceable to.the legislhtion itself, oi rs,

, ---
traceable to USOE guidel nes and USOE admidiatratve practices. While CTW

.

.

has operated under discretionary funding in an =!rtilMeht.,41-.4111 in
.

terference from USOE,.theESAA7TV:projects covered in this inVestightion
1.

were tunded.under tlegisla on. with rafter specific languge and addinistered,

in a far more restrictive mnLnner. Given past efforts and continued, deter-

urination within.USOE to dis inue funding for both CTW.and ESAA-TV, the

policy impOrtance of what red for future funding increasea.; After

f 'Wing of CTW in FY 75,

$1.5 mil ion in discretio ary funds. After a planned' terminal year of fund-

ing o

ubsequent to Congressional urging, there remained

FY 76, there will remain $3:milliOn in discretionary funds.

\1
.

s

.. 4
Thereaftir, t ere could be $7 million or even more in discretionary funds.

,

V There are few inclications'Of airm plan or general licy for spending the
1

remaining. discretionary funds in FY 75 or FY 76.

Alternative Models of Program,Development

in,addition to the atandaraicontract or grant with a production agency,

the following mighrbe considered for the'developmentlef national

It. /

.

)
for children in the. ho me :

1. There are at least two or three variations in USOE -CPB

agreeMents, discussed
/
in the Filial Report, wherein CPB would

. .

administer the R &D. piloting, and production of new series.

.A11 offer, the adva ages,Of insulationOf the producer from

Federal tontent c ntrol, and assurances that professional

broadcasters wou1.d be, making the,Sroadcasting-related decisions.

7

.
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..2. USOE could fund a series of pilots that covld_holh stala

as siingle programs and be expandable into full series. After

airiog all ,on PBS, proposalS.for t1e full series would be'en-.,

'tered into the SPC catillog, and USOE would transfer funds to

SPC, earmarked for the proposed series. The marketing

mechanisms of the. SPC could determine if the series was pa':-

fr

cci(me into being, and, if so, how long 'it hould be sustained.

3. 'Through the administrative vehicle of an external advisoky

* A

gX01101 a multi-stage procesa could be employed wherein the

following sequence of screening and elimination could take

place:. (a) a large number of preliminary proposals; (b) a

smaller pmmher'of fhlirbloWn proposals;. (c) commissioning of,

,say, three pilots;. (d)commissioning of one full - blown- series.

'

Program Inserts for Specialized, Content and Audience's

Some goals foi children'aprograMmihg are,exceileht from a content.

-- ,

Point of view, in the sense that the need is great, but the piobahle audi-

%

efice draw of programming on that sole topic would not be sufficient to jug-
.

tify the expense or use of the limited channel cApacity of .national

vision. In such cases, the use of inserts into other programming that al-

ready attracts the targeteaudience is an attractive option. Some series

already 'implement this principle in content dealing with handicapped chil-

dren, but the principle should be more broadly applicable to,,AClude, a va-

.

riety of special content, minority audienceS, and even the localizing of

national programs through the use of insetted material f
-There is precedent

for the use of Federally-spontored inserts in national commercial tektvi-

sion as' well, utilizing the CAPTAirlaN6R00 series,.but our"analysis in-

dicates that this was a rare event developed under unusual circumstances,

.18
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_ and un14k to' be generally.-replicablet

t-

.%\
. °

Commeretg/ Teivision
1

USOE's interests in commercial television extend beyond inserts into
- v

complete progriaMming, spot announcements, and perhaps'oiher arrangements
V

with cdMmetc broadcasters. The ESAA-TV series are being offered free

\to commercia Oadcasters, but some costraersy is being generated\over

twOnowt-allowable conditions: placement of regular oommercials before and

Wter programs, and the ability of 'a sponsor to purchase-air time for the\

'_program itself for a single credit identification at the end of the pro- .
1 x .egram.' Somewhat less controversy' has been raised,hover the'free commercial

-;
1

N
airing of)spots, produced under ESAA fundingAs public service announce-

/ ,.
-.1 /'

ents, although thesA spotS were rejected by PBS,because!of the Fed ral re-
.

. .

quirement of prior.script approval. 'Greater guaranteed circulation could

be obtained by. actually purchasing time for airing Federa4yrproduC d spots,
. .

bUt'that strategy. is also oltroversial. CoMmercialhrbadcasters themselves

have, Suggested the exploration Of-a Federally-sponsored formative res earch

1 ,

service in children's programMing deirelopment, available to any broadcaster,

coMercial onpublic, to enhance the appeal and impact hf purpOsive program-

mihg consistent with USOE goals. There, may also be away to develop a sys-

tem of Federal Mans o support the commercial development.of purposive

'prograirming, with mecha isms for repayment. Direct Federal involkrements

in commerical television, both highly attractive and,.potentially,.highly

controversial, should be explored with great caution. All things considered,

'the most receptive and 'realistic medium for national distr

44:4 .e.

butiOn of Federally-

supported purposiVe programming for children continues to'be PBS,
I'

A



Evaluation

Evaluation is important in program development and product on, where

pretesting can provide corrective back to the productio staff before

the product is finalized. This function of formative ev uation is most

appropriately conducted by in=house evaluation staff tommunicating directly

/
with in-house producers. Summative evaluation compares goals with achieve

.

ment, and is. used_by out-of=hOuse decisioiimakers for decisions such as re-

funding, diStribution,.and adoption. Dysfunctional pressures are-brought
g_ --

'to bear on the formative evaluation process when in-house formative data,

are utilized by opt-of-house decision makers for summative-type decisions,-

such-as in the review of pilot-resting data 'for go/no do'decisions on an

entire'seriea. We recommend that summative evaluation procedures be uti-
.

lized for summative types of decisions. The summative procedures we rec-
4,

ommend include employment of external evaluatidn agencies that work in co-
.

operation with the production agency, subject to third=party review.

The In-School Audience

Some of.th previdhs issues apply to in-school as well, as in -home pro-

gramming, but the in-athoo setting is sufficiently distinctive to warrant .

separate analysis. Nearly all children:of school age go to school, which

is one of the two major settings where children can learn frOMrpUrposive

_
. !

television programming. Whether the school.uses programs originally in-

tended for the in-hote audience or programs designed exclusively for 1 -

school use, the organizational/sociological setting of the in-school. audi-_
,

ence offers far greater control over the learning environment thanis,pos-

sible for the in-home setting.

.

The concept of a national curriculum for schobls developed at the



a.

Redral 1 el is contrary to the traditional/philosophic commitment to'

maintain 'control of formal education at the local and state level. Econ-

. omies of scale emerge-in television-with high-quality, nationally-distrib-

iuted programming. The Agency for Instructional Television (AfT) flas de,

Veloped a modeI that reconciles those two proposition srWherein local and
.k. .

state agencies join in a consortium to fund purposive television program- '

ming responsive tp curriculum needs held in common. Local/state diatribu-
.

. tion sof then.programs to local/state in-school audiences comprise, ina

broadly-based-consortium, the'functional equivalent of a centralized.na-

tional distribution system. The funding, control, and consumer account-

ability, however, reside firmly at the stake and local level. The'advance

funding by the: consuming state and local agencies virtually assures rele-
4

vancd.and mtilization of the television materials.

When restricted to state and local funding sources, however, the model'

\'cah:lot generate enough programming to meet the needs, -which are estimated

to be about thirty series (ten content areas at three levels each). Cur-

rent funding for learning resources available at the state and local level

will permit cooperative production (whether through AIT or another consor-

tiuM\ of only one major series per year. Given a maximum life-span of'seven

yearsfor an in-school series, the, theoretical maximum for the:system as a

whole ia seven series, far short of the need, The limiting factor is fund-

\

ing available for learning resources at the state level, andsthis is where

the Federal dollar can play a constructive role. Reinterpretations of. the

Educational Amendments of 1974 are needed to allow three things:

1, the states.need to be able to retain some of the Federal

allocations for state-wide services, instead of having it all

flow to the loca4 illeve4
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. the states need to be able to develop the learning mate-
.

rialsiincl_uding-television-progranund-of-tretng--,,

restricted to "off the shelf",materials; they need to Address

-

the priorities theyfiletermine; and

3. the states need, to be permitted to join in cooperative

funding efforts'for development of learning materials, in-

cluding television materials;. addressed. to mutual needs.

These three conditions would allow television to compete with all other ,

.-

learning resources for funding. The AIT experience so far is that problems-',

of scheduling and reception equipment Are resolVed after high-quality and

desired programming is available.

The Final Report

Volume I of the Final Report. contains more:detailed discuegVn of the ,

issues summarized above, as well as covering several areas of content for

p,

which no summary was. attempted here. Volume II coiains the ten commis-

sioned papers in their entirety. These papers, which provided valuable.in-

put to Volume I, address the'areas of self-concept development, economically

disadvantaged children, minority children', geographically4isolated children,

handicapped children, sexism in televisiOn, diversity in a mass,medium,

Federal involvements in commercial television, copyright issues, and dis-

ttibution systems.

C.

Keith W. Mielke, Principal Investigator
Rolland C. Johnson
Barry G. Colt

April 30, 1975
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The Federal Role in Funding Child den's Television Programming
,

4

Bo. common okservat

dren from all seN.ta of

Chapter One: Introduction

ions and considerable research attest that chil-

a tonsideiable proportion of theirsociety spend

lives watchinga television.

to concern about poSsible
, P

,,belief that this ubiquitous medidm of television can and should be harr

This fact. of'modern life haa given rise both

harMfPlceffecea of this viewing,kand al.ssi. the

nes.aed more effectively to serve 'constuctive -ends forpdhiAdcen. 'This is

sometitheStalled "purposive" programming, thdt 'is, programming that can

be evluated in terms of objectives beyond those of attracting and enter-

taining'aw'audience.

e, la

Although a variety of Federal agencies, have been involved 'in funding
11

purposivetelevisi,on programming for children, 4.e majot funder is. the

U. S. Office of Education SOE), which haa invested more than $50 million

It was the neettor review of thesep5at USOE

and recOmmencigtions for possible_ alternative future involver

in various series to date.

involvements

ments that generated the investigation reported here.

.4

The funding arrangeMents between USOE and the production agencies

have varied widely, and,the atrepgtha and weaknesses of each type of ar-

tafigeMent have*nOt been analyzed collectivelYQ USOE gets 'its mandate or

its authority to support children's television programming from various

pieces nflegislation. The mA4OrAISOE- investments in chiidien's

sion programming to date have been authorizedby'the Cooperative Research:.



Act and theEpergency School Aid-ActAESAAT, and; -thse,tvro pieees of leg-
-

'elation, ve not been-analyzedcOmparatively. Over the USOE

support f children's television programming has increasmil even so, re-

questa lior additidnal funding exceed the current, and projeCted budget al-
.

lotments, and criteria are needed on-which to base funding_dec4eions.

Sometimes there is'legislatiVe authority to initiate a children's-televi7

sion.project'without legislative guidelines as to hOw long it should be '

supported. A rationale is needecerfor priorities between supporting ongo-

ing projects and starting new projects. Television can be produced at

?many levels of'eophis4cation anddistributegreceived in a variety of ways.'
. '

Criteria are needed on what is appropriate for what purposes. USOE's C".-4)ice'

. V.

of Plarnang, Budgeting, and Evaluation (OPBE) determined that these andsx
. 1

--.

\ other issues should be, ^reviewed, and .that policy recommendations and leiter"

natiVes were needed for the future .Federals role in funding children's tele-

/ vision $togramming. . .?

f

The vesti atfon Strategy

To address such a broad spectrum Of interrelated policy issues,

re was an obvious,neea for breadth of expertise. In addition to the

4.

arious specializations of the Indiana University investigation team, the/i
r

contributiOnt of ,a distinguished ten - member advisory board were utilized,

early in the projet.to 4-Zre advice and help setprIorities, and' again

near 'the.end of the project when a draft of the final report was submitted..

Members of the advisory board were:
0

$0.

James A. Fellows, Program Officer, Natidnal Association of
Educational BroadCagters;

Fay FOndiller, Early Childhood Supervisor, Board of.Education
of the City of New York;.

V
*
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Hyman Goldin, Professor of Communication, Boston University;, /

Robert Heinichi Professor of EducatVn,. Indiana- UniVerSity;

josepbElapper%'Diiectqf, Offite of Social Research, CBS, Inc.;
. r

.Gerald Lesser, Bigelow.Professor of Educatidn and pmDevelo.

PsychOlogy, Harvard University;

Harold Mendelsohn, Professor and Chairman, Department of Mass'
.

Communications, Denver Uniersity;
N

Frank Norwood, Executive :Secretary, Joint .Council on EdOca-
tiortal Telecommunications; \ie

4
Edward Pfister, Executive Assistant.to the Olairman,'Board

of Governors,' the Public.Broadcasting Service;

. :
, ., .

Eddie Smardan, VicePresident, Broadcast Services, Ogtivy 1
Mather,21F., Lob Angeles. ,

Also

to assist

I,

,'specialized,

in developing

single -topic papers were commissioned in ten areas,

the policy tecommedations. .These papes have

provided input to this final report, and6as valuable contributioni,in

their own right, are inclugled in a separate volume.

for the commissioned papers are as follows:

The authors and topids
.

Lillian Ambrosinok "Children's Self-Concepts, Television and
Government'PolitieW."

Bradley S.,,Greenberg, "Children's Television and the Econom-
ically Disadvantaged Child: Research Findings and Policy
Implications."

-1N

Lionel, C. Barrow, "The We Nobody Knows: Minority Childreri

and. Televisiolc

Louis A..:Bransford, PImpaet of Television %%Children and._
Youth in Geographically Isolated 'AkteasP!,,

Carolyn Jr Nygren and Frank B. WtihoW, "Handicapped Children
. and Television."

e.
Muriel G. Cantor, "Children's Television: Sexrole Portrayals

and Employment Discritination."

Harold Mendelsohn, "The Mythic Functions'of Television and
the Pressures for 'Reality'."

.1; fs".
Aaa
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. H man W. Land, "Federal:Government InvOlvement.in Commercial'

-L----Tetevision'for,Children." _ ..

. ..,)

EUgene N. Aleinikoff,."Rights, Residhih and Hpyalties:
.. ,

Legal Inquiry into Office of Education' Grants fort:,
Educational Television Materials"

t
ga-

4 John P. Witherspoon, "Federal Investment in Television Pxogram-

. ming for Children: :Implications of Delivery9ystemsi",

The first seven. papers form in audience,oriented cluster, and tie last
, .

three form An admiriistratively-oriented Bluster. The fist' paier.041s

with self-concept development andis intended to, serve as a theoretical

-introduction to the next four papers, each of which deals with a different
f . e

specialized audienc group, and eachsoewhich is 'related to gelf-concept

development. The final paper in the audience tlusterAs again broad and

theoretical,Idealing with the limits of divekiiity in h' mass medium. The

final 'three papers, the administratively-ori ted cluster, deal with com-

mercial. television /Federal relationships, c right issues, -and alternative

distribution systems. '

The Project Officer responsible for mo tpring the present investiga-

tinn for USOE coordinated a series of. meet s with various1USOE officials

throughout the project to help keep it oki ed toward Areas of genuine

need for policy input. As will be disc4 ed in more detailaater, the task
. .

has'evolved fgpm a rather general one t more sharply focused set
-

of is-

sues, based on continuing feedback fro ese very ,useful meeting's.

As part of our investigation, we have conducted over ninety interviews`

with professionals involved in variou ways with children'
'Pf

Interyiewees are listed imAppendik
z

television.

Finally, we invited feedback :draft of this report from'a variety.
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of organizat,ons involvedwith children's television: the Corpora ion for

Public Broacicasting, the Public Broadcasting Service, the National Associ-

..ation of Proadcasters, the Children's Television Workshop, the Agency for

Instructional Televisions_ Bilingual Children's Television, theaCARRAsCOLENDAS

. project at'KtRN-TV, AuStin; Texas, and Action for Children's Television.

Limitations on the Scope of the Investigation

Several tasks that were.desdeibed:in the USOE Request for Proposal Ale

useful in undeFstanding the scope and limitations of this study. These

tasks were,presentedt not as inflexible prescriptions, but as illustrations

of the kinds of analyses expected in the investigations that would
,

mately generate.the desired poliCy recommendations.'

.

The following kinds of questions were included in the USOE Request for

Proposal:
, /

1. How has children's television programiing been supported
. .

1:ty Federal and non-Federal funds?

2. How appropriate and useful have 5een the various evalu-

ations of impact for. purposive-children's televiiion?
. .

,

What production factors and delivery system-factors are

associated withthe most successful purRosive:Chiar4's

television programs?

4. What are the .capacities of variousrdelivery.systems for

childten's television programming, and what audiences.are

Associated with each?.
9

.
,

.
.

.

,

The list of queStions above is not intended tl4reprodUce the Original

USOE Request for Proposal, but to give an'idea of the lines along.which
.4 .

r



USOE was thinking when it ftinded this investigation. An essentially end-

less list of questions can be addressed to the children's televis)ion area.

USOE's puFpo ses were clearly targeted to a ciriain subSet of those ques-,

tiOns, as stated in the original Request 'nor Pioposal, and as eubaruently

firmed up in"discUssions with USOE personnel. The facts of the "who, what,

when, where, why, and how" questions is to be primarily on isties that come

under the manipulable domain of USOE in, the area of children's television

programming, and this ultimately boils down to funding decisions.

Many issues of great social significance in children's television are

not included in.that assignme t, and their expl ation could not be in-

.-4%

eluded in this investiga on. The major USOE involvement in children's
. :

television is, in one manner -ox another, in funding production or other sup-

port of purposive programming. This is in-qontrast to,the regulatory furze-
'

...,

tions outside USOE and outside the scope of this project.

There is ample cause for concern and policy investigation into the

area of televised violence, and extensive inquiry both with and without

Federal funding,has been conducted here '(e.g.; Baker &Tall, 1969; Surgeon

General's report 1972; Liebert% Neale, & Davidson, 1973). The issue of_
*

violence as it pert

up berg,

ns to children's television programming is not taken

NA
4,

Research has been deviited to the issue of the'effects on children of

advertising through television commercials (e.g., Ward, 1971 Ward &

Wackman, 1973). There is'the increasingly powfrful voice o citizen action

groups such as Action. Children's Television,levision, which exert pressure for

more and better children's programming, with less comMercializatioh, on
ti

regulatory agencies such as the federA Trade Commission and.the Federal
4110

a
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CommunicatinnsCoMmission. .These, too, are outside the domain' of this pro-

jCt.

Other significant areas relate only moderately and indirectly to-this

project: for example, theoreticalor policy research being conducted

through- Federal agencies outside USOE, such as the National Institute of

Mental, Health (e.g.', Gerbner, "Cultural, Indicators "; Zanna, "The Causes and
0

Con 'sequences of Credibility in TV,News"; Collins, "Social Inferences and

Television Effects on Children") or the-Office of Child Development (e.g.,
.

Henderson, "Television 'Model Effects.on Cognitive Skills"; Bolz,"Television0

Content and Children's Social Attitudes"; Liefer,' "Children's Critical

'Evaluation of Television Content"). The USOE perspective of this investi-'

gation also minimized inputs from agencies sucil as the.National Science

* /

Foundation and the National Institute of Education.

Other limitations were imposed by the Original USOE Request for Pro-
-%

posal or were determinecrin subsequent consultation. 1'

1. Time. The project was to start July 1, 1974 and terminate

- about nine months later. Theassignments became focused in

late September; 1974, after meetings with the advisory

board and a Federal advisory group. This meant that about

seven productive months were available for the invastiga-

tion-

4
2. Site Visits. The Request for Proposal stipulated a maxi-

.

r.

pum of five site visits to interview a variety of person-

nel related to children's television. As discussed later,

posed Some vary difficult choices, and led to the ex-z.

elusion of some series and personnel which would have been

101.,

r Qj



includedin a more broadly-based study.

3. Personnel Time. The Request for Proposal estimated that

the scope of the study envisioned "should require an.

expenditure of about one Professional man year."

4. Funding. BasecCon the'iiMitations above, the propiA4,1

for this project was funded by USOE at a rather modest_

,level in the full realization that the slope of the
, .

..,
invektigation would neceSsarilyA)e-commensurate-

-
. ;Methodology. The Request. for Proposal stated that

". . .it is the intent of USOE. that existing informa

tion be used in this study.": That is, no acquisition

1

of new data, other than that which could be gathered

in the site visit interviews, was. to be proposed.

6, Types ofSeries Given; the limitations on the number

of site"visits, it was determined in consultation'

that only current and nationally distributed televi-
.

sion series especially designed for children would be

subjeq, to consideration. This immediately. eliminated

regional' programs such as those produced by the t

Appalachian Etluational Laboratory., demonstration pro=

jects such as the .Denver Satellite Technology Demonstra-
,

tion; and formal .purposive use of adult programIng by

children, such as is encouraged by the Prime Time School

Television organization in Chicago. This limitation to :
I

nationally distributed series did not rule out series

with'no directUsOE support; however, nor did it neces-

sarily rule out commercial children's series' considered

;" s'.

O

r
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purposive.

Selection of Sites and Program Seriesr
,

Selection of sites and program series was -made in consultation be-
.

tween the investigators and the Federal adviSorg. At various times in

those discussions, the following series were considered: CARRASCOLENDAS,

VILLA ALEGRE, CAPTAIN. KANGAROO, ROMPER ROOM, INSIDE/OUT, RIPPLES, FAT
0

ALBERT AND THEXOSBY KIDS; SESAME STREET, THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, MISTER-
>

ROGER'S NEIGHBORHOOD, NEW ZOO REVUE, BIG BLUE MARBLE, and ZOOM. If not

all "purposive" series in. the sense of having formal objectives, they at

least were considered to be designed for other than purely entertainment

purposes. Other series, particularly fropi commercial teleVision, could

have been added to the list. The choices.were very, difficult to make.

What follows is a brief summary of the rationales employed and the deci-

sions made.

Because existing literature, rather than original data, was to be the

basis for the study, the two series of the Childreh's TeleVision Workshop

(CTW), SESAME STREETand THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, were almost mandatory

choices, because 9f their unique blend of funding sources, and because far

more in the-way of history and research has been written about these than

for any other children's series. As a site Visit location for field inter-

views, New York also provided access to the three commrcial netwdrks and'

a majdr non - Federal funder, the Ford Foundation. New York becaMe one of
r

.

the five sites visited and the CTW programs betamewo of the six programs

investigated. Additionally, a less extonsive investigation'wls made of
,

BIG. BLUE MARBLE, a series fUnded by IT & T and aired over commercial and

public stations without commercials. This allowed an exploration of the
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generilizability of BIG BLUEpMARBLE's funding model; and the producers'

11/41'interests in Federpl involvements with this series.

4

Among the group of television &les Under consideration, INSIDE/OUT,

produced b he.Agency for Instructional Television (UT), Bloomington,

Indianp was the pnly series distributed nationally, mostly over public

broaddasting stats, that was designed exclusively tor in-school use.

Also, 'the funding arrangements forNSIDE/OUT were unique, coming from t

state level in a consortium ofcnoperating state_school'systems. Bloomin tnn,

,Indiana as a,site and INS/DE/OUT.as a series were selected.

The unique. aspect of 261M, in terms of our desired financial snalyses,

was that it had'developed entirely within the system of public broadcast-

ing, which represents a different chain.of decision-making from that in

which USOE would typically be involved. After a few years, a lessening,of

funds made\it necessary to supplement the-public broadcasting funds with

non-Government funds, and this aspect of financing was lso desired for

review. ZOOM is produced at station WGBH in Boston, which was also attrac-

tive as a site visit location because of the accessibility to the Center

for Research in Childrefi's Television at Harvard University, Action for

Children's Television, and the Education Development Center, which was in

the early sages .of production of a series in mathematics funded under the

Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA), and administered by USOE. The decision

was macif to include ZOOM 48. a seri's and Boston as a'site visit.

Only two series funded under ESAA,had-been completed and were on the". k

air at the time of our investigation: CARRASCOLENDAS and ViLLA ALEGRE,

both Spanish-English'bilingual series for children, but tdrgeted for dif-

ferent age groups. These two series were funded totally and directly by

tt.2)+111.,
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USOE, the:onlyeeries on the list of pressible programstobe so funded..

The CARRASCOLENDAS programs were produced by KLRN,-Aus't n, TeX4s, and the
(

4
rVILLA ALEGRE programs were produced by Bilingual Childr

f°

n's Television, Inc.

(BC/TV), Oakland, California. -Because of.the major Federal investAent in

several ESAA series-(about $19- 23 million, depending, on definition) in-

- elusion of these two completed'ESAA series was almost mandatory. Thus,

4

sites four.and five wstin and Oakfhnd) were selectednd the options were

consumed. I

of the inis USOE wanted io consider was the acce sibility of

Federally-funded p ram materials to commercial television. CAPTAIN

KANGAROO had thd interesting, history of combining at one time some Feder-
.

ally-funded inserts in the CBS commercial series. Current and former-CBS

officials'wdre interviewed to explore, among other things, the generaliz-

ability' f this kind of association between the Federal Goernment and cam

mercial television. Chicago's public television station WTT1Sptoduced spot

announcements under a contract from USOE for distribution on commercial

television. .Rather than include Chicago as aalte visit, howeverit was

decided to include an analysis of this experience in Herman Land's commis-.
./-

sioned paper entitled "Federal Government Involvement in Commercial Tele-
...

vision 'for Children."

The five series below we're considered but not included. ROMPER ROOM

is not truly a national series, but a locally-adaptedsyndicated series,

hence not falling within the limits of the requireMent for inclusion in

this'study. RIPPLES, produced by'the Agency for Instructional Television,

.was considered in many ways the forerunner of INSIDE /OUT, hence redundant

for purposes of our review. MISTERROGER'S'NEIGHBORHOOD was closing down

)
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production of new programs., and offering the Public BroadcastingSery ce

(PBS) a five-year package of reruns. NEW ZOO REVUE and FAT ALBERT AND THE,

COSBY KIDS were finally excluded, because the limited iesources to cove
cft.a.ar

site visits and series had been committed.

Types of Information Gathered
ti

lh addition to the rather limited library sources of information on

funding-related issues, both USOE and site visit personnel were very coop-
A

erative in sharing memoranda and reports.

There was no standardized set of questions for the site visit inter-

views; we sought from each'interviewee his or her experiences that would

shed light on the major USOE issues in children's television. Many of

these interviews were'recorded and transcribed, yielding more detail than

can be included in this report. From the representatives of the silt tile-
, a
vision series studied (CARRASCOLENDAS, SESAME ST EET, THE ELECTRIC COMPANY,

INSIDE/OUT, VILLA ALEGRE, and ZOOM) we tried in ch case to get a report

trom the "receiving nd"%f the fnnder-produCtion agency relationship,

whether the funder las F ederal, non-Federal or both. This "view of the

real world" from the perspectiVe 'of the production agencies is critical..,

the analysis of what the Federal role in children's television has been and

should be.

The commissioned papers are another imRortant source of information

and policy recommendations. Each author.was given backgtound informa-

tion on the nature-of the investigation, as well as a suggested list of

questions and issues AD, cover: m the paper. The authors, all content ex-

perts in the area of their pap' were given free reign to incorporate the

3.4
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1

data they felt re evantqc to interpret'the data according to their best

judgment, and to g beyond the data with professional opinions and recOm-i

mendations. 'The t -commissioned papers are not edited.into a common
,

styleuand'they.don reflect a uniform point of view: The commissioned.,

papers will be refer ed to in the body of this report; they are also pre-

sented separately in heir entirety in Volume II. Together, they can be

seen as ten, independe t "snapshots" of children's television, each from

the viewpoint of a spec alized problem area.

-

Organization for the R inder.of the Report,

.Chapter TwO examines briefly the relationships among audience, hard-

ware, arid-software.. factor- in an attempt to set up n.framework for exam-

ining children's televlsio nrogr ms in some type of a logical framework.

ft

Included here will be soci ogical/organizatipnal features of (a).the vol-

untary,. in-home audience; ( ).the in-schoOl>audience;. and (C) the special-
.

,ized interest group audience The hardware segments will examine broadcast

open- circuit, over-th -air) and non- broadcast distributiOn systems.

Software segments wi4f incor0 rate the organizational arrangements fot.pro-:

ducing programs, as illustrat d in th s1x children's series selected for .e

study.

Chapter Three,traces the ederal involveAnt in childrees television

through the channels of its tw' largest investments: Children's TOevision

Workshop, and money set aside or television in the Emergency School Aid

Acti(ESAA). The organizationa principle in this chapter is to exam,ime

both investments side by side thin various issues, categories, or fea-

tures, such as the legislation itself, monies allocated, proposal processes,

and so forth. The four USOE -f nded childrep's series in this study are in-

-11
(11.ia
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4 4 .
..

cluded in this section, major documentation for which came from USOE files.

1 4

Chapter Four examines specific policy issues. This includes identi-

fying the issue, stating the majoK, Argumentsthat have been gathered:vis-

A-vis that issue, And either concluding with a policy recommendation or a

set of policy alternatives. SoMe of the issues will have been. introduced

in Chapters Two and. Three; others will come.up.for,the first time in Chapter,

Four.
O

Appendix A is the list of interviewessind Appendix B is a glossary

of abbreviations and acronyms used in the report.

0

(
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Chapter Two: Understanding-Television:
Audience, Hardware, and Software Factors

The Systemic Nature of Television

In linear analysis, a television program is a middle link in a long

chain, and can only be understood in policY analysis terms by examining. the

chain as a whole. In.proc5ss analysis, .A television program is one compo-
.

nent in a highly interrelated nystem, and can. only lap Understood by exam7

ining the system as-a whole. To a. sociologist, or psychologist, the anal-
_

ysis of the audience may be.-paradount, with little concern given to a partic-

ular program and how it came into being. To a technologist, the distribu-
:

.1
tion system may be paradount, with little concern'given to subtleties of

program produCtiOn; whO,"if anyone e-is wattling; and what effeAts, if any,

are resulting. .Script writers, producers, funders,. union negotiarors,.prd-

motions specialists, station managers, evaluators, curriculum specialists,

utilization specialists, and the like, may identify with, one -or more cold-.

ponents of the system without necessarily taking intvaccount the system

as-awhole.. Advocates, and pressure groups may push for change.in one part

of the system. without thinking through the consequences for the syitem as

a Whole. Without examining the entire system, the limitations may not be

. apparent on the number and location ofsentrY points in the system that can

be influenCed properly and effectively by funders sucbas the Federal gov-
.

ernment. The attempt:will be made in this chapter4to desAe some of the

major features of television as an. interrelated system, so that the rever-

berations and implications of a particular action can be better estimated.
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The In -Home Audience for Television
8 V

Television islooked on with favor by the in-home audience, both in

. absolute terms, and:relative.to the media of magatines,newspapers, and

books (Bower, 1973). Why do they watch? Me pred parlance of the entertain-,.

ment motive is-giuggested by Bower's data p. 62) on the 1970 audience,

as illustrated in Table 1.

QP

.."fahle,1

.Seli-Reported Reasons.for Watching Television'

4
\Reasons

Perdent 'saying this reason
foriwatching televisiOn
usually applies,

"To see specificprograre
.I enjoy very much" ' .81%

4

"To see a special program
I've heard a Ipt.about" 50%.

"Because I feel' like
watching television" b 46%

"Because it's a pleasant
way to. spend an evening"

"Because I think I can
learn something"

41%

34%

"Because there is nothing
else to do at the time" 27%

The emphases were not in the original, but were added. In a list of 15,
\,

%

the six reasons above were the only ones to be chosen by more than 25% of

the respondents, all adults.

Wright (1959) brings out other important features of the audience as

they relate to the distribution system and the source'of programming in his
OD.

characterization of mass communication:
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. . .it directed toward relatively large, heiero-
geneoud,ond anonymous audiences; messages are transmitted
publicly, often timed to reach most audience members
Simultaneously, and'are.transient in character; the commu-
nicator tends to'be, or to operate within, a compleX organi-
zation that may. involve great expenSe. (p.. 15)

The in -home audience is voluntary; it is an audience with viewing al-

ternatives; and non-viewing alternatives or distractions as well. It must

. .

be attracted to watch; the programmer can exert little if any pressure on
.

the child to view in the fOrm of encouragement -to view, external rewards

-.. ----' .

for view ing, or "punishments' for-not liiewing. By being in-home, the cif 14

viewers are essentially anonymoui;L-to the programmer, and to each Other.

Conditions of viewing on a case-by-Case basis ,are unknown to any central
a

pe'rson: For the most part, viewing cannot be reliably prepared for in the
, ;.;..

home, controlled, sequenced across programs, individualized,' related to an-

cillary materials, or followed up.

The parental role in children's television viewing at'homeis,. of co.irse,

critical.. Bower(1973) found,6% of the respondents 140 .his 1970 survey r0-

porting that, all things considered, children are better off with television

than without television (p. 153). There-were three perceived advantages for

children that received more than 4% mentions: education (80%), entert

pent (23%), and baby - sitting (16%) (p. 157).-"Parents_nercftive ofteleVi--

sioa for-thildren as primarily an educator, with some entertaihment.and.a

'small amount of baby-sitting thrown in" (p. 159; emphasis in the original).

.

Even in those periods where the child is.part of a larger family viewing

4.- .. .

., . . .

group, thechildren "come pretty close to being equal partners with their

parents" in deciding which program(s) to wa.;ch.(p. 183). Greenb:rg (1975,

commiasioneCUIpaper, p. 20) notes'ihat child control of the set is greater

in loWer-income families than in middle-income families.
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For the in-home audience,. the program:must succeed in television terms

before it can succeed': OU anyother terms. ...This fundamental and self -evi-

dent point, still notOniversaiAy apprecifte0, simplyineans that the pro-.
f . *

.

gram must attract. annudience before, le effective at all Kincaid,
,,,,,,,.

McEachrOn, & licKinneY' (1974) state:

There 1.00 consistent evidence that making the media
more sophistiCated enhances effectiveness. For instance, for
televised instruction, there is no consistent evidence that
Color, ani*tibn, bumOr, or dramatic, ather than eXpository-
preaentatiO#gimprOVeS effectiveness; although it does attract,
a larger aUdienCe7Sesame Street is a prime' illustration of
this .(110

Getting airin-rh e audience to watch a purposive program voluntarily in the

first

where t

o small part of the problem. ,Purposive television:must go

ldren are and where the television receivers are.. For pre

schoole , the children and the televis receivers are in the home, and

implies a host of environmental an sociological realities that mustt

altwith compatibly in the programming strategy.

AgOraing to estimates of the A. C. Nielsen Company, more than 68 mil-

lion 766i:14001d , or.slightly mare than 97 percent of U. S. households;

owna:Working:teleVision 'set (Nielgen Newscast, #3, 1974), wt ich is; in ef-
. - lir

!$.

feet', khe near-saturation point.''

e ,.
:the American Research.Bureau (ARB) estimates that of.the homes with

%

television receivers, 68percent have color.sets and 44 percent of the

homes have multiple sets (ARB, Winter, 1974). AR further,estimates that

/86.percent otWe households with television are capable .of receiving UHF

4

A. Nielsen Company estimates that average daily television usage \

.

per household is six hours and fourteen minutes (Nielsen Newscast, #1; 1974;

-10



Broadcasting, March 3,.1975). Approximately two-thirds of, the television,

sets are in use during prime time (7:30 to 11 p.m.);More than a third in'.

fringe time (5 to 7:30 palt. and 11 to 11:3 p.m.);, 28
4
percent in the after-

.

noons; and about 18 percent in. the mornings.

Of importance to the present examination is the use of television

by,non-adults. 'Television audience research.firms,break down the audience

on certain.chpfacteristics such as Age and sex, which is useful to adver-,

.

tisers who wish.to target their messages to particular audiences. 2Non-

adults are typically defined as those.between 2 and:17 years of, age, inclu-
.

sive. :There are about 61-jmillion people in the United States whdofall into

this age categoryor about 30'percent of all persons in telev ion hou,e-

holds. A more specific" breakdown of non-adults is shown i/Table 2'(Ogilvy

iSiMither, letter to Mielke, April 11, 1975):

Table 2

Age Breakdown of Non-Adults in Television Households

Age Category

'male teens (12-17)

female teens 2410

children (2-5)

children (6-11)

Number,

12,590,000'

12,210,000,

13,520,000

22,300,000.

Children (2-5) .are. among the heavier, viewers
0

teens view the least of any group. Table 3 shows the

least, of groUpeusing-televisio04n mid-winter, 1973

#1,' 1974):

e 41
4

0

of television; mile

rank order, most to

(Nielsen Newscast,

a
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Table 3

Rank Oidef of GroUpS Using Television

Rank Sex

1,

2.

3.

4..

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.-

10.

Age

Women' 50+
Men 50+i,
Women 35-49
Children 2-5
Women . 18 -34

Children 6-11
Men 35-49
Female teens 12747.
Men 18-34
Male_teens 12-17

4

According to Nielsen;

,

'this ranking of non-adults is historically typical."

? #

In Fiebruary11974,:the month -of the year in which typic4lly there. s
a

the most' television viewing, non-adults in 1974 watched on the average

about three and a half hours of television each day. Specifically, each

age category watched the amounts of television during the average week in-

dl.catea in Tabl'e 4'(Nielsen Newscar, #2, 1974):

Table 4

Average Weekly Viewing for Non-Adults in February,'1974

Group Average"Weekly Viewing
(hours:minutes)

Children 2-5 30:10
Children 611 26:55
Fethale 12-17 21:38
Male 12-17 20:55

Given these figures as averages, it can be calculated that when the average

''1""
person graduates from high4OchOol, that person will tiave.spent more hours

watching televiSion than being in the classroom.

;12

TN,



Prime-tIme television (7:30 to 11:00 P.m. E.S.T.0 attracts the larg-

est non-edult audience; typically 27 per4ent of the prime-time audience

is non - adult. In February, 1975, the ibp*ten child-appeal programs were

aired on commercik television, and eight of the top ten were in prim

time; the most popular, EMERGENCY; attracted almost 9 million children

aged 2-11 during the average minute (Broadcasting, March 3, 1975)'. The

twonon-prime-thaeprograms among the top ten wereLAND,4NTHE LOST and

THE NEW ADVENTURES OF GILLIGANc) Weekday early-fringe (5:00 to.7:30 p.m:

E.S.T.). is proportionately the,highest of ill-dayparts for children 2-11.

.

Saturday morning, normally thought of. as the "Children'ip makes

up assmall percentage of the average weekly viTqing--abodt 15 percent for

all non-adult viewing and only about "eight percent of the viewiig done

by children 2-11" (Nielsen Newscast, #1, 1974).
4

Instead, non -adult viewing is spread thrpughout the weekday and the

_
.weekbnd. As of February, 1975, the percentage of audience made up of non-

.

adiults(age 2-11) during the various daYparts.is preilented in.Table5
.

Ogilvy & Mather, letter to Mielke, April 11, 1975):

Table 5

Non:-Adult Percentagesof Audience for

4
, Various Dayparts in Februaly, 1975

M-F M-F - M-Sn M-Sn
10-4:30 -4:30-A3 8-11 llpm-lath

Early L$e Weekend

.
Daytime Evenin Prime Evening (children's)

Children' 2-5 11% 9% 4% c 1% 23%,
.

4.

Children 46-11 77 .: 14% 10% C 4% . 33%

Chp.dien 12-17 . 7% 11% 11% -9% 16r"
. .

4--

43

$
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,

. It also should be clear that television, particularly network tele,-

visionoxis an inexpensive means of reaching a lot of children siMultane=

'ously in terms of cost per thousand exposures to commercials. Simplis-

tically, the biggerthe audience in broadcasting, the'higher the adver-
.

tising rate, and the greater the opportunity for profit.' Similarly the

larger the audience, the more money which can be invested in program de-

0

velopment and experimentation. As a result, prime-time programming is

typically the-most pensive, fringe time the next most expensiveoend so_

on. Saturday morning children's programming-is among the least expensive-
programming produced on\netwo"television because the audiencell

and not-the "ldear,andience for most advertisers. "The budget for the

average Saturday morning half-hour cartoon is probably in the region of

$50,000 to.$55,000. a.half;hour.,. as against $250,000 to$300,000 for a

half-hour for primetime children's specials like Hoxithe'iGrinch Stole

Christmas, or thel [other] Dr. Seuss and Winnie the Pooh shows" (Pearce,
'(.0;

1974, p. 17). , \0,

s

It is diffitult to -stimate a "typical' cbst of a minute of program-
, 116

ming, and simple comparisons of costsper-minute can be deceptive. SOme

companies do and some do not include overhead and administrative expenses

in per-minute costs. T -ham quality-of production desired can affect costs

a. great deal: for examp e, animation costs may vary from $2,000 to $30,000

per minute, dependin hat is desired. A Shakespeare production in

street clothes would ass edly be less expensive than the, same Shakespeare;

production in full costu e. The use of union vs. non-union shops can make

a difference in production-Costs. Interpretability demands, therefore,

that cost-per-minute comparisons take into considerhtion (a) the account-

ing methods used by the production agency; (b) the production in sophistica-
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tion desired; and (c) whether_the production agency-is unionized.

Wen if calculable on a strictly standardized basis, the program with

the lowest cost-per-minute may not be the best investment. The value rea.

ceived from production investments depends, not so much oremprogram attrib-

utes as on-the size of audience attracted, and on audience impact. Cost

per target audience exposure is critical. For illustrative purposes/Only,

assume that the typical purposive children s show wi 1 coat in ,he neigh-
"

.,114

borhood of $1,000 to $2,000 per minute, or $30,000 to $60,000 per half hour..

\
If that program reaches only 1,000 children, the-per-show cost of $60 per

viewer suggests that alternatives to television would probably be more costv-

efficient. On the other hand, if that program reaches 6,000,000 children,

the host per person reached is one cent. An even more responsive measure,

,\

if caldulable, would be cost pgr unit of desired audience impact.

Once the basic programming and distribution costs are covered, myone

in the coverage area of a station is capable of receiving the program.

Such is not the case with books or newspapers, where, excepting multiple

readership, the addition of one user meant an additional unit cost of pro-

ducing one more book or newspaper. Tele ision, therefore, is most effi-

cient ith large audiences.

The "economies of scale"-Appeal of rtieVision is attractive not only

to broadcasters attempting to reach the in-home audience, but also to broad-

casters serving the, in-school audience.

-The In-Sc ool Audience for Television
f.

=there are only two major places where children can watch televisioi:

in homes and schools, and the schools may well be the moreunderdevel-

i
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oped Opportunity. Sociological /organizational features of thein-school

audience are quite different from those of the in-home audience discussed
0

earlier.

In'the abstract, the in- school audience is perhaps the most promis-

ing of all settings for high-impact use of purposive television. The au-
.

dience islgrouped more homogeneously than would be the case in almost any

other setting. Competing activd.ties.can be controlled, and the pupils are

in that petting for the purpose of learning in the first place. The view-
_

.ing can be supervised and-controlled, meaning that there can/be pre-view

ing preparation, integration of non-broadcabt materials, and.follow-up
4

activities which can be individualized to needs of particular pupils.

To the extent that programming designed for' the in-hotieludience mist
4v

''Significant resources to overcoming the limiteations of the in-home

audience setting, the in- school program can in principle be' more direct,

compact, incrementally sequenced, and, by implication;°more efficient.

Hoyever, when this reduces to a televised version of a ilassrOom teacher,...

the record of .the last two decades allows little optimism for in- school

television. The "master teacher" concept of the fifties (low budget, talk-

ing face) is essentially moribund.

/- Where one could expect less acceptance of a program designed espe-'

cially forin-schooluse among the voluntary in-home audience, a program that

has overcome the obstacles to attracting an in-home audience will probably

be-attractive to"an in-school audience as. well.. This is evidenced, for

example, by the in- school use of THE ELECTRIC COMPANY,,which was largely

targeted to childten at home; but, as discussed later, has reached sub-

'.stantial numbers of children in the schoOls.
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The pupils are not abtonomOus as to whether they will view and what

they will view in the classroom setting, of course, because of the inter-

vening organizational meckanisms of the school.. The classroom teacher,

the principal, the local and state education organizations all mediate be-

tween the'programmer and the audience, and these mediations can be facili-
.

2
tative or restrictive. At a logistical.level, the complex scheduling of

classes must' be compatible with'the complex scheduling of broadcasts, when

U.

the openrcircuit broadcast mode is employed, and open-circuit broadcasting

is by far the predominant distribution system.for in-school programming

at this time. This is ameliorated somewhat by the willingness of many pub-

lic broadcasters to repeat the programs'and the willingness of the teachers
.

o.adopt theie4thedules, particularly to highly desirable programs. Also,

at the logistical,level'is the systemic requirement. of a sufficient num-

.

ber of television sets to receive the programming, an issue discussed later.,

fAt the attitudinal evel,
r

there must be a_commitment to the concepes.f in-

school television programming; essentiallyat all points in the hierarchy.

of the .school system. It is argued that if quality in-school programming

is made available, this will be followed by (a) attitudinal .commitment to

in-school television; (b) adequate technolO6,to.receive such programming;

and'-(c) adaptive logistical arrangements to utilize such programming.

School curriculum is traditionally a local and state affair, not a

Federal affair, and this tradition can work against the economies of scale

achievable in nationally - produced and distributed programming. However,

as demonstrated by the Agency for Instructional Television, local and state

interests can voluntarily.cooperate in programming that meets mutual needs.

Cr
This maintains the traditional state and local control of curriculum while

concurrently achieving the economies of scale of national programming.

1,

7
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While, in-home reception capability is almost universal, the technical

capabilities of schools for television reception is less clear. The prob-

lem.is that while marketing and audience research firms pay a lot of at-
. _ .

tention to the in-home audience and in-home.reEeption capability, no one

knows exactly what the reception capability is for Schools, and ratings
- I

r.,

do not reflect the'in-school audience.

USOE has released announcements for FY 75, requesting proposals for

televiaiOn programming under the EmergenCy SChool Aid Act (ESAA). The anr

nouncements contain a pessimisticaressment of the potential of in-school

**utilization for ESAA programs: "Because of the paucity of clagsroom videoi

receivers throughout, the nation, and the reluctance of many teachers to

use television even where there is .access to a-TV set, the potential for'',

any.given student to be- exposed to an ESAA-TV series_WhiIe seated'in a'

i

4assroom is minimal." Without digagreeing at, all with the continuing spe-

,-:

fication--that the series should not be designed to be dependent on class-

room logistical support--one can still question whether the opening assump-

tion should be pessimistic in that degree for the in- school audience.

The availability to the class of a working TV receiver at the right

time is a necessary but not sufficient condition for viewing. Set Avail-
:

rt.
ability statistics therefore state the maximum posSible audience,:not,the

actual audience or the probable audience. The maximum possible audience

for a commercial program would include almost, everyone in the country. The

National Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) has sketchy. andobsoles-

cent data on reception capability from a 1970 survey, the lateet. Federal .

compilation of such.information (NCES, February 9,. 1971): there were 81,000

public schools, and 75% 'had one or more TV receivers. Some of-these could

48 411
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Alave been for teacher rather than student use, however. A better question

is,what proportion of schools owning one or more receivers report actually,

using educational telecasts in the schools: of 61,900 schools owning one

or more receivers, 71% reported educational usage; this went up to 75% foi

elementary schools nm&down to 59% for secondary schools. "Educational

usage" is too geneAla concep to give much guidance, however. An index
O.

of the level of commitment to n-class viewing may be inferred from the
a

,number of receivers available or classroom use. NCES (1971) dataare re-

ported in Table 6.

_ Percent of-All Public S
SphoOls by Number of.Tel

t7

Table .6

chools andiof All Pupils in Pdblic
evision Receivers for Classroom Use

, Number of
Television
Receivers

Total Total
Schools - Pupils
(81,000) (44 million)

Total (all number ) 100% 100%

None: 25% 19%

A-4: 52% 51%

.-

5-9: --N...13% 15%

10 or more: 10% 15%

If one would define a "committed school as one that made available

five or more sets,.then 23% of the schools had made the commitment, and

they encompassed 30% of the pupils as of 1970. This is consistent with

an estimate made by. Edwin Cohen, Executive Director, Agency for Instruc-

tional Television (AIT), that approximately one-third Of all U. S. schools

utilize over-the-air transmissions at least once per week (Cohen, 1975,

.interview). Systematic data on how many pupils are reached regularly are
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difficult to find. The in- school audience for VILLA ALEGRE and CARRASCOLENDAS

ia.greater than'zero, but unknown, AIT estimates, on the basis of such

things as the enrollments in schOols that pay-to receive the program, and

the number of teacher guides requested: that approximately 5 million children

were-viewing its program INSIDE/OUT in schools during the'1974-75 school

year (FoX, 1975, interview). If that estimate is accurate, that is, by most

standards for purposive children's programming, a substantial audience.

More detailed-data on school utilization of h purposive children's pro-

. gram are available from su II II ative evaluations conducted on THE ELECTRIC

COMPANY (TEC). (Liebert, 1973). Among the population of private and public.

schools containing grades 2, 3, or 4 (plus a few ungraded elementary schools),

an estimated 35% were using TEC in the. Fail of the 72-73 School year, which

covered. TEC s second season; 25% were in the "bullseye" of tke target audi-
.

ence (secon grade), and 10% were-in some other grade between 1 and 6.

About 40% of the schools were unable to receive TEC because of no sets, or

technical problems-in reception. The remaining 25% could have received T'EC

but did not. A composite table, drawn fromrLiebert's data (1973), shows

(liable 7) the extent of utilization of,-.TEC by schools, teachers, and pupils;

0

across grades 1-6.

Table 7

Percent of U. S. Schools, Teachers, and PupilsUtilizing THE
ELECTRIC COMPANY (TEC) 'in theFall of 1972 in Grades One through Six*

Grade
Percent of Schools

Using TEC**
Percent.of Teachers

Using TEC***
Percent of Pupils
Viewing TEC****

1 17.2% 14.4% 14.0%

2 24.6 24.2 22.4

3 21.0 18.3 17.7

4 14.1 11:0 9.7

, 5 8.6 6.2 5.8 .

6 6.0 4.5 4.4

* based on all U. S.1 schools containing at least one of grades 2, 3, or 4.
V

,110



Liebelitt.3

*** Lieber ,

****Liebert,

1973, pp. A7-Al2
1973, p. A47
1973, p. A50
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To .'the extent that a school was-iidentifited as a "uset" sc

thoUgh only a fraction of the classroom teachers within that school might

actually have used. TEC, the percentage of "utilizing, teachers" should be

'much smaller than the percentage of "user schools." To the extent that

"Utilizing teachers" engaged proportionately fewer numbers of pupils than

"non-utilizing teachers" the percentage. of "viewing pupils" should be

smaller than the percentage of."htilizingteachers.'.' As shown in Table 7,

. the slippage. was not dramatic, particularly in light of Liebert's subse-

quent comment (telephone call to Mielke, April 14; 1975) that the princi-

pals'. estimates of TEC viewership were conservative.

Another issue in interpretinvsuch utilization' data is the frequency

ox regularity with which the pupils' viewed the Series. In a second -phage

survey of utilizing teachers that had ,previously been identified by prin-

cipals, teachers were asked td indiOate the number of'days per week that

their pupils generally watched the show. For the Fall of 1972, the average

across teachers was 3.6 days per week out of the,5 days per week that it

was in theory available (Liebert, 1973, p. A92).

*-

The intended audience, of course, is li) schools, principals, teachers,

or classrooms, but pupils.--Anestimated..3.7 million pupils in grades 1-6
a-

vieWedTEC in school during the Fall of 1972 (Liebert, 1973, p. A93). In

addition to the in-school audience, TEC also reaches a substantial in-home

audience. In a four-week 'period in January-February, 1974,. TEC was viewed

at lOast once in 9,599,000 households, which.was 14.5% of all U..S. House-
.,

holds. The average number of telecasts seen during the period was 4.8
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00(Stati ical ReSearA 1974, p. 7).

`e
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The in-school audience for national programming is quantitatively large

enough'already to be taken quite seriously by USOE, and, with about a quartet

of the U. S. population in school; this-audience,can probably be increased

significantly.

Distribution Systems'

Broadcast T levision: ommercial. The television stations provide
GI*

'the backbone of ( broadcasting in the U. S. As of February 28, 1975, there

were 512 VHF and I97 UHF commercial and 95 VHF and 147 UHF noncommercial

broadtast stations on the air. Approximately 85 percent of_the commercial

stations are affiliated with one of the three major networks:, CBS, NBC or

ABC. Most of the noncommercial stations are interconnected via the Public
,

2dcasting Service (PBS).

Commercial television 16 a buSiness which is intereeted.in attracting

audiences in order to sell timeto advertisers (Owen, Beebe, & Manning,'1974,

p. 4). "However, in a commercial broadcast system, the paying customer to

whom the market responds is not the virewing audience but rather the adver-

tiser" (Melody, 1972, p. 10). Advertisers are interested not pnly in the

size of the audience but also' in its characteristics or "demographics" such

as age, sex and income. The larger thedemographically ideal audience, the

higher the rates a station can chaige an advertiser. Advertisers are most

interested in adults who spend money in the marketplace. As a consequence,

muctof. the programming on commercial television is and.will remain 'oriented-

towards adUlts (see Pearce,,1972; Melody, 1972; Owen et al.,-1974;

Peck, &McGowan.; 1973; Land, 1975, commissioned paper).
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There had(been pressure to eliminate advertising from children's pro-
,

gramming '(ACT Petition for Rtilemaking, February 5, 1970) which resulted in

a nvoluntary suggestion of a deciease of commercial time in children's

programming by the'Naiional Association of Biroadcasters. Simultaneously,

the FCC urged an increase in the amount of time devoted.to children's pro-
:

gramming (FCC Children's Television Report anti Policy Statement,,Oetober.

24, 2974). The FCC urged that vrogramming for children be presented through-.

out the week tind that a."reaSpnable" amount be designed to educate and id-
.

formand not simply entertain. The FCC eXpres1Rd a feeling that, for the
rf

presenttime, the industry's new commercial standard6 were appropriate.

r

There is-little likelihood Aat advertising on children's prcgrrming

will be eliminaced.entirely, although clustering'commercials before and/or

after the program is a poSsibility. If there is an increase in the amount

of programming, as long as the commercial broadcasters have to be concer

with ratings' aid satisfy their 'stockholders, the types of programs are 01

likely to be heavily entertainment-oriented and designed to app to the
, .

largest possible audience. -One network executive said that a y out:Of

this dilemma would, be to drop ratings in children's television (see Duffy,

1974). This seems highly unlikely, for now even pulic television seems to

be interested in ratiggs (Broadcaeting,'August 26, 1974,p. 24).

There may be' some advertisers
_
interested'in image advertising via in-

stitutional spots or underwriting a program series. As Land points out,'

corporate support of programming would be .considered if-it "would enhance

.

the corporation's own ultimate marketing welfdre--that is, [if] the medium

was conceived as a political-public relations ingtrument"(Land, 1975, pa

55). Such. an ef rt would be a small part of a coinpanyts- overall' matket-
.

'7?
4.0 4.1)
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-Although image advertising, like underwriting, is part
at an increasing trend, normally no more.than 5 percent of a

.r company's total advertising budget is devoted to the promotion
-ofa'company image. Because of this, and lacking any encour7 .

agement, institutional advertising and/or underwriting'seem
to provide no easy or simple Answersto the problem of paying
for children's television programs thit have fewer commercials
or are commercial -free. (Pearce, 1972, V. 62)

Ir
,

Twq years later., Pearce contended that:

If institutional advertfsing or underwriting were'
On the networks and television stations in the area of -C,hil-
aren's programmirig,.then'commercial.support for such prograM-
ming would be seriously reduced resulting in the cancellation
of mOstchildren's progr4mming: In addition, any children's:
programming that remained would have smaller budgets. Cont.
sequently, it is felt that any diamatie.shift.frOm commercial
adver sing to underwriting or institutional.advertising would
resul in the elimination of children'S telAVision as we knOw
it to ay. (Pearce, 1974, p. 48)

751'

Itwould appear that it is unlikely to expect the development of pur-
r\

posiVe television in commercial broadcasting on any large scale. This is-.
.

.

not to condemn the orientation of commerciAl broadcasting towards advertisers
.

..

or profits but rather is a 'r4cognition that they are- in a'profit-msking busi-

ness and make decisions accordingly:

Although there maybe ways-in which commercial stations and networks

,can lie encouraged or assisted in providing purposive children's'ProgramMing

(see, foi example, Land's commissioned paper, 1975), it is assumed that Other

distribution systems ar more likely outlets for purposive children's program-
,.

Ming, especially when the target audiences are small.

Lt should be pointed out that commercial television is an extremely com-

plex.business, a thorough explanation of which.is not appropriate for

study. Such explanations are already detailed elgewhere (see Head, 1972;

Brown, 1971; Noll et.al:, 1973; Beebe et al.,A974).

:i4
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.

Broadeasi. Television: Public.' The other major digtribution system

utilized today is the Public Broadcasting ServItek.(PBS), which intercon-

nects the nation's public television stations. Public stations are oper-

ated by non-profit oriapizations supported by local, State, and Federal

funds.grants from corporationwand non-profit organizations, and contrib-

ntions,frpm-the general public. Their licenses prohibit them from carry-

Jug Commercial messages although- certain. underwriting and money-raising

activities are permitted by the FCC.'

Although.27.percent of the homes in the U. S. Are television `quipped,"

I
not'all are Capable of receiving all of the networks. The three Commercial

networks cover most of the country: The areas not covered by c&mercial,

over-the-air network - =affiliated broadcasting stations have relied on other

tecbnologies such as Cable television or,tranelsters to get these signals..

The cost of reaching'people in sparsely - populated regions is- enormous, and

has'generally resulted in those persons not being served by broadcast tele-,

vision.

Estimates vary on the number OfTenple capable of receiving a signal

from a public stationbntit is generally agreed that somewhere between

70 to 80 percent of this natipns population resides within the predicted

Grade B contour of a public television signal., CoVerage maps ononcommer

At.O. and Commercial stations were prepared by Battelle under a USU. contract

(see TresSel, 1975).
41,

,

Nearly two-thirds of the public stations are UHF. Although about 86

percent of the receivers today are UHF-equipped, the frequency still suffers

as a "poor cousin" to VHF and is.largely made up of publid and independent

stations. The UHF signal is more. difficult to tune with the typical receiver,
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and the coverage area is smallet than VHF.

National networking wa considered a viable alternative to local pro-

. graaming in commercial bro dcasting as early as 1923 and was institutional-

ized with the fotmation of the National Broadcasting Company in 1927. Inter-'

connection of stations' is considered the lifeblood of,Tevision,broadcast-

.

ing--the costs of-programming and the amount demanded on a daily basis gen-

erally mediate against qualAty as well as quantity in local programming.

EconoMies of scale are probably no better illustrated than when, - network

Or producer can produce a program for severakhundred thousand dollars and

recoup the investmept because a large number of stations use the program

and thereby the "cost" is spread among several hundred outlets with millions

of potential viewers.
1

The'need forlive interconnection in public broadcasting was not:seri- '

ously addressed on.a nat4nal basis until passage of the Public Broadcasting
. .

Actt0X 1967. That Act, which was the result of recommendations by the

Carnegie Commission on Educational Televisi7, resulted in the establishment'

of, the Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) to provide broad-range fi-

nancial assistance to public television. CrB formed the Publiq Broadcasting

d Service in 1970 to manage the interconnection and distribute national pro-
,40

grams. The interconnection system is shown on the followilig page.

et,

In 1973,

PBS merged with the Coordinating Committee of Governing
Board Chairman, the Education Television,Stations Division
of the National Association of EducationalBroadcaeters. .

[and] is now a non-profit membership corporation. PBS
activities include operation of a nattdnal interconnection
service; distribution of a national program service to public
television licensees; representation before Congress, the
Executive Branch, the CPB and the public; and operation of a
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central revenue service that provides professional services
and up-to-date information Tor its member stations. (Lee.&
Pedone, 1974, p. °57).

PBS also operates the Public Television Library (PTL), a tape exchange and

distribution center for recorded programming.

PBS is.governed by a dual board: a Board of Governors, consisting of

elected lay ruresentatiyes from stations' boards;.and an elected Board of

Managdra. PBS per se does not produce programs; but most of the'PBS pro-

grams are produced by member stations.

The staff and services of PBS (with the exception of the
technical operation of the interconnection system, which is
sustained by a contract with CPB) are supported enirely byl"
dues from PBS's member stations.

k
-. Production costs of programs distribeted by PBS re
underwritten through three major- sources: (1) the fe eral'
government through funds administered by the Corporation for
Public Broadcasting, (2) foundations and Onrporations.through
grants, and (3) public television stations through contribu-
tions of local productions for national.distiibution and
throUgh a station prograncoOperative,.a system which began
in fiscal 1975 whereby each station partiCipates in,the fund-
ing of those.national' programs it wishes to carry. (PBS
Factsheet)

One of the more intriguing asp cts of PBS is their implementation in

FY 75 of the station program cooperative (SPC), a.plan which allows the eta-

'tions to act as consumers and decide which programs they are willing to sup-
.

\ort by sharing in the programs' cost as well as:the distribution cost's (see

."Inside the. Program Cooperative," PTA, 1974). Even before the SPC, and cer-

tainly after it, ."American public.broadcapting is the most 'decentralized

national telecommunications structure in the world" (Witherspoon, 1974).

I, .

Like it or not, public broadcasting must compete with other media for

,.
audience attention. Lyle (1974) writes:

. . .public broadcasting stations do operate within the context

ail

vi
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.1

of a competiti1.4 broadcasting.market. The vast majority of
the population of the-United States live in markets where they
have simultaneous availability of the'three major television
networks and one or more "independent" (non-network) commercial
stations, a public television 'station, plus a'cOnsiderable num-
ber of AM and FM radio signals which may-include a public sta-
tion. Commercial viability is based on numbers., Programming
which can attract a large-number of viewers and liateners'has
commercial viability. The unpleasant implication of this
truism for public broadcasters is that the probabilities are
quite high that.the "alternatives" for which it prOvides will
attract minority audiences. Indeed, since la e
be commercially viable for tile independent St onsi,:,the prob-t==-
ability is that the audiences of_in iyidUal °grams on publi'
broadcasting will be not just a-mill tttir,Aluti.s smallmiudrityY
at that. (Lyle, 1974) t

( .

Still, an "A. C. Nielsenipompany study showed PBS. evening programs

ware viewed in 27 million -(40.7 %)\ f
,,.

U. S. television households over an

eight week period, ct er 25- Novetiber 21, 1974" (PBS FactsheeQ. CPB re-
..

.

ports that-another 77tregularly use public television during the day, which

brings the audience estimate during the eight-week period to 47.7'percent.

These are cumulative figures ac oss,en entire battery of Programs, hOwever,

as opposed to the Commercial standard of program rating. In a February,

1974 ratings
5

sweep, t18public,stations had audiences so small they cluld

not be estimated reliably (Cooper, 1974, interview).

In 1973, a total of 3,340 hours of. educational, cultural and-public

affairs programming'..was supplied by PBS to member stations. During'fiscal

year 1973, public television stations,devoted 321 percent of their time

to classroom progtamminthEiremaining'67.9 percent was devoted to general

audience programming (Atherspoen, 1974, p. 11-5). This percentage has been

consistent for the past four years.

PBS provided 39.2 percellt of all programs broadcast and the majority

of general audience programming on public stations; locally produced pro -,

41'
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.

grams was the second largest source of all programming: 21.1 percent in

1973: Other major sources were

Instructional Television Center

National Educational Television

regionay-W.erconnection; the National

(now AIT) at Bloomington, Indisn (4.9%);

at Ann Arbor, Michigan (4.1%); Great Plains

National Instructional Television Libraryet Lincoln, Nebraska (3.4%); and

PBS's Public Television Library (2.9%) (figures from Lee & iiedone, 1974).

Beyond the three national commercial networks and the PBS interconnec-
.

tion distribution of prOgraMa on a national basis becomes extremely cumber-
.

some and costly, and the number of potential viewers diminishes substantially.
.

One'option is to 'bicycle" the program from station to station in tape form

for broadcast locally, or io make a copy of the tape 'for each station agree-

ing to broadcast the program. This proCess is more costly, and.can only

have the potential audience reach of a nationally7supplied network program'-
.

di enough stations are enlisted., Also, stations Will,typlcally,be reluctant'

to schedule such bicycled programs at times when a network feed is available.

There- are three major agencies which could be classified as national

"syndicators" in public. television: The Agency for Instructional Televi-
, t

sionvkAIT); the Great Plains National Instructional Television Library

(GPNITI.; and PBS's Public Television Library (PTL). All three distribute

tape or filM to groups or organizations, not necessarily limited Co public

television stations, on request. Only AIT is involved in producing its own

programs.

PTL offers series which, in most-instances, have been carried on PBS;

GPNITL takes many differentkinds of programs from various sources; AIT

considers the likely audience use before committing td,a series. The series

which go Into the PTL and GPNITL libraries-are marketed by those libraries,
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but major use tend?to focus on a few of the popular series Of programs.

As such, they supplement but cannot supplant a national interconnection.

AIT develops series which have been determined as needed by the even-

tual users of the prograa. Therefore, series now entering the AIT library

are series for which demand. is built in. Because these series are designed

for use in-school, the schools make contact with the public stations in

r

their area to obtain the desired broadcast times for the chosen series.

ColleCtilkly, these contacts.can amount to a "national" broadcast schedule

'-on the public stations separately. As a consequence, the national

connection .is approximated.

6

Other Technologies

Cable television. Cable television has existed longer than educational

or public television- -cable began in 1949;`. the first'ETV station began in

1953. Cable television amassed a large amount of intelleCtual and social'

suppoit during the 1960s. People were discussing two-way interactive possi.7

bilities; there would be a wired nation with almost unlimited channels for

everyone; a large part of the nation would be wired by 1975, etc, but it.

has hardly lived up to its most.modest supporters' dreams. In 1975 only

around 12.5 percent ofthe population in the. U. S. was' reachable via cable

television; 6,000 communities --most of the
. _

y small and in.rUral areas
.-

have cable systems. Slightly more than 8, 00,000 homes or 26,000,000 people

in the U. S. are reachable through a cable syst

and governmental restrictio , it is unlik

1:g.fito increase penetration subs ifiliy1 lie near.future*,,,,,

ven present economics,

1Tthat cable television is gain

Even utilizing.every cable system,-oneficould still only reach about
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one hoMe in ten now reachable via over - the -air broadcasting. Very few of

the systems areAnterconnected to allow even that capability,,and'only about

20 percent are capable of local live origination. This is not to say that

2
cable television should be ignored, -but for the near future itdbts not ap-

.

pear to he a viable alternative to the uee'of public television for national

mass audience urposive programming.

,

Satellites. Although more than a decade has gone past in satellite

development, technical,; economic, political and cultural as well as national

and international regulatory restraints are likely to preclude direct broadr

cast to home from satellites--the ultimate teleCommunications ideal today--

in the near future. Satellites are likely to be Used in the next ten years
)

to interconnect public stations, cable systems, schools and hospitals, but

are "unlikely to replace conventional braodcasting, cable television or other

established terrestrial services, at least in the developed mations" (see

Norwood's paper, "The Next Ten Years in SatelliteDevelopment," in Witherspoon,.

1974, p. V-48). In the foreseeable future in the U. S., satellites will not

replace public television as the major means of distribution of purposive

programming.*

Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS). Public television

broadcasting (i.e., "over the air") is advantageous fo schools because it

is economical in that it covers a broad geographic area and a variety of

school systemi can share in the costs of a given program. Its disadvantage

is thatthe limited broadcast spectrum usually only allows one or at the

*Louis Bransfo\rdpirector of Utilization at the Satellite Technology
Demonstration Projett;a4hVer, Colorado, believes that.patellites might be
a major means of distribution in the near future, perhaps within apouple
ofsears (Bransford, letter to Mielke, April 7-,'1975).

410
A) A.)
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most two public stations in a given area. ITFS was established in 1963 as

one means of overcoming this obstacle. ITFS allows several programs to be

narrowcafted" simultaneously, point-to-point, to different "fixed" loca-

'tions. One disadvantage is that it is not inexpensive. Although in princi-

ple ITFS is no inferior technically to regularoc)ver-the-air broadcasting,

in practice it fteUOtly performs less well than regular broadcasting..

The chafinels which were set aside by the FCC for ITFS remain largely unused

today in many areas of the U. S. (see Noll et al., Appendix C, 1973;

Witherspoon, 19743\.

The technology exists for distributing television programs to individ-

ual clasees add even individual viewers by way of video cassettes or other

forms of recording. A variation is to use normal, off -hours of television

stations,to broadcast mate ial for recording at the utilization site, for
.

subsequent use in recorde form. The values of such consumei-cqntroiled .

access to television, including consumer choice of when to view, ability, to

(

stop-the tape, replay all r part of the program, etc\ were noted by the

<

U. S. Commissioner of Educ tion (Bell, 975, intervieWj. The barriers here

are economic rather than echnOlogical. Some estimate that the price of

recording and playback ma erials will hie to go down dramatically before

the advantages of such a distribution system will become widespread (Cohen,

1974, interview). Multiple 'recordings' of materials, especially materials

originally prepared for broadcast use, also pose problems of copyright (see

Aleinikoff, 1975, commissioned papei).

One mission of this ieport was to examine the distribution system in

the U. S. from a realistic viewpoint. It can only be concluded that for

the near future, even for in-school use, over-the-air public broadcasting
4

rc)
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is the most reasonable distribution system for tional purposive

dren's programs:

For the immediate future, the Fede1al government's most likely
delivery system will remain public television. Other systems
should not be 4gsored, and cable is likely to become very im-
portant, liut public television combines substantial reach with

. basic commitment to service programming. (Witherspoon, 1975,
commissioned. paper, p. 33)

It should also b concluded that over- the - air broadcasting should.only

be used if the potential target audience-justifies the expense on an effi-

h

olency comparison to Other methods... There are more cost efficient and, prob-

ably, more cost effective ways of reaching small target audiences. In those

systems with historically demonstrated economic viability, television broad-
.

casting 30a mass medium, and its liMited schedule will include, only those

prog?amswiAlch reach the largest acceptable_ target audiences. Public tele-

vision need not go for the mass audience or the advertisers' "ideal" audi=

ence; but given limited specttum space, resources and broadcast time, sta=

tion management will still select those programs which benefit the greatest

number of people;

A potential problem, however,AS that in most communities there is only

one public station.

At least for the foreseeable future, public television can
bethought of as a set of one-channel transmitters, usually
one to a city. Programs arrive at the transmitter by one of
a number of routes, but each transmitter is progiammed sett-.
stately and there are only so many hours available each week.
(Witherspoon, 1975, commissioned paper, p. 14)°

As more sources. begin supplying p Sins, the demand for time increases,

but Its availability remains constant. The result is that the competition

for national distribution among programs and series will increase, and ohlY

the best programs will have access to the national distribution systems

/19
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[Ala the single channel distribution network continues and
as mote and more investment is made from [the government]
sector and other sectors as well, you find out hat you've
got an eye-dropper that you're trying to put fire hose
stream through. (Dale, 1974, interview)

; Although there is room for additional programming in the PBS broad-

cast schedule, and on most public stations, the point of saturation is-

quickly being reached. Any project anticipating distribution via public

broadcasting would do well to consider scheduling. probabilities before much

developMent work is undertaken.

Alternative Media

-Depending on the size, -- geographic dispersion, sociological setting,

and the motivation/))of the.-audience, as well as the media characteristics

needed to meet the objectives, one might consider not only. alternative dis-

tribution systems for television; but also consider alternative media for7

mats to televiiion itself: For example, a taxonomy of alternative media

formats, based essentially on signal processing capacities and character-

istics,hasbeen developed by Bretz (1969). The, vast array of media char-

. acteristics and potential uses of those characteristics appear On the sur-

face to open up the options enormously when considering the basic question

of how might television best be used in the service of the needs if children,

and what alternatives to television might accomplish the same ends.

The extraordinary versatilityof the television medium'makes it pos-

sible for television to incorproate most other media. Television can.carry

radio, movies, slides, print, graphs, computer displays, telephone conversa-

tions, digital and analogic codes - -in fact anything that can be conveyed

in the sensory modalities of sight and sound. Television can be used

sensory extensions for deep sea explorations, crime detection, airlin
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schedules; interplanetary probeS, psychiatric interviews,"business confer-

ences, and reading water meters.

It is theoretically possible for television to serve the same func-
.

tions,,as Other media, and it is theoretically possible for other media to

`serve th functions as televisiOn. If an analybis.of aproposal to

produce /a television series should indicate that comparable :effectiveness.

could be obtained in a non-television Media ormat, it is estimated that

the economies. of the two options would ne ly always favor the non-televi-

sio alternative. If other things were equal, and the video channel were

not e ential, it would obviously be much less expensive to use radio. If
/ 0

a mission could be accomplished with :filmstrip it is almost inconceiv-

able that television could weigh in, s a more cost effedtive medium. These

are big "ifs" however. It is'the re s 1 of these questions that indicates

their limited applicability to t1e task at hand: would version of SESAME'

STREET in slide/audio tape format be as effective as the teleVision version?:

Could VILLA ALEGRE work as a
I
radio program? Gould ZOOM-be mimeographed?

Could INSIDE/OUT be computerized? These questions are not Antuitively at-

1

tractive on, at least'two,counts: theoretically valid cross -media compari-

sons are extremely difficult to make; the questions obfukate critical dif-

ference's in the sociology of the audiences for different media.

Just within'the medium of television itself, there is great diversity

in the elements (such as level of fundfng, specialization of content, mode

.of distribution, program promotion, size, type and sociological audience

setting desired and attained, and program evaluation)" that will cluster to
. .

form one or another viable- "system".of television. giamination Of these '

various systems is more relevant to the task at hand t4vea'examination of ,

I ;
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alternative media formats, and, as a result, is the fieus of the present

study.

.Specialized Audiences

One can consider a.special interest group, such as deVeiees of barber-

shop quartets, or whatever, to comprise,a specialized 'audience. Such "de-

votee" groups are typically motivated to seek information; they enjoy com-
/

munication with similarly inclined people, and are serviced by special o

M

ganizations and specialized print media (newsletters, magazines). These

interests are rarely served by broadcast television, and it is,by no means

clear yet that'they can even support specidlized-prov -amming.oyer alterna
=41-

tive distribution systems such- as cable. Ope would refer 0 this as,a rel-
,

atively small "market."

Another form of speciallAed audience is based on special needs, such

as the needs of especially gifted Children, needs identified with a sub-
,

group oiAmerican Indians, or minorities of children with-particular kinds

of physical or mental handicaps. Instead of a sma 1 .market," this would

be'd relatively small "target audience." These specialized audiences are

less likely to be Organized and serviced by specialized media. They are

likely to be ignored by tie commercial television programmer, with limited

channel capacity to satisfy all demands. Evenon systems, such as cable,

where channel capacity is not the major problem, the economics of televi-

sion programming are such that channels are not likely.to be used to satisfy

very small audiences unless they--ny.some agency on their behalf -spay the

cost of .the program. AddJng more channels does nothing to lower program

sosts, rather it fractionalizes the audience so that there are fewer people

. to share the "costs" of the pTogram.

Al) 4
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There are several problems to be considered in conceptualizing a

broadcas'iingaystem for meeting the needs of a special non-general)

group: audience size, dispersion, and target audience motivation to view.

Ameliorative programming. Another critical factor'is whether or not the

programming designed forthe special group would also have general appeal

'so that larger audiences (hence access to limited and powerfhl,distkibution

ksystems, justification for higher funding, ete.) would be attracted. Con-,
o.

sidering the worst possibility of each,problem area--a very small total

group, geographically dispersed over the country, with little self-motive-

tion'to"view special programming designed'to assist their needs, and content

that would, if it addressed-their'needs, not be competitively appealing to
4

persons not having those needs7-a television system of any form would no

seem to be a viable medgefor reaching this group.

If the motivation to View is present or can be develOPed, if the to-

tal 14,tal numbers are small butl;glographically concentrated, a local or regional

broadcasting or narroicasting effott mightwell be justified, even if the

appeal is restricted to the special group. 'Ethnic programming is an illus-

trative category here. Sographic dispersion of a sniall audience will al-

ways present a problem of access, especially to limited channel systems,

such as national interconnection of single-transmitter public telsvision.

communities.

X

The four conceptual issues addressed (target audience size, dispersion,
/

motivation, and exclusivity of interests) are all continua; they cannot be

reduced to a formula that determines its advance the wisdom of approaching.

the speCial need category by means of television; they all represent value

judgments, and the value judgments should take into account what the non-
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television alternatives are. For example, if television is a polor prospect,

but still the:most promising option available, thatrequires a value judg-

ment on whether to proceedor not.

Needs
' 4

of the Disadvantaged. Child that Might.Be Addreaeed tlTelevision

This section will present a brief summary of needs in five categories

of children: ethpic minorities, economically disadvantaged, geographically

isolated, handicapped, and female (sexism inmedia), as 'presented in,com-_

missiOned papers by Barroq (1975); Greenberg (1975); Bransford (1975);

Nygren and Withrow (1975);.and Cantor (1975). killof these papers.are in-

eluded in their entirety in Volume II, and each,paper contains data, where
4

X .

appropriate, on the frequency and location of children in that particular

category. These descriptive data, therefore, are not repeated here.

Among children in ethnic minorities, Barroces main point on heeds is

the need for more positive models in television programming, along with

more attention to the cultural heritage of minorities.

Greenberg notes a high incidence of serious"emotional problems among

children living in poverty. These children also have lesser communication

skills, and are more likely to use non-standard English; they also hav

lesser skills in obtaining and evaluating Information. Their self-est em

is lower. In their interpersonal contacts, exposure to aspiration-raising

models les quite limited.

Bransford summarizes: "The major problems in geographically isolated

are can be compressed into one: limited access to services" (p. 20).

Bisic schooling is.often not available to. geographically isolated children.

Migrant children especially have difficulty in traditional school systems.

r
ao

A
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Dropout rates are very high. Hedlth information is lacking. Remedial

reading instruction is needed. Geographic isolation is frequently com-

pounded by problems of poverty, tmemployment, and bilingualism.
40.

Nygren and Withrow note that utility of television in meeting the

needs of the handicapped child is promising but not firmly established at
. .

'this time Areas in which television might be helpful include language 16

development, and aiding concept:development among hearing impaired children.

Because their'opportUnities to participate socially are frequently limited,

vicarious participation via television. can be important. With special

adaptation of programming, such as calCohing to. accomodate needs of the

hearing-iMpaired, television should De more useful, and.without decreasing

its appeal to the wider audience.

Cantor, in the lain, urges more frequent and positive role models for

girls, with teleVision serving as a socializing agent, to meet needs of,self-

concept develepment. Iii fact, all five paper's on child needs stress the im-

portance of television as a socializing agent.

Specialized/General Needs, Programming, Distribution Systems, and Audiences

.\
A repeated theme throughout thisreport is the need for consistency

among several elements that comprise a "system" of television. Not just

one, but many systems can be devised to serve various purposes. When any .

given System as a whole is tuned to optimum efficiency, there will be ton-'

Sistency among its several elements. To be sure, intonsistent systems can

operate on a short-term basis with enough underwriting, but the inevitable

"strain toward consistency" of the system will, through ofie or another method

t,
of adaptation, force the system into consistency or make its continuance a
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a non-vi4le option. The general prig4ple is that stable,.loAgtterm sys-
ate

tems will be internally consistent.

This sectionwill-discuss selected problems of systeMic consistency

as it'pertains to specificity/generality of needs, programthing, distribu-

tion systems, and audiences. The entry point will be the position taken

k
by. Mendelsohn (1970": commissioned paper) on the extent to which content for-

the general audience can reflect the needs, interests, and value Structures

of specialized interest groups. In vast oversimplification,, Nendelsbhn's

position might be summarized like'this: any special interest group.that

causes' mass media content to ..conform to versions ofrealism and value struc-

tures approved by that special interest group will\eventually cause the lose

of the mass audience, and consequently, the fractionation of a mass medium

into specialized media, each serving specialized audiences.

There tan° doubt that special Interest groups are in fact elpting

to influence t evision content. Broadcasting magazine reported the'follow-

ing in' the. F bruary 17, 1975 issue:

Loretta Unman, media director of the Natidnal Gay
Task Force, told NATFE.delegafes last week that television;
must treat homosexuals as it would any other minority:'
with respect . . . . Ms. Lotman said that gays had gone from
no mention in the media to abusive mention, and, that homo-
sexuals were being Shown almost exclUsively "as clowns or
as psychopaths." TV is the most unfair of the media, she -
said, because it is.the most powerful. (g. 36)

Cableiineb cont t.ned.the following notice in the January, 1975 issue:

Chapters of the Na Tonal Black Feminist Organization:
recently made simultaneous' statement's of complaint to theft'
local media, demanding an end to racism and sexism 41 broad,;
cast television programming . . . According to the State-.

went, the worst type of role. models exist for blaa women
and children.- "Television has been too reluctant to reflect
the growing numbeis of black female attofneys, physicians,
and paraprofessionals." (p, 2)

.11
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f'

The two citations above are interpreted to Mean a desire on the part

of special interest groups to change media content intended for the mass

audience, rather than for specialized audiences, demographically or psycho

logically similar to the composition of the special interest group.
r

In another context; Mac Norwood (1974, interview) was interested not

only in programs for handicapped children, but also in prograMs for the mass

audipnce about handicapped children.

Cantor (1975, commissioned paper) writes: ". . 0_ roles given to fp-

males and males should be expanded so that more role models are provided

to all children in order that individual growth is ndt dependent on-out--

moded defihitions_of masculinity and femininity" (p. 36). This is interT,

'preted to mean a desire, not for special programs addressed to girls or
.

--,..../

boys, but t7all children.

, BilingUa "Children i,4 Television (BC TVY, produ4ers of VILLA ALEGRE,

could have programed so1450os the Hisp Ac child, and aimed only for the

five-top Spanish-speaking mArkets:. Philosophically, the BC/TV key person-
.

. .

nel rejected this "easier" assignmenf, an determined to try to be competi-

tive in the national market place of,children's programming, to be accepted

and viewed in communities with and without sizabie,Spanish-speaking minor-

ities (Rector & DeAvila, 1974, interviews). Similarly CTW recognized that,

in programming to the needs of the disadvahtaged child, the appeal and ac-

ceptance of SESAME STREET would have to be general if they were to have ac-1

i
cess to national distribution on anything other a short- term- demonstra-

tion project basis.

In other commissioned papers, it is less:clear whether general or spe-

cialized audiences are sought for special-content programming. Barrow (1975,

Aa
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commissioned 'paper) writea:

. . . most films deal with the harshness and hope-
lessness of ghetto life, [There-is] . .a need for more
films "dealing with positive experiences." (pp. 11-12)

There is a need ... . for programs dealing with the
actual Indian heritage and with modern-day Indian life--in
the cities and op the reservations. (p. 13)

Gieenberg (1975, commissioned paper) writes:

The clear-cut fact that there are geographic p'Sckets
of the poorsuggests that television content needs should
in part be acaommodated by emphasis on local and/or regional
content availability in the areas where the poor are most
likely to be living. (p. 30)

Bransford (1975, commissioned paper) writes:

Overall, the current CTV [children's television] pro-
gramming is not adequately meeting the needs of rural
populations, but has the potential . . . to serve childten
and youth in geographically isolated areas. (addendum, p. 1).

401

Nygren and Withrow (1975, commissioned paper) write:

[The Federal program for the handicapped should] .

provide support to children's television programming... .

in the form of initial advisory input to include, where
feasible, the interests of handicapped children. (p. 27)

The nine citations above are all seen as various facets of essentially

tite same issue: the desirability and fea$ibility of two intertwined factOrs:

spe 1interest vs. general interest content, and homogeneous, special-

interest group audiences vs. heterog eous, general-interest audience groups.
. ,

Mendelsohn has made a theoretical s atement about the limits of diver-

sity of special interest group portrayals mass entertainment, particum

larly in response to demands for "realistic" aqd "favorable"'portrayals,

based on hiaassuthptions of the functions served b mass media for mass audi:

ences.- Some of the others have made statements about the need for more.

re's.) rb
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representation of special interests in content and, for purposes of image

and modeling for'the young, more "realistic" and favorable portrayals of

-opeCial interest group members. At least it should be clear at this point

(1) that the question of type of content desired in television should not

be ,separated conceptually from the question of the desired type and amount
. . 1

of audience; and (2) that these issues are a critical part of one or another

i tegrated system of television, with financial, pedagogical, production,

diZstribution, and sociological components.

There is no 'apparent problem of reconciliation between the two points

of view when special#04-content is intended for specialized. audiences...

Nygren and Withrow (1975, commissioned paper) agree that some programming
,

needed for the handicapped is so specialized that even adaptations of exist-

ing programs would not suffice; they suggest distribution of this highly

specialized content to the target audience by means of cable. Bransford

(1975, commissioned paper) agrees that special programmingi and special

utilization of existing materials, could be very useful to geographically

isolated children in schools, with'the material distributed by cassettes,

satellites, and tvrestrial delivery systems. Greenberg (1975, commissioned

paper)° suggests regional programming as a "supplement" to more mass-appeal

national programming. His proposal for development of interactive televi-

sion calls for the large channel capacity of cable distribution. Barrow

(1975, commissioned paper) feels that low minority representation within

the broadcasting industry is itself an obstacle tothe airing of minority-

oriented programming; he suggests that school and community minority audi-.

ences might be served by programming in video tape or 16 mm film formats.

These uses of television engage different systems from national, real-time,

over-the-air broadcasts via commercial or public television.
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In broadcast 'television, channel capacity restrictions and the tre-

mendous expense of quality production are' e; two main factors that demand

large audiences for justifying the use of the medium in the fist place.,

With cable, cassettes, or any other non-broadcast means o
\

di4ribution,

1-
the channel capacity obstacle is removed, butthe financial obetacle of

roosts for quality production is-not. Both Barrow (1975, commissioned. paper)

and Nygren and Withrow (1975; commissioned paper) urge minority prograiming

for non-broadcast distribution, but with budgets or technical quality com-

parable to'Vlat exhibited by the Children's Television Workshop l_mograMs,

SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. This appears to be unrealistic,,

unless the unlikely -outcome of reaching similar audience levels could be

persuasively argued.'

This is not to place any value judgments whatsoever on the relative

merits of (1) programming abdut minorities and to minorities versus (2) pro-

gramming about minorities and/or-majorities to. majorities. 'It is simply

recognition of the fundamental fact thalithe size of the actual target au-

dience is traditionally the major determinant of (1) the distribution syp-
q

tem that can be justified; and (2) the amount of funding for production that

can be justified. Large audiences, general-appeal programs, national distri-

bution, and very expensive, professional production all go together. It is

unlikely that one element%wiil be realized in the absence of the others.

In this fiercely competitive arena, high funding levels and access to national

distribution systems are hecessary but not sufficient conditions for good

programming and large audiences. The key is good programming. In separate

commissioned papers, both' Ambrosino and Land (1975) state their belief that

only a fewcenters of excellence.can produce such national programming sue-

essfullY.

4



Programs designed for limited audience6 are likely to attract only

limited audiences; they are also likely to be funded at modest levels

(although it wouldn't take many of them to exceed the cost of a successful

national program), not to have access to national distribution systems, and

not to attract the limited top levels of creative writing and production

talent.

USOE has been less directly involved in the remaining Aspect of the

issue--special interest group influences or control over the style and con-

tent of national, general appeal television programiftng--than have'been the

FCC, FTC, CPB and PBS policy groups, the NAB Code Board, and the Office of

Civil Rights.

Purposive Children's Television Funding: Some. Examples

There were 244 public television stations in the. Ujiited States at the

%close of 1973 falling into four different station categories: State author-
.

ities/State commissions (71 stations); Community (68); University (65); and

School (40). Historically, state authorities/commissions have received sup-

port from state legislature6; community stations from principally two sources:

instructional television and gifts or grants from individuals, corporations

and foundations; university. stations are in large part affiliated with state

)uni ersities and get their funds via university-type appropriations; and
-

school stations depend on school board allocations. Historically, the sta-

tions have been programmed .to serve the interests of the primary source of

funding, but in the past five years, there has been a trend to-find dollar's

wherever possible (Fenz, in The People's Business, 1975, p. 39).

Public television receives 'its funding from a variety of sources. That

variety was noted by Fenz (19744.pp; .39.-43),.and the sources the amounts,

0

7G
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and the percentages they represent and the variety of recipients for fi;cal

year 1972 were as shown. in Table 8.

Table 8

Sources, Amodnts,. and Recipients of Fundi4g
for Public Television, FY 1972

Source

1. Federate Government
a. to CTW 7.0
b. to cgB 30.0
c. to facilities 11.5
d. to special projects 3.8

Corporate Underwriting
of Specific PrOjects
a. to CPB
b. to PTV%production

__centers 2.2
c. to other PTV

licensees and
. orgInizations 2.3

3. National Foundations Support .

for Public Television
a. to CTW 2.0
b. to CPB 2.3
c. to. PTV production

centers 11.4
d. to other PTV

licensees and
organizations -

.5

Amount (mil- Percentage
lionspf dollars) of Total-.
\-\p2.3 27.1%

State Government and University\
a. to PTV licensees

and organizations 64.8
b. to Libraries and .-

distribution
centers .7

5. Local government, School Board,
etc., Support to PTV
a. to PTV licensees

and organizations 22.6
b. to Libraries and

distributidn
centers .6

5.0 2.5

C

22.3 11.4

65.5 33.5

23.2 -11.8
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Source

6. SubscriptionsMemberships
and Auction Income

7. Other Sources
a. Local Foundations 2.4

' b. Business and
Industry, 2.5

c. Gif4, 1.5
d. Private

Universities .6
:Ze. Outside Sales, etc. 1.3
f. Miscellaneous 2.8.

Amount-(mil- Percentage
lions of dollars) of Total

1

$16.0 8.2%

FY 72- -Total Unduplicated Monet

Supporting PTV $195.4 100.0%

Leeand Pedone's comp ion (1973, 29) indicates that-for fiscal

year 1973, the funding sources for, public. television were quite similar to

those in 1972. The following were the sources, amounts and percentages:
.

Table 9

Sourcei and Amounts of Funding.for Public Television, FY.1973

Amount-(mil- Percentage
Source lions of-dollars ) of Total

Federal Government $48.4

Foundations L9.7 9.10

State goverhment, state school
boardSinstitUtionshf higher
education- 77.4 35.77

Local government, school boafds, etc: 24.2 11:18

22.37%

Subscriptions and Auctihns- 24,0 11.09

Other 22.7 10.49

Total Unduplicated FY 73 $216.4 100.00%

The compilers did not give a breakdown on where the dollars were spent.
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One of the advantages to the presdnt, almost haphazard
system of funding for public television is that_it has a -

great advantage of insulation through diversity . . . . By
having national programming funded by corporations, founds=
tions, CPB and, now, the stations through the SPC, as wel l-
as government agencies, we'have diversified to some extent
the funding arrangement so that no single funder can dominate

.the national programming. (Gunn, 1975, interview)

Funding sources for specialized programming, 'such as children tele,

vision, thOugh, may not be as 7rse. They tend to be concentrated at

HEW/USOE.

Investments in purposive children's television for programming on a
O

national basis vary on a continuum from-programs totally Federally sup-
.

'-- ported to programs totally supported with non - Federal dollars. The bulk ,
-

- of the funds invested, however,tends. to fall into four discrete catego-

ries of support: (1) direcetotal Federal; (2) direct Federal'mixed with

non-Federal; (3) indirect Federal (mixed or not mixed); and (4) totally

''non- Federal.' Most Of,the Federal dollars in child,ren's television hdve

been in'the first two areas, apd the 04ice of Education support has made

m the bulk o that money.

Ixplained in ChSpter Onejthe research team, with the advice of its

'..
I

board of advidors'and after consu4tatfon with a USOE advisory group,i chose

, . .

1
I

programs which would be reprepentative of each of the aboye four categories

of funding. Table 10 shows the programs selected.

Table 10

Programs Chosen for Analysis by Major Funding Mode

Federal Direct
Federal Direct (mixed)

VILLA ALEGRE SESAME STREET
CARRASCOLENDAS '-ELECTRIC

Federal Indirect Non-Federal
(mixpd)',

INSIDE/OUT* BIG BLUE"MARBLE
ZOOM

*Cohen (1975, interview) estimates that most of the money for INSIDE/OUT
came directly from states. Such Federal dollars as, were passed on by,the
states were categoric aids such as funds for drug education. AIT is now

) urging greater input_of indirect Federalfunding'for in-school,programming.

r

J.
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Direct FederalFunding: VILLA ALEGRE a-.

One of the programs included in the site visits was VILLA ALE7E,

which igloduced by Bilingual Children's Television, Inc. (BC/TV) of

Oakland, California. Rene ardenas is the EXecutive "Director of AC /TV

and ginated the idea or the program.

:The, Unding for Cardenas' VILLA ALEGRE'beganon April 6, 1972,:when.
s,

the Berkeley Unified School District (BUSD) received)$889,980 under Title

VII of the Elementary. and Secondary Education Act (ESEA) to do research and
. :1' -..

, -feasibilitstudies on Cardenas' proposal for a national Spanish and English,

., language educational series for y.Oung children. AUSD.subcontracted with

BC' /TV to carry out the study. On October 6,:'21972,' BUSD received an addil

tional.$1,500,00 from ESEA as a pre-implementation, grant to staff BC/TM,.....

design the show, and' develop delivery capabilities. Two half-hour pilot

programs were produced'under this fUnding.,

oil June 30, 1973, BC/TV was awarded. a $3,500,000 grant under Title VII

of the Emergency School Aid,Ac(ESAA) for'the production of 65 half-hour

programs;. $191,600 was returned to USOE upon completion of the series.

BC/TV has since received funds from the Eon U. S. A. Foundation and the

Ford Foundation.

VILLA. ALEGRE is aimed 4t children ages 4 through 8 with special emphasis

ow the needs of the Spanish-speaking. The series uses a magazine format that

--blends live video segments with film and animation. The educational content

is presented in entertaining. segments -- stories, games, dances, and'songs,

reinforced by visual effects. The series uses Spanish and English:languages,

divided about evenly for each show, and the Latin American cUltures as a con-

text for the educational content.
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The show is set in "Villa Alegre," and idyllic "Happy Village" located

in no particular place. There is a cast of eight adults and a changing

group of some eight children. The goals of VILLA ALEGRE were:

1. To promote cultural pluralism through an understanding
and appreciation of Latin American culture, heritage, values
and mores.

2. Toprovide the Hispanic child withan experience in
which his home language and culture piedodlinate, for-the pur-
pose of enhancing hil self-image, encouraging his continued
or renewed\pride in his background, and bridging the linguis-
tic and cultural.gaps that may exist between home and school.

3. To provide non-Spanish speakers with anpportunity'to
become familiar with the Spanish language, and to help all
viewersrecognize the advantages.of speaking more than one
language.

.4. To aid the viewer in developing the communication and
problem-,solving skills'necessary to function successfully

in his environment..

5. To present selected informs ion deiignedto lead tithe
development of concepts iithe, reas of human relations,
nutrition and foodl ilatuial env onment, energy and man-made

objects. 'A

puring the 1974-75 bfoadcast season, VILLA ALEGRE was offered free to

all public television stations. In some markets where there was no public

station or the public station did not carry ihe'prggram, A; was available

to commercial stations. The program was also made available to Spanish-

language, sta4Ons.-

Although BC/TV received some non-Federal funds, these came after the

programs were produced. The major funding was clearly."direct Federal sup-
,

port." Table 11 gives a breakdown of the funds received, the sources and

the programs produced byltaTV..

CI)
a
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Table 11

Funding fOr VILLA ALEGRE, Produced by
Bilingual Children's Television, Inc. (BC/TV)

Oakland, California

Date Amount Programs Length Source of Funds

April 6, 1972 $ 889,890

N2,2 pilots. 1/2 hr.

Oct. 6, 1972 1,500,000

June 30, 1973 3,500,000-_
65 1 /2'h

FY 74 325,000-'7

FY 74 (191,.600)

Title VII, ESEA, to
Berkeley Unified.
School District

'Title VII,-ESEA

ESAA to BC /TV

'Ford- 'Foundation

Funds returned to
USOE

FY 75 (Unknown amounts of non-Federal fundings.
have been received from EXXON and others
for promotion and utilization)

direct Federal Funding: CARRASCOLENDAS -

CARRASCOLENDAS is produced at television station KLRN in Austin, Texas.

Aida Barrera is the Executive Producer, Project Director' hnd creatoi-of.the

-program.

CARRASCOLENDAS initially was a ogram series intended primarily for

MexiCan-American children in central;and sOutherri Te*as which has develOped

into a bilingual/multicultural national television series over the past five

years.

Its initial funding came for fiscal year 1970 under Title VII, ESEA

in the amount of $215,00b for which thirty black and white programSAwere

produced and shown on stations in San Antonio and Austin during and after

school. The first format of'the program was a segmented approach where
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subjects -were made parts of:the prOgram as riddles; games and son The

-46egmehts were not necessarily related to each other..

The series received two more years of funding under-Title VII, ESEN

$260,350 in FY 71; and $537,200 in FY 72. Thirty color programs were pro-

duced each year and were shown On 45 public btations in the 197-2773,broad-

o
cast season and 99-statidps in 1973-74. The aim and format of the series

remained.basically the same although the non7Hispanic child also became a

.

part of the intended audience.

In the fourth year, FY 73, the series received funding under Title VII,
I

ESAA in the amount'of $1,268,730 for 30 programs which were carried on 151

public ations in 1974-75. The program format for this series evolved into

Tituatidh-musical-comedy complete with a plot in each program; It was still

aimed at 6 to 10 year olds ,but the producers were also interested in appealr

ing to various Hispanic cultures: Mexican, Ruerto Rican and Cuban, as well

as Anglos and Blacks. The flexible storyllile ref a confluence of cut-

o

tures--some scenes in Spanish,,Peome in English ands me a blend of these

language's. The programs produced under the first-year ESAA grant werede

scribed as lively and light, - hearted, with a stock company of real and fan-:.
v

.Okay characters, In Order to include various geograph °ic anos,'on-elocation

,.

filming was done in NeWYork,"miami, California, New Mexfoo and Puerto ,Rico.

ESAA funding was ~again obtained for FY' 74 in the amotultpf
t
$1,85i;2171

..., .

for 48 programs (nine ofwhich-wduld be a 'part dliki;e FY71;14:Cpage* to be

,
, 4 - .

season): In these programs, which will be T1-,airedointhe 74-75 brd

,available for .airing in the 1975-76 season-the goal wa'sp.'eO the best'
.1-

-.
t-' .'--

poisible contributi6A by television to, thellffectiveNtear*bhg of ..the thii-
. ',',,,,

dien in the iatget audience (still'6-9,;year olds) in-e.draaptliCstyle6onr- .0,

: '
, ,q _

. ,,
.-'.

.,

z.2;;

4'

.1 a.

O
te' 9
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sonant with the way the child's imagination ttas form: The'prithSry focus

is on feelings or "affective" learning. The programs' major commitment is

, to emotional states, attitudes toward one'sself; Others and the world

around 'one as well as the relationships involved-in emotions and values,

The -programs will be half -hour dramas, designed to be enter ning.

CARRASCOLENDAS was originally intended for an in-school audience.

ing.the. first yeir the station's repeated the programs after school and.,

back indicated that a number of the target audience watched at 1166i.'

date, there 'is no information available on the number of-children reSchd.

in-school or at home. CARRASC0LENDAS haS,beene made available free of. charge

Dur-

eed-:

to any station wishing to carry the program.

The surce and the amount 'of funds plus

programs produced are shown in Table°12.

\

, Table 12

Funding for CARRASCOLENDAS, Produced by.
KLRN Television, Ausiin;',Texask

7

A

**.

the numbar of cARRAscoLpipAt:

'*-7\

Year- Amount

4. e,

1 . Programs ' Length Source .

-FY 70 215,000 30 13.Y. W''.0 1/2 hr. . Title VII,'ESEAIL6c'Educa-
% tion Service Center,. Region:

... XIII, Austin

a

FY 71. 260,350.

FY 22 '537,294L

FY'73' 1,268,730 30

F.

A .
74-4,852;271 48.

30 1/2 hr. Title VII, EEA 8

30' 1/2 hr. Title V1q, Es4A1,/
.40 ...,

,

1 ./2 hr. - ESAA, to KLRN

a

6

1/2 hr.' ESAA to KbRe

.64

O
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,Direcr Federal Funding Mixed with Indirect Federal and Non- Federal: SESAME

STREET add THE ELECTRIC COMPANY-r
SESAME STREET and .THE ELECTRIC COMPANY'are produced by the Children's

Television Workshop (CTW) in New York City. Joan Ganz Cooney, now Presi-
a

dent of CTW, a non-profit organization, had the idea and the perseverance

to create what has developed into an important element in purposvie chit-

drep's television.

Because SESAME STREET was the first program produced of-those examined

in this study, some of the underlying, philosophy of CTW is important to

understand before a discussion of the goals ofteither SESAME STREET or THE

ELECTRIC COMPANY can be appreciated. One of the underlying notions was that

good educational/informational programming was enormously expensive, that
*

funds for its development are not likely to come from the private sector,

that educational programming could be presented in an4e4emtaining way.and

successfully compete for attention of viewers at home. against alternative

attractions, that research and production could be combined to create an ef-

fective rogram, that insulation obf productiot and other creative people

a

from funding politicswas critical tb the success of a program, and that only

, the best tal.ent could produce a successful series. These notions tended to

evolve from the baoc idea for a, program which was to be directed at a-pre-

Viously neglected audiencethe preschooler,-particularly'those disadvantaged

children of'the inner city ghettoes and in the remote rural areas.

SESAME STREET is a daily one+hourshoW which usess segmented-approach

_

sometimes. referred to as.a LAUGH-IN for Childrenwhich emphasized cognitive

skills during its first years, and more recently bas'increaeed attention tR,
"

the sodial and emotional aspects of child deVelopment. A working list of

ar5

tla
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goals f6r the first year of SESAME STREET was outlined

I. Symbolic Represpntation
A. Letters.
B. Numbers
C. Geometric Forms

o

n Land (1972, p. 58).

II. Cognitive Processes
A: Perceptual' Discrimination

Relational Concepts
C. Classification
D. Ordering

III. ,Reasoning and Problem-Solving
A. Problem Sensitivity
B. Inferences and Causality
C. Generating and Straluating Explanations and Solutions

I

IV. The Child and His World
A.. Self
B. Social Units
C. Social Interaction
D. Man-made Environment
E. Natural Environment

The curriculum does not unfold through time in the conventional school room

manner, through a logical progression ftomthe elementary to the more com-

plex, building directly on what,has gone'befpre. 4nstead, major goals are

incorporated into each program, with the specific curriculum assignmentS

spread throughout the series. The show isamade up of many short segments

which may have no overt connection with each other.

The shqw began'as an,experiment to see if children could be attracted

to an, entertaining educational program in the free marketplace. ,It contin-
(

ues both as a service and as an experiment, introducing new goals each year.

For the 1975-76 SPC offering, for example, CTW states it will add to the cur-

riculum social and historical material especially appropriate during the

Bicentennial Year and, for the firSt time, produce instructional segments

designed to help educate mentally retarded children..
. ;

4

SESAME STREET hag been credited with putting public broadcasting on
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the map. Nearly one out of four viewers of all public television are view-

,

ers bf SESAME STREET. In a four-week period in Winter, 1974, SESAME STREET

reached 23.3 percent of all television-equipped households, or 15,425,000

homes. Of 20 shows telecast during that period, viewin) hOuseholds saw an

average of 5.5 shows (Statistical Research, Inc., 1974, p. 7). SESAME STREET

"had an average rating of 4.3 in 1974,-as against a 5.7 average for all [com-

mercial] network' children's programs" (Broadcasting, March 3, 1975, p. 23).

It has brought into the public viewing audienCe households which never before

turned to public stations -- particularly Blacks and lower income children.

In the.lirst'year of the SPC, it was .chosen by 145 of the 152 licensees for

broadcast in. their areas at a high cost, the most requests for any educe-
,

tive program. CTW produces 130 SESAME.STREET programs each year.

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY was the second programariginated by CTW. It is

a halfhour daily program aimed mostly for second, third and fourth graders\
4

to assist them in learning to read. The approach to the show, as tlined

by Ball and Bogatz, (1973, p. 191) was:

Implicit throughout th.Cshow will be an attitude toward the
written code which stresses its reasonableness and learnabiliy.
The following principles will be emphasized:

(1) The left-to-right sequence of print corresponds
to the temporal sequence,of speech.

(2) Written symbols stand for speech sounds.
(3) This relationship [between written symbols and

speech sounds] is sufficiently reliable to
produce successful decoding most of the time.

(4) Reading is facilitated by learning a set of
strategie6 for figuring out this symbol-to-sound
relatiuship.

(5) However, thegoal of decoding is to extract meaning
from written messages; the reader's j110 is not com-
pleted with th Soundingout of a word or sentence.

..There were,two primary goals in producing THE ELECTRIC COMPANY: symbol/,

sound analysis and to read for meaning. The objective of the symbol/sound
e

1' L)7
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analysis was to teach the child some of the most essential pieces of the

'written code, relating these to the processes of decoding. The objective

of the reading for'meaning goal was to convey to the child that the ultimate

.

goal of decoding is to reconstruct the intended meaning; his job is not com-

pleted with O'ionic analysis, alone.

The same underlying principles of SESAME STREET apply; that is, that

the program should be entertaining, and employ a segmented approach. CTW

produces AO episodes of THE ELECTRIC COMPANY each year.

,,THE ELECTRIC COMPANY has also been one of the few public eelevision

shows to generate a substantial audience on a regular basis--it is used in-

school and at home (see the earlier. section of Chapter Two entitled "The In-
,

School Audience'for
.

the first year of the SPC, 143 licen-

sees of the 152 possible purchased THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, again at a rather

high cosrcompared to other available programs which should indicate accept-
.

ance by station managers.

A breakdown'of the sources and the amounts of fuhding'for the various

years is shown in Table 13.

Table 13 '

Funding for SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, Produced by"
The Children's TelevisiOn Workshop, New York, New York

Year

1969

Amount Source

$ 833,000 Department of Health, Education and
. Welfare, U. S. Office of 'Education
100,000 Carnegie Corporation of New York.
150,00 Ford Foundation
11,000 3M Company

$1,194,000
0

SS
b.
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Year Amount Source

1970 $3,167-,000 PHEW, USOE' ,a

750,000 Corporation for Public Broadcasting
1,400,000 Carnegie Corporation
14288,000 Ford Foundation .

250,000 Markle Xbundation-
..26,000 3M Company

.150,000 ; Learning Resources Institute
10,000 Meredith Foundation
'1,000 Other

1970 ,Total $7,042,000

1971 .
.

$2,900,000 DHEW, USOE
500,000 Corporation for Public Broadcasting.
600,000 Carnegie Corporation

1,000,000: Ford Foundation
5,46141, The Scherman Foundation

-10,000 Rogers Foundation N
1,000 Michigan State University

. 115,000 Commerical Stations (gross)

1971 Total $5,131,00 .

1972. $7;000,000 . DHEW, USOE . .

2,000,000 Corporation for Public Broadcasting /

1,000,000 Carnegie Corporation r s

1;000,000 Fdrd Foundation
250,000 Mobil Oil Corporation
25,000 Quaker Oats Company
23,000 S. C..Johnson Company
5,000 Scherman Foundation

241,000 Commercial Stations .(gross)

1972 Total $11,544,000

1973 $6,000,000 DHEW, USOE
5,000,000 Corporation for Public Broadcasting

500,000 Carnegie Corporation
304,000 Commercial Stations (gross,
8,000 Other

1973 Total 1,v$11,812,000

1974 $4,000,000 DHEW, USOE .

5,000,000 Corporation for Public Broadcasting

100,000 Mobil Oil. Corporation

50,000 GT & E.

187,000, Commercial Stations (gross)

$ 36,000 Other

1974.. Total _$9,373,000

'Because there,mas a variety of sources of direct Federaljuadadrivolved,

a Separate, listing, indicating the amounts\and sources; ispresetted below 1
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Table 14

Sources of Direct Feddral Dollars to CTW for
SESAME.STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY

FY 68
USOE
0E0-0CD
NICHED
NFAH

$1;415,000
,

FY 69
USOE ,1,330,900
0E0-061 300.00

$1;340,000
50,000
15,000
10,000

FY 70

FY 71
USOE 2,600,000
19E0-0CD 300,b00

USOE 6554000
OEO -OCD 300,000

FY 72
USOE

FY 73

7400,000

1,630,000 .

955,000.

2,900;000

7,000,000

USOE 6,000,000
6,000,000

FY 74 USOE 4,000,000'

4,000 000

FY 75 USOE: 5- 5,50,000 1

5,500,000
4

'TOTAL Direct Fedefal Funds in .SESAME
STREET and THE.-ELECTRIC COMPANY ,y9,400,000

Indirect Federal Funling. Mixed with Non-Federal: ZOOM

0 "

ZOOM has been produced at WGBH television in Boston, Massachusetis.,



Christopher Sarson was the Creator and, eventually, the executive producer

Of tha program. He is no -longer reePonsible:for the program.

ZOOM is a series which. 4149-t self.,-ConseiouslY educational; that is,
"

there is do curriculum per,. ag, but the prOgrame encourage the young view-

ers to be active and. creative. The shay- is designed for 8 to 12 year olds

and its objectives are basically that: (1) children should participate and

not be passive viewers; (2) children are people with ideas; and (3) there

. is dignityitto being an 8 to 12 year old, that is, the children.could do

4 4!

television for other children.

The only-Federal money in ZOOM inditect in that it came from Federal

funddthrough CPB.- mita creator of the program, Chris Sarson, originally

proposed.the idea to public station,FGBH, where he was employed. WGBH be-

lieved it was too expensivelor them to do on a national scale, so Sarson

took-the idea to WBZ, a commercial Westinghouse station in Boston, WBZ pre-
,

dueed a pilot..called ZOOM IN which Sarson found unacceptable because the D

cast included Adults and Ms evolving feeling was.that the program shoUld be

children talking to cnitdr*1. -The WBZ. pilot was never aired.

WGBIt officials then took the idea to CPB which provided $30,000 inthe

slimmer; 1971, for the production of a different pilot. This show was aired"

en five successive,days in BOston. The viewer response, which was favor-
6 6

able, and the pilot were taken to. Washington. CPB agreed to ,support

teen progrAbs far $340,0001to-be aired on PBS beginning in January, 1972
. .

:* .(the Ford Foundation had a Matching dollar arrangeMent wither8 at this tiMe).

----: The programs have been written and performed by children from 7 to 12
4

-yeans of age.% It basically is'a magazine format.. Viewers are invited-to

9-

a'
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contribute jokes, paintings, cartoons, stories, plays, recipes, etc. Seven

young persons appear on the show--they're changed every 10-13 weeks so that

. they don't become "stars." "When.a child signs on as a /comer his parents

sign an.agreement promising he or she won't appearyon TV for three years"

after leaving 'Zoom' or make commercials for five. years after 'Zoom" (Levin,

1974, p. 24). The objective is to present kids as kids :not kids as stars.

p
In order to.stress the relationship of ZOOM to all American children,

o

youthft. guests have been filmed on location across the U. S. The largest

viewer response, though, remains Northeastern in origin.

CPB funded the show again for the 1972-73 season--this time asking for

30 shows for $750,000.
110

Ftom the beginning, ZOOM!s mail response has been very high-- averag-

ing
,

2,000 letters a"day during the ftht-year and up to 4,000 to 5,000 a

.day more recently. "Zoom viewers dispatch more mall to their show in -a .

week than the fads of-Sanfer,and Son, The Waltons, All in the Family, and

4
Marcus..Welby., M.D. combined send to their shows in a month" (Levin, 1974,

p. 22)% ZOOM viewers, of course, are solicited to.write in, while viewers

of the other shows are not.

In February,-1973, CPB dedided not to refund -ZOOM for the following
, !

season. The.isponse was the "Zoos% Alarm" which told viewers that the pro-
%

gram might not be refunded and'asked the viewers to mail pictures of them

selves. More than 190,000 letters were received.in six.weeks, and two full
.A.sk

sacks were taken to. CPB and spread out on the floor so that CPB executives

had "44000 faces- .staring uvat,theM:" CPB decided theycould underwrite

half of the 'expense of Z0014 McDonald's underwrote the other hAlf--$1,130,000

in all for 26'new and 13 partly new programs. In FY 75, MtDonald's again
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paid for half the Coat of the program; the rest came from the SPC--814362,585

total for 32 new programi.

ZOOM became the second most popular show on .public television that was

produced.by public television. In Winter, 1974, in a four-week period, ZOOM

reached gn average audience of 1,390,000 households, or"2-.1 percent of all

television homes,,aecOnd only to MASTERPIECE THEATRE for prime time public

television. Total reach 'during this period was 5.7 percent of all U. S.

television-equipped_households. (Statistical Research, Inc., 1974, p. 3).
a

--:,1-.4vo
t.

Table 15 gigesa'i0ieakdown of the aMountwandsources of .funds and the .

.1.
.

number of.programs produced.'

Table 15

Funding for 400M;'Produded by
WGBH TelevisiQn Boston, Massachusetts

,.
.

Year Amount Programs Length Source

FY 72 $'30,000 .1 pilot 1/2 hr. CPB

FY 72 340,000 13. 1/2 hr. CPB/Ford

FY 73 750,000 26 1/2 hr., . CPB/Ford

FY 74 565,000 26 new 1/2 hr. )MdDonald's
565,000--"7".. 13 partly new 1/2 br. CPB

FY, 75 681,292,32 new 1/2 hr. .MtDonald's
681,292 Public Stations

(SPC)

*plus one half of 6% SPC surcharge to stations

Indirect. State/Federal Funding'Mixed with Non7Federal: INSIDE/OUT

INSIDE/OUT was created through a consortium effort initiated by the

National Instructional Television Center *(NIT, now a division of the Agency

for Instructional TelevisiOn) of Bloomington, Indiana. Edwin Cohen is the



Executive Director of AIT.
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INSIDE/OUT is a health series of thirty fifteen-minute color programs

designed to help eight- to ten-year olds achieve and maintain well-being.

It proyides a "feelings" approach to health education-with emphasis on help-
.

ing the child develop a personally effective life style. The programs are

used to initiate discussion and are mainly intended for in-school use.

The series was the result of a unique consortium effort coordinated

by NIT and was their third such effort. In all, $779,000 went into the ,

planning and development of INSIDE/OUT. Thirty-four different state and

provincial agencies from throughout the United States -and Canada contri-

buted $480,000. The agencies are as follows:.

Alaska Educational roadcasting Commission
California'. Health Education Television Consortium
'Florida State Department of Educatidh
Georgia'bepartment of Education, Educational Media Services Division
Hawaii Department of Education
Idaho Department of Education, Migrant Education Resource:Center
Illinois Office of the Superintendent of Public'Instruction,.

ETV/ITV Section, and Blue Cross-Blue Shield
-Iowa Departments of Educational Broadcasting.and,Public

Instruction
Kansas State Department of Education°
Kentucky ETV Network
KETC-TV, StLouis, Missouri . .

Maine Health Education Resources Utilization. -Consortium
MaSsachusetts Executive. Committee for Education Television,

Department of Education, .

Michigan.Departments of Education and Public Health and The Mott.;
'Foundation-

Mississippi AuthOrity for Educatifnal Television.
Nebraska, Department of Education, ITV Services -
Nevada EduOational Communications Commission
-.New Jersey Public. BroadcastingAuthority
New Orleans Public Schools
New York State Education Department
North CarOlina State Department of education
-Ohio State-Department of Education
Oregon Board of Education and Oregon Association of Intermediate

and County Superintendents'
Pennsylvania Department of Education
South Carolina Department of'Education.
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:Tennessee State Department of Education
Texas Education Agency
Utah State Board of Education, Instructional Media Division
Virginia State Department of Education
Ontario Educational Communicationdiuthority (Canada)
Washington State Educational Televition Statione Health Educa-

tion Consortium
West Virginia State Department of. Education, Stations WMUL, WSWP,

WWVU
Educational Communications Divisionof Wisconsin
Wyoming State Department of Education

Exxon provided $197,940 for printing and distributing 350,000 teach-

ers guides, preparation of'a promotional film and help in planning and de-

ye65ment of utilization materials: NIT contributed $101%060 to the-project.

4 I

The AIT cooperative effort represents a-unique approach to.the

opMent of purposive children's:televiSion: The cooperative effort means
./ .-
that NIT works closely with. educational.administratora,,teacfiers/cUrric-

.

ulum.supervt4ors,.educational broadcasters, authorities\in. various Subject

matter fields, and With professional organizations in the U. S. ed Canada.

,Needs are expressed, by representatives of states ansiiprovinces at periodic

regional meetings. Expressed needs are reviewed by an Advisory .Committee
: .

on Priorities and then the AIT,Boa'rd of. Directors (who areaEpoinIted by the

Cou cil. of Chief State Schlol Officers-and the Council.of Ministers of

Education, Canada) establishes the priorities. Study teams are thenorgan-

ized to investigate the needs to determine how and to what extent televi-
.

sion can make a contribution. A prOspectus for a program is then prepared

and funding participants are then solicited. The consortium has input into

the'production, Plans information for proper introduction of the series, and

plans effectliTe Utilization programs.' As a.rule, only those who fund the

program use it. ProductiOn is.done by selected agencies Under.the super-

vision of. NIT.

4.

we'

.S.
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NIT waa absorbed by the Agency for Instructional Television (AIT), a

newly, created' non- profit permanent AmeriCan-Canadian organization, in 1473.*

AIT has worked to expand and improve the cooperative effort begun by NIT

by working( closely with states and provinces,

INsIDEATT was shOwnon 205 public stations in 1973-74 ancion 223
.

public stations in 1974-75 and reached, according to NIT estlmates, approx,-

imately five,Tillioh children each yecar.

NT,

Table 16 presents thfamOUnts and souTces of funds for INSIDE/OUT as

well as the number of shows produced'.

4

Funding for INSIDE/OUT, Created .by the
National Instructional Television Center (now Agency'for

,InetiuctiOna1 Television); Bloomington, Indiana

Year

FY 71 through.
FY 74

< '

$480,000

Amount Programs Length Sburce

. Consortium
30 1/4 hr. agencies

101,060

197,940 for printing and
o .distributing 350,000

teachers gtides, preparation of a promotional.
film alp 41elp:in planning anddevelopment. of
utilization materials

of 34,

4 National Instruc-
tiodal Television

Center

Exon

*NIT was started aipthe>Itional Instructional Television Library in 1962
with funds from USOE administered by National Educational Television (NET)
in New York. 1'1,1965 it became the National Center for School and College
Television and began operatiod'under the Indiana University Foundation in /-
Bloomington, diana. NIT, became the official name'...in 1968 and became self-
supOkKting i 970. It remained-a project of the Indiana University Founda-
tion until s ransfer. to-'AIT on July 1,

c?

Ai .

0
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lion-Federal 'F.unding: tici BLUE MARBLE'
1

BIG BLUE. MARBLE is prodgced by Alphaventure of New ,York City. Robert

Garrison is the producer and.one of three partners in AIphaventure, a pro-
,.

fit-making organizatiOn.

.
,

t

i. formal lBIG BLUE MARBLE is a half7hour progam without curriculum,.t f de-
. 3a \ a./

voted to fostering' international awareness among
'
children aged 8-12. It

. .

6
.

.- 'attempts to show how youngsters play, work and grow up all over, the world.
."

,
.-

.

41

, ,
I 1 t.,

E'ach show has a feature on three different young people from around the
,

)

world. The show is und&mritten.by InternationalTeleph

and is offered free torecommerciel and noncommercial tations wi
.1

lation that there be no interruption for comterc ale or public

e and Telegraph

sages. Commercials or public service announc ments:

tered 4 either end of the program.
, .

U.
o

This past'year the program was of

. and was Carried on more than

One,pf-the .biggest goals
the interdependence of peopl

.time,"instillingtin them an
cultures, not to look At t
to think about people, in
special; but also to thi
terms of the things that
interview)

th the stipu-

service mes-

f course, can'be

ered free to stations throughout the

stations,

was to oommvicst to children
around the world At the same

apprecation for th diversity of
e world as a melti g pot, you knot',,

erms of the filings hat make them
about all of us c llectively in

we 'share in common. (O'Brien, 1974,

The shows' producers claim of to be 'irrOmotiqg or preathing" anything but

rather showing children a they exist around t wor4.

The show encourage

December, more than

of the pragrlw. -The

participation throug a segment called'Pen.Pals.

4000 letters a week we e being exchanged by viewers

atings for the show ha e not been outstanding, but

.

exceed the audience oF a typical PBS progi m.-

4
A
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As 'noted; the ratings for the show have not been out-
,

standing: However it should not be taken as an indict-
ment of the program series, tiut rather as a corroboration °
of points made 4y others relating to the ldck of good time
periods in .the .current television spectrulE:, From recent
experience it appears that notultter how good or exciting
a Once-weekly half hour television program may.le, when.
distributed via syndication, it is apnOst automatically-
relegated to early? morning weekend time periods. Time

' periods that follow the-kid programs on the Network stations
oh Saturday mornings generally move into Network sports, and
sadly enough a key part of Sunday morning'iseow taken up by
commercial religion, a most profitable program for the
stations. In these early mornidgatime periods, enerally
prior to 8:00 on Saturday and 9:00 on Sunday, the a ilable
sets in use are so low tha eiardless of the program quality
or appeal, it is virtually impossible to achieve higher than

three rating. (Smardan, letter to Mielke, April 11, 1975).

Table 17 gives a breakdown of the amount, source of funds, and the
,

number of programs produced.

c.f

Table 17

Fundt or BIG BLUE MARBLE, Produced by
Alphaventure, New York, New York

Year /Am A Programs Length4/1 Source
0

FY 74 -0,600,000 26 1/2hr. > International:Tele-
phone and Telegraph.

-Summary

Of the more than 50 million dollars for children's teleyision admini

tered by USOE, most of theloney has Ope. to either various projects adm

t

.
.

istered lAnderthe Emergency 'School Aid Act (ESAA) or to CTW f?Om the Co - ,..,

. .
t..

.,

erative Research Act. Artotal-of $19,851,685 has been authorized fir r
. .

ejects under'ESAA in fiscal years.73 and 74; a:Aotal of.$29,400,000 in ederal

funds have gone tll CTW to suPportISESAME STREET and THE gucTd

1 o

froM FY 68 through.FY 75. - 0
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i.

Tha-grant/contract :recipient, thp series title, the number#(to be)

produced, tftir length, the date available for

ESAA dollars allocated 'are shown in Table 18.

Table lc

*ESAA Television Series Funded Through FY ;4*

airing,and the amount of

Recipient

KLRN*
Austin, Tex.

Series
/

CARRASCOLENDAS

4 BC /TV VILLA ALEGRE'
Oakland, Cal.

NVETA GETTIN' OVER
Springfield, Va. 1 4

,

,EDC PROJECT ONE
NeweoN Miss.

NYSDE
New York

WGBH
Boston

WTTW
Chicago

Connecticut
Public TV
Hartford

No. to,be Length in Date
Produced minutes Available

A78 30 74-75(39)
75-76(39)

/65, 30 74-75

I.

52 30 75-76

65 A30 - 75-76

VEGETABLE SO;JP. 39 ot
78 15

R6110P

Tension and
Conflict Reduction

MUNDO REAL

26 30

13 e 60

10

KWSU , SOUTH BY4NORTHWEST. 5

Pullman, Wash.

lksPs Plateau Indians
Spokane," Wash.

*ine Public Franco-American
Broadcasting0

Or , Mne.

Young,Filmakers Caribbean;

New York 0 Iiatinog

13

30

75-76

76/77:

76-77

( 76-77

30 76-77
-,1z

3)

20 15

10 30

76-77

Amount
of funds

3,120,809

3,500,000

1,762,298

. .

4,023,037:

1,584:510

'2,042,271'

249,402

249,996

TOTALS 12 'program

1p- series
4plus $811,878 to WTTW, Chicago

$19,851,685 total.

435 " 199.5

programs hours

for production of spot

$19,039,807

announcements, or.
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X
Because both VILLA ALEGRE and'CARRASCOLENDAS each feCeiled prior sup-

.

portunder'Title-VII of the Elemen ary:and Secondary Education Act (SEA)--
0

ALLA ALEGRE received $'2,389890 CARRASCpLENDAS received $1:014550-'-it

could be-logically argued that the EAA.."television package" actually to-

o tals $23;254,125. When ,5his is comliinfd with a $29,400000 (7rf 'direct_

,

Federal funds. to rrii, the total expenditu#e i -$52,654,125. This represents

the vast majority of funds expended by'USUE

vision programming (for other expenditures

1971)., Examples'orother expenditures i elude:"
. 8

Or purposive childrees.tele-

n other projects,, see Ogilvie,

300,000 FY"72. 174-5Club, Uni141/tity of Hous1 on
,.Capta Kangaroo, Sutherland

As
si

ciates .

,
1 Division Of Vocational-Educa

UCLA, Evaluate Objective/
(Captain Kangaroo)

OCD: 'Sutherland Learning
ates (Captain Kangaroo)

/

Early Childhood Component/of Rocky
Mountain Satellites .

MisterrOgers Neighborho , Bureau ,

ofEduoanion for the Handicapped-

ion,

.Because of the large propo

'

areas--ESAA and C11.4-an analys,

they've been admtnistered,

/-
ministration is l'Agely the/focis of

6.

214,000 FY 2
1

29,360 ,FY 72
250,000 FY 72
250,.000, FY 73
254,675 FY 72

1,223,t52 VY 73
125,000 FY 77
250,000 FY 73

Lion of direct Federal funds going to two

s of how those funds came into being, how

what problems were encountered in their ad-

ti

rr 1 nO

the 'next chapter.
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Chapter Three: The Federal Involvement in Children's television

There

'regulatory

a

are numerous agencies, Congressional committees, corporations,

.

.agencies and'citizen groups which attempt to influence the use

of tellrigion for children in the United Sta es, Most are outside the

mainstream of the presentexamination but need to be briefly discussed.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) was established in 1914 as an in-. .

dependent regulatory agency (an amendment in i935 extended its responsi-

bility lo consumer protection). While the FTC is concerned, as is the FCC,"

with the nature of advertising\on television, including that whiCh appears

in conjunction with children's television programming, it is not concerned

with television programs, crildren's or otherwhie.
*

(

5'

b !

Th
.

Federal Communications Commission (FCC) was established in 1b4,

renews educational and commercial'broadcast station licenses every three

yearS and licenses all new broadcast htatio9L1 The general standard man

.
,t

dated by the Communications Act of 1934 which the Cpmmission applies,in.

1
. slaking its decisiong is whether. the "public interest, t venience and ne-

cessity" will be. served..

.

In 1960 the Commission cited programs for, children as one of 140"

sually necessary to meet the public interest, needs and

desires of the cormaudiip.", In 1973, for the first time, the. FCC included

a separate question dill children's prturams on its ienewal form for comer-

,

cial television licensees and in 1974 the Commission issued a policy state

"major elements
.

went

went

. fort

on children's televisionpro"gramming and advertising. In-that state-
,

the Commibsion declared it expected stations "to make a meaningful ef-

. .-. to develop and present pkograms which will serve the unique needs
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of.the child audience.' Moreover, "a reasonable part pf,this programming.

should be educational in nature [bscause] the us of television to furth r

the educational and cultural -development of America's Children bears a,

.

rect relationship to the licensee's obligations under the Communicationsl

Act-to operate in the'public interest'." The Commission `also said "we'd°

not believe it is a reasonable scheduling practice to relegate all obthe

programming for this important audience to one or two days : : . [of the

week and] do expect to see considerable improvement in scheduling practices
-

\ in the future."

;The possible ramifications of the\FCC's,recent actions in highlight- l--#

6 . A

in)g the necessity pf televising children's programs to meet the public in-
.

standard is discussed in a commissioned paper by Herman Land for
a

this research project and-in Chapter Four.

The Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) was established'in 1970

and is located in the Executive Branch. OTP adixises the President on gen-
.

eral communication policies, spectrum management,',internattonal'agreements,
.;

and field research and development activities. It also directs assignments

of government spectrum allocations.

While OTP has been active (i.e., formulating policies, submitting ree-
1

ommendationa to the President; Congress and the FCC) in some.broadcast.mat-

ters such as broadcast license renewals, allocation of Very High Frequen-

cies .(VHF) tpelevision," in .matters affecting cable television, and in

pursuing long-range funding for public broadcasting, it has not expressed

any specific, position or concerns,\or made reports or recommendations

on children's television. The OTP has recently undertaken a'survey of the

amounts of Federal dollars goi4directly into the production of,shows for

411,.
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public television. How they wi 1 use that information is not known at the

,
time. "of this writing.

.41

The Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB) is far. more involved in

promoting children's television than any of the previous 'Agencies.- CPB

was established by the PubliC Broadcasting Act of 1967 to provide national

leadership in the development o f a public broadcasting system while insur-
O

ing the medium protection from outside interference and control.

The Act was the result of a report by the Carnegie Commission on*

Echy!?fional Television widCh.concluded that

rected systemi substantially larger and far

41. well-finanCed and w41-41-

more persuasive and. effective

than that-which now exists in the United States, must be brought into be-

(

ing. if the full needs of thelimerican public,are to be served." Section

39f of the Act i Chides ong the purposes and activities of th'eCorpora-
. ,

he "full development` of educational broadcasting

of high quality, obtained from diverse sources, will be'

tiOn' the facilitating o
- '

in which'progr4s

melte available to

ti-cm5 appoint d by

agency, but a

4 47

CPB proVides funds _to

cast stations

non-commercial educational television and radio broad-
:

" 'There are 15 persons on the,Board of the Corpora.-

CPB is not a federalthe' President of the. United States.

I

private non-profit .corporation.

t

stations and agencies throughout the public brOladh-
k

casting,industry; it:established PBS and pays the oosts of interconnection;

it provides;provides direct financial support to television and radio licensees through'

community service grants. .6B does' not produce programs but does give finan-

cial support through either prograthproduction grants or .program development-

grants.

It has helped fund national children's television programs such as
,L3

as,
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SESAME STREET, THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, MISTERROGERS NEIGHBORHOOD, and

The Corporation receives most of its funding from a direct.appropri-
,

ation from the Congres For fiscal year 1975 the Congressional appropri-

atiOn for CPB was $62 milliOnwith.the stip lation that $5million had to

come from non-Federal sources: The Stat n'Prograth Cooperative (SPC), the

Community Service Grants to individual stations, and the intercohheCtiOn

services take up the majoi portionof CPB funds. Although new children's

programsparticularly for adolescents--might be-considered for deVelopment,

.CPB's Don Quayle (1975, interview) says that requDsts for such programs

would'have to compete with other programming needs, such as programming for

women or 'the aged: It is unlikely that CPB will be a major source of money

for new children's pr grams in the near future because CPB believes there

are many other areas which are in equal or gfeater need of development -or'

continued funding,

. .

Major Federal Source's for Television Programming Funds

In a Congressional committee repbrt more than ten years ago entitled

"The Federal Government and Education," it Was pointed out that "42 depart-
. )

, A
ments, agencies and bureaus of the Government are involved in edeation to

.,
-,...N

.

. . .

some degree"; the 'report also noted that "nearly every committee, of the

Congress has jurisdiction over some type of education legislation" (House

Committee on Education agd Labor, 88th Congress 1st Session, Juney 19,63,

pp. 1 and 4).

- The numbI federal programs which havelunds available for ,televi-

sion is large indeed. Periodically, the National Association of Educational

Broadcasters (MAEB) publishes a listing.of Federal programs under which
0.

fundiFig for pUblid broadcasting and,educational technology is wssible (see



Lubart, 1974). The most recent guide listed 63 different Federal assistance

programs with-special relevance to eduCation telecommunications with a to-

tal allocation for fiscal Year 1974 in excess of on billion dollars., Even

this list is not exhaustive;. in legislation, it did not include -the Cooper-

,
ative Research. Act, which has been the major source of Federal funding for

CTW; the.list of agencies did not'include the National Institute of Educe-

tion, which administers funds for television programming.

Although some twelve different agencies were listed as adminiateriA

the various programs, the USOE-administered'programs accounted for over 90

percent of the total tunas available. The agencids and the programs list

ir
4r

as potential sources of funds in FY 74 were as follows:

Office of Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

Adult Education - Grants to States
Adult Education - Special Projects
Adult Education - Teacher Education

. ,Bilingual Education
CivIl Rights Technical Assistance and Training

Dropout' Prevention
Educational Broadcasting Facilities
Educatfonal,Personnel Development - Urban/Rural School

Development
.

educational' Personnel Training Grants - Career Opportunities
Educationally Deprived Childrdn - Handicapped
Educationally Deprived Children in State Administered

Institutions Serving Neglected or Delinquent Children

. 'Educationally Deptived Children - Local Educational Agencies

. .
Educationally Deprived Children - Migrants .

Educationally Deprived Children - Special Grants for Urban

and Rural Scipols
Educationally Deprived Children - Special Incentive Grants

Educationally .Deprived Children - State Administration
Emergency School Aid Act , Basic Grants to Local Educational

Agencies
Emergency School Aid Act - Educational Television
Emergency School Aid Act - Pilot Programs
Emergency School Aid Act - Special Programs

Follow Through
Fulbright-Hays Training Grants - Foreign, Curriculum Consultants
Handicapped Media Services and Captioned Films

.
Handicapped Physical Education and Recreation Research

Handicapped Preschool and School Programs
Handicapped Teacher Education

I ,LD
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Handicapped Teacher Recruitment. and Informabion
Higher Education 7 'Cooperative Education .

. . Higher Education - Strengthening Developing Instruction
Preschool, Elementary, and Secondary Education - Special

Programs and Projects.
Right to Read - Elimination of Illiteracy .

. Special Programs fdrChildren.witb,Spbciflc Learning Disabilities
Supplementary Educational Centers and Servicea, Guidance,.

Counseling,'and Testing
Talent Search
Telsber Corps - Operations and Training

. Upward Bound . ,

Vocational Education - Basic Grants. to States 0,
.Vocational Education - Consumer. and Homemaking'
ocatiOnal Education - Curriculum Development

. Vocational Education - Innovation

. Vocational Education - Research
'Vocational Education - Special Needs

. Vocational Education - State Advisory Councils
Vocational Education *Irk Study

.National, Science Foundation

. Instructional Improvement Implementation - Pre-College

. Public-Understandinkof Science-Programs e

. Science Education Maehnials and Methods Development - Pre-Cdilege

National Endowment for the Humanities, )gational Foundation on the Arts
and the Humanities

. Promotion of the HUmanities
and Development

Promotion of*the Humanities
Promotion.of the Humanities

. Promotion of the Humanities

- Education Planning,

- Education Projects
- Film/TV,Grants
- Museum Personnel Development

Program,

National,Endowment for the Arts;- Natio nal Foundation on the Art's and
the Humanities

Promotion of the Arts - Public Media

Congress 4

. Books for the Blind and Physically Randicapped

.Office,,of Water Resources Research, Department of the Interior

Water ReSources%Sciintific Information Center

1



,
.

.

Bureau of
.

Narcotics and Dangerous Drungs, Department.of Justice
. , t

. . . .

Public. Education on. Drug Abuse - Technical' Assistance

`.National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Space Science Education Project

Law Enforcement'Assistance Administration, Department of Justice

i.

Law Enforcement Assistance 7 Educational Development

q ,
. Law Enforcement Assistance 4%- Training . ,-

Social and Rehabilitation Service, Department of Health, EdUcaiion,

and Welfare

. - p

Puillic Assistance - State and Local Training

'
. .

,

.

,Agency for International Development, Department of.State
..

Technology Applications for Less-Developed Countries
. ...' ,

Civil Service Commission

Training Assis ce to State and Local Governments

Obviously, not allohf the funds in the various programs are available'

only,or eien primarily intended for televiwsion, but a'proposal for develop-
,

ment of telecommunications materials could justifiably be considered under

each of the programs above.' It is clear, however, that the Office' of Edu-.

cation'is the
tydominant agency which administers funds for support of tele-

vision.programming. 2

a

This research team could detect almost no coordination amongthe:var--

ious agencies which administer telecommunications funds, or even withinthe

Office of Education. An internal memo at USOE showed recognition of the

problem:
c,

Support for educational technology Can currenily be

"V"
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deriVed under more than 40 legislative acts and titles and
is 'adminislered through approximately 50 different programs.
Vir ually every major unit of 'OE can and does support edu-
ca ional technology activities, so a der several author-
ities. 'There is no balanced, unifi approach and there is
iittle'cbordination, (Filepi memo to D vies, undated)

4

A study conducted f USOE by Daniel Ogilvie in 1971 concluded:'.

We were una e to Identify any cpmprehensive theme or
strategy for theNuse 'of ETV ilfthe Office of Education.
Each bitKeau, and frequently each division, develops its own
plans independently of other OE programs. There is no stra-'
tegic plhn to insure comprehensic analysis.of the potential
of educational television. (Ogilvie; 1974 p. 19)

The problem petsistsj as of now:

The current state of government funding in, this area
[CTV] is the antithesis of or rly development. There is
little cooperation between dep rtments (who barely know what
the other is doing); there is ittle continuity of television
pOlicy within a given agency; thereris little understanding

.'of the impact or significance of a given project; there is
little thought given to. continued development of professionals
in children's television; and there are few indivilauals in the
government capable of advocating the cause o'f'good children's

. television. (Ambrosino, 1975; commissioned paper, p. 15)
Ong

The twp to four people within USOE who were described in interviews as

kuowledgeable about telecOmmunicatiOns,do not have\ input into funding deci-

sons on most projects, but USOE funds continue to funnel into television
,

programming.

..7 Focus on CTW and ESAA-TV A

More than $52 million of USOE- administered funds--the lion's share of

the Federal dollars in purposive children's television - ,'have to date gone

to two areas: (11, CTW for SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC co

0

' projects under ESAA for the support of 13 projects. The rem

and (2)

er of this

Chapter will review the proCess by which USOE has funded.and'administered

:11:3
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those grants and contracts. .The. review will usb.e.,06onological approach,

beginning with the enabling legislation which, permitted USOE to undertake'.

funding of the projects and ending with the matter of the final submission'

to USOE of a report regarding the peoject's completion. Matters relating

to promotiOn,.distributiccizatio and continued funding following com-,'

pletion of the project will be discu ed in Chapter Four.,

The,review will cover these folloWing stages: (1) nabling legisla-
.,

tioft;(2) Mbnies allocated; (3) Administrative location of the project;

(4) pelection of the program content, areas ;to be conaidered; (5) The method

of announcing the proposal solicitation; (6) The method of -applying for

funding; (7) Qualification reqUilements for applying for funding; (8) Length `.

of time for applying for funding; (9) The igethod of evaluating proposals;

(10) Negotiations with the producer; (11) Monitoring dilring production; and

(12) Final product submiss

While not all of these stages will receive equal treatment, they have

all been included to provide the reader infotmation regarding each impor-
.

tant sequence by which the funding of monies is funneled through the ad-

ministrative agency to the producer, the means by which the agency imposes

accountability for these funds, and, on occasion our 'interpretation of,the

"reaction from the field."

Enabling. Legislation: CTW

The $29,400,000 CTW has obtained from-USOE since FY 68 (see Table 14)

has come froM-research andldemonstration funds provided', by the Cooperative

. Research Act. Section 2 of the Act authorizedthe Commislioner of Educa-

tion to make grants to dniversitias and colleges, other public or private

agencies, institutions andorganizations, and to individuals "for research,
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a

1

surveys,'and demonstrations in the field of education . : and for the

dissemination of..information derived from educational research."

Afte- being persuaded by late 1966 that n educatiolhal television sen-

,-

ries for pre-schpolers was a good idea, a Carnegie representativebmit-

ted- o USOEandthe Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0)_a feasibility.

study prepa4ed by Joa*n Cooney and asked for their comments. Neither agency

ponded (Polsky, 1974, /). 27). Ii is unknown whether

<

the Carnegie re-

guest was ever 'given any consideration, but it dries indicate that what ob-

viously. was a good idea, -coming from a prestigious source, didn't even get

an ackniledgemeni from USOE Or 0E0.

'Lloyd Morrisett, who was then a 'vice-president of.Carnegi&, was a
-a

.

frie d of Harold (Doc) Howe, then U. S. Commissioner of Education. In June,

*

6/19 , Howe became interested in-Mdrrisett's and Cooney s,ideas and decided

.. to commit USOE funds to the project and to actively solicit ftdini support
4.

from other Federal agencies. Howe's ,spe ial assistant, Louis Hausman, was

...3.r
put in: charge of coordinating the proj t at USOE. Morrisett and Cooney

also s6ughtA'Iunds from non - Federal sources. The story of CTW funding
AP

.00

one of a continuous search for funds\kKeide and outside of USOE,. but the

,

focuaa,this report is ory4PrOcess of. obtaining Federal dollars.

. When USOE funds had to be provided to get CTW started, Howe searched

for legislation which would authorize expenditures on such a project: Con-

sideration was given pproviding Commissioner's_jiscretionary funds gianted

by,Section 701 of Title VII of the National Defenie Education Act 'of 1958

(P.L. 85 -864), but the Cooperative Research Act was instead chosen largely

because of the grkater discretion it provided. The Cooperative ResearchAct

provided the Commissioner with considerablefidkibility regarding the nature

V
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.

\ of the proj V h manschose to fund; the ans by which- it would be selected,
\., . \ =

the process by which it would be monitored; and the'mature and extent to

o- -

which it/wogld be evaluated.

As will be indicated in other sections of this chapter, an examination'

of USOE files and interviews wil.th key personnel suggests that the discretion

'given ,pir) Niel.Commisioner,by*the Cooperative Reseaich Act web, at times,

Used by various Commissioners and their aides to faCilitate or even bypass

normal USOE procedures (see, for example,'Velater section in thfs Chapter
-t

entitled "Negotiations with the podUcer:, cron,reatice USOE staff inter
.

.

.ference and g4ve CTW maximum freedom to pursue- its mission. The special im-

portance in this regard of Commissioner Howeand, later,'Sidney Mirland, Jr.,

as well as:Louis:Hausman cannot 4e over-emphasized.

CTW received funds inif sally from a variety osources7-the Carnegie

Corporation, the Ford Foundation, as.well as research'and demanstratioft

0
.

4
funds from USOE, 0E0-00/, NICI\HD, and NFAH--as.an experiment which would at-

\ f

temptto demonstrate whether entertaining television competing in the open

4

marketplace could attract and teach pre-school children, particularly. those

*disadvantaged in ghetto or rural areas. The first .SESAME STREET programs

were broadcasvin 1969-70 and resulted in cnitical acclaim with supporting

evaluation that demonstrated effectiveness. SESAME STREET was an immediate

. success.

By the fall of 1970, discussions. were already taking place within USOE.

to find alternative appropriations to the Cooperative Research Act so that

funding of CTW could be continued without using large amounts of Research

and Demonstration.0144 monies which could.be used to foster new projects.

The remainder ofthis section traces highlights since 1970 of this attempt,

-.... .4..
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which has continued to the present.

'\;
As early as October 19, 197 0,

second season, Aging Commissioner

ti

with SAME STREET just beginning its

T. H. Bell (who later was to become
-

Commissioner of Xdu6ation) stated that "because of the limited funds appro2.--
(

priaied, the, increasing demands for R & DIunds and the legislative require-
. j

ments; funds for CTW should not"and cannot'be supplied under onr general

research allooatiotia,"-claiming that USOE's original intent N.Jaa'to fund only..

the R & D for the first SESAME STREET series. Bell indicated USOE was con--

sidering the possibility of using funds from other/part's of USOE,.but, was

certain under .which program such an expenditure might legitimately fall.
.

Bell'buggested the possibility of'new legislation (Bell to But er,
.

memo,

October 19,.1k70 ?.

One solution to the dilemma of whether-to treAt CTW as R g D or a a
--

,

--- ,
service, was creation of ailine-item for CTW support.- This approach was

incorporated in USO.E1474 budget request tendered by,Commi,ssioner-John
r

.----- . I. 1L: e
Ottina. )11- the budget presentation to the House Apoppriationa Subcommit=

tee,,-USOE stated: I

, r

Originally, support for the two CTW program* was considered
as "demonstration grants." It is now proposed to continue fund-
ing Under a,"service"'Concept, 1e. service to and for preschool
sand early elementary disadvantaged children andptherswith read-
ing problems in cognitive, affective and psychototor development,
areas. (HOuse Appropriations Subcommittee, Departments of Labor
and Health, Education, and-Welfare, 93rd Congress, 2nd
April, 1974, Part 5, p. 219)

Although Commissioner Ottina,proposed to continue funding' "under a

'service' concept," the funds for that support would continue to come from

the Cooperative Research Act. This led to the following interchange between

Ottind, his assistant, and Representative Daniel J. Flood of Pennsylvania,

Subcommittee Chairman:
,r3+

14
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Ilk. Flood. . ou indicate in your justificatibnp
that these programs'w re originally considered as demonstra-
tion grants but now ill be considered'as service programs.
If these are-no longer dembnkrations, then how are you going
to continue them under the Cooperative ReseaFch Act? How do
you do that? You can't have it both ways, aftr-you? Which
came first, rhe chickpn or the egg?

Mi. Wheeler. The fact that these programs may now be'
considered as service programs--

Mr. Flood. This is what I say.
Mr.'Wheeler. Yes, and the main reason for that is be-

cause of the wide coverage-that they have.
Mr. Fl6od. 'I know; but you understanemy questiont

Youssaythey are one thing and now they are going to be some-,'
thing else. You refer to a law. How are you going to do
that under that law?

Dr. Ottina. Your observation is, I think, a very good
ones

Mr. Flood. That is why I made it.
Dr. Ottina. We have historically funded thts under the'

Cooperative Research Act, and it is getting to the point
where in actual fact this is becoming more and more service
rather than demonstration. We have a pending set Of legis-
lation which is being proposed to the Congress under which
authoritY .ve could fund programs such as this.'

Mr. Flood. You told me you were going to do. thii under
the Cooperatihe Researdh Act.

Dr. Ottina. We do not have.in place other than the
Cooperative Researeh Acto ap act that we believe we could

-fund these programs- with. We believe they are important
and they should be continued. (House Appropriqions Sub-
committee, Departments'Of Labor and Health,,Education, and
Welfare, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, April 1974;-Part 5,
.pp. 161-162)

..

...--'
..../

1

". The difficulty. of continuing to justify SESAME STREET and, later, THE
1 412
.

,.
ELECTRIC; COMPANY as research and, demonstration programs was not only

.

a con-
,

1

Cern of USOE officials but, was a1so.reflected in CTW's formal proposals. for
.

! I
%I.

annual-funding. One the one hand the Workshop citedi'the outstanding con-

tinued success of both programs;', on the other hand, references to the con-
,

, .

.tinued experimental nature of the program were also made (indicating that
.

-
,

it should still fall under RN6. DIunds).

'Funding for CTW for fiscal year 1976 will be under the new Special

N,

Projects Act (created'under Title IV of the Education Amendments of 1974,

4

a

.1

1
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)P. L. 93-380), which replaced the 0opperatiye Research Act, and which cdn '

-

solidates a number of education programs by the Commission -r under certain -

v. discretiona4y authorities...The purpole Of 'the Act is "to .uthorize the

Commissioner.to°carry out spelcial projectst to experiment with new educe-
, I

tional and administrative methods, techniques and practice -; to meet-spe-
. ,

, t

cial or'Unique education needy or problems; and to place pecial empha
I -

on.nattonal educational priorities." The Commitsioner wi 1 be duthorized"

to enter into contracts under the Act during the period f seal years 1976

0 r
through 1978' with'206.milliOn authorized to be appropria ed for each year.

Not late; titan February 1 of each year the Commissioner,h s to submit. to

the authorizing Committees of the Congress a plan showing how he intends

' to expend those funds.

1 The c.:Alference committee which finalized the Special 'Projects Act

stated the following in.its report relating to CTW,fundin

The conferee intend that successful'on-going prOfects
conducted under'aAthorities which are-repealed by the Special
Projects'Act be continued by the Commissioner under his dis-
cretionary' share of the aiprOpriations. The conferees expect
that the Special Projects Act will be used.to_provide adequate
jidancial.support for the educational television series, Sesame
Street and The Electric Company. These prograMs are amonaLthe
most creative. innovations of federal support.for educatiofl14 and
their continued production and develo ent should be an on-going
priority of the:CoMmissiOner. (Ed ation Amendments of 1974,
93rd Congress, 2nd Session, Repor 93-1026 Conference Report)

The expenditure plan fo!FY.76 was sent to the.,Con -ss b February 1,
r.

1975, as required by the Special Projects Act. In that plan, however,

Commissioner Bell indicated USOE'sc int tion "To fund the Children!s Zele-
-,

vision Workshop TW),producer of Sesame Street..and The Electric Company,

ects." 'Bellas the terminal year in the devel

then added the followiUg Aot4:,

nt and demonstration

he development' and demonstration activities-

4 "-;/.1

1*
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regarding this approach in working with pre-adolescent children have been ,

4

CO cluded, and'therefore rwoutt recommend that a different appropiatIon
r

ar angemaut be designed if the Congress desires 'continued support for thii

activity. One possibility would be to include a line item in the budget

for the Public Broadcasting Corpotion" (emphasis added).

le

Enabling L ion: ESAA o"

Funds for ESAA television projects are mandAted in Sect/Ohs 704.and

ip

Z11 of the Emergency Sch9O1 Aid Act (Educatioe-Awndments of *2, Title
_

ATII,' P. L. 92-310)_. .These>qections set aside a minimum of thi4e percent
'''.:

of the amount funded uhdr. ESAA"m(S'eCtion.704,(b)(2)(B) ) for ',64 "develop -7

. i!'

ment and p)oduction of integrated children's programs of cognitive and af-

fective education value" which further, the pufpoees of .the/Act.. pur-
A ,

poses of ESAA are :I'M meet the special needs incident. to the elimination

of minority group segregation- and digcrimination among students andfaCulty

in elementdry and secondary schools"; "to encourage, the .voluntary elimina-

fl

reduction, or preventlIon of minority-group isolation in elementary

and secondary schools"; and "to 0.4 school children in overcoming the-edu-
.

cat4onal disadvantages of minority group isolation" .(Section 702 (b)(1)

(2)(3) ).

Section 711(b) of ESAA reads:

(b)(1) The Assistant Secretary shall carry out a%program of
making grants to, or contracts with, not more than ten public
or private non-profit agencies, institutions, or organizations
with the capability of providing expertise in the development
of television programming, in sufficient number to assure
diversity; to pay the cost of development and production of

,..integrated children's television programs of cognitive and

I
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effective educational value.* .

(2) Television pro grams developed in whole or in part kith
assistance pfovided under this Title shall barnacle reasonably
available for transmission, free of dharge, and shall not be,
transmitted under commercial sp orship.,

(3).The Assistant. Secretary may app ove an application under
tht!--(giction only if he determines that -the applicant
A) will employ members of minority groups in

responsible positions-in development, production, and
administrative staffs;
(B) will use modern television techniques, of research
and production; and
(C) has Adopted effective procedures for evaluating
education and other change achievetl,by children viey-
ing the program.

I

SAA-is the only major piece of legislation, to specifically set aside :

monies for television. The reason for inclusion'ol Section 711 in ESAA was

stated in a Senate Report as follbwsr

'Are ComMittee is most impressed with the success pf the Sesame
Street television series. A recent report by the Educational
Testing Service indicates that such programs can play an im-
portant part, in the development of. crucial academic and social
skills for children from all racial and economic baCkgrounds .

Sesame,Street_proved highly sudce sful with children from 3 to
5 years, old. This section looks !o the funding of additional
prograMming for preschobi children .and of programs'to serve
older children, suitable for home reception, with appropriate
emphasie'placed on all minority groups. **

k *It is interesting to note that due to a proofing error, Section (b)(1)
referred to programs of cognitive and "effective" rather than "affective"
educational value. While members of the staff of the Senate Committee in-
formed the Office-of Education that the correct word is "affectiveb" the
word "effective" continues to appear in the printed versions of the Emer-.

gency School Aid Act. See, for example, page 505 of Senate Report 93-763
"Educational Amendments of 1974."

. ,

**The Senate had formed a Select Committee on Equal Educational Oppor-
tunity to study the effectiveness of existing laws and policies. The Com-

mittee was chaired by Senator Walter Mondale who was primarily responsible
for inclusion of a specific set -aside for educational television in E§AA,.

541/

Section was not included in'the House (the Administration) bill but was

inserted b the Committee of Conference (Conference ReportAm the Educa-
tion Amendments of 1972, 92nd Congress,.2nd Session, Senate Report 92498,
Mdy, 1972, p. 218).

.C.;
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trWhile ESAA,prescribes money for television and soma restrictions on

the use of that money, ESAN still gives OSOE great discretionary authority.

In interpreting the provisions of the Act, thT staff of USOE has exercised
)

far more discretionary authority than it hag with respect 'to the (far more
4e

(discretionary) provision ofthe Corperative Research Act particularly be-
\ .

cause of the lesser involvement of the\Commissioner_'s Office.
k

USOE s Bureau of Equal Educational Opportunity (BEEO) administers' the

ESAA-TV projects. Some of BEEO's finterpretations of the legislation have

been very Eiign*ficant. The 'references in Secti)n 711 to "integrated

dren's television programming" and employment of tembers of.minority groups

"in responsible positions in development, production, and adminiStrative

stiffs" have, as.will be indicated, resulted in USOE officials forcing

grantees ontractees to make personnel changes. USOE staff-judgments re-
,4, . '

garding the meaning of "reasonably available for transmission" has, deter-,

'mined the length of a station's or network's exclusivity; interpretations

of -the requirement of "effective procedures-for evaluating education and

other changes achieved. by children viewing the program" have determined

_ . .

both the amounfand importance of research-related activities; conclusions

reached regarding "the.ESAA intended audl:fnce" have resulted in in-school

viewing and materials receiving little attention, and budget. Much of-this

a
."discretion" has been at the'middle staff levels at USOE.,

On occasion, BEEO was overruled or pre-empted in its discretion by a

higher authority. Programs relating to parnt'al involvement and in-service
,

teacher taining were, for example, never included as being eligible for the

ESAA,TV''(Section 711)set-aside. Representatives of HEW's General Counsel's

Office did not interpret Section 711 to permit such expenditurlf. While a

different interpretation existed among several USOE staffers assigned to
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ESAA-TV 'projects, they neva' appealed the General Counsel's Office deciaiod
, P

to a higher authorit and thus the decision stood (Hertzler, 1975,.,interview).

USOE interpretations of Section 711 are included 'in some of theregu-
-

lations gpverning the ESAA competition and outlined in the Sections "Methods

of Announcing the Propoadl Solicl.tation" and"Qualification Requirements

for Applying for Fpnding." WRile it'is common and often.considered advis-
.

01 for laws to be written in a manner in which discretion'and flexibility

,

are given to the person administering the law, some of-, USOE s interpreta-

tions of ESAA-TV set-asides have caused coneern, even within USOE. More-
.

over, several'parties interviewed believed that USOE has failed to wing to

the attention of Congress the generally accepted weaknesses of the law, guth

as failure to take account of the problems of, residuals and the cost of dis-

tribution.*

. ,
InNaddition to and as a.result of the lack of involvement by the Com-

a

missioneea office-and greater involvement of,the USOE staff, implemen-
i

tationof_the ESAA-TV projects have, unlike the CTW projectjr, much more

closely followed normal USOE procedures governing grants and contracts.

Less direct involvement ofthe Commissioner's office in ESAA-TV projects

has also resulted'in involvement by seemingly unrelated offiges in USOE and

HEW,4,ncluding the Office of Public Affairs in both agencies. The.impor-

*USOE officials contend that no professional or technical expertise
?;had input into the drafting of Section 711 and that Congress, the unions,
and CPBall got'"caught with their pants down" regarding the problem of.
residuals. One official stated that a BEEO proposal for dealing with prob=
lems of buy-outs and residuals was sent to Senator Harrison Williams, who
determined that the BEEO procedure was consistent with legislative intent
(Berkman, 1975,interview). )1evertheless, grantees/contractees have had
to take program funds and use them to hire attorneys.to determine the.cor-
rect interpretation of the Act.

4



tant role of HEW's Office of the Assistant Secretary of Public Affairs

---(0ASPA) in approving_ESAA-TV contracts will be discussed.

, .

Field Reattions. Most agree that the legislation should have had in-

put from the broadcast professionals and USOE before it was passed--espe,7 .

cially in regard to produpt deliverables and ownership- -and most feel it

Was USOE's responsibility to make sure the legislation, once passed, wa

.workable from rtelevision'standpoint.

.

The producers feel USOE Should have done what was necessary, perhaps

ask for technical anfikndment to the A4, and then established gu.delines

prior to solieitation of proposals. Then the television ptoduction process

may have been able to function pore effectively without continuout'different

interpretations from USOE ofwhat the legislation.nneant.".

What should be learned from this-experience is the importance of hay -

ing,industry input into legislation regarding television prior to passage.

Once passed, if there are still problems, the administrative agency should

either obtain legislative amendments\ovestablish clear guidelines prihr

to announcing availability of fund's.

Monies Allocated: CTW

A chronological analysis of files relatipg to USOE's funding of CTW

reveals: (1) yearly uncertainties on the part of 'both USOE and CTW con-
.

cerning the amounts of money. that woul be requestedandneeded; peri-

odic variations in the tone of the CTW request reflecting CTW's level of

confidence -regarding adequate funding; (3) periodic variations in USOE's

.
attitude toward CTW funding; (4) the current desire of USOBto either phase

out CTW. funding or to at least have Congress handle CTW fundigg in a dif-,

9
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6

/ , . .

ferent way, thereby freeing the current televiiion line for more new pro-
ti

.

jectS; and (51 the 'rrent favorAble attitude of Congress towards CTW.
)

Morrisett, Chairman of the Board of CTW,'and then Vice Presi-

dent of Catnegie was Aedited.with bringing the key peoplerUgether to form

CTW Morrisett has described*CAnegie's thidking regarding initial fundL
c' 4

'ing for CTW as follows:

We`did not rule. out any source .of funding. .Wethought-
it might be possible for.it to become'a commercial production.
We thought it might be possible to get the money front founds-.
tions. We thought it might be possible to enlist.the aid of

s
the goVernment. And we pursued all of ihem,simultaneously.
(Polsky, 1974", p. 2)

Morrisett later suggested that the most likely, long-zterksource of support

for the project Was probably the Corporation for Public Broadcasti He

addd, howevery "At this point I think it is important that Washi gton agen-

cies be brought into the project'As partners even though they may be able to

invest only limited amounts of money thi,year, so that they will begin pro

gramming future funds into their budgets." AUrrisett suggested t hat if the

project were a success, in two or three years, funding should continue, to
'N

be assumed by Federal sources; whether the CPB or a Federal agency (Polsky,

1974, p. 35).

cies,

<
On January 3,'1968, Commissioner of Education Howe wrote seiieral agen-

including NIH, the Children's Bureau of 0E0, and the NICHHD Urging

their support of the project. Howe said:

It strikes me that this project represents a fine oppoi- .\.

tunity for government-foundation cooperation to solve a major
human problem. My current thinkirig is that the Federal agen- 8

cies Should be prepared to fund at least half, and I would hope
nearer two-thirds of the'cost, with Carnegie and other inter-
ested foundations funding the balance. We, at og plan to pay

1 0

Lot
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4

at least methird of the cost.*
,

A year-by-year analysis of USOE's funding Of CTW ;reveals Ore impor-s

tance pf Louis Hausman during the,early years. pausman, who had initial
I

reservations about the project and who said, 41 was very skeptical about.,

being able to involve youngsters in this 40.nd,of program," told,Commissioner

.
Howe that its,was absolutely fmpossible for CTW to tlo-anything like the kind

0

of progi which was being visualized with'i two milliondollar budget.
II

Hadtman thought a budget of about six million vas'much more realistic, with

about two to three million for research, and with still more money needed

for promotion.

It was largely Hausman' FesponsibilitY to make sure that .thetcommit-

dment was fulfilled. .When, lor example, in NoveMber,, 1968, USOE's commit-

ment to the project was till not budgeted, Hausman sent the following

terse memo to the Bureau of/Research: .

As. you know, we have committed $4 million as our half/of

the Children's Television Workshop for, FY 68, 69, 70. As you,

also know, you cut back the. FY 1969 support of this project,
Question: have you increased the FY 1970 support to assuie
our $4 million commitment? (Hausman, letter. o Bryan, November

6, 1968)

By' May,.1970, OCD was7alreadyasking when plans would be made for CTW
.

7

to become self-supporting. The foll9Fing month, with $3.2 million of Fed-

*The fear of an imbalance of golgrnmental funding and a resulting too

great governmental.involvemenin the actual product or production was a

matter of concern, particularly at.the Carnegie Corporation, who wanted to
keep government funding at a maximum of 50 percent of the total cost. That

, concern continues today from CTW's standpoint (Kennedy, 1975, intervjew).
CTW has searched for a variety of funding sources in the hopes that filch

diversity,insulates the organization from any one funderriattempting to exer-

cise undue influence.

'
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_t

p.

eral funds expected by CTW for FY 71, (CTW wanted $3.5 million on, of a - ,

`total budget of.$6.1 million) and with only '2:3-million allocated, four

USOE oftilgials understood Joan Cooney t,o say that no major R & D request
,

would be needed in FY 72 (Hjelm,, -memo to the file, June 17, 1970); By
r- n

Septeinber, 1970, however, with'CTW having received $2.9milltbn from USOE'
.k

for FY 7 and with another $300,000 from otD a1most aasnred, USOE learned'

that ETW-might need $5 million in FY 72. Thii latter estiMate
4,
was vetilied

in a letter from. Lloyd MOrrisett to HEW's Assistant Secretary fox Planning:

and Evaluation.*
--744 9

,
--When Acting CommissiOner of Education T H.-1 BelI got a copy of Morrisett s

lettere4 said in an linternal me o that:it.ws "urgent" to gather precise

data,:ontTW-fiscal 1972 financial requirements- and anticipated income. In

;doing so, howeVer, Bell thought USOE should keep in mind that (1) Mrs.

Cooney at one time expresseda view that she expected CTW to become self7sup

porting; (2) CTW was exempted from USOE's ordinary copyright policy (i.e.,

receiving 50 percent royalties) and was allowed to retain 100 percent of

royalties if,uned for the CTW 'series continuations and extensions thereof or,.

research and
4 W' 4

activities related thereto, and/or any -other educational pur-

poses within the CTW corporate powers approved by USOE;-(3) a tax-exempt pub-

ft

lishing. subsidiary was, being set up to help Carry out CTW purposes; and (4)

sale of SESAME STREET shows abroad, for which there had been requests from

some' 79 countries, would yield additional income. According to Bell, these

*Morrisett referred to USOE's "paradoxical' situation of having supported
a useful educational innovation but not havingthe funds to see it survive"
due to the fact the research budget of USOE was not intended'to support the
continuation of successful developments. ,Morrisett suggested that "if there
were an item in the USOE budget for the continuationy/application, and further
development of the results of successful research efforts, this paradox
could be resolved"'<Morrisett, letter to Butler, September 17, 1970).

-r")
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considerations, taken in toto, suggested that CTW might not need such a large

request (Bell, iemo to Butler, October 19, 1970).,

Before t4ose issues weresettled, however,.Sidney Marland, Jr. beca4e

Commissioner of Education and CTW again found a Commissioner who was not

only very supportive and was willing to personally become very actively in-

volved In promoting the Workshop, but who was also willing to- continue fund -'-

ing CTW from Cooperative Research Act R & D monies. In a meeting with Lloyd

Morrisett in May, 1971, Morrisett referied to CTW's "whittling down"its FY

72 budget to $14 million and Marland indicated his desire to fund half that

amount (Marland, memo to Deputy Commissioners, May 13, 1971).'

CTW's request for funding in,FY 73 again illustrated the uncertainty

regarding the amount of funding needed. .Through early 1972; CTW had been

telling USOE it was going to ash for $5 million for FY 73. On May 4, 1972,

'however, CTW's Vice President for Finance, Thomas Kennedy, ca ,.led the USOE

project officer to inform him that CTW was drafting g letter to Commissioner

Marland reqnesting $6 million ,for FY 73. Later' that month, CTW officially

submitted its proposal fqF FY 73 which reflected great confidence. CTW

noted that SESAME STREET had been nominated for a television Emmy award for

outstanding achievement in children's programming in 1971-72. Several other

awards, including nominations for a Presidential Prize for,Innotaiton, were

also being given to the series. Moreover, CTW cited research support for

the effectiveness of SESAMESTREET. USOE then4granted $6 million to CTW in

FY 73.

Obtaining sufficient USOE funding in FY 74 was not as easy. By March,

1973, Marland had moved up to Assistant Secretary of HEW and, was no longer'

as directly involved in CTW matters. CTW still hdd not officially received

,1:4' #1,

O
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its grant for FY 73, and needed cash to pay bills. Meanwhile, USOE was

considering reducing amount of funding for CTW for FY 74 by 50 percent,

from $6 million .to $3

N.
One of CTW's principal supporters withl4kUSOE at that time was Robert

4

Filep, Associate Commissioner for Educational Technology and Director of

the National Center for Educational Technology (NCET)'which was.tlen the,

location of the CTW Project Monitor. On March 12, 1973, Filep wrote r-

ing Commissioner John Ottina outlining six "dilemmas" regarding CTW's FY

74 and long-range fiscal planning; which had been "revealed" in recent dis-

with USOE,personnel. Filep noted that (1) 2SOE was'scheduled to

reduce its support for FY 74 by 50 percent, to $3 million; (2) general oper-

ating support grants to CTW from Carnegie and Ford were scheduled to termi-

nate in June; (3) hoped-fot, income from CTW non-broadcast materials, activ-
1 I

ititeg, and other fund raising endeavors were not developing as rapidly as

CTW (or USOE) had anticipated; (4) although CPB would continue witt the same

level of support to CTW in FY.74 ($5 million), it planned to reduce that

amount considesbly in-FY.75 since its board felt that too large a percent-.

age af program dollars was being allocated to children's programs; (5) C151;

was felt to be aggressive exploring. all areas of potential revenue, includ-
ti

lag state contributions, but these "fields" would take time to bear "fruit ";

and (6) USOE''s cuvrent position was that it was reducing the fiscal year al;

locations based on CTW'.s finding new monies.
o

Filep recommended that the FY 74 allocation be increased by $1.2 mil-

.

lion to n total of $4.21million. He referred to SESAME STREET and THE

ELECTRIC COMPANY as "re 1 winners for OE" and "the most effective and cre-

ative activities in teac ing children funded by Ws office.in ten years."
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Despite Filev's.reammendation, USOEls grant to CTW was for 13 million.

In, addition, however, $1 million of previously-impounded FY 73 funds were

released,.

For FY 75, CTW'submitted a proposal to USOE for $5.5 million in fund-

/ ing for SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. The tone of this proposal
4.1

4iffered from prevdous proposals. As CTW stated, "This proposal is in the

nature of a plea for the millions of children who are*monstrably helped

by Sesame Street and The.Electric Company." The introduction to the pro-

posal outlined the financial crisis facing CTW: according to CTW, for a

variety of reasons not relay to the effectiveness of SESAME STREET and

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, finhncial support from public broadcasting sources

had been cut'and in some cases eliminated. Neither ,the Ford Foundation nor

the Carnegie Corporation, both major initial fun4ars of the programs,' were

expected to continue regular support. Moreover, funds available from pub-:
o

lic television were expected to drop fib:1i $5 million to

coming year, and even the latter amount was not complet

4.4 million in the

y assured.

CTW maintained that "In the long run, a decrease in the level of gov-

/

ernment and fodhdation support is both expebted and can be accomodated."

On the other hand, however, "a precipitous withdrawal of support by the Of-
.

fice of Education or by public te)evision would thraaten the Workshop's ef-

forts to equip low.- income children with the skills, attitudes and abilities

they require to extidct rom formal educafion its promises."
4

CTW's plea was more successfql in Congress than at USOE. While USOE

was willing to go as high as $4.5 million it was not willing to commit $5.5
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million until instructed to do so by Congress.* Eiren then, USOE waited

until February, 1975, to finally commit the $5.5 million.

A memo of February 11,,1,975, summarizing the February 7 meeting in

Copmissioner Bell's office reads:

7 -

. After considerable discussion, the Commissioner indicated

.

$5.5 million shouldgo to.CTV in support of Setame Street and
Electric Company as a grant in FY 75. He, also stated that USOE
would make a strong pitch on,the Hill to phase down, out, or in-
stitutionalize its future support [emphasis added]. CTW is to

be informed that next year's support.will by by contract.

0

A'Iater USOE internal memo suggests that Commissioner Bell may wish

to be involved irk the final negotiations-with CTW on the additional two and

one'half million (beyond the $3 million authorized in Noveiber, 1974) and

had requested the Project Officer to make arrangements with Joan Cooney po

be presit for the final negotiations.' A notation to a memo which revealed

this fact stated, "This'may change as the Commissioner may not be involved

in a personal meeting with Joan Caviey."

The Future. The expenditure plan for FY 75 mandated by the Special

Projects Act was sent to the Congress by February 1, 1975. In that plan

Commissioner Bell indicated USOE's intention "To fund the Children's Tele-

( ,

vision Workshop (dTW), producers of Sesame Street and The'Electric Company,

as the terminal year in the development and demonstration projects" at a

*There were differences in what, the House and the Senate wanted to spend

on educational programming (the House wanted $7 million; the Senate $8.5

million). The Conferencp Committee then voted a compromising appropriation
of $7 milliOn for educational programming and indicated it expected that

$5.5 million would be allocated to CTW. Such a specific set-aside is highly

unusual. It was not until February 7, 1975 at a meeting held in Commissioner

° Bell's office/regarding instructional television programming support in FY

75 that the. decision to release the total$5.5 million to CTW was made. $3

had been released in November, 1974, after all of the CTW progress reports

that were outstanding had been submitted.

64
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of $4 million.* As has been mentioned, Bell recommended that a_dif-

ferent appropriation arrangement be, designed, perhaps the inclusion of a

line item id the budget for the:Corporation.for Public Broadcasting.

In its budget proposal for fiscal. year 1976, which was later submit-

ted to Congress, USOE repeated its intention to make FY 76 the terminal

year rbr funding SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. In its presenta-

tion USOE stated, "Since Fiscal Year 1976 is proposed as a terminal year

of funding under an Office of Education appxopriation, we will belaroVid-

ing Children's Television Workshop with additional funds to document their

experience and approaches through the life of the development and demonstra-

tion project so they can be shared with the educational'Community."

Monies Allocated: ESAA

While the minimum ESAA-TV set-aside is fixed at three percent, the

amount oftmoney which ESAA will-spend on TV production has not, at least

.z
for the first three years of the TV competition, been known until almost.

the last day of the fiscal year.

In the first yeAt-of the competition, FY 73, several levels of fund-
s,

ing had been determined and then discarded-opartlydue to negotiations arid

work completed by the Grants Officers and partly due to the further audit-

,
ing of Bilingual Children's Television's (BC/TV) earlier grant under Title

*Bell indicated the remaining $3 million, of the $7 million line item
requested, would be used toprovide (1) supplementary education to adoles-
cents in patterns similar to SESAME STREET and THE-ELECTRIC COMPANY; (2)
begin to acquaint the general population, with the ability to use the metric
system of weights and measures; (3) conpumeril education programs; and (4)

a program on the performing arts.
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In May 1913, following the ratings of the projects by the panels, pre-

scribed negotiations were held with the applicant which had received the

highest score in each of four categories. A recommendation to fund thes

four applicants for a total of $9,117,315 was made on May 8, 1973, by

Associate Commissioners Robert Filep and Herman Goldberg (who then had joint

responsibility for administering ESAA -TV, as will be discussed). By June,

when it was apparent that-more monies mould be'available, further negoti-

ations took place involving.the five applicants receiving the.highest scores,

':'including- -St, tioh KLRN, Austin, Texas, whose CARRASCOLENDAS had earlier

receiveda Title VII ESEA grant. and had finished second to BC/TV's proposed

.continuation of VILLA ALEGRE in ESAA's Bilingual/Bicultural competition.

On June'13, 1973, with an award to BC/TV still being held up pending further

information on fiscal and management data connected with an earlier ESEA

grant, Filep-and Goldberg recommenaed'the'other four winners be funded for

a total figure of $7,865,943. It was not until June 30, the last day of

the fiscal year that a decision was made to make the award to BC/TV. On

Jay 3, the li*t of winners for the first ESAA-TV competition was finally

released. The five *inners,teceived $11,365,943; or roughly five percent

of total ESAA appropriations for FY 73.

*BC/TV has been investigated by the Government Accounting Office
(Comptroller General's Report-to the Honorable Edith Green, House of
"Representatives, B-164031(1), 1974) and audited by HEW (Report on the Re-'
view of Office of Education Grant No. OEG-0-72-1877 for the Period April
6, 1972 through April 30,1973, Septimber, 1973). Both of these reports
are lerigthy and complicated. Furthermore, the site visit to BC/T44 resulted
in the belief that the issues may even be more complex'than were reported
formally in the'two documents. Rathet than deal superficially with either
the investigation or the audit, which we would consider irresponsible; we
havel*chosen not to comment, one way or the other, on these two investiga-
tions at all.
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In the second ESAA7TV competition, for FY 74, a total of eight pro-

jects, live of them regional, were funded Ifor a total of $6,893,678. Part

of the decrease in the total amount of funding resulted from a review of
L:

the prolipsed budgets of the wimning applicants by the Office 6f 06 Assistant

Secretary for Public Affairs ( OASPA) in HEW, a review which had not-taiien

place in VY 73. According to officials in the Service Support Division of

IASPA a combined total of approximately $4 million was eliminated from the

budgets of the eight winners.* Lewis M. Helm, Assistant Secretary for Putlic
.%, ,

Y ,

Affairs'ihdicated -in an interview in Aptil, 1975, that this savings was only

a part of the',,estimate,d $25 million in cost reductiOns resulting,from con-

tract budget revi by OASPA In FY 74. While. Assistant Secretary Helm
,-,

claimed that OASPA on "retommended" the budget cuts and that the ultiblate
.

..
.

.

-.decision regarding budget 1 els during final contract negotiations :rested

with the program. people, an OASPA' official suggested the DASPA::44recommenda-
.".

tions" Were resisted unsuccestfullY 6jr the.program people, with;the matter

only being resolved at. the Secretary'e

USOE officials have expressed opposition to the continuation of ESAA**

*BEEO officialeiclaim, however, that the great bulk of the "savings"

related to a prograhi series which was not funded because neither BEEO nor
OASPA thought the proposed budget was justified, and negotiations with the

producer Of that project broke down. These officials maintain that the re-

.
paining "savings" were small in amount and were merely allocated to other -

non- television projects funded by BEEO's Special Projects Branch.

**In summarizing USOE's opposition to the continuation of ESAA, Commis-
sinner John Ottina stated in April 1974:

The Federal. Government through its desegregation programs has
played an important role in assisting desegregating school districts

to correct the inequities of a century 6T dual school 4systems. After

nearly 4 years-of Federal emergency assistance, changing circumstances

require an apptoach different from State apportionments and, special

set-asides. We are therefore proposing new legislation sunder which
it would be possible to target aid more directly those school dis-

, tricts still in need of special desegregation'asslatance. The need

for such assistance contitimes, but it seems fairly clear that the

. period ofmassive desegregation activity has pasted. (House Appro-

priagions Hearings, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, Part 5; Office of

Education, April'1974, p. 11) 11 '0

I
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Aff
as has the White HouSe...USOE asked Congress, however, that if ESAA (which,

has been authorized by the Educational Amendments of 1974 to continue un-.

til June, 1976) did receive funds for FY 75, Congress not require USOE to

allocate any specific set-aside percentage for television, but rather to
arca

grant the Assistant Secretary full allocation discretion for the entire ESAA
99-

appropriation. If that happened, many USOE officials believe that no money

would go to fund.ng television programs, but would instead go to funding

1
other types of projects of more immediate interest to the Administration.

The amount Olunds for lk (and thus for Section 711 and the ESAA-1°V.

set-aside) for FY.75 (which., by law must be sent by June 30, 197,5Xvas still

not known as of April 21, 1975.. As of that date the House had passed appro7-

priations for ESAA of 1125Million for FY'75 and $200 million for FY 76.

Some USOE officials expect theSenate to approve figures at led:2m, that high,

possibly even higher. As will 'be:'described,the delay in Congressional ap-
.

propriations will cause significant problems in allocating ESAA-TV monies.

Administrative Location of the Pro ect: CTW"
4

The early tJSOE administraIng of the CTW project was Under thedirect

supervision of Commissi4ei Howe's Special Assistant, Louis Hausman who

along with Lloyd Morrisett of Carnegie, Edward Meade of the Ford4oiluda-n

tion, and the President and Chairman of NET --John White and Everett Case,

respectively- -sat on the CTW.ProjectPoiicy Committee. USOE's project moni-

ror for CTW was officially located in the Division of Elementary and"Second-

ary Research (DESR), but as indicated in a memq to the file by CTW isecond

monitor, "As one of the directors of the CTW group and the OE officer cen-.

trally involved in the project, Hatisman apparently bears central responsibility

for the project as far as OE is concerned" (Norris, memo, September 1968). a
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In December, 1968, a Report'of the Commission on Technology was deli4-
0

ered to the White House. The report led to the establishment of the Bureau .

of Libraries and Educational Technology (BLET) within USOE which assumed

the CTW mOnitoring-function. In Fall, 1971, the Bureau was divided,-and

the. Division of Educational Technology became Educations Technology staff
. 4

until February, 1972, when the National Center:fOr Educational Technology .

(NCET) was established by the Secretary's approval. NCET then assumed ad-

mirtistrative responsibility for CTW.

0
The National Center for Educational Technology was one of five National

/ Centers which were established in a major re-organization of USOE in early

1972 under Commissioner Marland. In addition to NCET, Centers for Educe-
-

tional Statistics, for Educational Communications, for Educational Research

and Development, and for Educational Systems were crea\ted as both "think

tanks" and as centralized locatiOns of policy-related concerns and expertise.

Following the demise of NCET, which is reviewed irOthe discussion of
.

ESAA which follows, the question of administrative location of the CTW pro-

.

ject within USOE has been of low priority. Main esponsibility presently

lies in the Divisfon-of Technology and gnvirohmental Education. The Envi-

ronmental Education portion of that Division consists of ten full-time peo-

.

ple who presently administer $1.8 million of grants for pilots and demon-

stration projects to assist the development of formal and non-formal envi-
alm

ronmental education programs. The Broad/cast Facilities branch of that Divi-

sion+Lb ten full-time people who currently administer a budget of $13.mil-

lion- for acquiSition'and installgtion of equipment for educational broadcast

stations. That portion of the Division whiCh administers the $7 million

educational television programming line item in the FY 75 budget (including
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the $5.5 million for MAME STREET and THE,ELECTRIC COMPANX) consisted, un-

til several weeks ago, of only two full-time persons. Moreover, the, 4wo

project officers

tiMe'73ecietary.*

assigned to television projects did not even heNT a part:-

Their office,'identified by the Project Officers as the

ETV.PrOgramming'SUpport Unit, neither appears on the USOE organizational

chart nor in USOE's telephone directory. The ()Vice is five levels removed

from both the Commissioner's Office'and the Deputy Commissioner of the

Bureau of School SyStems, to which the Division.of Technology and Environ-

mental Education reports (Neben, 1975, interview).

The ftiture=.-location.of CTW Monitoring will probably be within USOE's

Office of Libraries and Learning Resources, established by Section 519 of

the Educational Amendments of 1974 (P. L. 93-380). That office, which'is

jusebeing establishedi is expected to have an educational technology com-

ponent at the time of this report and is to be the office through which

".the Commissioner shall 'administer all programs in the Office of Education

related to assistance for, and encouragement of,libraries awl information

centers and educational technology. Whether this relocation of offices

for television administration will signal a higher priority within USOE re-

mains to be seen.

Administrative Location of the Project: ESAA

When ESAA-typeolegislation was *ding in Congress, in 1971, it was

presumed that the administering of ESAA-TV projects,would be the responsi-
-,

lbility of NCET. NCET staff.Mtembers had assumed leadership in a tasI.force

*As of April 25, 1975, a part-time Branch secretary and a part-time as-
sistant obtained through the WoMen's Corps program were assigned to the of-
fice which administers the educational television programming li tem.
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which had already been established-to determine the implementation of

probable TV set -aside,land NCET --was administering USOE's.Other majo tele-

vision projects, including SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY.

When ESAA became law in June 1972,-NCET was designated administrator

of television programs authorized by Section 711. In July, preparations

were being made. to increase NCET's staff for this'purpose, with the esti-

matds of the number of staff members which would be required ranging as high

as 20, including 10 senior-level positions. These figures were based upon

an appropriation of $30 milliOn'for TV set-asides in FY 73.

NCET never did receive those new positions." In fact, by early 1973

NCET was going out of existence due to the establishment by Congress of the

National Institute of Education (NIE). 1#* was to incorporate the National

Center for Educational Communicatioifs and the National'Center'fOr Educational

. Research and DevelopmenZ>esiwell as NCET. During January and February, 1973,

(when final decisidnsregarding funding of the'first ESAA -TV projects fOr

FY 73 were still pending) discussions took place within.USOE regarding the

re-location of ESAA-TV administration. While some concern was expressed

tha\the monitoring of ESAA projects by a component of NIE might suggest a

research rather than an operational orientation which, would be cOntrary'to

Congressional intent, support for such a move came from. the Director of NCET,

Robert Filep, and Sidney Marland, who had moved up from CoMmissioner of Edu-

cation to Assistant.Secretary for Education in HEW. In February, Filep, who

expected to transfer himself and his staff to NIE, requested formal assign-

ent of ESAA-TV administration to NIE, citing the folldwing three rationales

for his requests: -(1) personnel undergoing transfer of functions to NIE to

oversee the technology demonstration projects were the same individuals who



have developed the ESAA-TV program and were most qualified to monitor the

specific projects; (2) the potentiAl for examining projects to learn more

about the impact of Open- Learning Systems using ETV would be aided by the

climate and-resources within NIE; and (3) the project was of a verrexper-
.

imental nature since little is known about the-potential, o television for

dealing with desegregation programs and since the Act mandates that,appli-

-`38kft.

cants will use modern television techniques of research and production

(FilelirtMeM0 to Marland through Ottina, Febivary 28, 1973).

By July,-I973, Filep wished to "remaid in USOE and have USOE retain the

ESAA-TV set-aside projects as well as SESAME STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY.

At the'same time Herman Goldberg, Associate Commissioner for Equal Educa-

tional Opportunity and a formerRochester, New.York superintendent who was

very interested ±in television, was supporting the retention of ESAA-TV pro-
.

jects within his division of USOE. CommissiOner-Ggldberg's division (BEEO)

was, of course, actively involved in problems of integration in the public

schools and would presumably have experts in the content areas of the ESAA-
.

TV programming.

By the ime the first ESAA-IV grantees had been seledted,'BEE0 was

I

sharing the responsibility for the selection process; by the time actual

production of ESAA-TV programs had begun, BEEO's Special Projects Branch

assumed total responsibility for ESAA-TV set-asides.

Responsibility for ESAA-TV set-asides has remained in BEEO.* Some of

*The Equal Educational Opportunity component of USOE is technically no
longer a separate Bureau, but is part of the Bureau of Secondary School Sys-
tems. *It includes a Division of Equal Educational Opportunity Program Oper-
ations and a Division of Equal Educational Opportunity Program Development
Which report to Dr. Goldberg who is Associate Commissioner fOr Equal Educa-
tional Opportunity PrOgrams. Since, for all practical purposes, the change
has not affected the administration of ESAA-TV projects (either in personnel,
or policy), referendes will continue to be made to a Bureau of Equal Educa-.
tional.Opportunity (BEEO) for the. ApnvAnience of the reader.
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(\L.,

that responsibility, however, has had to be shared with the Office of the

Aisistant Secretary for Publt Affairs (AASPA), &Atlas been indicated.

Selection of 'the Program. Content Areas: CTW

SESAME STREET and later THE ELECTRIC COMPANY were conceived without

\.

major concerns being given to the specific desires of USOE. Periodically,

therex.) e movements within USOE to become involved in the programMing and

.

conceptual- ecialon-Making. The early objections of the Bureau of Elemen-

tary and:Secon ry'EducatiOn (BESE), for example, were handled by Louis

Hausman, Cobmialoner.Howe's Special'AssiStant. in January, 1968, the-.

Diradtor Of the BESEwrote to the Associate Commissioner, Elementary and'

Secondary Education. echoing the sentiments-of some of his key.persOnnel,-

that. the CTW proposal was ,seen in the context of television, not education.

He raided 'a-number ofAueStions and stated that:

An educational context would lead to concerns for a
comprehensive approach better suited to making some mean7
ingful.changes En children; to the creation of materials
whicare See-Was developmental variables; and to the inr-
volvement. wi 011, who can play meaningful roles in changing
the environment. In theexisting context, we end up with
ayseries of4re-;achool television materials--but in one they
are the "end"and in the other, the "means." (Rhodes, memo

to EStesi Jan(xary 25, 1968)

Hausman resnOnded with a terse memo to the Associate Commissioner.in-

didating that these questJons that 'had been raised 'about the CTW project had

already been answered and that "If you or anyoof your people would like a

6
mote complete set of answers, call me" (Hausman, memo to Estes, February 1

... ,. .. .

1968). k
4-

With the-later.success of 'SESAME STREET, (then) Acting Commissioner

T. H. Bell may have. thought about getting involved in the programming pl n-
1 1$
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ning process. In a memo to.HEW's Assistant Secretary for Planning and

Evaluation, Bell wondered if a "much broader source of,input to [CTW] pro-

gram decisions" should .exist, given the fact that SESAME STREET seemed to

be reaching about half of the total. of 12 million preschoolers and was, in
*

a sense, becoming "a national curricu um" (Bal memo to Butler, October

19, 1970). Thus far, however, movements, or' greater involvement in CTW

program decision-making have usually been contained or have dissipated be-

fore they directly involved

<.,

_ Selection of the Program Content Areas: ESAA

Unlike the CTW example, proposals for national prOgram series submit-
.

,

ted'under ESAA-T-aet-asides are submitted within specified content areas.

These areas, which have varied from year to year,* are selected by BEEO

staff members. Apparently the amount of outside advice 'solicited regard-
,

ing the categbries has never been really süIantial, altlioughElam Hertzler,

°

Special Assistant to Commissioner Bell and Eormer project officer in BEEO's.
J

SpecialoProjects Branch, indicated (despite personal misgiviligs concerning

specific subject catbgories) he did undertake to discover through travels

and conversation, advice in category selection (Hertzler, 1975; interview).

Present BEEO officials suggest, however, that the outside advice was not

especially useful. One official, cited "the usual-problems vfgeling but-

side advice,,". including the danger of going to one' group as opposed to an-

other Since' everyone has a special area of interest they wish to promote.

Another official claimed that outside advice was of almost no benefi nce

people had never thought of what.they'really would' do if they had millions

of dollars to spend on televrion.

*A complete list of al awardees ancidollar amounts is shown in Table
.18 in Chapter Two.

.

4

.

-14_41, i . . 0
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Accgrding to various USOE officials,\Some of the content categories

originally drafted for inclusion in the first ESAAaTV competition (FY 73)

were "set-Alps" to permit selected parties to *in the competition. The set-
..

upS, hoWeVer, didn't necessarily work. In one.. ase, the "set-up" didn't

work because HEW's.General Counsel's Off4ce.r led that the proposed cate-

gory was not contemplated by'Section 711. The4oreaaelected winner was then

forced to revise the proposal and tosompete unsuccessfully in a more gen-
..

eral, more.competitive category.

In addition to categories for regular program series designed for na-

tional distribUtion, ESAA -TV competitions have-solicited two other types

of program materials. In the, first ESAA"TV competition (FY'73) proposals

for one-minute spot announcements, with thirty-second lift-out versions,

were eligible in all six content categories. Three of the categories,

"coping skills for drop-outs," "cultural enrichment," and "inter - racial and

inter-ethnic tensp and'conflict reductions" were limited to spot announce-
.

ments proposals.

The one-minute spot announcement competition resulted from the reali-

zation by several key USOE officials and, Herman Land, a consultant, that

many youngsters can only be reached vvt television in non-school hours while

they are viewing such programs as cartoonNshOws and re-runs of network sit-
.

uarion"comedy series cm commercial channel4. One-minute ESAAaTV spots would

be made available for 4nclusion as public service announcements within such

prugramming' wiien broadcast by local commercial stations and/or by networks.

. The concept to be addressed in each single spot was to be complete in-and of
t.

itself,

'The other type of non-regular national program series material that

.ft

P.
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has been submitted in the ESAA-TV competition is the regional

This category was initiated'in' the second ESAA competition (FY

series grant

74) in order

to meet needs unique to a smaller minority group or a sub-group population

1(e...g., Alaskan natives, specific Native Affierican tribes), or to meet der-

tain needs of a larger minority group which are unique to a particular re-

gional area,, or to make it possible foran applicant with a limited produc-
,

tion capability to have a greater potential of qualifying for a grant pro-

posal for a series intended for less than nation-wide utilization. As with

all TV efforts under ESAA, regional series applications were to address them-

selves%o the content areas and needs related to reduction, elimination, or

prevention of minority group isolations; those resulting from desegregation,

or helping students overcome deficiencies resulting from minority group iso-

lation. Regional Series Grants were not to exceed $250,000.

The possibility of regional grants was speCaically mentioned in a

Senate Committee Report:

This section (Section 711) looks to the"funding of
additional programming for predftool children and programs

. to serve older children, suitable for home reception, with
appropriate emphasis placed on all minority groups. Pro-
gramming with regional emphasis may be appropriate in this
regard, for exalple, as series of programs might be addressed
specifically toward the °Southwest with appropriate emphasis
on its unique historical ties to Mexico (Senate Committee
on Labor and Public Welfare, 1st Session, April, 1971).

BEEO representatives indicated they did not "pick thiakup" until after

the first year of funding had been completed% One off ial stated that dur-

ing the first year a project fo programming for Eskimos had been received,

1
.

and it was realized that a spec al, separate category needed to be estab-

lished for thoae'who could ngt compete with proposals from a majpr public,
1

television production center, A further reason for inclusion of regional
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O

is was the belief the grants would further develop the television pro-
.

duction capabilities of minorities, especially those living away from the

major production centers.

The regional grant competition has again been included in the third

ESAA competition (FY 75). fn fact, it is anticipated that of the seven pro-
.

jects that will probably be funded, four will be regional series. The pub-

911.

lic service spot announcement category has not, however, ben re-introduced

since the first competition.' A fegi)of over-saturation of spots seems to

6

have dictated this decision. The WTTW spots are running on a number of sta-
..

tions at the present time.*

In addition to the open-ended regional category the FY-75 ESAA-TV com--

petition was expected to include two "national" categories. The fiist was

"Expression Skills." The.annotincement of this category states:

I

,

The proposals' submitted under this category should .

speak to the development of video programming designed slie7
cifically to deal with the major areas of linguistic andgram-
matical deficiencies which are frequently found to exist in
the written and oral expression of high school age children
from so-called "disadvantaged" populations.. A major!issue
which surrounds instruction in this area is the degree to ,which
recognition, acceptanCe or approval should be granted those ex-
pression patterns and practices currently employed by members
of the target.population which may be judged substandard by gen-

erally accepted standards. It is suggested that applicants, in
addressing-this issue in their proposals, pursue an approach
which recognizes that while certain presently employed patterns
of expression are acceptable in certain social and other informal

settings, in other contAxts, such-as in sch6o1 or in employment
situetiols, an ability to meet what re judged as acceptable
standards may be necessary for suc .

k

a

*A Broadcast Advertising Report (BAR) study commissioned by USOE showed

that during a January, 1975 week, 112 of the 268 stations.monitored carried .

one or more ESAA-TV spots. The 268 stations were loqated in 75 television

markets. In the same week at least one station in 59 of those 75 markets

carried the sots (Berkman, mgmo to Jordan, Februaiy 27, 1975).,
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The expression sills category Fas.ancluded in the 1974 ESAA cempeti,.,

tion. Five applications were received, but none were judged to warrant fund-,

ing. How many applications will be received in this category in the 1975

competition remains to.be seen. On the one hancl,'it is one of only three

national services categries and thus may attract some applicants. .0n the

other hand, (1) the perceived difficulty of producing an expression skills

series (which apparently discouraged applicants in 1974), coupled with -(2)
.

the short period of time (see Length of Time for Applying for Funding) given

411.-the aprilicant to prepare a proposal and (3) the existence of a specific

"suggested" approach (cited above) which further restricts the applicant,
in,

may all combine to discourage applications in this category.

\ .

A national category had been, scheduled for inclusion in the FY 75 ESAA

announcements called a "National Continuation" category. The producers of

the seven national television s eries previously funded bY ESAA were to be
JO

eligible, including the VEG#ABLE SOUP series funded by the New York State

Department of-Education with "special. projects" discretionary funds provided

by Section 708 of ESAA. In late March, however, for reasons still unclear,a.
the Offic4, of the Secretary of HEW decided not to approve inclusion of the

"National Continuation",category in the official ESAA-TV announcements.*

. With the deletion of a continuation Competition (which may well have

involved a large percentage of the set-aside funds), BEEO added two other

national categories: a program series dealing with one or more cognitive

*In April, 1975,-a House Appropriations Committee Supplemental Report
for FY 75 urged USOE to provide sufficient funds under Section 711 for the
continued production of VILLA ALEGRE. It remains tp be seen what effect,
if any, this will have on the decision not to provide continuation monies.
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or
skills (including mathematics, science; social studies or language skills)

intended for viewing by elementary school -age children (which would include

series intended for children from non-English dominant backgrounds) and a'

series aimed at.fostering inter-racial and ethnic understanding on a bi-

racial /ethnic or multiracial/ethnic basis far elementary school-age children.

The Method of Announcing the Proposal Solicitation: CTW

CTW announces itsroposal solicitation\when it officialy submits a

yearly proposal to USOE. "Undfficially," in most past years, key officials

of CTW have come to Washington (as well as made phone calls from New York)

to remind the USOE hierarchy that the written proposal is forthcoming or

has just been filed:.

The Method of Announcing the Proposal Solicitation: ESAA

AnhoUnceienta regarding the ESAA competitions for each fiscal year are

sent to all yublio television station licensees, all superintendents of

schools, a number of public and private non-profit organizations,.USOE Re-

. gional Commissioners, and selected periodicals. In addition, beginning in

1974, key members of BEEO's Special Project Branch travel to USOE's re-

gional offices and make themselves availab e for answering questions regard-

ing the-ESAA-TV competition and.for courise ing in the preparation bf pro

oposals.

The announcements for the 1975 ESAA competition are more detailed and

more informative than in earlier years, reflecting the learning which has

.taken place at-USOE since 1972. BEEO officials confirm that the new an-

nouncements reflect provisions which were incorporated during the first year

t

. of ESAA grants and which were written into the second year ESAA contracts.

.A.
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The Method of Applying for Funding: CTW

Each yeai CTW submits a written proposal to USOE for funding for the

following year. In some years separate proposals were submitted for SESAME

STREET and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY. In other years one proposal was tendered

for both. Thvre are no requirements regarding the length or contents of

the proposal.

The CTW proposals have varied, sometimes substantially, in length and

tone, partly depending upon CTW's level, of confidence in obtaining the re-
/

quired amount (of USOE funding. The proposal for 1972-73, for example, re-
.

flected the fact that it was_beingsubmitted af,er CTW had received .a tele-.

vision Emmy Award for outstanding achievement in children's programming in
4 m

1971-72 and about the same time as Commissioner Sidney Marla nd, a strong.

advocate for CTW activities, was nominating SESAME STREET fni a Presidential

Prize forInnovation (Marland,letterto the.Executive Office of Science

and Technology, June 19, 1971). As has been described, two,years later in

April, 1974, the situation had changed, and so had the toneof the CTW pro-

posal which was now "in the nature of a plea for the millionsfof children

Who are demonstrably helped by Sesame Street and The Electric Company."

The Method of Applying_ for Funding: ESAA

t Applicants for ESAA-TV funds respond to annguncements which are

specific in indicating what materials' must be included in the submission

and what categories of program content are open for proposals. The announce-

ments for the ESAA-TV competitions hive even included the following state-

ment:

Itahotild ike noted that the intrinsic quality of the

proSOsaP el'abOrate or expensive art work, illustrations,
specifici lly prepared and ptinted brochures y etawill be

4.)

(
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the major concern in the evaluation of propdsals, Indeed, it4

would be expected that a proposal should itself communicate
the cost-consciousness of the applicant.

Qualification Requirements for Applying for Funding: CTW

CTW's,only requirement for qualification as a potential grantee/con-
.

tracteois the submission of.the'required repOrts from the previous year.
9 .

Even then, however, as.willsbe included in the discussion concerning mon-

itoring, the funding decision machinery is oft&I in progress and monies

sometimes are granted prior to these reports being submitted.

Qualification Requirements for Applying for Fundirig: ESAA

In addition to a submission of a copy of the proposer.'s Charter on

Incorporation or other documents to prove 'non-profit status and access to

a production. facility capable of recording video in two inch high band color

tape,* ESAA -TV proposers must forM advisory committees "at the onset of the

proposal." Members of the advisory committee must be given at least ten

days. to comment on the proposal. these(commeRts must accompany the submis-

sion to USOE.

)
"As acknowledged in the FY 75 ESAA-TV announcements, "Regulations govern-

(

ing the composition of advisory committees are quite explicit." Somewhat

different requirementsare imposed upon local education agencies as well

J

as those whose intended target audience includes secondary school students.

In general, all committees must be composed of equal nimbers of non-minority

*If the proposer wins the competition and negotations are entered into,

a final determination of eligibility'cOuld be deferred until-an on-site

confirmation of the facilities were made by a USOE staff member. According

to BEEO officials, thtarkould only occur if some specific and major doubts

concerning the adequacy of the facilities were manifested.
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persons andeeach minority group - substantially represented in the target au-

dience; 'An advisoiy committee for a project directed at non-min rity,

Black and Spanish-surname children would be made up of one-third members

from each of three groups: non-minority, Black and Spanish-surnamed.

One-half'the adult members of the advisory committee must be parenes,,,:

of target aged.children. In forming the committee, the proposer must se-

/ '

1

lect five civic organizations and-ask that each designate one member. Durn

ing the project period contractors must consult at least four times a.year

with their advisory committee. Travel and living_expenses to cover the cost

Of advisory committee meetings should be included in the proposal. However,

\ advfsory committee members may not be'paid for their services.

In the latest ESAA-TV announcement (FY 75) the involvement of minority

personnel is allotted nine points out of 100 in the proposal evaluation cri-

teria to be used in reviews procedures. Unlike the previous year, however.,

such involvement is not included as a separate requiremeht in the main body

of ,the announcement.

a

Length of Time for Applying for Funding: CTW

The deadline for CTW proposals has been firmer and earlier in the past

tWV years. During FY 74 some minor changes were made in the processing of
4

CTW requests. in consultation with Contracts and Grants, the Program MOnitof

and CTW. The FY 75 proposal was requested by April 1, 1974 instead of June

1 as in previous years. With FY 76' funding to come from the Special Pro-

jects Act and with the February 1 deadline for the Commissioher to indicate

to Congress his plans regarding the major (over $100,000),contracts WI come

from discretionary funds during the upcoming. fiscal year, USOE asked CTW

to submit its 1975-76 proposal by January 13,1975.

144
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CTW, of course, knows, its deadline far 'in advance add theoretically'

can submit proposals far ahead of that deadline. One reason CTW has not

done so is the.uncertainty of its funding needs.

Length of Time for Applying tkir Funding: ESAA

The deadlines for the first three ESA& cOmpetiLiona have varied as has

the length of time applicants have -had to prepare. their applications.. De-

sOite the Tact that ESAA waS,passed. in June, 1972, the announcement for the

first coMpetition (which included the program categOries, evaluation cri-
_

teria, etc.) was not released until January 19, 1973. In fact,. the first
A

_
announcement was iWthe form of'"Proposed Regulations for Educational Tele-

Vision," sincethe actual regulations, although basically completed whx.:

not yet published.*

4

The second ESAA competition was announced in early December, 1973, with

a submission deadline of.February 15,.1974. The deadline for the cultural

program category was later extended fOr reasons which will be explained in

the next section.

When various USOE officials were asked in the falitof 1974 whether they

believed the two schedules reviewed above provided the applicant with suf-

ficient time to prepare the application, the officials gave a negative an-

swer. One thought there ahould be a minimumof twelve weeks for proposal

writing; a second suggested a plan in which the first-round proposals would

simply be a brief (e.g., five pages) outline anti only those proposals which

seemed to have merit would be prepared in greater detail, or funded for a

pilot program. The officials cited the problem of delay in Congressional

*These Regulations were finally published on April 24, 1973, in the
Federal Register (38 FR 10101).
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appropriations which they claim had prevented the early release of the pre-

pared announcement.

The, delay in the Congressional appropriations for TSAA'in 1975 has

lied in a schedule of dates gOverning the ESAA-TV competition wich has

been described as "something next to i'mpo'ssible. ". The announcements were

mailed in.early April, and, in order to give the4applicants six weeks in

which to prepare their proposals, the following schedule was prepared by

BEEO: deadline for submission, May 19; panels meet beginning May 23; write-

up of panel results, May 27; BEEO staff decision on winning applicants, May

28; write-off py superiors, MaK.29; negotiations begin with applicants, '

June 2; approVal of contracts (including approval of the Public Affairs Of-
.

fices of both HEW and USOE) by June 30. Indications are that this schedule

will not be met and that USOEts Public Affairs Office doesnot expect t

receive the proposed contracts much liefore June 10 (Jordan, 1975, Interview").

According to a BEEO Special Project Officer, the announcement for the

1975 competition was ready for release in the fall of 1974. In March, 1975,

.

with time running out in FY 75, a decision to send out the announcements,

even though appropriations had not yet been made,. seemed critical. As has

been indicated, HEW Secretary Weinblerger's office did not approve the con-

tinuationcategory in the draft announcement and thus, late in March, the

announcement needed to be revised. The fact that tide Secretary's office

waited so long before making that decision may have been partly the'result

of a lack of urgency being attached to the decision. If this is so, the

delay might have been avoided if. HEW's Office of the Secretary for Public

Affairs had been involved in procegsing the draft announcement through the

Secretary's office. OASPA was hot involved, however, perhaps because of
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apparent 41fferendes of opinion between OASPA and BEEO regarding the pro-
. .

-

per role of'OASPA in ESAA-TV t.!nding deCisions.

The Method of Evaluating Proposals: CTW

Under Section 2(2) of the Cooperative Research Act, befOre being able

to use his discretionary funds to support CTW, Commissioner Howe had to ob-

tain "the advice and recommendation of the. Advisory Council on Research and

Development." The Council gave what Louis Hausman later characterized as

"full and enthusiastic approval" of the project (Hausman, memo to Lilly

White, AugUst 9, 1968).

Hausman made that characterization in a 'memo to the Deputy Associate

Commissioner. for BESE in response to an inter-agency memo suggesting, "All

major officials of the Bureau expressed concern with the project, but to no

avail." Hausman, whose importance in ensuring that the CTW funding contin-

ued smoothly wi out uwit interference as has been described; contended in'

that same memo th DtianeMattheis,Minneabta CSSO, had said, "This is the

best project the Bureau of Research has ever supported."

By 1970, CTW's yearly formatiproposals were being sent. to field readers,

as well as internal reviewers.* The past field readers; apparently realiz-

ing that the CTW projects would almost certainly be funded, regardless of

their opinions, often recommended -stub jects.for inclusiOn in the ne tions

, with CTW concerning the specific terms of the grant. n 1970, for example,

:.recommendations by.field readers included tha retentio of an on -going con-

sultant In language and reading for the reading project (as SESAME STREET

retainecLa consultant'for its programs), the making of systematic efforts

*These field readers,have included former USOE officials as well as 1h-

ternal reviewers. In'1970, Raymond Norris,. former USOE Project Officer for
CTW, was one of the field readers.

.17
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to research various audience-building techniques, the broadening of the

.strategies for self- Jupport when funds from Federal and other outAide sources

t necessarily be cut off.
4

a proposal to USOE for FY 73 fundifig resulted in the following

suggested negotiation discussion iteTs: (1) add represehtatives of poverty

groups to the Board of Advisors and consultants; (2) provide: better nation-

wide representation on the Board,of Advisors and consultants (the Boards

seemed to be dominated by Eastern contingencies); (3) add people to a bi-

lingual subcommittee who are known linguists trained in the field rather

than community figures; (4) explain more.clearly how SESAME STREET was a_

labdratory.

/1
in 1974, for the first time the evaluations of reviewers were lerer

forwarded to CTW forits review and consideration in 'providing neW ptoodth

segments. Prior to this time the reviews were utilised by USOE in its

negotiations with CTWsbut were never fully shared with Workshob personnel.

There has never been, however, a formal published procedure by which .

CTW proposals are evaluated by USOE. In fact, except fur the Advisory

Council's-initial 1969 recommendations (mandated bythe Cooperative Research

Act) there has been no formal CTW evaluation by USOE.* The USOE process of
o

evaluating CTW proposals can differ from year. to year and is not really in-
.

tended for a go/ o go decision;'rather it ratifies policy decisions made

by, USOE, HEW, a d Congress. Its major value is in sdggesting points which.

USOE may wish o raise in negotiations. It remains to be seen, however,'

whether reviewers will be as frank in their comments now that they know

*Since 1969,110E has treated CTW projects as continuation projects and
thus the recommendations of the Advisory COuncil was neither considered nec-
essary nor solicited._

148
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i -
.

i . ..
r

their comments are being forwarded to CTW for first hand examination, and/

Ajr.10.1ether the reviewing process would be changed if future funding is by

contact rather than grant, as the Special Projects Act seems to mandate.
.

One final point should be made -regarding the evaluation process of
.

e .
. : .

. .
CTW'projects The. attitude of the Ford and Carnegie Foundations was im-

,

pocrtant in setting the tone for the independence of the Workshop. In March,

'1970, with discussions at USOE regarding future funding of CTW taking place

J

in-earnest, USA .checked -with the Ford and Carnegie Foundations to deter

:,mine their intentions regarding continued funding of CTW. USOE's Project
l / 1 I

I .1
'Officer indicated she was asking the Workshop for.more_detailed proposals

..,

f\or the continuation of SESAMETRXET since government funding required such
r

details.' Ford and Carnegie were then asked how closely they wished to coop-
!

eratewith USOE in getting the, final proposal fromthe Workshop for the con

tinuation and the funding of the not7 reading project '(THE ELECTRIC COMPANY).

.

.° Neither Ford nor Carnegie showed particular interest in meeting with USOE

on this question. Ford simply asked USOE to keep it informed. Barbara .

t
Finberg of Carneile told USOE she would be "happy.to talk" with USOE at any"',

time, but thaiCarnegiedid not have the governmental constraints faced by
.

USOE. Finberg stated that when Carnegie wished to talk with Joan Cooney

'it limply could just. lift up the phone and talk to her directly. Finberg

did say, however,qhat if USOE .representatives were coming to Newyork and

.would not mind having oupdations in on the distussions, arnekie would be

glad to participate (Schult, memo to the file, February 26 and 27:1970).

The Method of Evaluating Proposals: ESAA.

Unlike the CTW evaluation process, ESAA -TV proposals are'evaluated by

a codified procedure. Moreover, positive recommendations of the evaluators

a.

0 ^
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(versus merely USOE or Congressional officials) is necessary before the

-
project is funded, and seven then; depending upon the -financial resources

available for ESAA-TV programs, the proposal may not be approiied.

A. The Panel. In"January,1973, a Management Manual for TV Grants'

Administered under Section 711 was issued to,,serve.as the permanent author-
,

itative reference fcir policy and ptocedures; information, standards and di-
,

rection fbr all USOE supervisors and staff personnel charged with implement-

ing the Educational TV section of ESAA and for all'nOn-USOE review and

uation panels.

Section 2 of,the Manual outlines theprocess by which ESAA-TV projects
. ,

/""'

would be, evaluated. Grant proposals would be reviewed and rated i? accord-
- .

:-iance,yip a specific set of criteria an point award sysioems by a panel com-
4k.

,poserbf: three NCET representatives assigned by the 4ssociate gOmmissioner IA

i. Ior..Educational Technology; one BEEO.represenitative assigned by the Aiioc-

'ciate Commissioner-for BEEO; and six non-USOE persons representative of

those minority groups_which'constitute the target population. At least two

of the six persons had to-be Black,' at least two Spanish surname, one of whom.

'should be bilingual, and at least two females., Twb of the non-USOE panel-

ists would be recruited from the ranks of public television; and one would

be a person employed in aschool capacity (local Or state) where the duties

focused on minority education and/or inter-group relations. The non-YSOE

panelists would be selected by the Associate Commissioner of Educational

Technology. In 'selecting them, he would consult with such organizations as

the Office of Minority Affairs andthe national Association bf Educational.

Broadcasters, Black Efforts for Soul in Teleirision, the Chicano Public TV

Producers Associations, ASPIRA, the Chinese Mgdia Com9ittee, American Indian

Audio - Visual Institute, etc.
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In March, 1973, ianelists were convened to evaluate 52' of the proposals

that had been submitted.* The six non-government Panelists included three

Blacks, one Chicano, one Puerto Rican, and one American Indian. Two of the

.

six were women. All had, worked in television and/or minority education .and

4

most had, at one time or another, worked in both.

panelists which ranked 41 proposals in the second ESAA-TV competi-

tion generally resembled those ofthe previous year.** In fact, several

panelists had also served in judging the FY 73 competition. When asked if

having repeated panelists wagood thing,..BEEO officials indicated that.,

it was. permissible to have panelists, serve fo two consecutive yearq, but

frwould not be perthissible for'them to 'serve t ee years.
.

There were

ries--"Cultural

actually three panels for one of the 1974 program catego-

Pro' ramming." The program, announcement for the second cora-

petition released in early December, 1973, discussed the category as follows:

This category calls for the creation of materials designed to

foster knowledge, understanding, and appreciation by upper

elementary and middle schodl youngsters '(grades 4-8) from the

dominant culture and from each of the minority groups offheir

own culture and the culture of the Other groups which are found

in America. r

It was assufned by KLRN that neither CARRASCOLENDASnorVILLA ALEdRE

'a.

.

would
t

be eligible for funding during FY 74 KLRN, therefore, submitted a

.4e49

*A total of over $00 proposals was received, many of which were judged

to be incomplete. 'An internal USOE review reduced the nUmbex of proposals

to be evaluated by the panelists to 52.

**For the second ESAA competition (FY 74), the number of proposals sub-

,
mitted was down considerably, but the proportion of these considered eli-

gible for panel review was higher than'in FY 73: BEE0'officials were sur-

prised that regionargrants drew only 19 proposals.

(7.

....,
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proposal for a new show. BC/TV, however, applied for the continuation of
4,

VILLA ALEGRE. When KLRN learned that fact it objected strenuously. The

KLRN objection came after the cultural panel ladinet and had ranked the ap-

plicants (VILLA ALEGRE did not rank one or two in the category and thus

would not have been funded), but before any decision had been made.

On April-11, 1974, USOE Associate Commissioner HermGoldberg, BEEO,

sent a telegram to those persons and organizations which had received the
5,-

ESAA-TV announcements--"to clarify and correct the concerns expressed by

some applicants regarding information contained in the ESAA -TV announcement

and the proposed. regulations relative to the cultural programming category."

The telegram went on to state that no special consideration would be

1
ven to the particular grade levels to beoaddressed by the television pro-

am for which applications were made, nor would restriction or limitation

be made concerning grades 4-8. The closing date-for receipt of applications,

previously announced in th4ederal Register as February 15, 1974; was ex-

tended to April 29 by a new notice in the Federal Register which would per-

mit additional time for applicants in the cultural programming category to

revise their proposal, if necessary, or to submit new proposals. Applica-

tions in the cultural program category which had already been received were

to be considered in their present form unless Vithdrawn or revised by the

applicant.

After KLRN submitted a,propogal for continuing CARRASCOLENDAS, a second,

41,

new panel had to be convened to evalUate the proposals in the cultUral pro-
f

gram category; The second panel again failedto give VILLA ALEGRE a high

ranking, but did recommend that KLRN's other 36W (not CRASCOLENDAS) be

funded. As that-recdmmendation was'being made, however, BC/TV notified-USOE
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that BC/TV had revises its proposal (9s permitted in thd extension of the

deadline for the competition), but the revised version had not been shown.

to the second panel. BC /TV raised the possibility that its revised .ver-

sion must have been lost in the USOE processing room.

As a result of the,BC/TV communication, a third panel was convened to

evaluate the cultural program category. The third panel recommended KLRN

'receivda. grant,.but this time for CARRASCOLENDAS rather than the other

KLRN program which was one of the winners selected by the previous (second)

The role of the USOE panelistg vis =a -vis the outside panelists was

'.°°°somewhat less active during the second year, partly because of the investi-

gation of BC /TV by the Government Accounting Office (GAO). One of the ques-

tions which GAO had asked the non-government panelists was whether the gay-

ernment panelists' had attempted
'
to influence their decision. , Another reason

USOE panelists took a lower profile in the second competition was partly
A

the fear of the controversy that might accrue if BC/TV were or were not

'funded. During the FY 74 competition, BEk0 officials claimed they. did not

participate on the ,panels or even read the proposals until after the compe-

tition. Moreover, these officials claimed the lnly proposals which they.

did read were the winning proposals and those for which a de-briefing had

sion

been requested.
/,

The panelist breakdown scheduled for the third ESAA-TV'competition

,

closely resembles that of the first two. The only lifference is the inclu-

sion of one Asian-American in the non-Federal review panel and the specifi-

cation that rather than haVing two Spanish-surname, one of whom shouldid

bilingual (the requirement in the first competition), there shall be one

\,1
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Mexican-American and one Puerto Rican,

B. Criteria Used. Muring the first, tw ESAA competitions the follow-

ing proposal evaluation criteria (which were printed in the regulations and

the announcements) were used: (a) needs assessment--10 points; (b) state-

ments of objectives--13 points (up to nine points for the extent to which

the objectives met the needs Identified, and up to four points for the mix

of expertise and involvement of relevant personnel used to derive the ob-

\

4

jectives); (c) program content and design--10 points; (d) staffing--12

points (six points for a plan that realistically maximized the staff clpa-,

bilities, two points for those staffing patterns that employed use of on-

the-job training as it related to the ESAA-TV initiative, and four points

focinvolvement of minority group personnel in key,, positions); (e) facili-

ties capability--10 points; (f) supplementary material--2 points (two points

for proposals demonstrating the awareness of what constituted varied, reatr

istic and effective ancillary classroom activity); (g) parent andc,community

involvement--3 points; (6) resource management - -6 points {two points for a

flow chart and four points for proposals in which budgeted costs are judged

as reasonable in relation to the staffing facilities usage and services pur-

chased); (i) formative evaluation--five points (up to th1e points for ap-

propriateness of techniques and up to two point's for size and representa-

tiveness of the population on which the pilot testing would be conducted).

The total maximum points for the first two years of competition was 71.

In the/third ESAA competition (1975) the proposal evaluation criteria.

have been modified. The new criteria are as follows:. (a) needs assessment--

10 points; (b) objectives - -15 points (articulation with needs--5 points,

realism-of objectives - -5 points, and personnel involved in objectives and

'A
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needs determination - -5 points); Cc) program content and design--33 points

(high points will be awarded only where there is shown to be a significant

-address to content concerns and where "the presentation formatd and produc-

tion values give promise of attractLng and holding the target populatio0);

(d) staffing--22 points (overall staffing plan--9 points, minority personnel

involvement--9 points, on-the-job training - -4. points); (3) supplementary

material--2 points; (f) p7ject advisory commirte 6 points; (g) m nage-

,

ment--7 points; and (h)ifOrmative evalmat4on-f-546iiiats, for &nits r-Of 100

points.

Field reactions. The major concerns that emerged from the field site

visits were with the ESAA proposals, and these related to the ability of a

selection panel whose members did not Rnifortly have experience in broad-

casting to judge the prospects of a television series from a written docu--

ment.

.Negotiations with the Producer: C..

When it became apparent that USOE (i.e., ComMissioner Moire). was com-

mitted. funding the preschool project which was to become SESAME STREET,

an internal staff memo was prepared listing items for possible inclusion

in a contract which was being drafted. Indications are that these items

were considered "standard" In terms of general USOE contractual procedures:

1,,

1. Approval of advisory oommitteeimemders by USOE.

2. .USOE support contingent upon' availability of support from
.

other sources. . !

3. Approval of overall director of project by USOE.
4. _Approval of research director by USOE.

5. Approval of executive producer by USOE.

6. Approval of promotion/publicity director by USOE.

7. Ex-officio membership of USOE on Advisory Committee.

The direct involvement of the Commissioner's office insured that these

;ha
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4

&
"standard" items were hot included in the first USOE itment. It also

established the/pattern of treating-CTW much like a feiindation,,w and

has--at "arms length," giving it great latitude and fl i

.

.

-foundations, USOE must conduct formal negotiations each yeAr,), 1:th CTW.

,..-._

. meetings, however, seem to more closely resemble discussions than negotia-

tions. The meetings are limited and perfunctory. The important decisions

regarding funding and management 0 the projects have alreaciyDeen made in

the Commissioner's office, sometimes albeit reluctantly, as was the case

most recently in giving CTW the full 1.5 million mandated by Congress.

'The decision-making processes within USOE have been described by a
o

former Associate Commissioner of the National Center for Educational Re-

search and Development (NCE as follows:

One of:rthe most perplexing problems of managing a'large
scale project (such as SESAME STREET) which is highly.visible
is that of keeping communications lines open with other Bureaus
and with administrative levels above the program management
levels. Frequently, we find that some decision concerning fund-
ing CTW has been made with little or no consultation with the
program managers. Normally, such decisions haVe been made ad
hoc in nature with little or no attention given to long-term
policy considerations. for,support of educational TV and for
national audiences. (Boerrigter, memo to Hjelm, February 9,
1971)

A.number of items which would normally be included by USOE in a contract

or a gr\a1 o a production house such as CTW were never included. For exam-

ple, with respect to the topicof copyright, Morton Bachrach, Copyright Pro-

gram Officer, wrote a memo to tht file on October 7, 1969, outlining his

understandings of the USOE-CTW copyright `arrangements. Among his understand-

' inga were the following: (1) the usual USOE copyright regulations did not

apply; and (2) USOE would appear to have nothing to do with things done by

organizations outside CTW at private expense. This wohld'be the province



of the CTW Policy Board. Bachrach indicated he recognized this might re-

. cult in a "windfall" to the Workshop, but this was not his responsibility.

Hausman, according to the memo, had indicated he could see nothing wrong

with leaving the matter to the CTW Policy Boaid and felt he'would be on that

Board to protect USOE and the public interest.
.

One year later lachrach,responded to the CTW project officer's request

for his reaction to CTW's establishing a division of non-broadca'si materials.

Bachrach told the officer:

Alt' I predicted CTW is using money derived from our sup-
port to expand into the,book, etc. business tver which we have

no control-Or even say. We receive not one red cent from the ;

sale of products--even from the foreign 'sale of Sesame Street

itself. I hope it is for the good. Anyhow it is now too late,

jn my view, to close the barn door. (Bachrach to Schult,memo,
October 28, 1970)

Despite their limited nature, annual, forma\negotation sessions take

place between USOE and. CTW before the funding arrangementS for another year

b@come official. The negotiations for FY 72 and FY 73 are illustrative of

the kinds of matters which ave been discussed.

During 1971, allegations of CTW discrimination against Spanish-speak-

ing people were receiving some publicity, the kind of publicity neither USOE

nor CTW. wanted.* It is not surprising, therefore, that a list of points

for negotiation or discussion preyared by USOE stafferswbefore negotiations

for the 1971-72 funding agreement included the following items: (1) a clear

statement of goals and objectives in relation to (a) the'bilingual program

and (b) the deVelOpment of an Hispanic character for SESAME STREET; (2) the

*Various letters concerning these a/llegations are located. in USOE's

files. Letters from Justicia and the ational Mexican-American Anti.-

Defamation Committee written in Januar and February, 1971 were the firsts'

letters found in the USOE files.
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encouragement of CTW to add to the consultant list 'linguists and other ex-

perts in Spanish language and culture and geography; and (3) discussions

of the value of teaching dialect English and Spanish (see the monitoring

section which follows).

There are values in the CTW-USOE staff "negotiations" each even

though the big decisions have already been made.. For. example, the negoti-
,

ations in 1971 helped USOE communicate the depth their concert to C

regarding the allegations of discrimination and reinforce CTW's willing-

ness and desire to attempt to rectify the situation. Another value of the

negotiations is to give USOE and/or CTW the opportunity of putting something

(an idea, request, problem, etc.) on the record, and to look ahead and try

and anticipate difficulties and opportunities.

As had been indicated, in 1975 Commissioner Bell may attend the CTW

. negotiations and may personally ask Joan Cooney to attend as well. What

impact this may have (including the setting of an-important precedent for

future years. when funding would come from the Special Projects Act and would

be by contract rather than grant) and what may result from such a meeting,

should it take place, remains to be seen. There is nothing unusual about

a Commissioner meeting with either Cooney or Morrisett to arrange agreements

concerning financing for the next year. To have that "unofficial" negiti-

ation become the "official" negotiation would, however, be "a, first."

Negotiations with the Producer: ESAA

In the first ESAA compeition (FY 73) go /-flo go appro41 did not require

a submission of a finIShedlyi,lot and formative: research based on that pilot.

In the second and third years, the formativergeregand.a.piltot will be

1-,;'..;;Li
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required* which will probably mean an,additional eight months between ini-

tial negotiations and the final go/no go decision (Berkman, 1975, interview).

Many people. outside USOE,(and some "off the record".within USOE) be-

-neve the go/no go pilot decision will be pro forma since the political and

1:t

4 practical difficulties of completely "canning" a series after the pilot has

been made and funds- from the previous' year have been allocated would be im-

mense. Much of the negotiation is completed before the end of the fiscal

year in which the competition is held: ,Thus, between the time the appli-

cant As notified that he has won the competition and.Iune 30, the applicant

comes to Washington \a nd discusses the budget -and other relevant aspects of

':the project in some detail with BEEO.and USOE officials. During the first

two competitions the process was' done hurriedly. In FY 74, nine contracts

with worth of $7 miLon were negotiated in ten days.** The 1975 negotia-

tions may be even more hurried due to the long delay'in announcing the tkhird

ESAA competition (caused by the Long delay in Congressional appropriation

for ESAA).

O

The two. most significant components of HEW involved in the begot ations

are BEE° in USOE and OASPA in'HEW. USOE's Office of Public Affairs is also

involved in the proCess, but at least thus far has been willing to support

BEEO's decisions.'

BEEO's efforts in- pre -go /no go negotiations haye affected both the num-
.

ber of programs to be produced by a winning applicant and the length of the

*The requirement of a pilot is in keeping with the desire of HEW's OASPA

to have "market. research" conducted with every public affairs-related pioject.
4

**ACcording to BEEO Project' Officer- Dave Berkman, some of thcae negot-

ations lasted as long as 14-16 hours, and only one as short as six hours.
o

044.11
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contract, i.e., the production schedule and the amount of money awarded.

OiiSPA!s efforts in the Spring of 1974 affected the amount of money awarded

for FY 74, as has been discussed. In oneinstpce, the combined efforts \ f

BEEO .and OASPA resulted in a breakdown of negotiations, and an applicant

selected by the review panel did not receive an award. Some USOE repre-

sentatives believ that had there been more time to negotiate, things could

have been resolved.. Others, including OASPA officials, contend, however,

that the extra time would not have made any difference and that a $400,000

impasse was caused by the project director's inefficiency in not budgeting

enough programs to accomplish its objectives. One BEEO representative sug-

gested that it was an example of not having enough good competition in a

programming category. Be recommended that if this happens in the future,

USOE should not even try to fundtan applicant from such a poor competition.

U-

The regulations governing ESAA-TV set-asides (which were written by

representatives of BEEO) state that funding wilibe based on "order of rank-
.

ing until sums
/of

out." In the first ESAA competition negotiations took

place with five winners. The amount of funds requested by BC/TV was re-

duced by over 40 percent (from $6 million to $3.5 million) "to eliminate

excessive and unsubstantiated costs.". At the same time at the suggestion

of USOE, the length of the project was increased from eight months to one

year.* The amount awarded to the Education Development anter, Inc., (for

production of PROJECT ONE,- a math shOw) was increased from $3,087,539 to

.*BC/TV had established an ght month schedule because it wished to have
its serieb ready by February, 19 4, when the PBS schedule was expected to be
determined., USOE believed the eig t months:time table was too ambitioda.
BC/TV finished the series in ten months, and between April and June USOE
had the power of cutting off staff at any time on the grounds that the show
had been completed (Rector and DeAvila, 19744 interview).

1 :00
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$4,023,037 in the negotiation process to allow for the expansion of the

series to 65 one-half -hour programs. The amount given to WTTW for public

service spot announcements was increased from $646,527 requested to $811,878

to enable the production of an additional 10 one-minute spots and 10 thirty-

second lift-outs, thereby increasing the number of spots by-50 percent.

The amount of funds given to the Northern Virginia Educational Television,,

Association was reduced from $1,822,249 to $1,762,208 '(Filep and Goldberg,

memo to the file, April 30,.1973)..

Thus as a result of the negotiations, in the first ESAA competition,

four of the five projects that-received'grants-either had the amounts of

money and/o number of-programs and production schedules altered. !The fifth

series, KLRN's CARRASCOLENDAS,ultimately underwent similar ohanges. When

KLRN won the second ESAA-TV competition, USOE suggested that rather than

ceasing .ptoduction during the summer months of 1974 simply because the

first grant was for 48 programs and the second for 30 programs not yet be-

gun, KLRN should think in -terms of two .39 -week series and the first grant 0

should be extended to 15 months rather than 12. This is what was done

(Berkman, 1975, interview);

t

CARRASCOLENDAS was not the only pr gram in the first competition to

undergo changes after the go/no go decis on had been made. After producing

segments otits series GETTIN' OVER (a series for adolescents which stresses

coping skills) the Worthern Virginia Educational Television Association,

asked to reduce the-number of programs from 65 to 45. After negotiations

with USOE, the number of programs was set at 52 (Berkman, 1975, interview).

In the second Competition all.four winners ofrregional grants requested

aid received three-month. extensions of time for completion. According to

D

0
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ode BEEO official, the requests
o
for extensions had been anticipated because

BEEO kneW that it would take about three months to "gear up." Either the

applicants hadn't antic'pated that or decided it. would be.more prudent not

to mention it in t it applications. USOE did not think it appropriate to

r
, ' 1

mention it in the announcement and decided rather to wait for requests

for-eXtensions and then routinely grant them.

Besides negotiations of budget and schedules, USOE has negotiated in'

some areas which some people feel are content areas and should be outside

thelstream of proper negotiation topics. TSOE's response to that.criticism

was 'summarized in the following manner:'

The content concerns--if they can be called that--that we
do exercise are those that we feel are clearly into the legis-
lation. For example, wheir you getinto the area pf casting,
well, we want to be sure it's an integrate cast. The lggis-'
lation specifically talks abobt integrated children's tele-
vision programming. So we did feel concern, for example, that
in the initial pilots of Carrasco ndas there was'no Black
presence. We felt that could ha en and should have been
included . . . . When we made the ant to Carrascolendas we
were making a grant for a bilingual show. That was supposed
to be around half English, half Spanish. A number of the
shows began to show 70 to 80 percent English, and only 20 to'
30 percent Spanish. We expressed our concern on this, that
it didn't have to be 50/50, but something-in the 60/40 realm
at least . . . . Now that has been really the level of our
content concern. (Berkman, 1975, interview)

According to Lewis Helm, Assistant Secretary for Public'Affairs, HEW,

all HEW public affairs products, now being funded at about $150 million an-
4

nually, must be cleared by OASPA, as directly mandated by HEW Secretary

Weinberger (Helm, 1975, interview). According to Helm, OASPA involvement

in USOE television projects* will promo? cost effectiveness; ensure policy

*Although all USOE television projects are required to be approved by
OASPA, and the ESAA-TV projects have been processed through OASPA, the CTW
programs, SESAME STREET and,THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, have notbeen cleared by
this office, even though these two series represent USOE's major investment in
children's television pJ, date. Assistant Secretary Helm offered no explanation
for the apparent discrepancy, but said he would look into the matter.

4) ha
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consistency with (a) the purposes of the enabling legislation, (b) the mis-

sion

went

able

of USOJ, and (c) the philosophy of DHEW; avoid unnecessary embarradd7 .

to-the Department; prevent propagandizing with Federal funds; and en-

projects to be examined. with greater objectivity-than can be expected

at the project level from personnel whose future jobs may depend on project

funding.
4

A draft of a Chapter "Criteria of. Review," which is scheduled to be

inserted ip HEW's General Administrative Manual (as Chapter 3-05-50), states"

"Proposed audiovisuals will be carefully evaluated by the Service Support

Division, OASPA, to assure adherence to statute, regulation, policy, tech.-

nical effectiveness, economy and efficiency in, production and gstribution.

The.draft indicates the review proesd,"will entail the expertise and pro-

fessional judgment of the reviewing officer examining the concept clear.-

ante request" who will use the following-"criteria of evaluation":

1. Adherence to and
policy.
Incorporation of
Demonstration of

2.

3.

4.

support of Secretarial and Departmental.

Secretarial programmatic emphasis.
high quality standards. O

Maintenance of overall cost efficiency.in production and

distribution with careful :review of specific and individual
costs relating to all phases of the audiovisual product.

5. Support of public affairs plans reviewed with-and approved

by OASPA.

Assistant Secretary Helm acknowledged that this function which is to be

performed by OASPA is "unique in Government."* According to Helm, it exists

.5, in DHEW because:

1. -The Secretary is interested in this function;

2. The people should have access to objective facts instead

of "a proliferation of puffery, or unneeded, unused and

*Even the existence of an Office of Public Affairs at the Assistant

Secretary level is l'olitolimeoly at HEW, HIM, and the State Department.

1L ,
r 3;

A,
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41.

affairs ohtiouringsunprofessional.

3. Helm can implement Secretary Weinberger's concepts; and.
4. The Support Services-Division has a very experienced,

capable 'staff. ..',

The potential involVeMent of OASPA was recognized within USOE before

ESAA was even passed. When emergency School legislation was pending before

.Congress in 1971, an internal task force was established in 'USOE to develop

Criteria and guidelines for the expenditures of Rinds and to prepare for

some oltheTroblems of implementing the specifics of the integration iegis-

lation. USOE files reveal that the task force quickly recognized the impor-

tance of the issue of script clearance.

The existing HEW rules presCribing that all audio-video materials be

screened before release caused the task farce considerable concern on sev-

eral grounds. First; the responsibility of having to monitor a great num-
a

ber of presentations (perhaps as many as 300 &ten produCers prodhced an

average of 30 programs). would impose a great administrative burden which

would only serve to significantly impede the progress towards completion of

these materials. Second, since many or perhaps most of the presentations

would pot be Lotally scripted in advance, script clearances, if required

for eYery utterance inanded, in the presentation, would mean .transcripts of

completed productions could only be approved after a prOgram was produced.

This meant that each such progtam would find itself potentially'in danger of

having to be re-done in part or in whole at tremendous expense. Finally,

there was the potentlai danger of government censorship over terials,in-

tend4ef5AUbiic consumption. This could become 'a particularly difficult

problem when it involved programming created by and /or intended for minority

groups.(Berkman, memo to Hertzler, Tidy 20, 1972).

,fee

..
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Members,of t he task force believed that instead of a proceduri, which

mandated a formal script-by-script approval, a more informal procedure be

adapted in whitpersonnel charged with ESAA-TV responsibilities would as-
.

sume a general content monitorship responsibility. The absence of script-
.

by-script clearance procedure with respect to THE ELECTRIC COMPANY and

SESAME STREET was cited by.the task force as an independent precedent for

such an approach.

With 282 programs scheduled for'production under the first ESAA-TV.,

grants, draft approval documents issued by USOE had the following procedure:

(1) Review Procedures

All l
)1

shoo ting scripts must be submitted tor approval by
the OE Project Office, the OE Office of Public Affairs,

and the HEW Office of Public Affairs before any produc-

tion of materials can begin.
b

All completed program materials must be submitted in

3/4" color video -tape cartridge format for the above-

mentioned approvals before they can be released for air-

ing (Notification of Grant Award; Special Conditions, p. 4).

In August°, 1973, representatives of PBS,' believing that script approval

would violate both the First Amendment and Section 398 of the Public Eroad-

casting Act, began negotiations with representative's of HEW. In late

September, after several weeks of negotiations; an agreement was reached.

The following disclaimer (prominently displayed in the end.credits of-the

films) was to be used: .

This,presentation waa iNproduc by (grantee) under

Grant # , U. S. Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare, bffice,of Educition. The content of this pro-

gram is the responsibility of the grantee, and no official
endorsement by the Office of Education or the Department

f-Olould be inferred..

r- In a September24, 1973 memo from Patricia Cahn, Assistant Commissioner

for Public Affairs. to Robert Filep, reviewing the progress of what she termed

oLD
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"delieate negotiations," Cahn stated, "Please understand that while the ap-

proved disclaimer does not preclude our continuing responsibility for oc-

casional spot checkingof films and'other A-V products during their produc-
-

tion Aocest at any point, it will, however, eliminate any necessity for

Checking each.film at each point." Cahn also indicated she understood that

while the disclaimer might be used in slides or filistrip presentations as

well as in films and videotapes, "it would clearly not be appropriate" for

q- spot announcements, since there was no way to make room in such announce-

ments for such a disclaimer, nor would it be good production practice. The

scripts of such announcements would, therefore, still be cleared at the
'SP

Offices of Public Affairs at both USOE and HEW.

Thus far the role of HEW's OASPA has been largely limited in the case

of ESAA-TV to reviewing contracts. With regards to the ESAA-TV spot announce-

ments, however, Assistant Secretary Helm has already determined chat one spot

performed by Bill Cosby was not suitable for broadcast "on grounds of taste"

(Helm, 1975, interview).* In the spot, Cosby is in a small circular area

with doors leading out in all direotions. He looks out through each door

one by one (the doors facing the camera). He indicate is hatred for Afro-

Americans because they are stupid, and they_stink; looks out another door

and expresses hatred for WASPs; hatred is also expressed for Italians, Poles,

and so forth. Each time he expresses his hatred he slams the door in front

of him, and by the end of the spot all doors have been slammed, and Cosby

has completely isolated himself.

*One OASPA official expressed concern that the "punch line" would be
'missed" or "rmisinterPreted." Another official remarked that broadcasting
the spot ''yasn't worlh the risk." Secretary Helm said that'as a Presidential
appointee and a persBn confirmed by'the Senate, hence representative of the
public, he was a more appropriate person to make the decision than was a
career person. 0.0 r. f

/ J/1
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Althou the spot was never broadcast it was seen at different times

. .

by representatives of the three major commercial television networks. One

network:official who had seen the spot said it was the best of the spots

he had seen, and if any one spot were to be broadcast on his network,, that

was the spot he would carray.. OASPA officials state that representatives

of the other two networks indicated they would not have run the Cosby spot.*

1316

( Whila OASPA has not, at least until the presenCtime, undertaken the

"occasional spot checking" referred to by Ms. Cahn, it has, as has been dis-

cussed, taken a very active role in reviewing the results of the negotiations'

between BEEO representatives and the winners of the ESAA-TV competition. In

the first ESAA-TV competition, OASPA believed that because HEW procur

requirements.dealing with film and other related purchases prescribed that

a contract mode be employed the use of the grant procurement procedure had

been improper!

sec
Continual pressure from OASPA to switch from grantto contracts-(cou-

pled with pressg e restating from some bad publicity relating to BC/TV) re-

sulted in a compromise being used in the second ESAA-TV competition. A

grant procurement procedure was used to get proposal, but then a contract

procedure was used to.bind the successful applicants. This procedure hdr--

been termed .by USOE administrators as "assistance type contracts." it has

the advantage of slim ating both the need for a Request for Proposal ''(RFP)

as well as-the need r negotiations with all contestants (rather than jut

the winners) which would be required by procurement by the grant mode. There,

*Another ESAA-TV spot which had already been broadbast was removed from

distribution upon the urging of OASPA following protests by military person-

nel and others who objected to the Uniforms being worn by some of the on-
.

screen talent.
.
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is some disagreement as to the legality and appropriateness of the "assis-

tance type contract," and whether it will be continued is still somewhat

unclear. Goldberg says HEW is "asking us" to switch to contracts to get

a closer hold on the grantee who might "skimp on quality or quantity." Pro-

ponents of the contract approach maintain that past experience has shown

greater USOE administrative control is needed. One USOE representative be-

lieves the problems with VILLA ALEGRE would not have occurred if BC/TV had

been a contractee versus a grantee. He also cited the example of a project

in which the designated project director wasn't really a full-time project

director, and the project took many months to really get on track. On the
,

other hand, some USOE representatiCs believe that switching from grants to

contracts is unwise because flexibility is required after production has b
7

gun, as, for example; the decision to switch from puppets to muppets on

SESAME STREET.

.

With the second
: 4.

tance type contracts" s64.

of ESAA-TV competition falling under the "assis-

OASPA Carefully reviewed the'Contracts BEEO

had recommended be approved,, Sometimes the OASPA questioning led to changes

by BEE°, and sometimes BEEO resisted. Here are examples of both cases:

1. Why do we have to
pay $14,800 for "VTR
headwear?"

2. Why do we have to buy
an additional lion costume
for $1,200 and other lead
costumes for $4,500 when
the costumes already exist

,from the past series?

Thank you for spotting an oversight.
The cost of videot4pe recorder head-
wear is subsumed-under the $1/minute

_VTR use charge. Therefore this head-
wear figure was to have been eliminated
in the final, negotiated budget.

1 nssuming`the Lion character is needed
average of 1f5ths of the studio

time (or 144 eight-hour days), and al-
lowing for normal wear and tear--and
especiallynhe damage done by the pro- :
fuse sweating on t4 part of the actor
trho is "encased" in the outfit -
there is simply no question that a .c

° second costume is needed. The $4,500
allows for new costumes for new charac-
ters, and any replacements needed.

Ze3
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OASPA will only have a few days to examine the proposed contracts for

the third ESAA-TV competition (FY 75). OASPA officials indicated, however,.

they would examine those contracts as carefully as possible and would com-

pare cost estimates against the costs of professional commercial production.

onitorink During Production: CTW

In addition to representation by Louis Hausman on the five me4Pro-

ject Policy Committee"* for the preschool project, USOE assigned a full-

time staff membei to be a project monitor of the Workshop's broadcast ac-

tivities. Each agency involved (including 0E0, NICHHD, National Endowment
o

for the Humanities) which was scheduled to provide funds to the Workshop

had a single representatiVe to monitor the project. As has been indicated,

.USOE's chief liaison man was Hausman and the project monitor really reported

directly to him. As has also been mentioned, at one point USOE's Bureau of

Elementary and Secondary Education aempted to assign its own monitor to

the project, a move Hausman successfully resisted.

Hausman was influential-in establishing the role of the project officer

ieronitoring CTW and determining the nature of the paperwork which would be

required to be submitted by the Workshop to USOE. In November, 1968, Eugene

Ale,inikoff, then CTW's attorney, Joan Cooney and Edwardyalmer, CTW's Direc-

tor of Research, met with Raymond Norris (then P ect Officer),
.

a repre-

seatative of USOE's Contracts Office, and ater with Hausman at his office.

As a result of those meetings, the f lowing was decided: (1) the CTW group

was not obligated to obtain colii;etitive bids or provide sole source j 4 i-

*The "Project Policy Committee" consisted of HausMan, Morrisett, Mead
(of Ford) and White and Case (President and.Chairman.of'NET). This group '

met on only one occasion.

K.
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cation since this was not written into the original grant language; (2) it

was USOE's understanding that in giants of this type the grantees were not

required to meet any_approval'of spegific portions of their work bp the pro-

ject officer in order to qualify for continued support; (3) quarterly re-

ports would be submitted to USOE (Norris, memo to the file, November 12,

1960. It is significant that Norris had originally merely requested re-'

ports at "different phases"; however, Joan Cooney suggested that quarterly

reports be submitted because they "would be good for us" (Schult, memo to

the file, December 12, 1969).

When Hausman had left USOE and Howe was no longer Commissioner, move-

ments strengthened to get other portions of USOE involved in oveiseeing'and

making input into CTW's programming decisions. In October, 1970, Acting

Commissioner Bell wrote Lewis Butler, HEW Assistant Secretary for Planning

and Evaluation, raising the issue of the need for a much broader source of

input in SESAME STREET programming decisions sinceothe program was becom-

ing "a national 'curriculum." At about the same time, Gi ert Austin from

the Office of the Secretary of HEW indicated he had wri ten to hiS superi-

ors suggesting there be'a high level governmental group established to deal

with policies relating to SESAME STREET.

The need for more effective communication between CTW and USOE was .also

a matter of some concern following the departure of Hausman. Meetings be-

tween "appropriate OE personnel" and "key members of the CTW staff" to dis-

cuss "present and potential problems" were suggested by several USOE offi-

cials as a means for effectuating such communication. One of those meet-

ings was held on January 14, 1971. At that meeting items discussed included

new staff, subcontracting, foreign broadcaing; non-broadcasting agreements,
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information booklets, and clearance of forms.' In February, 1971, a further

meeting was hel0 to discuss the .potential problems posed by commercial ex-

ploitation of the SESAME STREET name. During the.preceeding several months

many discussions had apparently been held with Cooney and other CTW. person-

\nel regarding ways and means of, handling this situation.*

In August, 1971, a draft of the USOE budget submission to Congress for

. FY 73 listed,(under Federal Administration of CTW) actual employMent (moni-

.tors of CTW) as three full-time pe

4,

nent and .5 "other" man year equiva-

lent. The estimate for FY 72 was the same,and the "high" budget and "low"

budget and ',:actual request" for FY 73 were identical.

If the FY 75 budget for Federal Administration had specified positions

in USOE devoted to administering the CTW project (which it did not) the

actual employment Nould have been less than one full-time permanent and zero

"other" man-year equivalent. There is no person at USOE whose full-time

position is to monitor CTW activities. As had been indicated, until' very

recently two professionals, with no secretarial staff, monitored all of USOE's

non-ESAA TV projects. Even at this writing there are only two full-time,

permanent people involved. While the current CTW Project Officer has been

able to make some field trips to NewYork City in the past two years to visit

CTW, these have occurred only-after repeated efforts to obtain necessary ap-
.

*An example of how USOE's monitoring respcinSiblUties can be used by

third parties to effectuatdchange in CTW activities is illustrated by the

allegations of CTW discrimination lodged by representatives of the Spanish-

,
speaking community. Letters and telegrams sent to USOE as well as to Congress

and CTW helped,_"keep the heat on" until suggested changes had been made.

Moreover, as has been indicated, at the.early USOE-CTW negotiations in 1971

and 1972 and in the quarterly and final reports from CTW to USOE in those

years, discussions..concerning this issue -were given considerable attention.
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proval and funds fot such trips. Moreover, he was not able to obtain ap-

proval and funds to visit any of the utilization centers across the country

until -the Spring of 1975.

Thus far, most of the CTW-USOE communication and activity has revolved,

around either funding requests and appropriations (discussed under "Monies

Allocated: CTW) or submission of CTW's quarterly and final reports. The

problem of prompt submission of quarterly reports has long plagued CTW. As

early as June 27, 1972, Elam Hertzler (then CTW Project Officer and now

Special Assistant to Commissioner Bell) wrote Bob Davidson of CTW to "con-.

firm many telephone conversations we have had over the last several months

concerning quarterly reports and the proposal for the coming fiscal year."

Hertzler noted the proposal for THE ELECTRIC COMPANY and.the budget, or the

enitre operation of CTW had arrived, but the proposal, for SESAME STRET and

the "long .overdue quarterly reports which were promised in late April or

early May have not arrived." .Hertzler continued, "I put
.

this in writing

only to emphasize that we cannot proceed with processing next year's grant

until these things arrive."

On September 30, 1974, CTW had submitted its progress report for the

period April 1, 1274 through June 30, 1974. At that time, however, the pro-

gress report for the period April 1, 1973 through June 30, 1973 had not been

submitted.

On October 21, 1974, two weeks after the last, progress report had been

filed, CTW project monitor, Clarence Fogelstrom, reminded CTW that the first

quarterly report for fiscal year 1975 was now due for the period July 1

through September 30, 1974. Fogelstrom suggested, "Now that you have ful-

filled your reporting requirements4oY 73 and FY 74 reference-quarterly
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reports, do keep the FY 75 reports coming in on time so you %void having

to add writers/editors in -order to fulfill the obligations of your OE grant."

Review of USOE files indicates that by the end of each fiscal year, at

least one quarterly report is still outstinding, and that quarterly reports

. are rarely filed on time..
I

w
n July, 1973, USOE began its first and only comprehensive audit of

CTW. Strong support for the audit came from the USOE contract officer for

CTW, Al Riskin. Riskin was also a contract offiler for BC/TV which had re-
.

cently been audited. This .CTW audit came fiveyears after USOE funding had

begun add affFr $18 million of USOE support had been tendered. When asked

by House Appropriations Subcommittee Chairman Representative Daniel Flood

why ,USOE had waited so long before conducting such an audit, Commissioner

Ottina responded:

y-

Auditeactions by the Department of Health, Edudation.and
Welfare are determined on a priority need basis. The priority,..:

of the need for a.special audit during the first few years of
the period was lessened by the fact that there was an obvious and

high quality product and dne whiCh was cost - eneficial. (House

Appropriations Subcommittee, Departments of Labor and Health,'
Education, and Welfare, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, April, 1974,
Part 6_,T. 108).

As of_this writing, theresults of the CTW audit:have not. been released,

even though the originally scheduled completion date was September 30, 1973.

At the time the audit began in the summer of 1973 there was some confusion'

over its scope. CTW believed that the audit was 'to be a fiscal audit rather

than a program evaluation. The audit agency informed CTW in August that-the

scope of the auditing would include "not only financial and compliance audit-
,

int, but also auditing for economy, efficiency and achievement of desired

results" (Kennedy, letter to Felipi, August 24, 1973). Thomas Kennedy, CTW
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Vice President and Treasurer, wrote the USOE Chief of Contracts and Grants

expressing concern that ,"the extension of the audit beyond'the'fiscal areas

into program evaluation could unduly prolong the audit." Kennedy added,/

"We would expect that the progress reports which we have, submitted to the

Ter staff of the Office of Education would permit a more comprehensive

and effective evaluation of our program results" (Kennedy, letter to
/

Felipi,

August 24, 1973).

Monitoring During Production: ESAA

Section III of US0es Management Manuel for ESAA -TV projects is titled

"Grant Management Procedure." That section lists the following tight items .

which would normally be included in USOE's grant management:

1. Site visits.
2. Oral and writOen reports from the project director.
3. Script and completed show clearances as specified in the

grant document.
4. Clearance of formative evaluation documents to be. used.
5. Go/no go check points specified in the grant.
6. Attendance at advisory committee meetings.
7. Active nowledge of circumstances leading to major

.decisions" n the project.
8. Other involv ent necessary to insure that USOE maintains

a complete working'knowledge of the project.

The manual made it clear that this list was not necessarily all inclusive.

With respect to project winners in tihk1974 competition which are now

in the pracessof producing programs, Dave Berkman, Project Officer for many

of the ESAA-TV projects, Said, "We're making site visits every three months.

We talk with the people once a week, but a Minimum of every other week. They.
of

must all submit monthly reports--this is under the contracts- -and they must

all submit a large quarterly report" (Berkman, 1975, interview).

Monitoring procedures with respect to the winners of the first ESAA
0

4,0
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competition have varied from applicant to applicant. In the case of BC/TV,

because of problems cited in an HEW audit and a GAD report, there was for

a period an on-site Project monitor. With respect to WTTW, winner of,ESAA

awards in both.the first year (Public Service spots) and the second year

(an as yet untitled series of 13 one hour programs designed to reduce ten-

sion and conflict resulting from desegregation), BEEO Assotiate Commissioner

Goldberg accompanied his project officer on a two-day field visit to "share

ideas and review progress" regaA1,0,44 the spot announcements. This close

review of the spots relates to the fact that they are the only ESAA-TV pro-

-grams to which clearance of script (story board) and ginal tape 11 being im-

posed._

Final Product Submission: CTW

CTW does not submit a final report to USOE. The quarterly repofts dis--
ot

cussed above, combined with relevant portions (those discussing the current

year activities) in the proposal for the upcoming year are considered suf-

.

ficient. At one time, however,,CTW did submit an annual'report. Moreover,(

in January,1971, when CTW's proposal fcir a new reading show, THE ELECTRIC

COMPANY, was under consideration by USOE, CTW and USOE officials discussed

the possibilityof a formal presentation of the report by Cooney and some

of the CTW staff to USOE and-perhaps HEW personnel. It was agreed that the

matter would be explored further at USOE and then discussed"with Joan Cooney.

(Schult, memo to the file, January 14, 1971).

CTW got USOE funding for its.reading show. 'It also got a strong advo-

cate, Sidney Marland, as Commissionei of Education in the Spring'of 1971.

Thereafter, referencesin USOE files to.CTW final *reports seemed to be non-.

existent. Whether or not Commissioner Marland intervened in the discussion
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of final report requirements is unknown.

Final Product Submission: ESAA

4

Five copies (one ster and four first-generation) of the complet(ed

prograrvae1as (plus other tapes and scripts and a one-page teachers guide

for each individual progr ) constitute the final report from ESAA-TV pro-
/

ject directors:: There is no requirement for summative evaluation or a fi-

nal written summary (evaluative or not)., of the conduct of the project.

The possibility of funds in FY 75 fOr summative rsearch on ESAA-TV

projects vlas discussed in interviews with some USOE officials. However,

Michael Wargo, ESAA Evaluation Program Officer, Indicated in January, 1975,

that the probabilities were slim because "no one was really pushing for it."

BEEO, which makes recommendations to the Assistant Secretary regarding the

use of the one percent discretionary set-aside for eValuatiOn of ESAA pro-
,

jets, and/or the Office of Planning, Budgeting and. Evaluation (OPBE), which

has'some discretionary research funds, would be the two, most likely units

within USOE to "puih" for such research.

If the Senate retains (or raises) the $200 million appropriatedepy the

House for ESAA in FY 76, $2 million (one percent) would be available for

research. There is hope that some of that money might go to evaluation re-
.

search on ESAA-TV Projects in FY 76.

*For a full list of "delilierables" see the ESAA-TV announcements for

FY 75.
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Funding Prospects, for FY 75 and FY 76: The Special Pro ects Act

USOE seems determined not to continue funding for either CTW's chil-,

dren's programming, whose success is a matter of record, or the ESAA-TV

series, whose record is still being written, but whose early history has

Ar
been plagued with many problems. It is appropriate in that context to ask

what s the plan and the policy for USOE,
ihvolirement in children's tele-

0

visi n programming under the flTdihg flexibilities permitted by the Special

Projects Act.

Under the new Special Projects Act, the Commissioner of Education "will

be authorized to make'contracts,for almost: any area of educational demon-
.

stration and innovation" (Senate-Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, Re-

port on the Educational AMendments of 1974, .93rd-Congress, 2nd 'Session,

March, 1974, p. 5). In the Act, Congress has not attempted to restrict the

Commissioner's options regarding television funding decisions. On the con-

trary, the Congressional intent was "to give the Commissioner latitude to

) fund those contracts and grants he feels df major importance, without the

limitations and requirements imposed by narrow cati4goricar authorities" and

to prailide "a broad authority with minimal strings attached"*(Senate Report

cited above, p. 69). The Act specifies that the Commissiomer's plan must

be submitted annually to the appropriate Congressional Committee (Committee

on Education and Labor of the House, anti, the Committee on.Labor and Public

Welfare of the-Senate), and these .Committees have 'the authority to adopt

a resolution within sixty days to disapprove the plans. However, the Senate

report stated! "It is not anticipated that the committees will make exten-

sive use of the disapproval authority" (p. 69).

.00-r

In addition to the far greater discretionary authority available for
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funding television projects, the Commissioner has"two other important ad-

vantages with the.Special Projects Act. First, the total appro7iations
401

($200 million per year)* have been established for the next,three fiscal

years (FY 76, FY 77, FY 78) thus eliminating the need -for trying" tO,estir

mate how much funding will be provided by:Congress. Secondc the time schect-

ule is fixed, and basiP decisions (for instance, probable subject areas of

funding) inst be-made by February 1 of each year. Presumably, any time'

after February 1, RFPs can be announced as,longas.they include a caveat

regarding the. possibility, however remote, that Congress could disapprove

s means as rom

February 1 of one year until June 30 of the following year (17 months.izv'

all) in which to announce, receive, .evaluate, negotiate and fund proposals.

Recently, USOE has attempted to reduce ore eliminate CTW fUndlikg ih.

n

order to "open up" more of the educational television programming.line item

for new.projects. In FY 75, after delaying until February; 1975, USOE allo-
fp! -

cated $5.5 million of-the $7 million to CTW, as had been urged by Congress.

There were remaining, therefore;0A million indiscretionary funds for

FY 75

Commissioner Bell has indicated.

Projects Act, to allocate in FY 76 a

.lion to discretionary spending; for

USOE's intention, under the Special

'Vital of $4 million to CTW, and $3 mil-

/
77,,.noprovision for CTW has been

*$100million of these amountsAnust be applied th'the following priori-'
ties established by Congress: Education for:use of the metric system; edu-
cation for the gifted and talented; community schools; career education;
Consumer education; women's equity in education;.and arts in education
(Section 402 of the Act). Television can be used to achieve these purposes,
And, in fact, the Commissioner's FY 76 plan includes the possibility of pro-
grams relating to consumer education, the performing arts and use ofgthe
metric system.

,.
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indicited.- If television support remains at $7 million through FY 77,

therefofe, there will be significant increments in discretionary spending:
. ...

.

$.$1,5 million in ,FY 75;. $3 million in FY 76, anck $7 million in FY 77. With

o rn

°

such increments in discretionary funds for

become more significant, and probably more complex and more numerous. In

A

television, the funding decisions

.! 4

that context, it is important to note that there is no-indication of a firm

policy or operational plan for deciding how the $1.5 million-for FY 75 or

the $3 million for FY 76 will be'spent..

'On iOvember 11, 1974, Acting Assodlaie Commissioner for State and Local

Educational Programs* Thomas Burns wrote ComOissioder Bell that the sug-
.

gestions being received from the Commissioner, taken with. existing planned

use of the funds, cumulatively represented more dollars and flexibility

than could be expected. Burns outlined a series of options available to

the Commissioner,- but, before doing so, suggested that the following "ref-

erence criteria" should pertain to all pilot/utilization projects accepted'

for

ity

/ T1 .

funding under the remainingo$1.5imillion in FY 75: need;, applicabil-

tr.

of the subject .matter to television;,innovativei carefully researched

practices; absenclpf extant superior television prograttning; educaticinal

impact; and .cost per viewer. With approximately 60 days remainingin FY

75 as of this wrftitigit is Still uncertain, how the remaini4WWFY 7.5 disc.re

tionary fUndiwill.be allocated. Drafted RFPs. have still not been released.

Siich.time pressure does not facilitate the .planning and composgian of

41kthoughtful proposals for television series:

The prognosis fult

.2

76 s not encouraging either, in terms of firm

the administrative "home"' of th ETV PrOgramming Support Unit. .4.
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policy and operational plans-for television. ow the Special Projects

Act nottaking effect until FY 76, there was, in theory, a considerable

lead time for determining how the increased discretionary authority was to

be used. It appears, however, that this lead time Ilse not been used to

full advantage. On tie contrary, in the. middle of February, 1975 (after

the February plan had already'been subTitted to the appropriat mmittete),

/Internal USOE memos suggest that basit decisions regarding how the.$3 mil-
,

lion,should be spent had not been made: e.g.

existing ESAA-TV projects be considered under

, should continued support ef.

the "service",poncept? .Should

good but unsuccessful past ESAA-TV proposals be considered? Should pilots

or series be the goal? Should ther, be a new "open" competition fOr Oiw

subject areas or should competitions be "closed" and grants, be solensource?

(Colby, memoo Bogen, February 15, 1975)

Repeatedly, the need for coherent policy,

ate administrative mechanisms to itplement,that

broad .disc

and the neerfor-.wprtopri7

p4cy, are indicateit: The

etionary-authority pr9vided by the Special Projects,AcXonly ern-7.

phasizes,. his need. It is recognized that the runds4avatlable fhr

sion are small indeefompared to ehe total USOE

's officA has much consider other than television graming.

of television's iaibillty and-potential impactillowever, a good

mission

Betaus

budget, and. that the Corn =-

. .

case,a uld be made for giving disproportionate attention

ment

disc ssed in the .next chapter.

,
. ..

teleVision programming. Some of.tbe issues
..

'0

4 nt

to the USOE

q
that need:_ettentionare

0

6
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Chapter Four: Policy Issues, Alternatives, and Recommendations
.

Introduction and General Point of View.'

This chapter will present a summary of policy issues that have been

presented in previous chapters, and will introduce or elaborate more fully

on other relevant issues. The focus of this chapter will.be primarily on

,r"""

national purposive children's programming directed mainly to the in-home

audience. Because of the systemic differences engaged with in-school pro-
,

,graything, as discussed in. Chapter Two, a final section in this chapter will

be deVoted to in-school programming. In this final section many of the

topics discussed in Chapter Four will be reassessed in summary liaa-iTh on

thOpe points that seem to us to differ for the)In-schoolsystem.

It will be helpful to first state certain general value positions that

have been developed, modified, and/or reinforced, during the course of thii
4

0
investigation, because they are the "goggles" through which more specific

issues are seen and analyzed. .These generic value positions relate,to:
tr

1. the need and value of Federal funding support for

purposive Children's television programming;

2. the need and value of a Federal administrative structure"

that understands the-systemic:nature of television .and 'can

operate compatibly within that system to.get maximum public

good fray the Federal dollar; and

3. the dysfunctional nature 'of'Faderal interference end

.,. ,

control beyond,selectiOn and funding of,grantees/4ontractees.
,

- Need for Federal Funding. For a,nuicr,of fegsdne,:liSOE
.

'is, should be;.

and should' continue to be involved finantially in support of iationa4 Pur7,
.

posivechildren's prOgramming directed priMarilitd the-in-home-a4dieficd.

t
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Foundation support is short-terni and, in today'S-economy, dissipating.
4

Retinue-generating ancillary materials, if.handled most reavOnsibly, will

not gdRerate self-sustaining levels of °revenue to-support the-high caliber
* 1

research and production necessary to produce programming that will be com-

petitive with alternative offerings: Cotmercial television is not organ-

izeji or administered to .absarb the extra costaof curriculum development

evaluation, and is primavday interested in entertaining its audience.

The Corporation for'Public Broadcasting can be expected,tobe a partner,
o

4
.

but not a sole source of support, fordexiviveigoadirected programming.

Besides, CPB tiaa liqited,resources for the development of any programming

to meet a need er it be for adults, minorities, or a variety of ape--

cialized audi ces. PBS is not organized to be a producer of programs.'/

Its member stations fin produce programming," but only a few stations are

actually equipped, staffed, and ;financed to do so. The Station Program

Cooperative at PBS, a mechanism for individual'stations to collectively fi-

nance programming of their choice, 0 vastly underfinanced_to carry the

full,load of development and sustenance of all programming, especially pur-
, .

,posive programming for children. PBS has many. audiences besides children

to whom it must prOgram.. Private corporate support can be a valuable sup-
°

plement to- purposive programming, but insulation from thereality, appear-
.

eve, or possibility of Corpdrate control of content must be reasonably as- .
0

sured .laa.fare the program will be aired. Corporate support will most likely

be a part of the advertising or public relations budget. As a consequence,

corporations will most likely be interested'in underwriting programs for
.

'their desired target audience. At any rate, the amount of money here is be-
,

iieved to be important, but small. Total advertising budgets vary from cam-

pant to company, but on the average amount to about five percent of total

retail sales. Typically, institutional advertising or corporate advertising,
A
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if it exists at all, will only be about five percent of the advertising

budget. The Government, therefore, would, appear to be the funder of last

resort, and USOE, because of its educational mission, is the primary agency
0

under which funds for educational programming are administered.

Federal Need to Understand Television. "Buying" the development" of a

television series is vastly different from buying the development of other

types of products, and HEW/USOE is not set up administratively to handle

development of broadcast prOgrams with either uniformity or efficiency.

dual expertise is required to develop. what haaearlier.beed defined as pt4z
,

posive children's television: (1) content expertise-to develop objectives

and (2) professional broadcasting'expertise-to translate those objectives

into'programs that can compete. successfully, audiences. USOE may have

the former, or certainly has access to it, but is entirely inadequate in the

latter--a repeatedly affirmed estimate is that-withinoMEW, as a whole, there

are perhaps no more than four people with extensive knowledge about televi-,

sion, and fewer thdrithat with supporting professional experience in-broad-

casting at the national level.

The lack of either an adequate administrative structure or broadcasting

expertise in the administration of television programs is a root cause of a

host of problems aid inefficiencies in Federal television involvements that

have emerged in the course of this investigation, including major.-categories

of:

1. lack of shortt-term or long-term policy;

vt

2., lack of coordination among television projects
S

3.' laCk of coordination among agencies within and outside of USOE;

4. dysfunctional incompatibility and interference with essential.
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requirements for quality television production distribution,,
promotion, utilization, and evaluation;

5. procedures which hinder creativity and organizational
effectiveness through restrictions or lack of incentives; and

6. lack of governmental trust in profeSsionals to do a good -

job which' eads to a counter-prodUctive adversary relationship
between 41nder and. fu ee,rather than a cooperative relationship
to try to solve a s ial problem.

e

Dysfunctional Nature of Federal Interference. By a number of measures,

the record suggests that the more freedom and responsibility given to a pro -

duction agencli within the OrefesSional broadcasting community after the basic

commitment has been made, the greater the tikelihooa of a successful program,
. \ ,

,

and, therefore, the better the Federal investment., The relationship seems

\to hold for such criteria as:

1. quality of the product

2. numbers of target audience reached.'

3. cost per child exposure

4. professional and public acceptance
4

5. synergistic bleAding with non-Federal dollars

6. demonstrable impact

7. ability to attract and retain top professional personnel

'8. efficiency of administration

9. cost of the product

10. freedom from fears of Government propaganda and/or control. ,

T., genwral the beststime for careful scrtitinyofe proposal, the rep-

utation, record and qualifications of the proposing organization, the ade-.

4
quacy of the administrative_structure; the budget, the expected processes

o

, and outputs, and,the like, ie before the commitment is made. Once made,

the effect of accountability assessments should apply primarily in terms

C/1
-ve

A
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of continued funding for the same or different projects, based on the eval-

uation of the product delivered from the earlier commitment. Between ini7

tial commitment d product delivery (or other interim points of account-

*
ability established_before the fact) the more "hands. off the Government

can be, the better. That is a general conclusion, and value position. Ex-

perience indicates that the trade-off of risks between trusting a resf-O-nsi-

.
ble production agency that has been carefully screened and approved to de-

liver a product,.and attempting point -by-point continued monitoring and in-

terference-in the name of protecting the public interest, favors the former.

Anecdotes about instances of waste and inefficiency that have resulted un-

der conditions Of greater freedom to a grantee seem to us to be a consequence.

of isoffective advance screening of the awardee.

It is realized that USOE does not have complete freedom in administer-

ing investments, but the general principle of minimal interference and.super-
,r^

vision once the funds are committed holds, in our judgment, to whatever ex-

tent it can be-applied. If there are policy guidelines or legislation which

mandate this interference, those guidelines, and legislation should be changed.

The remainder of the chapter will present issues ii five general cate-

gories which form a likely chronology of activities which need toA:se con -.

sidered within the system of television:

1. 'Aseessing.the needs of the audience;

2. Federal,funding/administration of projects to meet the needs;.

3. Production of the series;

4. Distribution, utilization, and promotion of the completed

product ranck

5.. Evaluation of the effort.

These categories are necessarily imprecise and non-exclusive ape tai the
.

ti
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highly interdependent nature among all elements. A final section summarizes

the issded closely identified with in-school programming:.

Assessing Audience Needs

There is a variety of ways in which need's are now being assessed. None

of them appears to be sufficient alone in identifying the needs of the chil-

dren in the U. S. There is no Federal agency which has recently or is now

4

systematically ascertaining the children's needs which, could be ameliorated

by television programming. It is impossible to prioritize projects, if na-,

tional needs are not assessed. W.thout any ordering of priorities, a num-

ber of agencies within and' outsid-e DHEWhaveused or are contempfating us-

ing television a means of satisfying anarrow'problem the agencied have

identified. As ,result,'program development is haphazard.

c).

As Lillian Ambrosino, a former consultant to OCD,.contends in her com-

missioned paper for' the present examination:

. prpjectte,not part ()fan overall design; they
rately pow in:an.oYderly'sequence so that one TrogrAd'is pre-
paiation fOr.the next or the research are inte=
grated7with the'neXt*etage. They_ are most usually one-sho't
packages commissioned to implement-an agency priority for a
given year. .

This is not really an oversight, but a manifeStation of
government operations. Ambrosino,1975, p. 12)

Various means of ascertaining n eeds are discussed do this section.

of

/.

Licensee Ascertainment. Commercial broadcasters are now required to

-, --. ,

conduCt community ':ascertainment surveys" of local need$, to help determine

programming content they might originate to help meet, their responsibili-

tiedas licensees. it is anticipated that similar requirements may soon

apply to public broadcast liCensees as well. Unless local ascertainment,

O

4 .
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efforts are somehow aggregated, theywilf:not serve as a useful guideline

for national needs assessment. Addi4iiiiaily, there is a real.question,

en the way the ascertainments are conducted, as to Oether they reflect

tual "needs" in any case. FOr example, typical responses to local ascer-

tainment surveys are that thereAs aPeed-for less.potholes in the streets,

more housing, lower taxes, better traffic flow, etc.; that is, they.tend

to generate issues which can often be handled by local governments: It

would be rare thdt this procedure would discover the needs of the children

which could be served by purposive television.

ACNO. The CPB has employed an alternate mechanism for needs assess-

ment in its'Advisory Council of National Organization ACNO). ACNO es-

.tabltshed four task forces, two of which dealt with early childhood educa-

tion and elementary- secondary education. Their job was "to conduct a study

of the present-43tatus and perceived needs of public broadcasting and edu-

cation, and to make recommendations for Corporation [for, Public Broadcast-
.

ing] actions in this area" (With spoon, 1975, commissioned paper, p. 13).

Just how this information will'be used and whether this will be 'a contin-
.

uous process is unknown.

ESAA. The.ESAA legislation has.generated another mode of needs assess-
,

.ment.- The general need was recognized in the legislation itself; i:e., the

,

general intent ,011 fdnded television programs was mandated: .''to meet spe--,-

cial needs incAent to the desegregation of schools or the elimination, re-
.

.

ductiop, or" prevention ,of minority group .isolation, and t6 aid school chil- ;

.,

vedren in orcoming the edAcational disadvantages of such isolation."* The

. *Language Arawn.fiom.Sectio 702 (b) of the Emergency School Aid Act

(P: L. 2-318).'
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spec fic needs assessments within specific categories, however, were/are

the res ons1bility of the applicants for ESAA funding,- Federal priorities

on the specific needs assessment can be inferted from-the scoring system

used to evaluate proposals. Needs assessment accounts for up to 25 out of

a maximum of 100 pints in propdsal evaluation, when needs and objeCtives

are considered tog.et

ber of points allowed:

Below is a summary of the criteria and the num-

1. Needs assessment: "0 points. Criteria are breadth, depth

and appropriateness of the data used for the assessment.

2. Articulation with needs: 5 points. The criterion here i

the extent to which the objectives address and meet the needs.

3. Realism of objectives: 5 points. The criterion here is the

judged capability.of attaining the objective through thel)ro-

posed television series.

4. Personnel involved in objectivg and needs determination:

5 points.. The criteria here are the professional credentials

of the personnel as well as theirrepresentativeness of the

target population to be served with, the proposed series.

CPB. A.1972 doCUmerit from CPB,"Guidelines and Formats for Submitting

Program Production Proposals" reflects a less formalized approach to needs
e

assespmeht. The general purpose of the.Guide is "to establish formats for

Iiubmitting ProgiaM Production proposals to CPB for funding and PBS for dis-

tribution." -A,'"narrative" is to cover the items of the subject matter, ap-
.

'proach, importance, participants, and distribution intent:

1'. Sub'ect: What field or area will be covered; indicate

,

the parameters of the project.

2.' Approach : What is your reason for, presenting this
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subject? What neif approaches or techniques will be used

in handling the subject matter? Will this differ from ex-

isting or previous treatments? NOMP

3. Importance: Why is-this subject important? Where does

the importance lie? Local? Regional? National?

4. Participants: Who will the principal participants be

and what Axe their qualifications? ,It is not necessary to

include the entire staff--only those individuals whose back-

ground and qualifications add particular expertise to the

project.

5._,Distribution Intent: Is the program designed for na-

tional, regional, or local distribution?

"Needs assessment" here is apparently'a far more informal concept.

Producer Generated. Some needs may be so self-evident ss to not de-

mand a formal assessment through surveys and other research. This was the

case with the "needs assessment" for ZOOM. As an observer of the human con-

dition and a father, Chris Sarson, originator of ZOOM, perceived a,need

among children at a certain state of their social development, when they be-

come especially peer conscious at ages 8 to 12, to have a vehicle for crea-

tive expression, in a direct, participatory sense, and in an environment

of dignity and respect for the child's ideas. We have little confidence

that a national sociological survey of this age group to-verify the need,

followed by a nationally distributed Request for Proposal for an appropriate,

responsive television series, would have resulted in a better series than

ZOOM.

The perceived need, the idea for the format,the talentrand 'the drive.
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make it come into being successfully,.all resided in the same person.oto

Even the two ESAA programs studied were brought into being by individuals

personally and creatively committed to the concept - -in advance of the ESAA

guidelines. Recognition that more than one. successful children's program

has come about this way or similar ways should cause one to question the

inviolability of the more f5rmal, and. organizationally separable, sequence

of needs aesessment,'specification of objectives, selection of media, mes-

sage design, evaluation, and so forth.

Sarson (1975, interview) believes that professional broadcasters are

more in touch with people, as potential television viewers, than anyone else,

and that good ideas should.come up to Government from creative producers,

rather than in response to Governmentally-specified topics. 'While there

no doubt that the existence of funding for certain topics will generate proi,-

posals, these might not generate thebest ideas a producer islcapable of,

and the targeting of money may divert the better ideas from coming to frui-

tion.

Perhaps because of similar experiences, Hartford Gunn, President, PBS

(1975, ineerview), urged an openness to creative ideas that emerge without

a lot of advance forMal planning and forethought. PBS is related to educa-

tion, but it is in the broadcasting business, which is different from being

4\
just education. Ounn,believeS, and we concur, that it is not possible

to mandate or create by fiat alqualityl program in all problem areas. Pro-

gram origination with the creative spar'', where all the elements come to-

gether in someone's mind, characterizes the 6onception of many successful
a

programs. Gunn explained in illustration hOw THE FRENCH CHEF program with

Julia Child started, not by careful design based on needs assessment, but
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by accident. Julia Child was invited to review,her cookbook on a WGBH book

review sho'w, and it was during this performance that the "spark of an idea"

for a cooking show emerged. Nobody had given previous thought to a.cook-
.

ing show; it was not on any priority ligt, yet it ran successfully f any

years. Gunn concludes, ". . . as long as we are broadcasters in this par-

ticular medium today, wd 'can't do programming by prescription. There's got

be the opportunity for the program to come in." For USOE concerns, this

position might by adapted to urge an openness to funding prog#am ideas that

come up from the television field, aria appear relevant to USpE concerns,

without necessarily having been generated 'in deductive fashion from formal

needs. assessment.

#

A more formalized needs.assessment than the ZOOM example was the man-

ner in which SESAME STREET was proposed. Needs assessments and feasibility

//
studies were presented in, the proposal, but the original spark of the.idea

did not filter down from USOE guidelines or suggestions; it started with

an insightful and persistent person, Joan Cooney, who had ,an idea, and got

th* right mix of people similarly interested in the idea- From there, the

idea went up to Government, gather than the reverse process where Govern-

mentprioritiee were stated-first, followed by someone trying to "second.

)

".what the. GoVernmeni really wanted.

AIT: Assessment of Needs for In-SchoolTelevision Programming. In

__some-aerraes";-6a most credible needs assessments are conducted by the Agency

for Instructional Television, because.the articulators,of the needs are also

the funders of the AIT consortium programs. The Council of Chief State

School Officers have a "grass roots" feellor troth the curriculum needs,

general, and also for the needs for, which television might best be used.
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Ideas for programs.based on in-school needs are'first generated at regional
40V

meetings of school administrators and teachers. Usdally a group of.content

experts, television people, teachers and administrators develop a prospec-

tus for a-program. Through a great amount of,personal contact and travel

the prospectus is shown and,discussed: among the various state agencies that

will eventually form a consortium of funders, producers and.users. The

state agencies (as well. as Canadian proVinces) must be satisfied that their

area and, local needs will be met by the proposed series sufficiently to'com-.

mit to coresortiUm-agreeMents. The number of participants must be sufficient
r

justify, oing on to production:before the proddction commitment is made.

In effect, the consumers of the peoduct'are "solr on the notion of the se-

ries before the investment is made and the consumer pays for the product.
4 6

national review committee does n t ve to ascertain that state and

local needs would be addressed with the program, because provincial, stateo

and local representatives, who have official responsibility for the formal

education needs of the ultimate benefactor, the children, must collectively

agree in ..advance, and insufficient numbers, that, the concept is meritori-
. .

. .
,

$

ous. The AIT model is not only,consumer=accountable, it is also an excel--
. .

.
t ..

.

lent example of how national programming for'in=school use can be generated

from a deCentralized, non-Federal base, in whiCh the integrity of state and .

local control/of curriculum is Maintained.

Conclus ons/Recommendations on Needs AssItssments. There is a major

conceptual reek between' national needs to .be addressed by, national program-

ming.4nd lo al, regional, or sped zed needs to be addressed by some means-

other,thantnational programming. The main thrusttof this investigation has

been in terms of nationally distributed programming,to children which ad-

Arl
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IV
AP'

dresses mational
0

needs of children The systemic requirments of national

programming,; whether the audience is at -home or in-school, are the most cont:

o

.. X
\

straining, as discussed in Chapter Two.

PubliC-t\elevision producers are1perpetually in need. of funds, and al-
1,

..,.
mo t any ft ridable topic will,draw a prop sal from someone, but the recofd,

is s 11 being written
,
ag to whether this procedure can generate quality,

/

on programming intelevis

4pfelducer- ene ted ideas, in a comparative sense. USOE's thrust seems to

an absolute sense, or programming competitive with

4,.

It .

be toward greater front-end spedificity onIthe government's part, while tHe
.

.

1.
producers' wish is for greatbr creative-and administrative freedom. If USOE

'

.

is to fund progr .111 II

a good (and reletizfin

ing at all, we recommend that'it always be receptiye to

t).programming-idea that comes up from the professional

broadcasting community whether or not it fits precisely the, administrative

. Mechanisms for prograM generation originally envisioned.

The position taken by thig'research team is that it is entirely, avpro-

priate and 4cessiary for the Federal Government to conduct needs analyses.

'Ten the needs are identified as needs for television programmilg, however,

it presupposes a jsecond analysis of ,feasibility for television tfeatment,
-

.and,requires the dual expertise- (content.plus television) that AOrosind
O

(1975, commissioned paper) \notes as being scarce in Government. A later

segment in this chapter, on'resegrch and evaluation,;Will pose the question:

"Who has what need that might be addressed televisiO4'y likelihood.ith

of success?" would appear to us that USOE is equipped to ascertain "who, .

has what needs," but could effectively use.the input of the professional

broadcasting' community for the other part, "that might be addresqed.by tele-

vision
with

of suc'eess." reemmend that 1-Jscll.dth consider-
A

4\
k

\able input'from.the education community, asce4ain needs of Children, and
.

-4
4 Lb

k
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,

prioritize goals, without regard to the potential of teleVisio treatment

foany specific need. We recommend further that USOE then.c nsult with

. CPB and ,PBS (or other representatirs of the professional brb dcasting

munity) pn judgmepts of feasibility-for television Nor bette yet, on how

to set up special studies for determining matehes between n

=172 - /

sion feasibility.

Funding.and Administrative Issuel

a.

Attitudes. It is very difficult to iandate attitude: n a setof

* , .4
guidelines or encompass in poiic recolunendations, ut eititu s of

.. .
,

u.

/

Government representatives playavery important role., in the admioistra-,

shiptive efficiency of the Federal/production agency relaii ehip. Two com-

ments from different persons, which we will leave unatt ibuAed, Convey the
,

resehtmentengendereA'by an assumed adversary relatiohship between a.Fed-'

eral proje t officer and.a production agency. -.

The fir I.
What are the.prograd officers'being,,toid by the people

4ultimately responsible for that program? Are they being;
told, "Watch out for thoseHbastardS; they'll rip you: oft.for
every cent theycan get?"

Or are they being told,.\"LoOk, we're in this becaUse
we're supposed to be invesNig in wOrthwhile.social ectiliitY;
and we went through a competitive procees.to identify the
people to receive these grants; and our success is in large

::..part dependent upon their success; and welehould see Our-
*Imes in a facilitaSive rolef"

1

T1 second:

'm so tired of the government thinking,youire trying
to rip them off. !If they're giving you the dollars to pro-
duce the Aow, let 91e show be the answer to it. If you
don't deliver then, elrigh4 let them really rap you .).

don't maket,it so impossibl that you can't [deliver] . j.
They treat me' as thoUgh trying to cheat them. I hd6
no intention ofdoing that and hate the implication pf
it. Why should I? wane the show to be as good as st
reputation, ,not theirs"!



.
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4

We recommend that only those raduction age,pies deemed

.

respons4ible and
,

' trustworthy be-gfanted Federal funds for programming in the first place.

Once selected, they should tfiewbe treated as responsible and,tiustworty.

lt
.Conststepcy/InconsistenCy'AmOng Legislative Requireaentt, Intexpre

tions of Legislation, and the 'Systemic Requirement of Television. As Chapter

Three.indicated, the ESAA legislation, and the. subsequent USOE:interpreta-

tions of that legislation, have pled unintended obstacles in the path of ,

the, broadcaster. There wat lit le or no industry or agency input to the
j*-

legislation. Although recommend d by staff (Neben, 1975, interview), USOE

did not take the billeback to -Co gressilop technical amendients. the ESAA

legislation hap been difficult to administer from USOE's point of view, and

very dif

grantees

and inconsistencies vit standard requir

from their program allo ations, creating wagte and inefficiency.

ad

0 complyvith frOm the broatkaster's point of view. Early

to absorb t e ditruptions of fighting red tang, ambiguities,

cents of'broadcastingwirffunds,

fft

One phrase in the SAA legieration,."made reasonably available fir,

. ,
. .

iradsmleston, I've of barge," has alone taken up countless man hours of
.

trying' to Interpret wh t that statement means. Bob steed of PTL, fo r exam-.

/

ple, says that sectio has keptpeoy).e busy tryipg to interpret if "reason

ably aVailable for

.

tr nsmission,free of charge" means no charge for ove

head', duplication, royalties, shipping, handling! order taking, negotiation'
. I

of rights, etc. He hays PTL has spent more time trying to establish the

medics of distri uting VILLA ALEGRE through pTL than for any pfevious't

program (Reed,,197 , interview)., ESAA-TV Program Officer B n states

that an agreemenf 12.0tfieriBVTV and PTL was being-held up because of:t4o

unresolved (1),the ownership of the fivesets-Of tapes squired

"4 4.1

--0 .
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... o'
: 4

. fortsubmission; and (2) the presence or absence of, any restriction on spot

,annoUncementirt6 be'aired
.

adjacent to the )VILLA ALEORE' programs (Berkman;
4 ,

I 4

memo to Mielke et Ail. AOrii'l, 1975). We recommend that legislation au-
g o- ,

ehorizini or-mandating the production of purpogive children's teleViSion

programming reffhct tidconsultative
4"

npl3t of both USOE (for administrative

.

4
feasibility) and the professional braodcasting community

/

(for compatibility
, 41,

With the requirements of broadcasting).

\It is difficult enough for professional broa
/

. .%

asters to-cieste d sl,
.

,

cessful purpbsive televis on program for c dren; it is virtually mpos-
-

Ifsible for,Ob ress or USOE to specif the Cond itions under Ohivh successf
. .\

programs (ile., Program compe tively successful in the national market-

place) wil be'created:' olitical sensitivities rather than sensitivities
. r

to the rea Ides o television can generatg.what Ambr.asino calls "prevail-

ids myths For example:

, . . that geogfaphic or ethnic prbducers per se are
the guarantee for diversity or that the persuasive power -

,f,of bjective.research is the best harbinger of improvement.
_")// 'Any ne who'is\familiar with local children's programs

thr ughout thd country or the situationof,children'is tele-
vi ion in. general knbws'fieither to be true. (Ambrosino,'
19 5, commissioned paper., pp. 14-15)

Thousa;L of,dollarsj. . . are not expended as wisely
as they might be bec4mse of.the inherent conflicts that be-
d moSt government agencies:' (.1) the desire to fund of
f ctiyely versus, the desire to spread the funds, (2) the

r

d Are-to reward the competent versus the desire to be open,
f iNand democratic (3) the desire to renew, successful on-
g ing prOgrams versus the desire to innovate, and (4) the
d sire to serve a public (e.g. social serviee agencies)
v rs4s the public (the children they serve). These are real
onflIpts,-not always' of the agencies' own making.C-Agencies
nbw their mission, but they are also well aware of politi-
al presgures that can interfere with dtherwise sound judg-
ent. (Ambrosino, 1975, commissioned paper, pp.,13-14)

he key to serving the needs of children_is e!teieVisibn p ?ogram that

is su ficiently outstanding among competitiVe,pro

r---N.

rams to attract the target
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audience to view in the first place. Talent, experienoe, and professional-
\

)
/Ism, not demographic and geographic quotas, are the requirements for out,

standing television programming. The ESAPlegislation specified that eli-
N, . ilt

-4t4 P%

Lgiblejlipplicants must "employ members of minority groups in-responsible po- 4

sitions \in development, production, and administ4tive staffs" (Section.711). r

In the site visit interview$, this legislative intent'was not perceived to

be a problept. What have b n criticized are e move retrictive'USOE in
.

.
e k . III's--

,terpretations:of this legisl tion wherein various quota system .approaches

tn selection.of talent, Prod ition lncations, anducompositpn of advisory

boards and review panelS wer Specified. vMI,noritY producers interviewed

'in the site visits w4re among the most critical ofan ethnic quot approach
/

j

° to casting,'advisory hoards, opo al review panel , and the Like, certain-
\

, / $.'
ly not because

.
of,la k 'of comm tment to minority in olvement9 in television,

'

b t because quota systems e wrong Criterion o how to make success- d.

ful program- to serve e her mi orittes or ajlbritie Herman Land_writea:

G vernm nt s ould dire t itself.to that s a lrpoot
of creltive ale t that is espon4ible:foi th s.6 in!our

telev ion yst m, at least o begin With. ,I t ere e

polio restric ions that, fo poriticalw.other ons der-
ation= faVor econdary talen , the effort should, add i

/
,to ch:ige the policy. Agenci s should he free to ee out

the b. t'pro uction and creati e organizations andO. ivid-

uals o/ca g imagination and originality to th task

. . . . ilfth s means finding -ys to overcome the 4 mita-
tions Of ntracf bidding throu h legislatioh oriadm histra-
tive Poll y, those ways, should e found. :A,(Land, commissioned
vaper, p . 19-20) , r 1N

1 1/tiMately
.

the programming . . most be conce ved and
. . .

c eat :a and produced by theavai -ble talent and s ills that
a one can make itmean anything. ile this should not, of
c ur , rule out grants and co

.
ra bs to local ins itutidpa ,

s att red.about the country, sho ld not make s h loc..
--).---

a mat er of policy--certainly not, n so far as c mmercial ..
,

t lev sion is concerned! Arh rule i
p nde t entirely on talent, go where

'; .1 75, tommissioned paper,.pp. 45-46)
.

simple; in a world'de-
the talent is. "(Land,-

)
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Contracts vs., Grants. The most Common fbrms of foundation or govern-

mental support of a project are through grants or contracts. If it itia
.-

,

,
,

contract, the request for proposal (RFP) is usually quite specific and if

)
it is a grant, the RFP--if there is one--is More general. A grant usually

Ty.
gives more freedOm to the recipient. A contract generally indicates closer

111 OP
supervision and tighter control. Communications lawyer Eugene N. Aleinikoff

s?.4, t'

has served or is serving as counsel for AIT, BC/TV, CTW, EDC, Eastern Edu-
.

tational Network/(EEN), Television Arts Project, National' Educational Tele-

vision (NET), 'C'PB, and PBS, among others% He writes:

Needless to say, equally detailed and restrictive per-
missions' may be attached to grants or included in contracts.
But'"contracts" tend to be viewed like government purchase
orders-, while "grants" are usuallythOught of in the context
Of government ,contributions to independent projecte. A

"contract" implies production for the government,. with the
resulting product shaped in accotdance with strict specifica-*
tic:ins,. and upon compietion, owned lock-stock-and:-barrel by
the government. A "grant" implies production by the grantee
through government assistance, with.the 'resulting product'
planned and executed, owned and controlled [emphaSis added] by
the grantee. (Aleinikoff, 1975, commissioned paper, pp. 52-53)

.

.
-

In contracts, the more specific- the RFP in televAsion programming, the
.

.

.

more knowledgeable the writer of(tgeRFP.should be about television. 013--

. t

viously, the.regpondent's flexibility is more.constrained in specific pro-

1.posal solicitations. Such constraints may be necessary when the funder is

looking for a specific item, such as construction of a brass screw, but. may

be and. dysfunctional when the goal is something creative such'as

a television pro grad. The more specific the RFP, the more knowledgeable

proposal revieWerS,snegotiators, and eventual monitors must be also.-

'Given a training that inculcates caution and criticism
and a particular regard for the written word, the tendency
[of agency staffers] is to be more impressed by the form of
a proposal (Does it review t>4 research? Does it have an,,
adequate design?) than by its substance. The same is true

1
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0 /
of the review panels, who are composed of similar kinds of
people'. Lacking experience in the field of teleVision, few..

.
are able to assess a proposer'e.technical and artistic [em-
phasis added] ability to execute an otherwise reasonable
proposal. A,mbrosino, 1975, commissioned.Paper,-p. 13)

\

There are indications within USOE thAt the Federal aApinistrators are

increasingly'committed to contracting forttelevision progr s rather than

offering grants. Their argum ent is that a contraft gives t ghter fiscal

control as well as greater input into the basic concept of he programf Its

development, its production quality and so on. The first year ESAA.Project

.

were-grants; the.second year projects were offered as grants,and gen nego-
---' 1
.

-tiered toNcontracts;Ithethird year projects are contracts. CTW. has re--:

ceived grrIt.1 in each year of their funding to date, but next ,year because

of requirements of the Special Projects Act,0-CTW will receive a contract.

Some USOE officials were pleased with-that authorization because they felt

it gave them greater control. To paraphrase the words of one, _"If Big Bird

said something we didn!t like, under a contract we could suggest a change."

-t
Chapter Three cites numerous examples of the attempts by USOE, almost from

the beginni mpose greater 4y-to-day control of CTW.

Most\Federal people who want more control come to the programs as,, don,-

4 ' tent 4liperts , and their influence,they feel,,is only to improve the pro-

gram.: Both commercial rd public teleVision personnel may.interpret this

desire for involvement as a threat of government influence, however.

What is seen by a Federal institution or.agency as in-
formation or education 'tends to be Percedved by the medium

as propaganda . . . . It- may be diffidult for the dedicated
public servant to see himself in this unflattering light,

since he knows his. cause is good and his mandate congruous
with accepted national goals. Nevertheless, it is a factor

--That should, not be forgotten when attempting to Wrk With,
and within, the,comthercial syStem. (Land, 1975, commissioned

paper, pp. 13-14)

-4

r



Public television, which/traditionally has sought to
)? 4

encourage Federalprogram investments as an alternative to
commercialinfluence, is becOming increasingly. concerned

Meabout the prospect of gover nt influence., Some govern-,
ment-funded programs may fi d themselves without an ef,-
fectiVe means of distribution. (Witherspoon, 1975, com-
missioned, paper, p.- 32) /

4 / r

It would be naive to suggest that funders.cannot have an interest in

the project they are 'supporting. -The gteater the attempt to influence or

control the deVelopment of the program, however, the greater the risk that

the program will norbe_distributed on a national network. Thd Public

Broadcasting Act prohibits PBS from being the' voice of government, founda-

. . _

tion or corporate underwriters. As a result, PBS may refuse to carry any

iprogram in, which fa) the'funder his had definite influence on the content;

s
(b) theremay be perceived funder influence br control of the'Content;. or

(c) there may be inferred funder influence. PBS has already refused to rec-

ommend some series,fill, distribution because of perceived Federal involve-

ment in content; PBS alSo refused to recommend BIG BLUE MARBLE unlesb edi-
.

torisl control of the program could be vested in one of their member sta-
,

tions, with the producer insulated from the funder.

4
40

Producers of the series examined in this study1were unanimous that the

production activity must be insulated from the funders. Aleinikoff agrees:

.There are good reasons for funding educational tele-
vision projects as "grants" rather than "contracts." A
"contract" must invitably imply--both to USOE officials
and to the outside-i.torld--USOE'control and ownership much -

beyond what is desirable for eduCational television proj-
ects. Not only is it standard USOE policy to restrain it-
self from eddeational content interference; it is also
the poilicy ofboth the broadcasting and educational com-
munities to he extremely wary of any television material
which is subject to governmental direction. (Aleinikoff,
1975, commissioned paper, p. 53)

Needless tosay, the professional. broadcast community.prefers grants.



c it is the-spirit of the agreement, in terms of.flexibility and, trust, be-

.tween funder and fundee wiliCh is most important, however. To a grant may

belttached detailed restrictions, giving 'it all the restraints of a con-

tract. Excesdive content control under grants can also occur by'writing

\
w

,

a very detailed RFP. Several USOE officials commuted that from their per-
!

-,,\,

spectve.there was noAignificant difference between a coptract'and a grant.

e recommend.the use of-gragts, admi-listered in the traditional spirit
.

of grants;.for Federal funding of purposive idhildren!s television program-
,

ming.' Mk

4r.
3

:Subcontracting--OoMpetitive Bidding vs. Sole-Sourcing. One reel. nale,
. .

.
.

,

behind competitive bidding is that it allawd the producer to choose- the

beei.offering at the lowest prioe and, as a result, saves the government
f.

dollars. Cqmpetitinn li prudent when the'product or service hing bidnupon
. .

iab,,

e. n th.
'

-..

--'is quantifiable. Whee bid, is foeative dea, however, competitive
.

r a cr
5

, .

ridding presents problems. .,,.
,,..

1.

[T]he Office of Wcation has begun to'..takethe pos
tion that creative components must also be subcoAtracted
for under the same ccipipetitive bid procedures-as have been'.
deve%ope4,for more usual government procu'rement. (Aleinikoff,
1975, commissioned paper, p. 54)

It is submitted that competitive'bidding is simply not
a realistic proetduce for USOE television projects. The'
endless efforts, debilitating delays and inevitable cm-

.: plications invblved in advertising notices, bid invita-
tions, supplier selection, ,etc. more than overbalance any
slight possibility that such an open search- procedure will
result in the uncovering of new telentor even reduction
in cost. (Aleinikoff, 1975,, commissioned paper, p. 55)

. educational conceptualization and realization
does not seem compatible with normal procurement method-
ology. No matter what objective criteria are artifically
devised, the'real decision about program elements must
ultimately be subjectively made by those responsible for
series design and. execution. (Aleinikoff, 1975, commis7
sioned paper, p. 551

y.

di
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One of the persons involved in the development of the inserts, which

were sole-sourced by OCD and carried on CAPTAIWKANGAR00, stated that the

sole - sourcing was essential not only .for that instance, but would,be es-
.

Sential for similar future., instance. as well. Otherwise, the contractee

Would beUnwilling to divulge creative ideas, and unable to confer. to others

any special relationships developed over time with certain talent and organ-
,

izations. Unless the government is willing to allow sole-sourcing, he doubts
.

that it would be possible to replicate the CAPTAIN KANGAROO' insert experi-

ence (Sloag, 1975, ,interview).
'

. . when it comes to actors and 'musicians, writers
and directors, animation artists and filmmakers, more'
normar television procedures and patternemust be followed,
irrespective of public funding; for successful results.
(Aleinikoff, 1975, commissioned paper, p. 56)

. '

They EUSOE1 ,didn't understand why you can't take a
writer's material and give it to some other water to re7
write and notpay the one who gives it to you: '(Rector,
1974, interview) -

s,?

We recOmmend.that competitive bidding for subcontracting not be re-
,

quitred beyo1d technical faciIties,used in television production. These

Can be specified in Auhntified forme While advertising or other forms of

a good faith effort to fin& new talent could be encouraged or required,

the-selection of Subcontractees for non-quantifiible products or services

. should be left to the producer.

Copyright's. The U. S. Copyright Law.of 1909 established the guidelines

for authorsand publishers. and has been amended in a hodgepodge fashion over -.o
. .

the years, In
.

theAast decade, partly beCause of questions raised by the
.

. .-___,
.

telecommunications-media; particularly cable television, Congress has debated
.

. .
.. .. 0,

,

a .4
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a thorough revision of the Law. Although some expeCt revision in 1975,
.41

the 1909 Law is still the one under which copyright,decisions are made.

The issue, simplistically, is the right which an individual has to his

Creative piece vs. the right of the.public,touse that material. -There are

no easy answers, to the' dlemma, which may be partof the reason why Congress

'has not chosen to adopt anew law concerning, copyright.

,

Of importance to the present study is an analysisiof USOE procedures

on copyright sa, that some suggestions-might be made as to; what would
.

\

the'development of better purposive children's programs.-

. ,

Aleinikoff4epls that at USOE therei
. .J.

.

.-. . an unfortunate lack of continuing, considered and
consistent policy in the area of television rights; residuals
and. royalties. nd there is no doubt "that this has created

. serious problems r television grantees [emphasis added]
in the produgtion, distribution and utilization of.television
series funded by the Office of Education. (commissioned paper,

'p. 1)

.

' Television, particularly educational /instructional television,-takes

much Ta.eparation and planning as well as a great deal of research and de-
,

velopm nt time and effort.; vroduction.is enormouily expensive, infinitely

complex and an)ktremely difficult undertaking requiring a wide variety of '.

2 .

skilled talents large -scale facilities and services,as well as educational

expeits and consultants. The product.produced is likely quite creative and,

hopefully, useful. Copyrights of the material are necessary that it. is

-- not used. for unintended purposes.
V

Aleinikoff cites a numbeolE:rLsons why copyrights are important and
d

states that USOE, CPB, and othervFederal funding agencies have in thepast
0

.
-

o .

provided full copyrdght to the program producer. This gives rise to the

V

O
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question as to whether the recent /'
USDE's general "Copyright Po icy Guidelines"--with'itS-

clear prejudice against prOducer'i copyrights and varied -s.

preference for limiting exceptionally afrprOved copyright to -

five years---rshould be app11cable at, all to televidion prof;
* 'ecta. (p. 31)_ -

8 '

.....

P

di

He feels 'strongly that:
,

_ -
.

,
0

.

. . . Copyright not ne
,'

ssarily, ibrestrictive concept.
but instead' cp enable 'proper u' zation in planned direc-
tions in place of aimless diffusion. Copyright should there-'

. fore be viewed much more as an aid rather than a hindrance to
television dissdgination--htwever long the life or wide the.

,interest in a funded series. N.
t ,

He suggests the USOE -.0should,i. verse its present copyright posture for

.

television.

.

Rather, t requiring all producers to apply in detail,
.

for copyright erMission the "Copyright 'Guidelines" might
well.be amended to automatically permit copyright registra-

. ition fof all. television series as is currently provided in
( the ESAA Regulations, subOct only to whatever copyright

limitations, may he sPecifie&in.thd Project Authorilation--
and, of course, to the Government's own royalty-free li-
'cense (whatever its'exact scope may be). (pp. 34-35)

11

USOE COmmisstr Bell expressed to us the desire that- copyright ex-py

rangements allow televised materials, iupportedsby USOE; to 6e kept on video-
; , t ..

. A,4
tape in,school libraries or_classrooms. This would a llow teachers use ofr

- 4

the material at the'optimum time, as well as permitting pausgs,for discud=
A

.

sion, "instant replays," andmultiple shoWingd. Aleindoff implies ,that
t

Fitichan arrangement could be feasible .under full .copyrightiprotectiowto
.

N..,

theiproductionmgency 41975,commiagioned paper, see pp. 42- ) Copyright
o

assures that the program will be used for its intended goal rather than

I ,

exploited byunauthorized parties °USOE, should.develop a consistent policy
k

-4 in regards to tele ion copyrights, and do 00 with.significallt input from

broadcist industry.
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Residuals. "[R]epeAtled talenl residuals . . . have long been indige-

i

noun to television production" (AleinAkoff, 1975, commissioned paper, p.
-

37). When BC/TV began, the legislation was interpreted tb call for six

years of unlimited rights which, alone, would have Dolt BC/TV half of their

budget for 15 actors. 'Typically, res

flay. basis.
.

The result is that contiAng exposure over both corn-.

mercial and non-commercial television usually require
tglent and copyright payments long after serj.es production
has been Completed and. distribution arrangements.established.;
(Aleinikoff;. 1975; commissioned paper, p. 38) ''

als,are paid to talent on a per-

.

GiVen the fiscal year nature of government funding, union members, have

.to be paid up front for all intInded use. This presents a cost problemlin

that it,i -dieficult to project the ultindte use of a sOriesl-if.at all--

arid,-theregore, payment in advance maybe more costly than a payment per

showing. Unions are not necessarily interested in buyouts either. "[O]ne

fact of life is certain: while future usage payments can usually be made

in advande, both talent unionsand"copyright holders will strongly resist

k,

'buy-outs' even for educational material of determinable utility" (Aleinikoff,

1975, commissioned paper, p.,38). Up to now, talent unions have been:very

cooperative in assisting producers of:educational-dhows in keeping costs at

a minimum. Now far unions and talent are willing to go in this direction

[cutting costs], is an open question, but these groups tend to be responsive

to calls to 'serve. They are justly concerned, however, that their respoh-
4e

siveness-not be used to mask opportunistic exploitation" (Land, 1975, com-

missioned paper, p. 48).

Aleinikoff recommends 'the following guidelines for USOE:
o

First, initial proluction budgets must include adyance
payments for predictable future use (which must, of course,.

.

1.
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be balanced between talent desirability and-budget allow-
ances). Second, some provis4.04 must be made for whatever
further uselater turns out to be desirable (either through
proviglon at the 'beginning or thereafter of - contingency
fund or by passing the residual payments in some way over .
to.Ehe subsequent distributOrs and users). Third, residual
fee amounts and possible'use options must be established
uniformly by the various USOE producers to the maximum ex-
tent and at the earliest time possible. (Aleinikoff, 1975,
commissioned paper, p. 39)

"4.

Aleinikdff's futther recommendation on:this matter is one we endorse

It may well.be a propiaous tin* for the Office of
Education, together W.th.whatever commercial and.non-com-
merciai..broa4Casting agencies many be interested, to assem-
ble an advisoty Group or consultative conference of talent.,

-union and-copyriat pOprietor representatives' to heip
.work out residual payment practices of benefit both to
series producers, and prOgram participants. This cute
discussion Should, however, not be in,tke nature of u on--
manag6ment labor negotiations or proprietor-licensee copy-
right 'clearances, but rather a mutual attempt to ease "the
financial difficulties and adraniStrative burdens presently
inherent on 13oth'sid5p in wide-scale and long-lived use of
US0t-funded projects., (Aleini ff, 1975,-commissioned
paper, p. 42) 4

Disposal of. Income. Several tele ision projects funded by USOE had
c _

hoped to become self-sustainignvor, At least,. help support thlpselves by
j

becoming involve in revenue- generatiJ activities.. Although such Activity

may never gener to enough-revenue to totally support the series' research

and development,. as well as production, it is assumed_ that any money raised

through such activities would be helpful.

There are five diperent USOE regulations which apply to how earned

money fiom fUnded prdjects will be handled <see Aleinikoff, 1975, commis-

sidned paper, pp. 46-68). The regulations. are inconsistent and not neces-

sarily geared to dssisting the. development of better television. "If there

is some logical thread to all of these various regulations, one or more of

o



a

.which may be 'concurrently applicable accordinto its or their terms -71t

is difficult tokfind or justify "- (Aleinikoff, 1975,. commissioned paper, p.

48). Someauggestj00% payment to government; some suggest a 50-50split

0'

A
between the, government and the producers; others suggest the producers

. ,

at keep the funds. or

Neither 100% payment to the government,. 100% reten-. 7
ition by' the grantee. nor 50%-50% sharing can really,141-
cally or morally be defended, n any ground other than
expediency-p-and the vacillations in IJSOE policy from time
to time, program to program and prolect,.to project are-

.

e evidence to that effect. (Aleinikoff, 191'5', commis- /
aper, p. 49)

00,

It is unfortunate that producers of-purpOsiVe cAildren's television

*
may be restricter from phishini activitfea which willgenerate revenues

because of governmental rules. /When CTW's Treasrer, TaMACennedy, tal ed

about setting up revenue-generating activities, belelttheir develop ent

,. /'
.,r

had to come from non-governmental funds.

.\
. . . I didn't dare touch the government funds because

'I didn't want the complications involved. I didn't think,
first of all, that that was what they werergIves to' us'for
and i didn't see any way.in the long- hn 6 convince them
that it would be an advantage to the . .There Wouldn't b
any way through that maze to lite go rnmentfUnds to do
that, (Kennedy-, 1974,'interview)

-

Ingteaa GlIW turned to Private sources

Restrictions whighogon't allow generated revenue to be put back into

the improvement of the series seem not to be in the interest 'of developing

better television. Furthermore, such restrictions may-result in-,the gov-

4 "ernmeni needing to support the series longer and/orin higher amounts than
,

would:otherwise be necessary.' Aleinikoff retommends,that "all prOject in-
.

came should be maintained in a special fund for furthering the distribution
/

and use of the television series from which derived" (Aleinikoff, 1975, com-

miskioned paper, p, 50). That seems not only logical, but fair.

0

F.
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I:,

USOE Priorities Between Starting and Sustaining Children 's Television

-,,..:

Pro ects. 'The'dIfficult questions of assigning criteria and priorities to
. .

-- .

A-
.

/ .

1

.

starting; sustaining, and terminating tycleyision projectsaroselin early.
.1,

discussions with ilsoE peedonnel. In particular, reference was made to the

USOE dilemma of "whatto do" with the Children 's Television Workshop-re-
.

quests for sustained funding,, but the issue is generic as well.

a "
m ,

. .

These questions.are.not like mathematical pdzzles that have a correct,.0-
. .

, , . 40-
.:.1.,A.

.

,711-2answer. They are:Audgmental issues that_ result in one decision or anothqe a ..*:" -.

t rc.:,' t;
. 4 / .. , ., ! - ...0 .

,depending on what fficts, values, ald assumptions are,brought4intothe angl'
-,

.4
ysis. t is overly aimplistic'to look solely for ltlidance to the legislation

,

-.that p s funds, responsibiies, and authority:in USOE's hands in the

I,
firgt pla As indicated in Chapter Three, there has been considerable

aariationlover the years in ho4 USOE oTficialshaVe interpreted theArole .

undervthe'samejegislation.

What is not clear in the concept of short-termirunAng is what1 is sup-.

'posed to happeif a demons6ation or experiment itterevision is success-

.. .

ful. In principle, the failures pose no problem in terms of yefunding with

, 6
short-term( money, but what about. he successes? That fact.that this

\
b now

a very impoitant question is an indication of the lack of USOE policy, and

there is no clear data base on which to make a policy recommendation. As

an attitudinal observation, is interesting that from the field site visits

came the repeated opinion that USOE policy and practice seem more apted

and oriented to putting out brudh fires on a short-term basis than to con-

tinuation of support (or successful projects thet deliver needed services.

a'
It is clear that the queetion of "what do we do if it succeeds" needs care-

ful thought right from the beginning. This applies to the,ESAA programs as

a
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o /-
well as the CTW prograds, as .does P4sky's observation.(1914)'that lack of

fiscal planning Zeads to .a "hando t mentality" that "tends to cripple thg
.

recipients" and "promotes poOr lanning and ineffitient Management"' (p. 110)..

Consider CTW, which has een fund d through tolndations, sale o -

lad products, CPB and th- SPC, and SOE. CTW's support from foundations

for SESAME STREEIT and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY has decreased over time,.hecause
4 .

the role Of foundations traditionally is to provide seed money in high-risk
c.

ventures on a short-t basis. 1oc Howe told us at the Ford Foundation

(1974; interview) th ',0priVate p ilanthropic organiiations should initiate

programs with the a Sistance of 'the government, but the government should

continue suppokt f effective programs once private support is withdrawn.

CTW's.Tom ennedy (1975, interview) explained that the revenue-gener-

ating ports o! CtW, through merchandising of spin-off preiducts,are, as a
4

matter,of principle, not geared to maximum profit in either 'the types of

products selectedor in the mamma- of merchandising them. It would take

far more "hucksterism to,push sales up to the point of netting $10 million

annually afeOf taxes than CTW is willing to-do, accordingtoKennedy.

f
4110

Another category of support for CTW has been through the CPB, and, more

recently, through the Station Program Cooperative of PBS. This source of

suppOrt is stretched to the maximum already, given'the present low funding

of CPB and the SEC. There were -just slightly over 13 million dollars in the

first SPC t1974-75 season); the total represents money, from CPB, from founda-
,.

tions, Ind from local, station budgets. For partial funding of SESAME STREET

and THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, the SPC paid about 4.7 million dollar's to'CTW--

35% of the tbtal SPC dollars. The'SPC gives local PBS stations the'option

of "buying" programs which are listed in ,gatalog. BecaUse of audience de-

..

/

ea

O



/

/ mends for .the services provided.by th

/
+-1

two CTW progiams, most o; the indi-L

:vidual stations bdupt the two CTW p Ograms (145 of 152 licensees bought

SESAME STREET4 143 of 152 licensees bougrt THE ELECTRICCOMPANY) which takes,

more than a third of the ,total fun s available and, thereby, severely re--
.

t
. .

stricts what other programs the stations can affora, regardless of how badly
'

they want these other prog ams in their schedules. The children's' block

I .

draws good audiences for S stations, but it has'not been 'a revenue-gener-
/

. . i
.

ating'audience Dorthoge stations depending on community contributions. )

The contributions throu 1974 tended to come more from older, middle- and
_.--

. .

upper-income families, ith no children at. home (Lyle, 1975, interview).

.

, These families tend t mateh.prOgrame.such as*FIRING LINE and THE ADVOCATES.

Indicationq from the ecodd,SOC, whiCh is in process as this is being writ-'
w.

ten, indicate much t e same pattern for the selection of programs for 1975 -7
°

.
. )k, t!'4

k
,AS detailed in. Chapter,Three; USOE is:strongly inclined'to terminate/ d .

,

riding for SESAME STREE and THE- ELECTRIeGOMPANY. The Ford Foundation,

/
a major supporter of C has announced its intention of terminating sup-

port because of its desire to initiate new projects4 -Ave termination gift.,

For0 gaye OTW.$6 million ta be used.tadevelop rev nue-generating activi-
*4,

ties. If CTV could.not get funding from the Gover ent, the "funder of last

resort,," it may have to consider turning to commer iarebroadcasting. "For
$ ,

the management of CTW t6 accept advertising inv,olv went would require an im-
Ir? .4

mense emotional and intelle ench, a shift,o perspectiy/and value

that some within it dg not, at t is time feel caps le of making , . ."

,

:(Land, 1975, commissioned paper, p. 21).

The problem, butnot it,he so ution, is summarized by. Douglass Cater,
ry

'Director of the Progr on C mmunicatiOn anrociety of the Aspen Institute,

who 'wrote the Iollowi g in 74:.
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rSesame Street"
6

is now four and a ha f years old. On

a cost pet child basis,Tt has beena fa astic bargain..

Yet its egarces of funding--both gover fl-nt and foundation --
appear tosbe drying up. As Richard Po ky

,

suggests, the
most vitical question 'f all maybe w ether a society like

;ours is willing to continue to pay fo its successes.
(Polsky, 1974, p. xiv)

.. , .1

. ,

-iii,-

,

Are reruns the answer? Difficulty in obtaining long-term fundipg Yds

no doubt bee
e

th4 will teminate with a group of

'fered subsequently as a.package fo

.(1975, interview), rerunning THE

a facto in-CTW's receot.decision to enter atwo7year plan

THE ELECTRIC COMPANY'programs to be of-

reruns. As Hartford Gunn pointed' out

LECTRIC COMPANY makes more sense than 're-
,-

the narrower scope of THE ELECTRIC COMPANY'srunning SESAME STREET, because

objective), and the great evolu

, Suchermanord Fdundation (197

tinuing SESAME STREET as a fle

in HEW's agenda; LI particular

served because it is a proven

management systems that cannot

elsewhere.

Peggy Charren, President,

terview)Y stressed. the adminis

cluding reruns for SESAME STRE
4

means of pro:fiding more divers

ority.' Given a good collection

ionary potential of SESAME STREET. Stuart

,'interview); also not4d2elle value.Of con-

ible *ehicle'for future'high priority items

hecstressed that the CTW unit should be pre-
. .

nd unique combihatiop of .creative talent and
c)

, by formula,'r exported and( reconstituted

*

Action for Children's Television (1975,

rative and financial utility of reruns, in-
t

T. The rerun alternative offers another

ty in aildren's progPamming, a high ACT pri-

of programs, she believes that childreo

and new "generationsh of childr n, will continue'to'watch. Rather than con.-

tinge to perfect a single series it would be a better alternative in her

view to Terminate new production, accept the imperfections in that partic-

ular collection ofpragrdms, recy le them on the merits of their good points,.

dnd go on to other series that wil both improve on those imperfections and
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,

r-,
.simultaneously offer's different kind df program. MISTERROGER'S NEIGI;BORHOOD.

. )

'.is doing precisely that (stopping_productioh and going into reruns), and

all indications are, that by offering a five-year package of programs at an

extremely low per-program coat, more,stations will take MISTERROGERS in the

75-76.SPC than any other program. Cost is a very important ingredient for t

managerial acceptance,ofa program; hopefully,' programs will riot be chosen

on cost alone but on how well they satisfy audience heeds.-

C
Eddie Smardan, Vice President, Broadcast Services, Ogilvie & Mather,.

4 ,

. Inc., states:

,) ,

I feel that in the absence of a,subst'antial number of
quality children'.g television programs, and wit -h- the dearth.
of funds and talent to produce them, that CTW is being very.
,shortsighted by insisting on continuing to build a larger
SESAME STREET libraty. While I'm certain that vast improve-

/ ments have been made over the years and that there are many
more improvements that could be made in the future, there is
no question in my mind that the existing inventory wolifid hang
virtually the same impact in reiunssas it hAd during its ()rig-

'. inak rAns. The targeted.audienc has completely turned,over
since SESAME STREET's origins an for that reason. alone would-
find the reruns to be originals. If the enormously talented
group who produced CTW would, direct their time and energy to
developing a new children's format, the same money that would
otherwise go to make new SESAME STREETS could go toward mak-
ing'a whole-new series,therebydoubling the amount of quality
children's programming available through this excellent pro-
duCtion source. (Smardan, letter to Mielke, April 11, 1975)

CTW's Dave Connell (197.4, interview) feels strongly that SESAME STREET

should continue to be developed. He suggested that a comparison of a 1969

show with a 1974 show would indicate the significant degree of change that

has already been incorporated:.. New goals'have been incorporated through

the years, and new goals can continue to; be incorporated. Connell feels

4 thatthe fundamental requirement of in-home, open-circuit television to at-
$

tract a voluntary audience also demands that materials be Continuously up-

dated, because the competition is not remaining static. There is also the

0,4. .4a
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argument of'building on paht experience. Connell said that CTW has gained

a.lot of experienCe in cognitive programming; but is still learning. in the

more difficult areas of affective prOgramming. A similar argument was pre-
.

ented by SESAME STREET's producer'Jon Stone in Land's (1972) review of CTW..

Other relevant cemponents of the rerun new production issue are

such questions as:

1. Have th' potential goals for a vehicle with proven amp.-

ence draw4been exhausted?

2. Can eheexistingsprograms Covering present goals be

improved significantly? Will new productions promise suf-

ficient improvements to be a good investment?

. 3. ,.C-19..the. production organization be restarted if now

i'
t

terminated? s.-

/
4. Are there other programs that the existing organization

'should be making that have higher promise of'pay-off than the

present program?

On the matter of, the impact on the audience siEe if SESAME STREETwere

to go to reruns, there is; in the absence of researc 1,specifically.directed
0

to this question, little in the way of coliclusilie evidence that can -be of4-.

i.*

fered in advance of actually doing it. If done and then determined that it
,

was a bad decision the process is not necessarily reversibieto reconstitute

the talehty. staff, anagement team, reputation, and audience. One opinion

is offered by Broadcasting magazine (March 3, 1975) relating to the greater

use of SESAME STREET repeat segments ih 1974:

"Sesame Street," public broadcasting's
cess, had an average rating of 4.3 in 1974,
average for all.network children's programs
average was down slightly in 1974, with the
able to a greater use of repeat programming.

best known such
as against a 5.7

. "Sesame Street's"'
dip probably trace

In a week,

41,t1..1 r
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) "Sesame Street's" audience builds to a level of almost 147,:''
of all TV, households. (p. 23)

,.
..

. _
.--- 'Givenoconflicting professional opiniqns on the issue 'of rerunning SESAME

.
. .STREET, the issue, if considere4a high - priority decision, could be subjected

.r
.to an empirical market test for,>two to three year period, thus enabling

\...

IP

a d to -based decision. Even SD, the issue is entertwined with other issues,

su h as the viability of the PBS children's block as a whole, the availa-

hility of funding for children' Trograthming 1n4hefirst place, and tie 4

identification of alternatives th t would yield higher pay `offs gerdoilar,

(4.spent.

CTW sees SESAME STREET in two lights: as'a..sontinuing. experiment, and

aS a service (Davidson and Britt, 1974, interviews). An experithent and a'

service have different funding implications.` USOE's investment was'and is

through research and demonstration funds, which is approprilte for the ex-

.perimental aspect, 1 ss so for the continqrg service t. That is the

'basis for the USOE dilemmaat present. sT& dilemma is inheSrently unresolv-

,,able unless and until certain policy deci.sions'are made.
0

#

CY.

The first fundamental decision that USOE must make is whether or not
\

it wants to participate in purposive national television programming in the

first place. If the answer is yes, then a host of systemic requirements

and constraints for national programming, as discussed in C1(apter Two, must

be incorporated, accounted for, and dealt with compatibly. ,Many of these

are outside the manipulable domain of USOE. The value system of the.national
A

broadcaster must be placed alongside the value system of USOE. Continuance

or termination, in the national broadcaster's nrspectivei is ultimately'

determined by audience behavior: the type and amount of audience attracted,
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0
artd the impact on that attracted audience.- It is a process of survival of

the fittest, with accountability ultimately placed in the "hands of the

dience.

, A second fundamental deCision for USOE to make in the realth Ofma onal

purpOsive TV programming is whether it wants-to duplicate the function of.

'..;'13 ..a fc:Undationrassistingekausivly to get thinga stetted, with sustenance*
/

C r
e

<if 4 , s
- .. 4

.. . 11.._ ... .

'.1-1 . for sueseful "take-efts" to. ,come fromisAmep.lace else. Foyndations turn
.

% 4 . .

e
°

tY their' Successful proects primarily t6 government or free eniatIvise for.

*-
.

theAuzipained funding., If USOE would, by residual option, tufn4their due-
,

.

1 ,

te-slifill prvjecti to free: enterprise, the realism and feasibility of such a
.

plan needs far greater suppbrt than clan now be garnered, but it may be pos-
. ..

. 1- . ,

(seeLa 1975; commissioned paper).

il al.

t

It is'unrealistie, and inefficient;to consider major national purposive
.

programming as a short -term venture in,any case. The CTW experience indi-
°

cates that it takes one to two years lust to prepare a major,purposive se-

ries for national distribution, and it takes two to three years of promo-

tion and remake toltdetermine how well it can do in the marketplace.

If the success is judged adequate in the first season, it is reason-

able to expect'greater success in the second season if corrective feedback

0 continues to be incorporated in new production efforts. By the third season,
if

the production agency truly understands'the parameters of its program, and

figeyears villhaveelapsed since initial funding. It is at this

point, four to five years in, that decision-making on thefuture of the pro-

gram will be best inforMed fot such questions as should it termiilate, go

into reruns, continue new production, change course, expand, contract, or

What.
4-- a

1
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A four- to firelyriat commitment raises the stakes in a risky business
6

wellbeyondthe levelsencountaed in small, Uhe4otprojects, and it en-

courages-spreading t \e risks through multiple. funding. By-the end'of four
0 d

or five years, a program eitheiwill,di will not have found. cOnsudermarket
I II

.

loyalty and support, at which time it is reasonable for continuation to be

'determined by the degrpe of consumer demand: The general principle seems,

on balance,' to be reasonable:.

Si

-

1, 'Don't go into national purposive television programming

at ill unless-A:or p to participate for a four- to five7

year period..Peg-variety of checkpoints can be built in which

'could make the funding duration less tbah five years, of

course, but the point is that USOE should be able to specify

-the conditions under which-it is willing to participate foi

a complete marketWsrial, which we estimate at four to five

years .

2. The earlier it is in the five-year period, the more the
/ ..

. .

decision-making is vested in sponsor/producer/distributor

interests. The later it is in the five-year periodre more

the decision- making' is vested in consumer acceptance and demand.

It should be emphasized that ,this goes counter to natural in-
.,

clinatiOnscited some USOE,officialt to increase Federal

control more and more over time.

The mechanism for translating consumer demand into continued support:

may or may not rest most appropriately within USOE, but it would seem to'

S

be an appropriate use of discretionary funds to responsive to: palpable

consumer demand for educational services-via television for the duration of

t
that consumer demand.
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.

No'modal pattern of 'thought has emerged in our investigation on'who

r

J

,Ishould.pay for long-term support or through what mechanism this support

.ishould cope. There has been more input ifboUtCWhat will ngt work (e.g., re-m

.

lianoe on sale of ancillary materials, reliance on.foundations, problems

. . ..

in being "picked up" by commercial television) Lhan'fbout what would work.

In laiinto use of USOE discretionary tudds'for sustained funding atr", . .

least two otheroptionsfiightlbeClonsidered:,, ,

, .. -, .

1. A matching dollar principle, in which the Congress would
, .r..

allocate earmarked mIrney Co CPB for thd purpose of matching
/

every dollar that the SPC is willing to invest in the series.

(The. "match" could be 1 to 1, 1.5 to 1, 2 to 1, or whateVer
10,4.

is,appropriate.) 'The,Congressional allocation would continue:,

'

for as loAg as the SPCAs--willing to support
e

the series on this

( basis. SubvaqatiqAt includeYdongressionit supplements ear-

marked'for particular series versus earmarking foi the generic

category -bf children's programming. An important feature of

thik option is that the mechanism for terming

.1

ing funding is

to reside in the marketplace. The desire i s t minimize

fears that line items, bnce established, tend to go on, in

Perpetuity. We'recognize the a4gument that going to Congress

to request line item-support inevitably politicizes the-de-

cision-making process. If USOE fVils to provide a mechanism
P

for long-term funding,wever, requests to Congress maybe

the

2.

the

only alternative.

Wel_legislatioCould be written

issue of sustained funding,' as a

that addresses specifically

)44
"service" concept, for

demons rably effective programs. This might be administered by

any e of-several Federal les. The principle would be

I
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Ghat "R & D" and "se ice".would each have apprivriate and
, 0

s
- .

pecific legislative aiho4zatio

.

The analysis Of,longtterm funding applies not Only.\toCTW,,but to ESAA

prOjectS as well (and for Sigilar flitureAprojectS). USOE necessarily'makes

-a significant investment when it funds a series for nationakdiStkibution

in the first place. It teems- a1 definitiOnally

Mendous st:L5o7up costs. `for asingle broadcast season, and.then withdrawisup-
c, 70v.

port to go on;to other pOjecta, Had, VILLA ALEGRE been dealt with the

wasteful to pay the tre-

-

manner recomMendid earlier in

- pft
thiness of the orgOnitation and of

dhapter careful scrutiny for.Wor-

the proposal; adkrande specification of

procedural '"rnles the game" -and t en maximum freedom), and had VILLA

ALEGRE then.;,been, s rted not only for

and%firSt peabon start-up, but also for

recommended abRve USOE would at

1-2 years research, development,-

two to three seasons on the airs as

least know what its national audience could

14; the EC/TV Staff would knoW fairly well what la program vehiclecould

and,could not do;. evalu4tions could be in the so something could'

be learned from its successes and failures; and a fair iiarket.trial either,

would.or would not have generated ,sufficient consumer demand igr continu-
o

ance. Instead, we've been given a costly production, with little inforMa=

tion as to its effector how it cQuld have developed into a valuable national:

experience..

To continually fire-up,and terminate, which appears to be USOE's com-

mon practice, without allowing sufficient time to develop or sufficient time

determine success, would appear to be an inefficient use of Federal dol-

lars, so far as national television programming is concerned. A limited- -

channel national distribution system will only accept a relatively,few
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dren's programs,In any case. These few should be well- funded in the first

place, and fumed for a sufficient time for a fair market trial.- .A policy

.1'.

-.

is sorely needed..to determine the means by:which "survivors" of 4e-fait

_t
can

- \ _
market triaVcan be funded for the-duration of *demonstrable consumerAemand

I. 4
A .,

0,for the ,program.

Alternative Models for Developing National Programming for Children.

. Production Agency Model dl Program Development. CommeiCial tele--

vision uses many program suppliers' who are not themselves broadcast licen-

sees or network owned--e.g., Mary Tyler Moore Productions, Chuck Barris,

etc. Public broadcasting has also engaged several such agencies: Bilin-
.

gual Children's Television, Children's Television Workshop, Education

Development Center, to name a few. Here,-in public broadcasting, the man-
,

agement of the independent production agency coordinates the entire link-

age in the system: funding, production, distribution, and so(forth. Be-

ing neitVer a funder nor a distributor, it must satisfy the requirements'

at both.- The agency could be primarily a management team, subcontractiug

,
. , i

all production. By virtue-of being tleither an institutional funder nor

distributor, the production agency has thewidest latitude of entrepreneurial

freedom in developing and producing programs.

b. PBS Model of Program Development. PBS,.per se, does not produce

programs. Individual station members of PBS propose programs for PBS to

carry, programs whicfi can be funded by a variety of sources: CPB, founda-

tion, corporate underwriting, or government funds.- Last year, PBS devel-

oped-the Station Program Cooperative_,(SPC) which allows stations, to-choose.

the programs they wish to carry-but dem.ands,*that the stations help pay for

the developmentiand production of the program. Because of the limited funds
`!"-Y
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available to Vie SPC, hOwever,4it is unlikely that the individual stations'

will collectively pay for the development of new purposive programs for chil-

dren, when their can use`the same dollars to bureogrdms with a known track

record. It would seem logical that partial of a new program

by the governmedt, a foundation or a corporation, which would lowerthe ac-

tual price of the program to each participating station, would i7crease the

likelihood of the stations investing in new prokram development.

c. CPB Model of Program Development.. CPB has a plan for national

needs assessment, for commissioning and production.of responsive pilots,

and for diatribUtion of resultant. series over PBS 66r two years. If PBS's

SPC then picks up the series, it would continue with PBS money; otherwise

new production ceases. USOE coul,d participate in this system in various
Jir;

ways. USOE could come to'CPB with its priority list, and try to persuade

CPB)to addressthe problem 774 with CPB's own money. USOE cold ascertain

CPB's interest in a problem area and then transfer funds for CPB, production

and management throughout the rest of the system. USOE could join CPB in

a joint request' to Congress that the CPB appropriation be expanded by X dol-

lars to permit R &,D in a particular problem area, thus bypassing direct',
0

USOE adminisCrative-responsibill.ty. Advantages of utilizing CPB's manage-

tent are that (1) it capitalizes

sulation of the program producer

fore, provides greater assurance

munity, not a Federal- 'monitor of that community, is making the management

and aesthetic decisions and, presumably, is better pfepated to make broad-

on one of CPB's reasons for being: in- N4

from Federal content control arid, there- 0

of distribution; (2) the professional,com-

casting decisions; (3) CPB can offer d-"package deal" to -USOE at a single

price.

'Representatives of-both-CPB and PBS captioned, however, about going

I

4
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exclusively to funding through CPB (Gunn, 1975; Quayle, 19.75, interviews),

the general principle being that ifall the eggs were'put in the CPB has-

let, and if CPB should fail in some way or weakefi its insulation from gov-
t

ernment control, then the consequences could be dire. Both favored the .

maintenance of funding diversity for public broadcasting., In Oarticulati

instances, however, funding through CPB might be an excellent alternative.

d. Providing Alternatives and Letting the Marketplace Decide. As step
.

one,-this variant modes would have USOE funding several different pilots in

a problem area high on USOP's agenda. Arrangements would be made to show

all pilots on P14., The pilots should be desigued to stand alone as single

programs, yet be.capable.of expadsion into a full series. USOE then would

put earmarked money into the SPC (i.e., those SPC \funds could only apply'to

one or more of the USOE-sponsored programs). Thenvarious series proposals

cwould be entered intwthe SPC,o after all pilot had been aired. If the SPC

does'not pick up any of the proposed series, the project dies, but much

money would have been saved in the long run. If more than:one series is

picked up, with a fixed SPC supplement.by USOE, that moans the stations

were sufficifantly enthusiadtic about themand thought they would satisfy

a real need to the extent that they pueup their.flowe money to receive

As a possible example of how this mechanism might work,(/ the early choices

made by stations in the second year SPC might prove helpful. Each station

was given'a catalog of all programeavailable through the SPC and was asked

to state their "first-round" preferences for programs they would like to

carry. BothGARRASCOLENDAS"und VILLA ALEGRE were in the catalog for funding.
NA

. of productions. Of the 136 programs offered, 44 of the 154 lide.ns4bs showed

6t*
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a preference for VILLA ALEGRE, while 19 showed w'preferenCe for CARRASCOLENDAS
, 0

VILLA ALEGRE ranked 60th of the 136 programs offered; CARRASCOLENDAS ranked

107th. The comparison may not be fair because CARRASCOLENDAS was offering

programs for the 1976-77 season, while VILLA ALEGRE wasoffeAng programs for
.

the 1975-76 season and the CARRASCOLENDAS package was being offered at a
.

higher cost per program. It does lead to the interesting observation, how-
,

*

ever, that the station managersthe persons legally responsible to serve

community needs- -made the opposite preference between the two programs than

the Federal advisory panel the previous year, which rited CARRASCOLENDAS

higher than VILLA ALEGRE. As areault, CARRASCOLENDAS was funded and VILLA

ALEGRE was not. It lends credence to the notion that the'public station man-

agers, who ought to be better equipped to know the needs of their communities,

can have useful input into program funding decisions and 'that those decisions,

may differ'significantly from national proposal review panels made up largely

of non-broadcasting people. Unfotunately, neith r of the programs survived

e4//7

the 1975-76 SPC.

Stations under the SPC plan are encourag to obtaiff audience partici-

pation in the

tion managers

place than a'

broadcasting.

selection process, but even if the decision is made by sta-

r

alone, it is probably a more valid reflection of the market-

smaller, centralized review panel with minimal expertise in

SPC endorsement'would carry with it the guarantee of distri-
J.,

bution, which a USOE panel endorsement would not. Once into the SPC, the

question of sustaining versus terminating support could be determine for

lilUSOE by the marketplace itself. USOE could have man); gradations other than

° "all or none" fundIng; access to the distribution system would be handled

/

in a reasonable wan and, Importantly, d cisions to continue or terminate.

would at least partially be determined-b marketplace mechanisms:

4.,A4Ar'

(

046



e. USOE Use of an "External" National Professional Advisory Group.

- This model has two distinctive features: (1) the minimization of USOE ad-

- ministrative investment by using non-governmental advisors drawn from pro-
.

fessional broadcasting; and (2) inclusion of input from commercial

casting at several levels proposal writing, review, pilot production/

review, series,production, and series distribution. The Educational

Amendments of'1974, Title IV, Section 402, authorize contracts with public

and :private agencies; organizations, etc.,,and this is. interpreted as per-

mittintthe, participation of commercial broadcasters in utilizing discre-

tionary,fundwunder the Special Projects Act.

Commercial broadcasting would be represented in a distinguished.adlii-
.

sory board,'as would public broadcasting, and USOE. This board would be

involved directly, or through delegation with advisory hoard review, in the.'

foll6Wing sequence, outlined here only in broad brush-stroke form:

1. .USOE solicitation of brief:(e.g. , five-page) preliminary

proposals from all qualified 'organizations, profit or non-

profit. The announcements should include the minimum amount'

of restrictions ft tb guide the thinking into areas

relevant to USOE.

2. The advisory board (or its delegations would pick the six

(or so) that showed highest promise according to both USOE

criteria and broadcasting criteria.

3. The / selected six organizations would prepare full -blown

proposals for a pilot,.as well ai a preliminary outline for an

entire series. Partial funding for pis proposal development

should be considered.'
r 410

4. The advisory board (or its delegations) would,,according to

:rZ 3

A
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the saM.tt, eri used previously, select three of the six

for pilot production. Deliverables would include not only ,

thepilot,but a retailed proposal for an entire series.
.

. .

5. Upon submisiio of the three pilots and 'accomPaning

materials, the.adv sort' board would select one for full se-

ries production.

,6. In a manner sim lar to-the offerings of the ESAA programs,

the completed seriA would be offered to all stations and

cable systems, commercial and public, free of charge (assum-

ing that alis,concept has now been "de-bugged"), with appro-

priate restrictions 4on use, commercials, etc. If'two or more

stations in the same rket would bid for the program, USOE,

or some delegate of USO woulcf,decide which bidder's service

would best serve the pub is interest.

#

No attempt is made to present thisor other models as developed in

enough detail to be functional id their present form. This particular model

was developed in the belie& that commercial.distributZtorof purposive pro-

gramming would, in many cases, be in USOE's add the. ptiblices'interest. It

is further believed that the probabilities of commercial distribution might

be. enhanced by the participation of commercial broadcasters in the decision-

making procest,'and in the use of a broader pool of talent in the competi-
4

tive selection sequences. Multi-stage models will undoubtedly cover pore'

than one fiscal year,.end such models could bemore rationally administered

under'legislaiion that allowed "carry-over" funding from one year to the

next within some reasonable interval.

41.

Cooperative Funding for DifferentParts of the,Television PrqCess.
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This model was presented by a USOE official. In it, USOE would fund activ-

-*ties suchas needs assessment and curriculum development.up to the point

1.1Is

of actual production activities (scripting, casting,:producing). Non-Fed-
# 4

era' funding would then be engaged for the entire production phase, totally
.

wi,out Fe4eral interference or control. Federal funding could then re-

engage at subsequent phases of utilization and evaluation iNeben, 1975; in-

terview).

g. Multiple vs. Single Funders. There are several advantages to
. -

multiple funding for television series. Risk capital is spread around.
, . . /

, . .

No single funder.has autonomy in the,control of program development or con-
.

tent. There is reason to believe that an idea has merit. if several organi-

zations are willing to put.money into it. Collectively, it is possible to

n.

afford higher quality production than the single funder could provide, as-

demonstrated-by AIT and CTW. An outside funder can "save" a program that

would otherwise be terminated, as demonstrated by ZOOM. (The "redcue"

fdnction could also be applied by USOE to save-outside-funded programs

marked for termination.) In general, there is considerable value in multi-.-

ple funding. 1

.s

h. Valueto USOE of "One-stop Shopping." Discussion has been made

in Chapter Two of the complex sub-systems that must coordinate before .a

program is on the air nationally.- The professional public broadcasting com-

munity encompases these subsystems, and:can give.the highest assurance (that

can beglven at all) that.the system as a whole will function. It would

be duplicative, wasteful,-And inefficient for USOE to attemilt an internal

'replication or adiinistrative microcosm of "the system," f.;r USOE to get

v

involved administratively in such specializations as scripting, ptoductioni

union °negotiations, clearances and copyrights, casting, editing, promotion,

si, 4-a w.31
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distribution, utilization, formative and summative evaluations, and so forthl
1

It is a significant service.to'XSOE to be able to.tap a responsible manageL

ment system, within the professional broadcasting community, that can de
,

liver the dgdtdinated package to USOE for one price.

. USOE Funding Control.' There is an increasing concern in the
rP

public broadcasting community aboutFederal control of the content in tele-

vision programs fered for national distribution. This is based'on a legal

and philosophical commitment that public broadcasting not become, and mit'

be perceived as becoming, a government informatiou.distribution agency. PBS

and CPB are currently developing more formal policy on the issue of the a-
-

mount 'oi real'or perceived governmental control that can be accomodated with-

in the national distribution system. PBS-is now operating'under interim,

criteria and guidelines pn government underwriting; these include questions

designed to determine if the funder hasor could influence the program di-

rectly in such areas as casting, scripting, production, program review.

likThe concerns are real, and, at one time or another, Feder officials have

I'reportedi : 1 ) required prikr script approval; (b) insisted on cast changes;

(c) required pilot approVal; (d) required content changes; (e) required prof-
, \

ects officer and funder-head approval at five aeparate stages throughout.

4
the production process; (f) repeatedly denied Binding because one or more

proposed advisory board members were judged "not acceptable ";. and.(h) re-

6uested personnel changes. Thes,cltegories above are based on anecdotal

ports gathered in various interviews, 4nd not all of these reports have been

validated independently by us. The_anecdotes.did not derive entirely.from

aeries studied in this and-not necessarily even within USOE, but

came from general dealings-w th the Feaeral goviernment. Comments from HEW

offidials that they saw no difference between the sponsor-ppduction rela-

Of. 5..4-0
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, tionship in commerical television and the Federal government- production re-

.

lationship in public broancasting, and that Federal control "comes with
7

the_territory" were not reassuring.

Another fear expressed was4that two offices, both within HE, and hence

both ultimately under the same administrative direction, could advertently

or inadvertently coincide to bring great pressure on a public station to

brdadcast Federally-sponsored programming. The hypothehical instance Amag-
.

ined by one public broadcaster was that someday a representative fiom the

HEW Office of Civil Rights might charge that a station was not giving minor-
.

ity group X.enough coverage, and that if this were not corrected quickly,

Certain b'ad,consequenVes,could be expected--like termination of funding for

thqir new facilities., Immediately afterward, a representative from the USOE

ESAA. programs for minorities might say to the station Manager: "We have

this free program on mighotity 4ouP X. If you ruin it, it will take care of

the problem uncovered by the Office of Civil Rights representative." In

such combinatiOn, the pressure frim the government on the station to run

the program would be considerable.

There is concern in,the public broadcasting community that dontract

or even grant specifications" could'be' written so precisely. as to function

as con ent.control becadse of the lack of options. There is concern that

the Federal. definition of responsibility in adminiptering public funds goes

beyond the responsible selection of grantees/contracteeg into,monitoring

at all stages of the project, where most of the issues of governmental con-

trol and_influence come about.
.0*

)
There is a strong desire to keep the integrity ofth% television pro-

*

ducer or national'programming ihtact, and free from interference from the

7

tl
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funder. This applies equally to non-governmental funders, such as b.orpora-
,

tions and foundations, as well as.fo governmental funders. To aehieve this.
. , ,

and kill retain the desired diversity of funding,repreSentatives of-CPB

and PBS have suggested the workabilityPof a standardized contract which

would spell out in detail the required collitions to be met before a pro-
.

gram or foseries could be accepted r national distribution. Such a contract,.
4

could ierve an-educativelunction in the sense that it could spell out the

internal decision-making within PBS prerequisite to distribution. It could
-9,

.specify,technical requirements, timetables, and it could specify operation-

ally meant Eby insulating the pooducec, from the fundr. This could"

even be so specific as 'to require that the funder deal only with production

agency management, never directly with the roduter. There is general be-
.

lief at CPB and PBS that such a carefully-considered contract made generally
1

available to typical funding' agencies would help avoid in thelfAture some

of the problems being faced currently with the actuality or-the perception

of funder control over content. Such a standardized contract is seen both

as an aid t9pthe funder and as a protection for the-broadcaster, and,-by ,

extension, for the public. Adherence to 'such a standardized contract would

keep the door open for a diversity of.funders as well.

Administrative Alternatives for U
4F"

Id the course of the investiga-

tion,tion, there was near-Unanimity among Federal personnel and among site visit

interviewees that the MEW administrative structure for handling television

projects was, problem-ridden. Stronger' statements were that a complete over-

haul was necessary;, the mildest statements were that improvements could Cer-

tainly'be made,

What might be the fundamental. paradigm of the problem? It seems that0
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.

most problems are in one way or another traceable the vast heterogeneity
I

of Federal interests funneling into a broadcasting co unity that is more

homogeneous. The broadcasting community, which has relatively good internal

,

cohesion and oammunicatibn, is the outlet for a widevariety of Federal nroj-

ects that suffer high turnover of personnel and that cannot be character-
,

ized as. having good internal cohesion and communication.

With the ubiquity of television, it is sometimes erropeously.assumed'

that the television community--writers, producers, directors, technical

staff, evaluators, station managers, etc. - -is accordingly large; it is not,

particulaily in public television. Essentially the same system,even the

same people in the same components of the system, deal with a tremendous

0
piariery of program, material, some 'a which is funded by the Federal gnvern-

.

4iment. The same laws, re<ulatio4s, traditions, opportunities and cOnstraints

enerally apply across the lArd. The tip of the funnel can be made larger

or smaller by adding or removing alternativps to PBS as a distiibution sys-,

teM; however, the \ssential process of funneling remains unchanged. The

more DEW and USOE can 4in their own and the public's interests, work cow-

patiby with the broadcasting community.at the tip of the funnel, the better.

It is assumed that the systemic requirements of.national broadcasting

Will continue to maintain this relative homogeneity. Therefore, to deal)

effectively with that community, the DHEW shduld "homogenize" 4.e., bring

into a consistent, opordinated, compdt ble form) its television interests

through an organizational unit that an rIlate DHEW's intereststo.the broad-

casting community in an effectivemanner, which would be a significant serv-.

ice not only to the broadcaster, but even more so to DREW. J.
6

. -
.

There is agenerally- erceived.need for improvement ,of co4mmunicatiOn

ye
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I,

within DHEW and USOE about telecommunications projects and:a need for im-

proved communication BetweLn Federal funders and the prOfessional brOad-

casting community. Several suggestions for administra iv improvements

within DHEW/USOE seem to be worth, considering.

so-

a. Inter - agency and Intra-agency Advd.eory Panels. One suggestion is

to formally establish panels Which would facilitate internal communication

and coordination of various teledommunications projects.' Be er comm

cationwithin DHEW should result from establishMenbyOf an in rta enc .pd el,

such as has been employed previously.in the broad area Of early childhood

research and development, -which met o casionaAly with representatives from
)

USOE, NIMH' OCD and so forth. There might be valOg'in formalizing a simi-'
4'.

lar panel of an advisory)nature which wop140heal with telecommunications

projects. This advisory panel could be headed' by a person in the DHEW

Secretap's office, primarily assigned to telecdmmunications, wh would co-

ordinate regular meetings to disCuss tetecomiiunIcations ideas and problems

with repretentatives from USOE, NIMH, and so p . The assignment of a per-

son to telecommunications and the creation df an inter-agency panel should

encourage better,communicatsion and coordination of all television projects

contemplated by DHEW withii a common and consistent policy.
4 .

The representative on the DHEW inter-agency panel from USOE should

probably be someone from the dffice of the mmissioner of Education, and
4

could be<a=opereon designated_ as an Assist t to the Commissioner on Tele-
.

communications. One of the functions of this.perspn would be to keep the

Commissioner, informed about the extent and nature of past, present and

planned television efforts within USOE and DHEW gen rally. This person

could also establish an intra-agency.advi ory panel ithin USOE and coor-
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II

.

0
dinate thatApanel's.activity. This person Id the infra- agency panel

should rvult,i AMprolied coordination within .USOE of all telecommunica-.

tions projects; representation on the inter-agency panel should facilitate

coordination and communication of"television activities with DHEW also.

The communication outside DHEW/USOE might be improired if the ,Person

assigned to teldcommunications by t4 Secretary would meet with people from

PBS, CPB, NAB and representatives of other Federal and non-Federal organi=c
. .

lotions. Such meetings Kobably ought to be formalized and could be coor-

dinated by some group, the NAEB for example, and should provide for improved

communication between the organizations likely to fund television projects

and the organizations important V) the implementation of programAdeas. It
0 A

is anticipated that additional staff and expense involved, if any, would be
t ..%

,* .

minimal, and could be agood investment indeed.

Three levels of coordinating activities.are thus envigioned:

1. DHEW (Special Assistant to the Secretary) with reprteent-
,

atives of the professional broadcasting community. The put-
.

pose here would be to develop and maintain long-range'policy,

and to have this entered at a.high level in DHEW so that

consistency throughout the many subdivisions could be feasi-

bly administered and monitored,',
V

2. DHEW with the representatives of all DHEW ggencies,
.

such as .USOE. The USU. repiesentative would he an

Asiistadt to the Commissioner on Telecommunications.

3. USOE ( Assistant yo the 6=Isloner on Telecommuni-

cations) with representatives of all USOE subdivisions

using or planning the use of television.

A-. A
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b. HEW Office of Television. A More extensive change was rec6mmended

by.Ambrosino (1975, commissioned paper), who urged formulatiOn of an HEW-
4

single Office of Television to oversee all on-air television. projects,

.to control all HEW monies allocated to the use of television, to solicit,

evaluate, and fund all proposals for on-air television projects,"to stimu-

late research and'evaluation to function as HEW advocate in the cause of

purposive uses of teleyision,,and to work out a short-term and long-term%

policy for cbnsistent application within HEW. Personnel in suchNan Office

of Television would need experience and credentials in both broadcasting

and content, so"that they could guide early planning along channels' that7#

would eventually find acceptance and distribution in the broadcasting com7;_.

munity.

Reactionm.to date on this "complete o

the following concerns:.

1 Such an Office of Television would generate a grea4, con-

lNr A,

mil" approach have Indicated'i
%.

centration of power, which, in turn, has.other potential con-
_

gequences:

a'. thetdanger of even greater Federal involvement/

control in content areas;
-4

b. the possibility of ,stifling creative. suggestions

on the Use of television that might emerge from more,

diverse administrative units; and

c. the difficulty in attr4acting and retaining the

"super- qualified" people that such'a powerful office

would require.

2. At a pragmatic level, it would'be extremely difficult to e

4fect such an.extensivereorgamization.

,71)
z +AO
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USOE. Office of Telecommunications:. There are a number of people

at USOE who feel that the.National Center for Educational Technology (NCET)

as a good idea and, if given a fair chance might be a vOldable alterna-

tive to consider now. NCET was established by Commissioner.Marland in early

1972 as one of five "think tanks"' ld provide a centralized lace-

tion within USOE for discussion of po icy-related doncerns and expertise:

detailed in Chapter Three,_because of personalitied, personnel'turn-over

nd,Congressional'action, NCET diesipated by mid 1973.' It would appear that'

ere is now justification-to-giv11 consideration of establishment of al
.

it similar to NCET within USOE.

There are strengths and weakn sses in each of the organizationarop-

tions described above, and we urge \consideration of all of them to find the

0'

optimum ,mix of.. effectiveness and feasibility.

Federal Use of,Qommercial TV.

a. The Case for Using Commercial Television. As discussed,in Chapter

Two, the economics of television are 'such that the more people reached with

a program, the cheaper the'cost per exposure. As such, the system which

provides the largest audience potential is the system which should be used.

There are several,reasons organizations support4pg purposive children's tele-
,

vision, should consider'4istributidh-bn'commercial television as one possii
. .

ble alternative: more people are potentially reachable with commercial TV

(97 percent via commercial television vs. -80 percent via public telgvi--

sion); the majority of commercial stations are VHF while the majority of

'public stations are UHF (VHF is usually.a clearer signal, covers a wider

area and is easier to tune on most sets); and.peOple are accustomed (habit-

_uated) to watching commercial television--more than 60. percent of the U. S.

households with television setp:wetch commercial television each night--.
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but the typical piblic station teaches only about one percent of the audi-
-Q.

ence on the average.

It has been said that the best quality television, o
the average, is aired by PBS, yet it reaches and influences
far fewer people than its counterpart, the world of Commer-
cial television. Any activity or support in which,the Fed-
eral government is involved'shoUld certainly include cover-
age of the commercial area, since that's where most televi-
sion is logged and is viewed.

As valuable and as appreciated as PBS and CPB are, they,
tepkesent the tip of the. iceberg; and although Federal_gov-
ernmenesupport is enjoyed by us all, far more could be ac-
complished with an imaginative and pragmatic approach to the
battles being waged in the major arena. (Garrison, letter
to Mielke and Johnson, 1974).

The truly cost-conscious program producer is going to hope for the

maximum potential exposure.at the lowest cost. For television programs in
/ ,

.

. the J.1." commercial television offers that alternative. It.can also be.

, I,

assumed that the more people reached with a well-designed purposive program,

'5he greater, the potential effect or benefit. As aconsequence, Federally

supported purposive children's'programming should ex pros and cons'

of commercial television asia distribution vehicle.
. 1 w.

. . i
)

. b. Soma Reasons for Caution. There are several reas s commercial

television stations Object tocarrying Federally sponsored p rposive chil-

dren' 'shows, which need to be pointed out. While the gover nt may pko-

vide the program free to the station, it will most likely'not all& the

station to carry ach.!er4sements within the program. Most persons produc-,

ing purposive shows feel that the programs which are :6ing to improve the

well-being ,of childrIp-should not "exploit" them at the same time by di-
'

rectingadvertising at them during the program.

Virtually all persons responsible for producing programs examined in

this report would resist strongly any attempt, to place commercials within

1

1
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their programs. There is also resistance to clustering commercials before

or after the program. The, program people feol that a "clever" advertiser

could make it appear as it he, or she sponsored the program; the "stars"

i from the program could be used in commercials (especiall if the program

#

is in reruns). They feel .that the government would be lea ing to commer-
.

vial exploitation of children by supporting a program and in effect,.lead-
-

ing the child to the commercial.

Speaking for myself, I don't wp.qt to sell Wheaties,I don't
'went to sell GM, I don't want itt sell Mattel toys; I want
to-talk to kids about gr ineupd (DeAvila, 1975, interview)

Some programmers'interviewe n thid study feel a public service alhounce-

,

ment or a station promotion should'be the only announcements before or af-

ter the prOgram and thereby insulate the program from commercial 1ppeals.

USOE officials, however, have offered, the ESAA series to all commercial.

television stations. In a letter mailed to each television station manager,

Ira

the following statement was made:

'Commercial stations airing ESAA-TV programs may not insert
commerciAt spots within shows.. However, a station may sell
the broadcalt time to.a sponsor willing to limit itself to

~a- single credit identification at the end of the program.
(You are, of course, free to cluster spots around an ESAA-TV
program.) ( Goldberg, letter, 1975; emphasis added)

This offer has been objected to by BC /TV principals on grounds that the free-
.

dom to "sponsor" ESAA programs violates the intent of the legislation:

Dr. Goldberg is now offering such programs,as VILLA
ALEGRE to the broadcasting industry Tree of chargi. While.
this alunificent gesture is laudable that it provides greater 4

accessibility of good programs toall children, we must take
exception to the license being given to broidcasters to sell

'commercials and/or to cluster sponsdrship messages at the open=
ini and closing of each show. Clustering of commercials will
allow spdhsors one minute, forty seconds of comm4rcial input
into each of 65 shows - generally broadcast twice daily, six
days a weak.

t's i
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if we assess Viewing pa)tterns of minorities in this
country we know they develop strong allegiances to companies
that'uovide them with entertaining programs. I fear that
singular or cluster spots will develop those harmful' alle-
giances by parents and children toward products that really
do not deserve these loyalties. The principal target audi-
ence of ESAA teleNOsion programs are ideal consumers whose
level of sophistic4tion Ili' questioning value and effect of-
products is limited.

. I have protested -this move by Office of $ducation,
feeling the commercialization of federally sponsored projects
is inconsistent with ESAA legislative intent, incompatible to

, guidelines published in theFederal Register last year . . .

(Cardenas, letter to Chairen, April 15, 1975)
A

Theffer has been dri cited by ACTon grounds that the commercials are
t

not only a of, profiting from Federally-provided programming, but that
. -.

many of the, commercials directed to children result in actual detrimeits
\
ito their well being" (Chdrren, 1975, interview)^. The offer.has been defended

by ESAA-TV Program Officer Dave Berkman on grounda.that the. DOE legal coun-
.

sel ha4 interpreted the offer be within Congressional. intent, and .that

%restrictions on allowing commercials be ore and after an ESAA-TV program

would effectively kill chances of divribUtion at desirable times on com-

mercial stations (Berkman, memo to Mielke et al., April 1, 1975). The is-,

sue at thig,writing is unresolved.

, -

From commercial broadcaster's point of view, the. most attractive of-
..

fer would be to allow commercials both within and around a free program.

Next would be permission to cluster commercials before and after a free pro-

gram. Least attractive of all would be a requirement
:o
of public service an

nouncements (or their equivalent) before and after the free program. The

order of preferability is reversed for the program' producers interviewed.

A genuine dilemma of trade-offs is presented between greater exposure of a

socially desirable e(ies and perceived greater-risk of exploiting the very

target population the series is designed to help.

1,4
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The "free " prograi, even/if accepted-by the commercial broadcaster

with the stipulatiOri that, there be no a ertising, cannot serve to dissi-

pate the audience flow of the station or the operator loses money. Addi-

tionally, broadcasters need to be concerned with the demographics of the

audience. Even a highly rated "kids" show'may give the. broadcaster trou-

ble in attracting more valuable.audience demographics following the program.

O

Ont other related consideration is thS6ven if the stations accept

purposive children's programs-thobe programs must.appeal to a large audi-

ence Of.children. There is little chance of accepting programming designed

to sery selective audiences, such as the handicapped, or even the

economically diSadv aged. The recognition that commercial mass televi-

sion cannot serve the small specialized audiences was one of the reasons

public television was established, and even public television is limited

in how'small the potential audience can be. The programs need relatively

broad appeal Wore stTions can justify broadcagiting them (see Mendelsohn,

1975, Commissioned paper, p. 24).

Another consideration which heeds'some discussion is generally labeled

A

as a Fir t Amendment concern on .the part of commercial broadcasters. Their

concern is that Federal dollars lead to Federal control and some suggest

)6'
.

that the government has no business being in commercialteleVision at all..

The medium, it is argued, must not be beholden to vv-

ernm t for any portion of its financing; otherwise, there

is dang of a loss of control, albeit subtly f' TOe fear of

a government-managedmedium whose ultimate function is thatr-

of national "brainwashing" may or may not be justly.gtourided-

it-is quite real, a condition of mind that calls for contin-

uing sensitivity and.understanding on the part of funding

agencies. (Land, 1975, commissioned paper, p. 11)

The concern exists and i particularly strong at one network. we'visite4

,

_
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the others were no less concerned but were Open to discussing the, possibil7

ity of government involvement. CBS executives expressed some doubt that

even acceptiace.of government sponsored/produced segments was a good policy.

OCD had given money to a packager for production of info ln ,11 segments

which appeared on CAPTAIN kANGAR00. There was a greayeal of blicity

about the segments and CBS received some criticism. in the press'kUr accept-

ing government funds to do what the press felt a broadcaster or network

should feel obligated to. do with their,dwn fdnds. -A second series of seg-

ments was produced and carried about a year later without publicity and with

little press criticism. Even so,.tile experience was labeled by network per-
.

sonnel as'an "unusual situation" which may have happened withoUt full exec-

utive consideration and in any event was not likely to be repeated. Fur-

thermore, the person who was involved in developing some of the segments

felt that such development couldfonly take place under a sole-source con-

tract and be the result of unique persOnal relationships: (1) between

funder and developer; and (2) among developer, talent and the network
qt)

(Sloan, 1975, interview). BeZaUse of these factors, the likeliihotd of rep-

licating the CAPTAIN KANGAROO segment experience seems small.

Individual station operators appear to be less concerned about First

Amendment arguments--many have carried governmentally funded programs as

a public service. Suffice to say, however,, First Amendment concerns exist,

and although they don't preclude discussion of Federal participation, aware-

ness of their existence may result intter communication during.diussion.

A final concern in Federal.involveMent in commercial television needs

brief mention. Unions have been very cooperative in prOduction of programs
J

fOr non-prdfirf educative purposes. Once- purposive programs are offered
e

4 tr)

O.. ,..(3
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to commercial stations, and the stations stand tb profit from them in some

teasure (e.g., by clusterinecommerdials), the unions have the right and

the likelihood to ask for a fair share of the revenue generated by the pro-

gram. In essence, offering the programs to commercial tele sion may mean

,itotally different union arrangement. This is pot to suggest at the of-
na.

fering presents an impossible dilemma, but prudence dictates that suci nego-

tiations take place long before a,decision is made to use the program com'

mercially.

c. The Reason Use of Commercial Television Be Possible Today.

One should not conclude that the Federal government has no role to play in

commercial television, but the role is limited. "To do so most effectively,

it must work within the stru ure, and in tune with the. dynamics of the com-
.

mercial system, appreciating' t1 constraints which bind it and'its built,

in limitations" (Land, 1975, commissioned paper, p. 1). The commercial

networks have expanded thir children's program offering the past few yearN

"This expanded activity leaves little room for additional programming for

which government might be responsible" (Land, L975, commissioned paper,'p. 3).

Effortrfb schedule educational programs for children
tend to runt against the commercial grain of the affiliate
system. This.is.not to' say children's programming in the
afternoon or early evenlIg is ruled out, es the networks',
success in clearing the needed time for their afternoon ape---

cials demonstrates. The stations may be irritated by the
breaks in their own, schedules, dnd.the lose of advertising
revenue; they appear to be willing to accept the network
program, however, as part of the overall public service that
isa condition of4heir licenses. (Land, 1975, commissioned

per, p. 5)-,,

,-
The stations may also feel'more compelled to accept purposive program-

.

ming, whether Federally funded or not, due to pressures from the public in-

terest groups.and the FCC. Public interest groups have contended that the
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broadcaster owes the public for the right to broadcast; profit concerns can-
.

0

not,be paramount at all times.

The FCt adopted A policy statement on children, largely as the result

of interest group pressure, on October 24, 1974, which, in, effect, said

that stations should devote a "meaningful" amount oftime to ,children's

programming, at various.times throughout the week and that a "reasonable"

amount of the programming should be informational/educational in nature

and not purely entertainment. The FCC used the example of WILD KINGDOM as.

a kind-of program which typically is defined as instructional. This mayj-
4

result in creating a greater demand for cTdran's'programs.

4'1.

Additionally0-the recent 'family viewing" code adopted by the National-

Association of Broadcasters'may also mean that television station operators

"will be more receptiVe to new programs directed at children. The code sug

gests that programs broadcast during the first hour_of prime time and the

preceding hour should be programs with a minimum of sex and violence so

that "family viewing" can take place.

There is little likelihood that the FCC policy statement or the revised

NAB code will result in a great increment in purposive high-6;st instruc-

tional programming of the type that has been the focus of this report. None-

thele0, commercial stations may be more receptive to that type of Oogram

than they previously have been.

There are those in the commercial field who would weldome government
. A

assistalpe, at least in the development of a_pilot._ Hobert Garrison,..pro-

duceria BIGHBLUE,,MARBLE, feels that government support of pilots for pur-

posive programming would be very helpful. He ifeelsa pilot is most neces7

V. a
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sary in order to really determine whether an idea on .paper can become a

succdtsful television program, but pilots cost money.

Alphaventure as a produption company'vas extremely
fortunate to meet with ITT at the precite moment in time
that the corporation wanted to expand its activities in
areas of social responsibility to encompass the entire world
and Alphaventure wanted to develop "Big Blue Marble.". t

before this concept could be presented fbr.ITT top Manag.
ment consideration, funds were required to make the, pilot
ITT proVided them., but it should be appreciated that this is
not the usual way things happen [emphasis added].. Very few
corporations, you could count them on one hand; would make
Such a bold move. Others would rather buy into existing,
kn;wn programming or give money.to groups like PBS to make
up\ a show and solve the problem for them. (Garrison!, let-,
ter to Mielke and Johnson, 1974)

,Garrison feels the government should pen!up grants to commercial firm

to produce, pilots and that the'successful wig would soon recoup the orig.,

inal investment for the government, and perhaps,allow them to make more

money to be used in aid 'development of other purposive:pilots or program se-

,

ries.

Eddie Smardan, who has developed NEW ZOO REVINz also feels that there

is a role the government could play in allowing new ideas to develop from

papeets. production,:

:._Rather than making "giants" to producers fOralpro-
grams theft would appear on television and risk the criticism
of propaganda dissemination, the government could become a
lender. .Specifical a producer could qualify for a govern-
ment loan (or guarantee by meeting pme difficult but .clear-
cut criteria.;*

1. Through a simple etateme4t of program objectives he
can demonstrate that his intended ies. is purposive
in nature.

2. By producing-letters of intent to purchase the-program
series,' rom either advertisers or broadcasters or both,
should it become available, he can demonstrate that his
program series can satisfy the requirements of distribu-'--.
tion, pxeceived mass Audience 'accepta and financial
responsibility.

e' C
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1 i.-....." ,

"3.- The produCer should submit a production and distribu-
tion budget that reasonably demonstrates he can get the
series on TV for less tharithe amount of money speCifie
by the letters of intent.

4. Based on submissioriof4the above, the producer should c's.
be lranted a non-recourse loan to provide interim pro=
ductionIfinancing for,h1s project. Chances are that
the typfdal television series, be it half hours, short
segments for drop-ins to existing programming, or what-
ever, would end up in syndication. Chances are that
the producer Will break even or come close to it in
his first year of 'distribution, or during the first
rerun cycle. With conditions of the government loan to.
include a "first money payback-provision," the funds
would be relatively secure.

Induspry observers vhe have never been involved in attempt-
ing to secure privately obtained' nterim financing loans for syndi-
cated series, have no idea of the difficulty and the, expense in-
volt/ed. By way of illustration let me point out that after pro-
ducing 195 NEW ZOO REVUE programs, with an on-budget record
throughout, this venture still finds it Impossible to obtain
short term, interim financing for less than 40 percept of the
profits plus high interest rates. A new venture, with rio previous
production record,',would probably findthe..money unavailable frbm
any source. Availability of government loans would be a tremen-
dous motivator for producers who are at the moment igdoring the
children's medium because of the negative financial implications
of the current system. (Smardan, letter to Mielke, April 11,
1975).

It seems clear that,the'utilization of commercial producers to develop

.programs and the dibcussion with commercial stations and networks about car-
.

rying prograins should be explored more thoroughly OUSOE.' Programs on com-

mercial stations might reach more people end have a far-greater chance of

returning the government's investment.

The intention, in this study was to discuss how to facilitate purposive

programming for children, but one final alternative for Federal support of ,

purposive materials on commercial television is in the area of '!spot" an-
,

nouncements. A recent offering of spots by WTTW, under an ESAA-TV contract

from .USOE, has. received fairly wide acceptance. The WTTW "spots" are simi-
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/arto public service announcements carried by all stations, except that
" .

I '

perhaps more research and money went int' their production. The stations

rry them at their convenience at no charge and label them as public serv-
,

ice announcements.

A more effective alternative might be to prepare regular"commercial"
r--

spot announcements and purchase thAesired t74 for theftarget audience

1;
(see Land, 1975, commissioned paper, pp. 25-37). Such an exper ence repre-

4%
. .

sents substantially different problems4 . The U. S. Army set a precedent for

such activity with their purchase of tiL7for spot announcements. It should
r

be noted that the controversy continues over the Army spots. The Army's 7

$45 million advertising budget for FY 76 .(which is close to the total USOE

investment in all of the CTW and ESAA,programs for the past six years will 7

be.spent exclusively on ncin-broadcagt media. The termination of purchased

broadcast. time reportedly resulted from7the belief of A highly-placed pub-

lic official that broadcasters, as government licensee, have the obliga-

tion to carry government spots free of charge as public service announce-

ments (Wroadcasting, April 7, 19'75, p. 114

well as the advantages created by the A

) The criticisms, problems, as

spots should. be carefully exam-

ined before purchase of time on commercial stations by thO'ederal govern-
.

ment for purposive children's television is seriously!pursued.

Making Maximum Use of USOE Children's Programming. There is much that

'-
purposive television strategists can learn from commercial television (Land;

1975, commissioned paper). -One thing worthy of note is tivat a commercial

sponsor does not attempt a thirty-minute commercial yithln a thirty-minute

program, nor would the sponsor-likely do so. even if it were permissible.

The sponsor searches out that program that attracts a voluntary audience
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73 ''..
that is demographiCally within the marketing target audience framework, and

ffertsthe advertising mess ge for the audience that was attracted for pur-

.4. .

kposes other than watching the commercial. t-,/

1-

'4 different outcome, but the tame general principle, can be pursued

with content that might be difficult to make into sustained high-appeal,

full-length program material, such as that encountered in problems of the

handidapped child (see Nygren and thrlt.19 5, commissioned paper, p. 27).

The principfe, already implemented in so is. to consider an already-
- ,.., 5

.

popular program that reaches a desired target au#ie ce as a vehicle for in-
.

N.
serII ting-speciallQ\programming content, 'which need not necessarily be c

\
om-

---

mercial-length.

Consider the advantages of such':* approach. With handicapped chil-

dren and with disadvantaged groiips as well} the' problemat thedaffectiVe

level is a dual one of the disadvantaged child's self-percgptiorts, as well
. k

as tft4 perceptions of the disadvantaged child by Other children. Therefore,

the target audience'is not only disadvantaged.children,but all types of

children.

Speaking itoutinserting materials ab9uta handicapped children into ex-

isting popular children's programs, Maureen Harmony 'of ACtion for Children's

Television (ACT) states the case well:

We . . ..think this [television] is such an ideal medium for
children to meet children who are handicapped. Most children
don't meet them in their classrooms; if they do, they don't
want to go ?ear them. They don't understand them,'and it's
threatening to them. They think, "Maybe I could be that way,

//too." .We think this is a good way to introduce to children
that the handicapped aren't that different and that all chil-
dren have handicaps whether they're visible or invisible..
Every person knows they aren perfect. By seeing other
children who are -coping with v ible disabilities, it can
help,the normal children not on relate to the other hands-
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capped children, but to learn more aboet themselves, we
think. And so television seems to be an ideal way to di)
this. (1974, interview)

Several children's programs, some of which USOELhas been involved'

with, have included handicapped children in their regular programs: e.g.,

ZOOM, SESAME STREET, and MISTER.ROGrS NEIGHBORHOOD.

If the "comMercial strategy" of inserting, special content in an exist-.

ing program that 'already delivers- a good audience makes goodsense for

handicapped childrent it sop ld perhaps be explored as a general principle

/5

.
for any future priority item USOE might encounter in the thildren's domain.

That is, USOE should think twice before attempting new prograWs for chil-

dren if existing programs are geliveringefficiently-the desired denit aph-
,

ics already, a
4nd'if these existing programs can function as more-or-less:.

flexible vehicles for insertion of new priority t4pics With no assurance

that a new program will draw an audience, or what type of audience it will

draw, and with an estimated three years needed for a protidm to reach its 0.

potential audience draw, the value of'an existing progrem that delivers-the,

i.a/N .4 i..i
desired audience is inestimable. As present and futtird vehicles for evolv- ' ..

k .

ing' priority topics, it woad be in USOE'i best interests to keep such pro-
_

grams thriving.

One obvious example of such a program is SESAME STREET, which outdrawd

7
any other programming for adults or children on public television, and is

formatted fle 1Y.

almost be guaranteed

Any USOE priority-topic insert for this age group could

an exposure of perhaps 8 to fa million children, which

permits a very attractive post-per-exposure per child for the material. As

. ,

flexible vehicles,- existing programs could serve valuable piloting or pre-

test functionsfor ideas for separate series. Rarely would a new children's

0"
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get such an exposure on its own. As a national,researa

program could test social action hypotheses on a large

Concepts for regionalizing or even localizing SESAME STREET pouldbe

explored, wherein times within

with the local news inArts on

Christopher 8arson, originator

,o
the program could be cut into locally, as

the nationally distributed TODAY show on NBC.

of ZOOM, has worked out several ideas:for

how ZOOM might be adapted regionally, or,eVen,produced regionall.in toto

(Sarson, interview, 1975). Regionalizing part of a series as a complement

to a strong nationally-produced series of demonstrated effectiveness has

many practical, pedagogical, and politicallttractions (see Greenberg, 1975,

commissioned paper).

. .

End -of- Funding Considerations. According to one USOE official, "ESAA
7 '

two -year piece of legislation destined to die." Perhaps

,

originally was a

as a consequence

short -term: 'concentrate

of such

as quickly

prodess of

as possible

an

on

expectation, many of:the

getting as many. prograMs

rather than concentrate

distribution,

.

strategies by USOE were

as possible. produced

more broadly,on the entire
a

promotion, and-utilizations, and evaluation. Nei-

ther the legislation nor the USOE guidelines gave adequat attention to these

factors. As a consequence,' thorny problems have resulted arkl will probably

continue to surface during the next year or two.

It is possible that the legislation will run out before many of the

programs are aired. What Is supposed to happen when the funding stops be-

foke the shoW gees on the air? This happened at BC/TV with VILLA ALEGRE:

their grant ended*Aune 30, 1974; their series,started airingthe following

September. Who was to promoie the show, answer the phone, respond to the

7.7 .
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mail, conduCt teacher-training sessions? Who was PBS to deal with? The

answer /as ni to be found within USOE,. BC/TV continued:operation with

non-USOE funds (e.g., Exxon) and with a skeleton crew, carrying on these

.necessary operations. The USOE-interpreted ESAA legislation seemed neither

to anticipate. theseproblems nor to allocate .funding for their solution.

Essential parts o&the television process remain after produ tion ends;

there.are closing7doWn operations after that which mus -accomodated.

.

Production
.1

4 . k

AdministrativeRequirements. It is in the process Of production that
Ais

the7"great synthesis"--must take plaCe, concnrrently considering he needs

1ssessment, the specific objectives, the target audience, the budget, the ,

time line, the "concept" of the series, the creative staff, unions, orma-

1

tive evaluation feedback; the distribuon system, and so on. The ultimate

effects ofypheAllogram or series will depend on whether the target audi-

e
ence watches it, and what the target audience does wit'-hit of as a.)result

of it, but this is largely uncontrollable. What is controllable; within ,

the many constraints suggested above, is the design and productionlOatures

,of the actual'program.)

The executive producer must have a great degree of autonomy because

a
only he or she ultimately has the power to "make it'happen" in terms) the

creative success of the actual program. In addition to the philosophic and

legal reasons the producer must have autonomy, Hartford Gunn, (1975, inter-

d-out the purely practical aspects of the matter from a mana-

erial point of view: ."One of the first things you learn. in station manage-
.

4

ment ia how to be helpful. without being intrusive to the point that you take

on the responsibility of the producer, without, the time'to adequately do the
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, job even if you are competent and could do it."

If the staff and talent find they must serve two, three; or more mas-

ters, confusion results. If the producer's role is pre - empted or co-opted,

he or she withdraws, and no one is at the wheel. "Confusion almost guar-

antees failures."

Studio rentals are very expensive', and complex planning is required to,

have everything ready to go when the studio is activated. Through a.com-

plicated process of backtiming, the scripts, actors, film inserts, anima-

tion, and the like, must be activated at different times so they can con-

verge and be ready in coordinated fashion in the studib. A seemingly minor

interference at some point along this line, even well in advance of actual

,

p oductian, can cause major confusion and waste when the studio is acti-

:v ed, and.this apparently happened several times in the case of VILLA ALEGRE

(Rector, 1574, interview). This again is reaffirmation of an earlier recom-

mendation that after the funder has once dedided to commit, the funder should

keep hands off the process to the maximum extent.

Formats. In our view, it is premature to attemptgeneralizations on

format and production factors in children's'programming. A creative prod-

uct is inherently multi-faceted and uniqUe, while a generalization depends

on isolating thoSexarticular: facets that are necessary and sufficient for

I
predicting outcomes with different program material. Now can one reason-

ably attribute any general characteristics, say, to animation? Is anima-

&
tion "good?" Is animation "effective ?" One could animate almost anything,

.,from stock maket reports to the Bible and thei"goodness" or "effective-
.

ness" would depend on what was animated, and how, and for why, and under

what conditioris, and so forth.

-

a,
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There have indeed been attempts to reach generalized conclusions based

on research data, the most comprehensive being Chu and Schramm's 1967 doc-

ument Learning from .Television: What the

view was. still considered:"definitive" by

How much practical guidance to a producer

Res___ earc4 Says. In 1974, this re-

Stanford Witherspoon, 19741.

or a'program funder, hoWever, can

be gleaned from even the definitive reviews of research? Stanford's own

document provides an excellent example of the difficulty. Stanford cites

the Chu and Schramm conclusion that a variety of production techniques can-

not be associated reliOly with improved learning He then cited-some form-

ative research from SESAME STREET that does associate certain production

techniques with improved learning. Finally; he notes that, the SESAME STREET

findings on the utility of puppets and animation were notsupported by

Korman, who was working with the program CARRASCOLENDAS: "Korman found

that animation and puppetsdid not appear to be as effective as indicated
11

in the 'Sesame Street' reN.earch, bbt he noted that this may have been due

to the fact that ItEesame Street' used professional puppeteers and animators"

(Stanford, in Withetspoon, 1974, p. 111-15, emphasis added).

6 e. Of what value would it be to frame a "generalization" that"orofes-

sional" puppeteers and animators will be more reliably associated with

learning than "unprofessional" puppeteers and animators? The term "profes-

sional" is linguistic shorthand for a host of factors that still remain un-

specified, and perhaps even unsepcificable. So- called generalizations based

on,such nebulous criteria have the potenti

. good if they serve to stifle the creative expl

product or lormat in children's television.

doing far more harm than

f some particular

Judging Television Potential from Written Descriptions. A proble cited

alp
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in Ambrosinoie,commissioned paper (1975) was reaffirmed in the field site

visit interviews: it is impossible to envision a television show, when

nothing else is known, from a written description. There is an art to tele-

vision production, and there is an art to proposal writing, but expertise

in the latter is no assuqffice of expertise in the former. This is a prob-

lemlem if much of the critical decision-making is based'Oriwritten proosals.

especially if reviewed by panels with minimal expertise in broadcasting.

The expert in content who, is a la)haan in television-might be impressed by

low cost-per-minute estimates, high proposed density of information in the

series, and unad'apted incorporation of pedagogical techniques borrowed from

the classroom or the research laboratory. These could well be the exact

opp6ite of what would make'for a successful television series.

Examination of pilots would be-an improvement, b t this too poses prob-

lems. Pilots are expensive. Certain set-up costs for a proposed series

would be nearly as expensive for a pilot ao for the entire series (sets,

co umes, etc.). More effort and resources might be put into the pilot than

could po ibly go into other programs in the series. It might be difficult

to collect the creative staff to produce just one pilot shoji. If the pro-
;

duction and talent ew collected and then dissipated, the subsequent series

:light not resemble the p lot. Only the larger And well-established produc-

tion centers or management agencies with creative staff already on board

might be able to "fire up^ for a single pilot in any case. "We did not send

a program to....the [proposal] competition. It was just on the basis of a pro-.

posal that was written, and as far as they're [the proposal review panel]

concerned, if you have never done one program, you are on the same footing

as someone who has a whole track record" (Barrera, 1974, interview).
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The "safest" recommendation, on all grounds except political, might

be to devote Federal funds ly to those production centers that have al-
.

ready'demonstrated competence i producing successful programming at the

national level. On the other hand, such a strategy would tend to entrench

the status quo..' A step down from that would be to make longer-term grants

to a variety of centers for the production of only. a pilot. Several pos-

.
stble,mechanisms along these lines were suggested in an earlier segment of

this chapter. A minimal recommendation would be to have a second revi

panel that would activate after all Federal

had been satisfied; this second panel would

composed mainly or entirely. of professional

entirely different mechanism is needed.C-In

ing production potential in television from

perceived.

Opportunities for Local and

requirements for review pan

be outside the Government, a

broadcasters. Or perhaps an

any case,' the proble4s of:judg-

writtentocuments are'widely

orit Involvements. Through subconeract-
.

ing parts of the production,. such as film, animation, scripts, and music,

there.is considerable opportunity tq'involve smaller produCtion units in ina-

'

jot- national programming, Given the
/

reality that minority-based production

units are more likely to be found in the smaller organizations than in the

few major organizations capable of handling the logistics required for na-

tionally- distributed television programming, the subcontraCting proces ap-

pears to be an excellent vehicle,for s riificAnt involvement of minority

production units in a rapid and significant way. AIT has also found that

local stations that would.bemnable,sin terms of time, staff and facilities,

to produce an entire series can produce limited numbers of programs within

series. Given a good management system, significant i olvements can extend

well beyond the domain.of the principal grantee. Howe er, if typical gov-
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ernmental subcontrIcting procedures apply, allowing numerous smaller pro-

duction houses opportunities to insert' segments into series can be a cum-

) bersome and time-consuming ,task.

{,

Distribution, Promotion and Utiliza

National Distribution. In Chapter Two, and in Witherspoon's commis-

sioned paper (1975), distribution systems were discussed in some detail.

The general conclusion' reached was that, for the in-home audience, PBS is

still the most likely method of distribution for national purposive chil-

dren's programming that would involve Federal funding. Access to this lim-

ited7channel system is. necessa ily limited and competitive. This implies

that poSsibilities and lieli ood of distribution should-be examined as

early in thOplanning and funding process as possible; that funding large

(numbers of programs simult neously will probably be in excess of what the
...

national distribution 'system can handle; and that 4 makeimore sense to

heavily fund a very liMited number of series than to fund marginally a

larger Number of series. The objective is not to produce programs; the ob-
.

jective s to attract an affect as many target audience members as possi-

ble. The judged potential of a series to, do that in sufficient numbers

will be a major determinant of whether the series is offered access to the

national distribution system, and the actual performance of the series in

doing that will be a major determinant.in the series' ability to retain

that access. As one moves from national to non-national distribution sys-
, 0

tems, there are somewhat fewer,problems of getting access to systems, if

they exist,in.rthe first place (see Bransford, 1975, commissioned paper),

but increasing problems of funding programming that will be competitive

with the national programming.T

'-:
,41
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The technology of electronic communication has advanced tremendously

within the last 25 years, and it would be naive to assume that by the turn

of the century, 25 years hence, there will not be similarly dramatic ad-

vancea2 The psychological and sociological functions served by these new

media configurations, hovel*, pay not be. so dramatically changed. There

is understandable enthusiasm about what will be possible with such not-so-

futuristic systems as interactive television, diitributeds,by cable or sat-
,

ellites (see, e.g., Witherspoon; Greenberg; Bransford, commissioned papers).

Given that its will be possible to individualize purposive in-home media of-,

ferings, does ittherefore follow that the target audience will want and

use that type of media services? Educators saw the possibilities for in-

hoine instructional use of AM radio, then FM radio, then VHF television, then

UHF television, now cable, and soon, interactive systems. If one were to

plot the extent and impact of form% al in-home instructional uses of these

media in the U. S. over time, it would not give rise to:great optimism as

the line projects into the future.' In-home pur osive television for chil-

dren made its greatest impact when it met th competition head on--with en-

tertainment values. To the extent that "the competition" will continue to

offer entertainment, then the advocates of advanced in-home instructional

bystems should be persuasive that "the competition" can and would be met

effectively. This demonstration isrevery bit as important as the demonstra-

etion of signal-processing capacity. In the more controlled atmosphere of

the school, as discussed in Chapter Two, there might well be fewer "sociol-

ogical obstacles" for incorporating new media configurations.

Promotion. To the broadcaster, promotion is another link in the chain

that, if ignored, can cripple the entire process. After the program is

made and distributed, people have to look at it/ and to do this, they need

41*

f '
4.
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*ft

to know that it is available and wane to see it at least.once; thisis the

function of promotion. The merits of the show must carry it after that.

At one time an NCET task force was discussing the possibility of a full-

time promotion person (Berkman to Hertzler; memo, July 25, 1972). In the

ESAA-funded productions, prOm6tion has-not been given the high priority

that the broadcasting community would have given it,-,however. Instead, the

emphasis was on only a part of the television process, mainly in production

of programs.

Even now, no mention Is made of allowable budget categories or strat-

egies for promotiod in the ESAA announcements which invite proposals.

the explanation of the scoring system fok evaluating proposals, no points

are to be given to a,plan for promotion. T4 only time the word "promotion"

is mentioned is in the enumeration of "deliverables"; six promotional spots

are required: threeone-minime spots and three thirty-second spots. Aida

Barrera, producer of CARRASCOLENDAS, (1974, interview) noted the extreme

handicap a series is put under if it haSno resources for promotional ac-

tivity: stations may not know about the rokraM; they may put iE on at poor

times; they may need information that CAR SCOLENDAS could supply on audi-

ence-building techniques; the audience is a customed to responding to shows

that are. heavily promoted; ". . . because- of the severe limitations on pro-

motions, we just cannot even get out to the s -tions to promote it.- We can-

not get out with the word on anything."

Because they were able to acquire "outside" money, CTW and BC/TV both

mounted heavy promotion campaigns for their chiyi ees serifs, coordinated,.

at times, by professional public relations firm . 'Alf, whose programs are

targeLed.to the in-school audience, used die-SeiWices of a professional pub-

lic relations firm with "outside" money.
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y some ESAA monies have recently been committed "after the

fact" to som or all ESAA programs in approximate amounts of $15,000 per

series_(Berkman;975, interview). 'In PBS, promotion efforts are needed.

not just to Iet th&target audience to waTai; promotion is needed to get

stations to carry the show in the st place. While $15,000 might be ade-

quate to make some efforts at contacting s Lion managers, it is hardly a

budget for promoting a series to the public * a n Tonal basis. This is,

we believe, a form of false economy. If 10 percent of a al substantial

budget could double th size of the audience, that would probably the

best investment that could be made.

Utilization. Utilization is obviously difficult to age fora na-

tional, voluntary in-home audience. Utilization materials can even be of-

fered free, but the number of Aquests will never reach the number of view-

ers. Utilization that requires the. supervisory help of a parent ca not be

controlled or assured. In general, it would

home national program that required external

cediares before it could be effective, unless

11

be a mistake to design an ins-

utilization materials or pro -

the materials were commonly .

available and child-accessible.. However, the effectiveness, of almost any

in-home purposive program that_can stand on its own can then be improved

by the addition of guided utilization procedures. CTW, for example, has

done signifitant work in utilization at the boraninniiy level through its Com

munityliducation Serv4nes. mothers can be enlisted, trained, and sup-

plied with supporting materials to assist her child's learning from the'pro-

gram:, that will be an addtd benefit. Evaluations of SESAME STREET have

shown that just a post-viewing discussion, of the program between parent and

child enhances learning. There wiA,1 pways be significant numbers of chil-.

dren; however, who will view the program, but not_gain the benefits of these

.4.D,LD
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.supporting utilization activities. Taking their interests into account

.leads to the conclusion that the program should be designed to stand alone.

The. greatest opportunity for benefiting from utilization materials and ac-

tivitiet lies with the in7school:tudiencwhere the wing:environment

is much more contiolled, and the teacher is in a supervisory e. A1T,

es nsiderable emphasis and resources on the utili ionfor example, pla

materials for every shies it produces; the materials are considered an in-
.

tegral and essential part of the package. Teacher guides are distributed
,mac

by the hundreds of thousands. Frequently, in-service utilization training

for the teachers themselves is required to get maximum impact from an in-.

school ftelevision series, Because the in-school utilizers are known-

theory one. could generate a list afAall'the names of in-schobl viewer at

any point in-time--the utilization system can operate efficiently through

its.non-broadcastchnne 0

The low priority given to utilization by USOE in the administration

rograms is evident from its tokenism. The "Deliverables,"

est for Proposal, are to ''Include the total utilize-

of the'ES

specified in the R

,

tion package: "Five (5) ies of teacher guide materials consisting of

rm for each production. "-The "utilize-

.

tion plan" is as follows: USOE will cociy<,the single. sheets of papel--,and

.send single copies to station managers. Then, if anyone requests' teacher

one (1) typewritten page in final

guide materials, and addresses the request to the station, the station can

send the person a second generation copy of the one-page material.

Evaluation of purpoSive Programming in Children's Television

Introduction. Considering only evaluations. associated with specific

programs or series, one. can enter4the policy arena by exploring the issues
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associated with evaluation research in terms of its conceptualization, exe-

cution,

,

cution, and utilization. The program-specific research an be further broken..

down into formative and summative evaluations.

The'terms "formative evaluation" and "summative evaluation"
originated with Michael Scriven (1967), although the underlying
concepts predate these particular labels which are now in common
use. Formative research/evaluation deals in general with prod -,
uct or program improvement; it functions to provide evaluative
feedback to the production staff while there is still time to in-
corporate this information and change the program. Formative re-
search applies to the formation or formative stages of a program
or product. Summative research, on the other hand, reports only
after the program (or subdivision thereof) is completed; it eval-
uates, after the fact, the extent to whichthe program (or sub-
division thereof) fulfilled its objectives. Stake (1967) added
precision to Scriven's terms byvcontrasting the criteria to which
formative and summative evaluations are oriented. Formative eval-
uation is oriented to "developer-author,publisher criteria and
standards." (In the ETV setting, we would probably substitute
writer, producer, director.) Summative evaluation§ on the other
hand, is oriented to "consumer-administrator-teacher criteria and
standards." (In ETV we would probably add "sponsoring agency.")

elke, 1973,. p. 348)

Conceptuali ion of Pre - Formative Evaluations. Whether done outside

the Government (as was the,case with SESAME STREET), defined by legislation

(as was the case with CARRASCOLENDAS and VILLA ALEGRE), ordetermined in-ad-

vance by the "customers" for a series (as was the case with INSIDE/OUT), much

decision-making must take place prior to actual formative research for a spe-

cific program development. Minimally, this analysis needs to cOVey the fOl-

4

lowing four po.pts:

1'. Who. Here is the specification of target audience.

Typically, this is done with standard demographics: age, sex,

ethnicity,. geographic locale, socio-economic status, etc.
/

Equally important to demographics, however, can be psychologi-
,

,

cal measurements, such as feelings Of alienation, attitudes.

toward school, self-concept, etc.

A
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2. Has What Needs. From the specification of needs, dis-

cussed ea'rlier in Chapter Four, will generated later in1

the development stages the'measurable.objectives, if any,

for the television series.

3. That Might Be Addressable by Television. Television

is not an appropriate medium for every defined need. The

sociology of the proposed target audienCe, asdiscussed in

dhapfer Two, is a major factor in determining feaSIbility..

4. With Likelihood of Success. Success in this case would

mean acceptable leVels of audience attracted, and successful

levels of dgmonstrable impadt on the audience. Neither type

of success can be predicted with anything approaching reli7

, ability, Shows carrying no educati al requirements at all

fail every year, and purposive tele, -ion is vulnerable on

both fronts (audience size and impact).

There is, however, a group of back round or-pre-formative questions,

4
answers to which can raise, the probabilities of success, or at the very

least point out when the probabilities are low. Several obstacles or bar-

.' It
riers to program success will yield to some form of rpirical analysis.

Here again, the sociology of the audien& is critical. When does the tar-

get audience watch television? What shows do they like now? Why do they

watch those shows? What elements f those shows'are particularly appeal-.

ing to the target a ce? Who ontrols the set in the home? What appeals

will be necessary to get the coope iion of this controller, if different

from.the target, audience? Does the target audience have any interest in the

subject matter being proposed? Do they have any fears or other forts of

resistance to the proposed subject matter? What is the present level of
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knowledge within the target audienceon the subject matter being proposed?

Are they committed at present to a. schedule of activities that will be real

'competition_for the proposed viewing time? Can 'they afford ancillary mate-

riale If so, how might they be delivered and utilized? Even with all

answers in hand, there is absolutely no guarantee of successor a proposed

program. The utility of this kind of information to program planning strat-

egy, however; should 'be self-evident.

This pre - formative activity can be summarized as follows: monitoring-
.

the-capacities and constraints of the technical delivery. syseems; monitor-w

ing and identifying needs; and conducting a form off marketing research or

feasibility study when a likely prospeCt for television treatme t has been

tentatively identified.

Conceptualization of Formative Evaluations. The Corporation for Public

Broadcasting does quite a bit of physical system monitoring .(Katzman, 1973;

Lee & Pedone 1974), but there remain serious gaps in information essential
o

to rational planning. The gaps exist for almost every alternative tothe

PubliC Broadcasting Service as a deliyery-sistem. USOE should consider re-
/

questing the National Center for Edgcatiorial Statistics to Conduct the tech-
.

nological monitoring not being fielded at present byCPB. ,This should in-
,

clude,a tracking of the real and potential in-school audience for televi-
"'

Sion, as delivered by various sy tems.

/

Formative evaluations are ,supposed to help .Producers .A necessary

.condition for effective formative evaluation is-an attitudinal environment

of Cooperation and trust between producer and f rmative researcher. If

this is missing, nothing else will matter very much. The importance of this,

linkage has been stressed repeatedly (Lesser, 1974; Palmer,.1974;
1

Land, 1972;

_4d
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Mielke, The references, .abOve speak as'weli\to the dual Tesponsibil=

ities inv ved in making work what some call an unnatural marriage between.

research and prodUction. It requires typically a 'significant reorientation

On the part of both researchers and.producers46 find that middle ground

where both can talk to each other and help each other toward the common goal

of producing the best program possible.

If formative research -fails to provide 41 information to the pro -'

duction staff, it has failed as formative,research Conversely, if forma-

tive research does provide useful information to theTrochiFtion decision-

making.process, it has succeeded, and this may or may-not be within the

framework of standard criteria for methodological rigor.-

a

Formative Research: Execution. In principle, the domain of formative
4

research questions is the domain of production questions. These can be very

situation-specific, and not amenable to advance specification., If the pro-

s,

duction queation is "should insert A come before or after insert B,".it is,

the job oftormative research to devise a methodologytb answer that'ques
, . _

or at least to attempt a data-based jadgnient., It is the further re-

spousibility of formative research to deliver that jUdgWetx in imeto be

used in the decision-making, and to Aeliver it in a lorm that can be under-

stood and utilized. This is much easier said than tone.

Very little can be generalized about the methodopgies,em yed in

'4 4

formative research in children's television nor.are formative evaluations
,/

6picaily comparable across different series. Sometimes special appara-
T

tuses axe, employed: e.g., distractor techniques, freeze-framing on the-
.

TV acre apecial.graphic questionnaires, and so on. On what basis would
4 r

one compare a distractor study of SESAME STREET, aniLeye*ovement phOtograph
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study of THE,ELECTRIC COMPANY, a qualitative reaction to the plot fir ZOOM,

a questionnaire-based-study for VILLA ALEGRE, an in-class charting of the

flow of folloW-um,group discugsion for INSIDE/OUT, and an eye contact analy-

sis of two CARRASCOLENDAS piograms? This is an incomplete listing of form-

ative research methodologies used just on the six programs examined in depth.

The mixture is further confounded by differencesin research.opportunity

(funding, personnel, time), and program objective (cognitive, attitudinal,

behavioral, and various "combinationdof these).

Utilization of Formative'Evaluation. The "proof of the pudding" for

formative research is in its utilization. Land (1972)-rreports several con-
.

Crete instance,: where,formativelresearch led to prdgram improvements at CTW.

The research director at VILLA ALEGRE cited.similar instances (DeAvila, 1974,

interview). This is what lormative research is,supposed to do. Ultimately,

of course, these improveMents should register in the summative evaluations

as well.

There is a danger in losing sight of this primary function if formal
.

formative research repoits must be submitted to project funders or to PBS

for use as summative research; i.e., for use in making funding or distri-

.bution decisions. First of all, it is very difficult to serve an in-house

producer and an outside decision-maker with'the same research report. The

formative- research must be. introduced with appropriate qualifications, his-

torical context, Oats tables, appendices, aid narrative for the outside reader,.

-.but that lowers the probability that in-house producers will read it. A

secoma finger in sending formative research "working documents" during pro-

duction is that it puts new pressures on both research and prodUction. In-

.

hliuse, the formative iesearcher can say "thi's segment is terrible," but he

or she will have hesitations in saying this in print for outside readership:
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.

A producer is typically sensitive enough already just placing' material for

scrutiny and evaluation awing in- house colleagues. If mistakes are to be

aired publicly, especially before there is a chance to correct them, this
*

will threaten the necessary openness between researcher and producer. If

research -is forced into the form of PR-, no one is served, least of all the

produce` for whom it was intended.

This can present a"dilemma to those in-house evaluators on ESAA proj-s

ects,, where pilots and accompanying evaluations are examined before go/no-

go decisions are made. for the series as a whole. If a bad "report card" is.

. / . AmP
turned in, the project may be terminated. If not terminated by USOE, than

PBS, examining the same report card, might decide not to distribute it.

Yet both USOE and PBS have a right to examine evaluative data about a se-.

ries or pilotfor which major investments must still be made. It should

be recognized that a summative-type decision is being made from a formative

evaluation report. Few would advocate that in-hoUse staff conduct the sum-

mative evaluations for precisely the reasons that cause the problem here:

a report card written by.in-house staff for outside readership, in which

significant.conseqiiences,are at stake, presents a conflicti6f interest. The

recommendation is that formative evaluation .be done by in=house staff for

an in-house readership, and that the reports stay in-house. Formative eval-

uation makes too important a contribution to series improvement for it to

tbe put under he pressure of serving a summative 'If summative -type

decisions are to be made on a pilot, then summative procedures should be em-

ployed to generate the evaluations, and these are considered next.

Summative Evaluation: Conceptualization. Oversimplified; the purpose

of summative evaluation is to measure performance against objectives: did

the program or the.series do what it was supposed todo?

02, II,'"



The ans rieto the question is useful to a variety of groups: .e.g.,

for sponsors: was it a good investment? Should we refund?

for administrators: should we include it in the curriculum?

for parents: should we encourage our child to watch it?

for the producers: how can we incorporate the summative

data as formative input for future projects?

for policy makers: does this augur well for future invest-
.

ments of this type? Does it compare well with alter-

native forms of investments?

for basic researchers: what principles emerge that might

be applicable eltewhere?

Lesser (1914) states: "Summative evaluation must ga beyond assessing

simple overall effects on all children ('Does it work?') and attempt alS'o

to answer these more meaningful questions ('For whom and under what condi-

tions does it willfk?')" (p. 144). Even this assumes that 'working" or "not

working" can be de ined in acceptable measurement procedures, but thi can-
r

not be. taken as a given. In general, cognitive informatian gain poses the

least difficulty in measurement, attitude change is more difficult (espe-
,"

cially with young children), and behavi

li

ral change (as well as complex .af-

fective change, such as withself-concept) is very difficult indeed to meas-

ure.

.
ImPact assessment can be a double-edged sword. Many consider it essen,

° ti for accountability purposes; it guides production strategy; it is per-
,

haps the only way that experience can be cumulative; it is a necessary form

k

of feedback for rational decision-making. On the other hand, worthwhile

goals are not necessarily measurable; the state of the measurement art can

limit what is attempted via television.; televis4cin, may excel in the very
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affective domain that eludes precise measurement; incomplete measurement

can be misinterpreted as the total Affect of a series; summative evalua-

tions canbe dysfunctional if the measurement asks Question X, and the.

program stresses content Y.

A television series that is widely viewed will have a variety of ef-

fects, most of which will not be measured' systematically. The goal struc-

ture which generates research measurements tends to be narrow (reach, at-.

titude change,information gain, behavior change) by comparison to th

. tende ripples of effect that are observable after the. fact. The needs of -

e sponsor typically will not extendoto'tke assessment of the secondary

and tertiary effectg, and so they tend not to "Be brought into the meisure-

ment strategy at all.

It seems commonplace to anticipate in advance the-Multiple effects of

such interventions as building a new lake in an area:. water supply, recre-.

. ation, new jobs, aesthetic enhancement, flood control, attraction of tour-

ists, effect on land values, and se, on. It is far less common to aOtici-

pate in advance, muNragetS specify in advance with stated objectives, the

multiple effects of a television series: spill-over audience for other

9
television programs, 4.mpact on the image of public brdcasting in general,

effects on audiences outside the specified target audience, impact on de-

livery anda.utilization systems, genera contribution to knowledge, effects

on Cher
./4-

her institutions such as schools and community agencies, stimulation

%of basic research,, impact on the general language and culture, secondary

9

audiences

fessional

ences on

reached through the interpersonal network, evlluations-by pro-.

groups, reactions of the press, associative/dissociative influ-
%

other,TV programs (both commerciLend noncommercial), influences c

on funding'availabilities for future prq eons, negative/undesirableb;ocially

s- Al

4 .4
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dysfunctional effects, effects on international audiences thro h exports,

impact on the talent pool available for further work, impacts tha are ob-

servable only long after:the program is finished, and so on and on. Almost

every producer of ,children's televisian programs with Federal involvements

y can supply anecdotes in almost every instance above; they are "empty"

or "near empty" categories in any sense other than in the body of formal

evaluation research literature.

There are occasional instances where summative data do not need to be

generated experimentally; they emerge naturally. In the case of ZOOM, one

of the objectives was to get participation on the part of the audience with-

in the program. On'a sustained basis, ZOOM has been getting between 2000

and 5000 letters from children per week (Sarson, 1975, interview). BIG BLUE

MARBLE contains a one-minute segment inviting children to write" in for the

name and address of a Pen .Pal in anoth country. .Four airings of BIG BLUE

MARBLE resulted in over 7000 Pen Pal requests from target audience members

(Burson-Marstellar, 1974).

The most fundamental form of summative evaluation is viewer accept-

ance. In television, exposure itself must be an effect, that is reached be-

fore the hoped-for gains resulting from exposure can take place. In national

programming for in-home audiences, this exposure is voluntary, and it is

measured in some formaf.ratings. Ratings vary from "too,small 'to measure"

.

(especially on public stations) to rare peaks of over 50% °fall TV house-
.,

holds (always on commercial stations).

If reach and impact could be considered simplistically in terms of a

.

gebraic equivalencies, which, alas, they cannot, impact measure of.10

for a program that reached a million people,S o,000

-

pact units ")'
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would be a much better investment-than an impact measure of 50 for a pro-

gram th..i't reached 'a thousand people (50,000 "impact units'q: This hypo-

thetical example impliAlsthat message design variations intended to in-

crease the learning gained from exposure must be weighed against the effect

of those same variations on the amount of audience attracted. A television

program that teaches very well but can attract hardly any audience at all

is no bargain. The ideal,'of course, is'to maximize voluntary exposure and

concurrently to maximize the learning that takes place for the exposed view-

ers. Even small gains become impressive when widely achieved, in the same

way that a half-inch of gin in the bathtub is still an impressive amount of

gin.

Aile the ratings and other forms of audience measures are subject to

methodological weaknesses, they have in general the advantage"of being.

Standardized services not connected with any particular program or service,

hence'not manifestly subject to systematic bias in favor of (or.againsi) a

particular program. The assessment of performance versus goals for a pro-

gN4Liga a different nature, ancipoliCy issues emerge on who should con-

duct the assessment, and under what condivions, and by what standards.

For purposive children's television projects, the weight of our experi-
-.

ence in this investigation is clear-cut in the case of formative evaluation:

the formative evaluationstaff should be in-house. The summative evaluation

issue is more complex. .While a Nielsen AudiMeter is totally disinterested

in what program is tuned in, hence the resultant ratings have no systematic

'bias in favor of one program or another, this same value of "disinterest"

ib not necessarily the most useful for the more experimentally-based assess-

ment of:curriculum goals.

I
V 4:00
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The contracted production agency.should not be asked-to summatively

.determine for itself with in-house staff whether goals were met and refund:,

ing should be made, because suciva procedure would lack credibility and be

a form of conflictoof interest. ThL arguments in favor of t tai independ-

ence between evaluation staff and production agencAare mostly based on the

assumption that the in- house- relationship is 'too "cozy," and will dilute

scientific objectivity because of the production agency's desire for 1on-

gevity and its resistance to looking ba4 in public.

On the other hand, if the gummative evaluation is contracted to a com-

pletely "disinterested" third party contractor, there may be little motiva-

tion to develop the desi5 into maximum sensittviti, for finding effects if

,there really are effects. A research contractor with no interest in the

goals of a program can set self-interest priorities, for example, in terms

of ease of measurement,. least effort, and maximum profit, and still conduct

research that is ostensibly "rigorous." A measurable effect of a televi--

sion program is such a fragile thing' that it is simplicity itself. to 4esign

studies that will almost guarantee in advance a finding of "no effect."

Worse yet would be a "researcher for hire" who was ignorant of broadcasting

and audience sociology. Worst of all would be a "researcher for hire" who

had his /her own particular axe to grind..

A Federal agency or public official' deeply involved in a social action

program can also affect, directly or indirectly, the conduct amid utiliza-

tion of summative evaluations. Carol H. WeiSs (1973) has written insight-
.

fully about the compatibilities and conflicts between, the evaluation re-

search community and the political community that generates many of the so-

cial action programs being evaluated. Some of her ideas are sampled here.
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Some programs are terminated in spite of favorable evaluation reports;

others are sustained in spite of negative evaluation reports; still others

are never subjected to formal evaluation at all. Different systems of ".ra-

tionality" are employed: the evaluator assesses the overtly stated goals

(to improve X and Y), while the politically-orientdd decision-maker may fo-,

cus on more covert, unstated goals (to keep this or that pressure group

quiet; to show that the administration or the department is "doing some-

thing" about the problem). "A considerable amount of ineffectiveness may

be tolerated if a program fits well with prevailing values, if it satisfies

voters, or if it pays off political debts" (p. 40). Politically- generated

program goals tend to be grandiose, "and, in the hard-nosed, data-based world

of the social scientist/evaluator, overly optimistic and even unrealistic.

"What the Congress writes into legislation as program objectives is not

necessarily what the -Secretary's office or the director of the national pro-
c

gram see as their mission, nor what the state or local project managers or

the operating staff actually try to accomplish" (p. 39).

The questiOn is how to structure a policy recommendation for the con-

duct of.summative evaluations that is administratively feasible, that has

the greatest probability of generating evaluation data that are both valid

and useful, and that guards against some of the more setious abuses to which

the funder, the production agency, and the research/eValdation organization

might be vulnerable.

n the relationship between production agency and evaluation organiza-

tion, there middle ground between (1) in-house self-evaluation and (2)

total detachment: it is cooperation between the evaluating agency and the

evaluated agency. The argument made here is that, organizationally, the

41.
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evaluation agency should be external to die production agency, but should

consult and cooperate with the production agency in devising instruments,

designs, and content coverage areas that the production agency can approve

of as yielding a fair test of program effects. Hostility jgy either party

toward the other can effectively cripple the utility of the evoiluation ef-
e.

fort on many grounds. There must be continuing communication between the

evaluator and the production agency.

I

. The utility of a third-party review/advisory panel, not beholden to

the particular Federal funding agency or Federal program, the production

agency, or the evaluation agency,, should also be considered. The panel

should probably be composed of non - Federal personnel, perhaps communica-

tion research/evaluation scholars drawnfrom universities, and retained by

USOE for advisory service when needed. Useful services that such a panel

could Perform include:

1. an outside opinion on appropriate criteria for an evalua-

Tx-ion well in advance of an actual proposal for the evaluation;

2. an outside opinion on the a0PrOpriaten s of an evaluation
Ic'L

proposal before it is executed;

3. advisory input to help the appropriate USOE official ar-

bitrate any disputes arising between evaluation organization

and`''- production agency;.

47- consuliatimv-input for mid-stream prOblems that might:

arise in the process of the evaluation; and

5. external review of the co pleted evaluation report.

The goal is to design and carry oiit rigorous and replicabi; studies that

will show effects, if there are effects, and to analyze the effects in ways

that make the data useful for administrators and policy makers who are sim-
o- rs

a;)....Y
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ilarly interested in the goals.

Summative Evaluation: Execution. ". . . the controlled experiment

is the standard against which other research methods are judged" (Webb &

C ell, 1971, p. 938). These leading authors in the area of methodology

cite the "grave methodological difficulties of selection bias" in most stud-..

ies of broadcast television. Yet they provide no concrete model or emAgle

of adequate experimental design. For regular broadcast programming, they

note that random assignment of in-home audience members to "viewing"'ada

"non-viewing" conditions:is "often impossible." This assessment is testi-

Mony to the difficulty of thesummative evaluation task in purposive chil-

dren's television.

?

In brief, trig problems of self-selection, which. are-an inherent part

of broadcasting to the, home audienCe, since "nobody can force anyone to

anything," are that the apparent effects of the series might actually

be due, in indeterminate degree, not to the series itself, but to whatever

it was that induced one to watch in the first place. If one compares a
Mk

motivated information-seeker who watched a program with an unmotivated non--
. .

seeker of information who did not watch a y_rogram, viewing or not viewing
ti

the program.may be less important in interpreting their differences than

their motivation or non-motivation-to seek information.. This is a classic

problem-in nationally-broadcast televisiod when natural'in-home settings

are employed.

In-school settings afford,opportunities for true experimental control,

as when randomly-selected classrooms do and do.not show the program (see,

ti

e.g., Ball & Bogatz' evaluation of THE ELECtRIC COMPANY, ,1973). However,

when groups of in-home audiences were either "encouraged to view" or "not .
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encouraged to view," the lack of control became apparent when some of the

"encouraged" children did not in fact view, and some of the "not encouraged"

children did in fact view (Ball & Bogatz, 1970). Greater control was avail-
.

able in the second year of evaluating SESAME STREET by going on cable,-find-

ing neighborhoods not connected to the cable,. then connecting.cable to the

"viewing" group, but not to- the "non- viewing" group (Bogatz & Ball, 1971).

I
The design and execution of a summative evaluation cannot be prescribed

generically; they must instead derive on a case-by-case basis as a result

of several considerations, including:

1. the nature, specificity, and measurability of the effects

to be measured (cognitive, affective, behavioral);

2. the target audience and the sociological setting for the

target audience (age groups.in homes vs. in- school);

3. the' organization of the summative evalUation staff (in-

house, out-of-house, comiinations of the two);

4. start-up time allowed ( summative instruments developed in

time for pre-broadcast baselines or not);

5. theextent to which secondary and tertiary effects are

considered within the domain 81 the mission for,the summative

,evaluation;.

_
6. the amount of funding for summative-evaluation (a single

. . . ,
. ., .

national probability survey can cost $150,000); the entire

evaluation budget for INSIDE/OUT was perhaps 1/10 that amounts

7. the decision options into which the' summative evaluation

will provide.inpute (e.g., refunding, termination, possible,

modification, applicability to other Federal programs, mar-

ketabilfty,' and'so on); and-

r q
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8.' the specificity.of the summative evaluation mission

(e.g., evaluate one series only vs. comparative evaluations

of two or more series).

A true field experiment, h national random samples of target audi-

ence members, would be ideal. It also might cOst..as much as or more than

the television series it would be designed to evaluate, This design will
. --$

not be found in the evaluation literature for national children's televi-

sion programming. In fact, so far as we know, the only purposive children's

.television series distributed nationally to receive summative evaluations

that compared goals with achieveMent after expOsure tota full series,are

SESAME STREET, THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, and CARRASCOLENDAS--. The current ver -.

sion of CARRASCOLENDAS, which is substantially dAfferent-from:the'eS'rlier

version bearing tilt same name, has not been evaluated suMmatively. Neither°

has VILLA ALEGRE, ZOOM, or INSIDE/OUT.

In one'of the CTW summative evaluation reports, Ball and Bogatz spend

almost an ettire page enumerating the questions-that. could not be addressed

in their.evaluation of THE ELECTRIC COMPANY,(Ball & Bogatz, 1973, p. 6).

Even longer lists of unaddressed questions could easily be supplied. If

these two series, with well-funded research operations, are lacking data-

based answers to relevant questions, the. paucity of information is obviously

greater for other purpOsive chddren'S television program that have no sum-
.

matiVe research.

44,The programs funded by the Emergency School Aid Act, such as VILLA

ALEGRE and CARRASCOLENDAS haVe no full-series summative evaluation; there

are at present no concrete plg for conducting summative evaluations, -and

funds for the TV research ma beccike available later" only if-evaluation money
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is left over from the large studies involved with other parts of the ESAA

projects (Wargo, 1975; interview). The simple prerequisite ofeLseline

data for suimative evaiation among the target audience is rend(ered dif-

ficult to impossible by this delayed and conditional consideration of sum:-

mative evaluation for'the twelve series of children's programs funded under

the ESAA legislation, even thougft%thelegislation itself places consider

able stress on the research components, both formative and summative:

The Assidtant Secretary may.approve an application under
this section only if he determines that the applicant--

(A) will employ members of minority. groups in re-
sponsihle positions in development, production, and
administrative staffs; .
(B) will use modern television techniques of research
and production; and
(C) has adopted effective.procedui.es-lor evaluating
educatiorqand other change achieved by children view-

ing the program. .(public 92-318, Title VII,

Section 711(b)(3) )

Summative Evaluation: Utilization. "As a matter of record, relatively.,
,i/

onfew evaluation studies have had a noticeable effec the making and re-

making of public policy" (Weiss, 1973,-p. 40)., The state of children's tele-

.

vision progrmaming has definitely affectd public policy, but perhaps less

through formal summative evaluations of ;specific series designed to produce

positilA effects than throligh research, testimony, and political pressure

11/4

brought to bear vis-at-vis fared negative effects.

It is far more difficult to trace within the Federal Government any

specific utilization or impact of the relatively-few summative evaluations

that have been conducted for purposyie children's television programming.

Very few, if any, decisionssleend for their outcome solely. en summative

data. The summative "report cards" will almost inevitably be mixed: some

successes and some failures, and we have yet to see an advance speCifiCation

;
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of .a cutroff point of 1110100er "If you achieve at least X% of your Weis

with at least X% of .the target 4udience, you will be refunded; otherwise

you will be terminated." Instead, the summative evaluatiOns enter as one

component in' an entire set of consideration6, and these sets of considera-
.,

tions differ from office to office. For example, the Public Br6adcasting

Service must consider its entire schedule line-up'of children's programs,

the capacity of the interconnection sygtem, ratings, station-acceptance;

technical quality, clearances, costs, etc., plus summative evaluation data.

USOE must consider legislative mandates, agency priorities, other demands

on funds, etc., .plus summative evaluation data. The question is: why can't

the summative assignments be expanded to include more of the real decision-
,

making needs and more of the non-curricular effects of a.series? Target

recipients for summative evaluations should not conduct'or interfere with

the process, but they should'have input into setting its objectives so that

real decision needs, and not ritualistic needs, would be served.

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations for Formative and Summative

Evaluation in Children's Television 'Programming.

a. Formative Evaluation,

1. All USOE-funded purposive children's television pro-

gramsgraMS should have a formative e aluation coMponent.

2. The foriative evaluations ff should be in-house

with the production agency.

d3. To keep the boundaries distinct, between producer

needs (spotting problems, suggesting solutions) and more

summatively-oriented sponsor interests, USOE, or whatever

responsible agency is delegated, should, if monitoring is

necessary at all, monitor the formative evaluation process,
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not,the product, while production is taking.place.

4. Periodically, USOE should make the very modest An-

vestient that would be required to review, synthesize,

d

and report ali.formative evaluation projects within its

amain, with a view toward assisting the accumulation of

formative experiene'that could transfer to future proj-

ects. These reports should be required reading for

future funding applicants.

b. ,Stimmative Evaluation.

1. Sponsors, distributors, utilizersF and other groups

with a defined interest in the outcome of a series shwild

have the opportunity for input into setting the agenda

1

b

for summative evaluation ofothat series.

'2.- The summative evaluation contractor(s) should be

organizationally independent of the production agency,

/-4, ,

but should Strive to develop evaluations that the pro-
o .

duction agency can approVe of in terms of-content covered, .

the design itself, the measurement instruments to be em-

ployed, and analyses of data to,,be made. USOE should have

available d mwhanism for third-party review to be act

vated as needed for consultStive input, arbitration of
4

disputes, and review/evaluation of the,completed eyeing -'

.tion report.

-1. When summaltiveb- e.decisions are to be made from evalu-

ation of pilots, it is recommended that summative evaluation.
procedures, rather than formative qvatation.procedures, be '

" employed,,to generate the evaluation data.

.
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4. With many of the goals recently assttlied to chil-
i

'dren'S television being in the affective area, there is

far to little. known about how to measure eirher success
.

\

.

or failure in the affective domain. This isnot a.pro-
, . ...

gramsecific Troblem, but a general one. For the benefit

of the summative evaluations; as well as for the benefit

.?..'
of the educational community 4n general, USOE should fund',

or otherwis-e encourage basic research and 'development in

the field of affective measurement.
0

"f* ...

5. Until there are measurement procedures that can be , '

..
. (

generally agreed on as being reliable and valid in thetaf-
c

.!
,

fective domain'for children, summative b of af-
---"4- . 1

_ ..
. ...--

fectve series-should stress prerequisite effpcts, such as -

extensiveness of in-home voluntary exposure, in school utl-.
lization, liking, and comprehension of intendet audience.,

7!,

6. In-commercial.telsvision, a major form'of summative

'evaluation is in the,ratIngs, or thA amount of (targetY -

o 4. 1% .

dience delivered. This no no less important as a summa-

4tive evaluation criterion in pUrposive Children's televi-

sion programming; it4is a'necessarnpue not sufficient

/condition, h1SWever, -due to the additional requirement of

achieving desired effects among those reached.
4

7:,' As aigdIstie. for policy in the ptirposive Use-of tefiYip.

sion, s tivevevaluations are°no subsiitute for basic
if

researc that will inC"rease our understanding of the

psyclio ogioal..functions served by telpviopon programming

-

4A

0 4 4,21

116
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*Special Considerations for-the In-School Audience

Much of the reasoning in earlier sections of this chapter applies to

in,-school or instructional television (ITV) as well. This final section

is intended to be, where appropriate, a topical microcosm of the previous

sections of the chapter, with attention being paid to different or special

considerations that are brought bear when in-school television program-

Ring is the primary objective. Two fundamental distinctions of ITV that

generate a host 'of more specific MistInctions are; (1) the organizational/

'sociological setting; and (2) the-traditionalAphilo&ophic commitmtnt to

maintain cont*el-ef rmal education at the local and state level.

Needs Assessment. Arences for. id7home.programming aie,not organized

or identified with a particular iiistitution. In contrast, the in-school au-

,*
dience is boated within a highly structured organizational/institutional

A

setting, and this has a bearing 6n needs assessment.' The schools are con-
'

tinuously in. bcess of conducting needs %sseSsment and devising curriculum

, .
0

to meet,those.a4461s. In this systemic.setting, television is only one of

many components, and the schools should be involved in needs assessment for

-Stleast two'reasons: (1) feai.of Federal curriculum- setting is removed

thereby; and (2) utilization should be higher'among'elements that have par7

ticfpated in-deternylning the consensus of heeds and the type of programming

-.,that:IS responsive to.thsoe neee.ds-4- AJT.Execatiye birettor Edwin'Cohen be-

lfeves that this consensus mefhanism would deteiMide subjects that are
to

taught to most students in (rose place& and would be'amenable to television

treatment. He estimates that about ten subject areas are taught at two-or

, Au

three levels in elementary school, and that these common interests and needs

coul4 generate, from the grass roots level,'a "national curriculum" that

could be addressed effectively with ih-school television programming. This

11"
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would perhaps entail 25 to 30 series, far more than is available today.

-Th

4
,Models of Program Development: Engagement of the schools, as con-

sumers, in the pocess ofijrogram development, which is the model employed

'6y AIT, is different from the alternative models described for in-home au-

dience programming. Although both refer to national programming,thein-

hOme models share the feature. that might be characterized as "deductive"'

in the sense that centralized decision-thaking establishes the need, the

programming.objectives, and the series is presumably distributed via na-

tional liAikerconnection in some form.' The AIT model might be characterized

as "inductive" in the sense that the nepdsand objectives are determined

in the field by the consumer. It "grows" to a national prograin only with

the advice and consent of each element in the constituency. National dis-

tribution is not via national intethonnection, but via utilizing the indi-

vidual stations in the system.

Funding. The decentralization,of decision-making in the AIT model (s$e

the section on INSIDE/OUT in'Chapter.Two) is accompanied by a decentraliza-

tion of funding. The same values of-multiple funding that accrues, say, to

CTW apply as well to multiple sponsors for in-school programming. No single

state agency can dictate content, or treatment to the displeasure of the

other agencies in the consortium.

As for the Federal role in funding national iw-school programming,

'there is a general resOluticin, whiChqqe endorse as well, that was adopted

by the Council of Chief State School Officers on Movember20, 1974. The

resolution,is 'as follows:.

The Council of Chief State"School Officers reaffirms its
belief that educational television and new communications
technologies offer'A great potential fot improving public

-,v)
L.3"
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education and encourages active participation in efforts to
develop the program. In order tgibrealize the full benefits

of educational television, it fOes ential that there be

ready availability to and wise use o high quality pro

.2, ming. Such programming requires the cooperative efforts. of

local, state, regional and national educational leaders4 and

the Council members are urged to participate in natiunlkcon-
sortia and other cooperative arrangements. The Council

should work for the elimination of restrictions on the use
of federal funds for the cooperative development of educa-
tional television programming.

The resolution was the result of two perceived problems in current inter-

pretations of the Educational Amendments of 1974 (Cohen; 1974/75, interviews):

/ (1) the general problem is that by July 1, 1978, stdties will no longer have

the right to reserve monies for state-wide activitieS; instead, monies will

have to pass throUgh to the local education agencies. As a practical mat-
, .:

Ater, it is essentially impossible to fund quality programming at or through

the local level. (2) The second problem is that the Educational Amendments

of 1974, as presently. interpreted, restrict the use of such monies:to exist-
.

"ing "off the shelf" materials: For in-schoOl television, such programMing

is in very shoriTsupply. AIT would like a modification tb allow the states

to invest money in the development of programming as well. AIT, which is

the only organization we visited involved in developing new series exlu-

sively for inIschool use at the national level, seeks the opportunity for

in-school television programming to compete for the Federal and state dol-

lar alongside all other reaming resources. Given the high development

costs and the syStemic requirements of television, for television to compete

the states need' to be- able -to retain some of the money for state-wide serv-

ice; the states. need to be able to develop the television materials they

need to address the priorities they determine; and thelbtates need to be

perMitted to join in cooperative funding efforts for development of learn-

ing materials (TV or non-TV) addressed to mutual needs. Typically'', at the

O



state and local level, only about one to two peregni of the budget is al-

.. located for all learning materials, accordingjto Cohen, placing a severe

limitationonwhat the states can do by themselves in the way of develop-

ing new and costly television series. They need Federal help. At. the

Federal-level last year, about $137 million was allocated%to the states for

learning materials, and even a small fraction of that amount (say, 5 per-

cent) could have a great impact an in- school' television programming that
4

could serve students all across the country.

Attempts were made in earlier sections of this chapter to illustrate

program development models that would be sensitive to consumer feedback,

and even outwardly accountable to the consumer by way qf marketplace mech-
.

aniams.- The same value system applies to in- school programming.',.The more

t4ecific suggestions above are neither restricted to A1T as an organization

nor to television'as a learning resource. Accountability is built in to

the process by placing decision-making vis -a -vis the Federal-dollar near

the consumer. Further accountability and initiative could be encouraged.

by requiring the Federal dollars to come into the state and local systems

on some form of a matching basis.

Distribution. In earlier sections of this chapter, in reference to
O

the in-home audience, PBS was determined to be and, at least in the near

term, to remain the most likely distributidn system for national'imrposive

children's programming that would involve Federal funding,. The public sta-

tions. that comprise PBS are also'by far the predominant"distribution"system

for in-school programming. .AIT neither utilizes-the national intercongec-

tion nor contacts individual stations:to make broadcasting arrangements.

AIT.supplies programs to state,or local agencies in whatever format they

,ir.1
'CP
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specify - -16 mm film,,cassette, broadcast quality videotape--and the state

agencies arrange their own distribution. For the most part, agencies Con-
,

tract with their local public stations for in-school broadcasts, and the

school fees are generally considered an important part of local station

revenues (see Witherspoon, 1975, commissioned Paper, pp. 10-12). Depend-

ence on broadcast television is not total, howeVer&or'sx6iple, Texas uses

the 16 mm film format extensively; New York and 'Florida are making increas-

ing use of cassettes.

The status of reception equipment in schools was estimated from scanty

data in 'Chapter Two. It is clear that more receivers are needed. The
1

larger investment for transmitting equipment, however, has in large part

already been made. Cohen feels that the vast majority of learners could

"
receive a public broadcasting, closed-circuit, or ITS signal right now

,

and that a third of the sc/hools use an ITV transmission at least once a

week. Much of this transmission equipment was set up with Federal assist-
,.

ance, and with the explicit expectation that part of its use would be for

ITV. At this point, theio.is a chicken-egg relationship between quality

in-school programming and completion of the reception equipment inventory.

Reasoning from the precedent of RCA's push into color programming, followed

by sharply increased sales of color receivers, ok would conclude that the

first priority now is quality programming,mhich would be followed by-

teacher demand for theprogramming, which would in turn be followed by ac-

quiring the needed reception equipment. Cohen cites experiences of teachers,

bringing their pgrsonal'television,sets into school When there is program-

Ming available that the teachers really want to use
-

Evaluation. A few comments that are supplementary/to the earlier anc6
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more general section on evaluation are in order for in-school programming.

ITV has the potential not only for effecting desired learning in students;

it can also be force in increasing the Competencies of the classroom

teacher.. .Institutional changes frequently come about more slowly, and may
r

J ',not be picked up in short-term evaluation efforts (and few evaluation ef-

forts extend much beyond the duration of the program or series itself). As

in the generalse, it can be a mistake to conclude that becauie a change

has mot registered ore the meter; no change has taken plaCe.-

Unlike textbooks that are typically chosen by committee and then used

y" until worn out, teachers typically have greater autonomy on whether or not

they will use in-school programming. AIT uses an annualj"i'atification poll"

wherein teachers vote on how they liked the particular series used, and.

Whether they wish to continue its use. Coh- en states, "You cifei quibble

with the teacher's general conclusion that 'I'd rather have 15 minutes'in

..,

second grede health coming via teldviiion than-have the
.
school nUise: or

q,

the little textbooks that we might have available for free reading; or me,

ctillectiming them on how to use the toothbru (Cohen, .1974, interview)..

6

With current limitations' within/the evaluation "arts and sciences,"

.

it would be unwise to close one's eyes to'ail'effects other than those that

can be meaqnredin a tigorbus design. While 'thepursuit of more precise

and,exhaustive-measurements should ptoceedfull fore, the readily perceiv-

able reactions from the marketplace must also be cons ered a form of eval-
'

uation da ta. For the, in -home audience, this is ratings within desiteerdemo-
.

.graphic categories: For the in-school audience, this.Is contained in.euCh

statistics as number of utilizing schoolsiteachers, and pupils; and number::

of state agencies that,4vote with their that a series'is perioria-,

ing a useful service to education. or., ;2A.;
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Concluding Comment

Events that relate significantly to the Federal role in .funding chil-

dren's television programming have not .stood still during the course of

.

this policy investigation,-and itlies been difficult to cast an analytic

net over such a diverse and dynamic array of issues. It is conceivable that

a policy review of the scope undertaken here could continue for a long time

just on the basis df evolving events, and just directed-to the limited issue

of Federal funding.

O

O

.

Considering the limitations on the analyses we were able to cover, and

.

the far greater number of issues we were unable to addre s at all, the con-
.

tributione-of thisreport may indeed be modest relative to the enormity of

the task and the significance of the general' area of children's television.

We hope th3t it will be of some utility-to USOE and others, however, in forg-

ing future policy and in serving as a stepping-stone to more comprehensive

policy studies.

1

"
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Rao41 Gonzalez, Script Editor/Lyricist and Composer? CARRASCOLENDAS; KLRN,
Austin, Texas .

,

.

1

.

Hart.tkord Gunn, Jr., resident, PUblic Broadcasting Sentice,'Washington, D.,,,C.)
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, s .

Maureen Hatmony, Director of Publication, Action for'Children's Television,
Newtonville, Ma§sachuSetts

,

, . -

#. 1

"

J

Geotge Heinemann, Vice President; Ghillren's,Programs,,National Broadcasting
Company, New York,,New York

Lewis M. Helm, Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs,. Department of Health,
Education, andWelfare, Washington, .Ds C. , s .

,

"ElrveyIHerbst, Vice President and Station Manager, KLRN, Austin, Texas

Elam Hertzler, Special. Assistant' to the Commissionfr, H. S. Office of
EduC'Ntion, Washington, D

i C.

Vivian HOrner, Director for Research, THE ELECTRIC COMPANY, children's- ;

7. Television Workshop, New YOrk, New York...

.

Harold Howe,Vice President Education and Research, Ford Foundation, 16\un

. York
.,

; New York ,

/
, 4 , ,

. .

Oscar Katz, Vice President,- Programming, CBS, Inc,, New York,. New York,
.

.. .

Thomas, Kennedy, Vice President Financeand Administration and Treasurer, .,..r

l&hildren's Television WorkOhop, Newjcrk, New Yolk-,
.

Joseph Klappec, Director of Sociazl'Research., CBS, Inc. New York, New York

Janet Kroll, Public Relations for BIG BLUE MARBLE, Burson-Marsteller, New
York, New York..

Ifonald Joilan, Office of Public Affairs, U. S. Office of Education, Washington,
D. C.

Mitchell Latarus, .DiTector, Ndn-Broadcast Medla, Education Development Center,
Newton; Naas4chusetts

Agapito Leal, Attor, CARRASCOLENDAS0KLRN, Austin, Texas
C. 7* *

Bernard.Lechowick, Diretor,*RA4C6IIENDA, midi; Austin, Texan

Gerald Lesser, Director, Center for Research.in.Ghildren's Television,
Harvard University, Cambridge,_Massachusetts,

Jack Lyle,,,Dir ector, Comrlication Research, Corploration far Public
Broadcasting, Washlington, D. C. -

halmers A. Marquis, Vice President, Public Broadcasting"Service, Washington,,
D. C.

.
...

. .

...

,.

Ronald Milaysky, Director, Social.Reseatch, National Broidcasting Company4
New York, New York 4

A

Jim Miller, Senior Agency Revie ing Officer, Office of t Ahe ssist:Int.

Secretary for Public Affairs, Departm6nt of Health,- Educatio , and

Wfare, Washington, D. C. .,
,
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'Andrew R. Molnar,,PrograM Manager', National Science Foundation, Washington,
D. C.

''Michael Neben, Education Program
Environmeneal Education, U.

Mac Norwood, Chief, Division of
U. S. Offic& of-Education,

Clare O'Brien; EducatiOnal Consultant,- BIG BLUE-MARBLE, Alphaventure, New
Mork, "NeY*Ofilrk

Officer, Division of,Technology and
S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.

Media Servipes, Films, Telecommunication,
Washington, D. C. .

Edward Palmer, Vice President for Research, Childran's Televtion WorkshoP,
.'New York, New_Yoek-

Alan:Pearce, Communications Edonomist, Federal Commqpications Commission,
Washington, D. C.

---- fir

Ron Pedone, Statistician, Naitional Center for Educational...Statistics, U. S.
Office of Education, Washington, D. C.

Eerton Pekol4sky, Social Research, National Broadcasting Company, New York
New, York

David Perl, Chief, Behavioral ScienceS Research, National Institute of
Mental Health, Rockville, Maryland C .

Lee Polk, Director, Children's Programs East Coast, American Broadcasting
Company, New York,..New Yjrk,

Harry Porter, Actor, CARRASCOLENDKS, KLRN, Austin, Texas

Donald Quayle, Senior Vice President, Broadcasting , 'Corporation for &Public
Broadcasting, Washington,'D.,C. t

Richard R. Rectdr, Director of Production Planning and Station Liaison,
Bilingual Children's Televisidn, Inc., Oakland, California

4 'Robert MilReed, Director, Public Telelision-Library, Washington, D. C.

Luis Rivgrai, Associate Director of Research and Educational, Planning,'
Bilingual Children's Television, Inc., Oakland, California

on
.

Saul Rockmari, Research'-Associate, Agency for Instructional Television,
Bloomington, Indiana

Justine Rodriguez, Special Assistant to the Secretary for External1Affairs,
Office of the SeCretary,,Department Of Health, Education, and Welfare,
Washington, D. C.

Christopher Sarson, Creator and former- Executive Producer, ZOOM, WGBH,
Boston, MasSachusetts

Bob Selby, Production Managar,'CARRASCOLENDAS, KLRN, Austin, Texas
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'

Art Sheekey, Planning Cbordinator, Bureau of School Systems, U. S,'Office
of Education, Washington, D. C.

Rhea Sikes, Educative Services Coordinato, Public BroadCasting,'Service
Washington, D. C.

Norman M. Sinel, Vice President,and General .Counsel,. Public Broadcasting
Service, Washington; D. C.'

41an Sloan, Alan Sloan', Inc., Los Angeles, California,

'Skee.Smith, Informatiop Specialist, Information Service, Division of Public
Affairs, . S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.

Harst Stipp, Social Research, Nat4onal Broadcasting Company, New York, New.
York

Stuart Sucherman, Program OffiCer, Public Broadcasting, Ford Foundation;
New York, New Yorye

Jaek Surrick, Special Assistant to the Assistant Secretary for"Public Affairs,
Department. Health, &cation, and Welfare, Washington, D. C.

Deanna Tulley, pecial Assistant for CiVil Rights, Office of Civif,Rights,
U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.

0

JoseLVillarreal, Television Producer, CARRASCOLENDAS, KLRN, Austin, Texas

. Sherry Kafka Wagner, Script Writer and Children's Talent Coordinator,
CARRASCOLENDAS, KLRN, Austin, Texas

14,

Larry Walcoff, Directot Special Projects, Agency for Instructional Televisi,pn,
Bloomington, Indiana

Michael J. Wargo, ESA Evaluation Program Officer, U. S. Office of Education,
Washington, D. C. A

Ron Wealier, Director of Opeihtions, Children's TeleVision Workshop, Ney. York,
New Ysirk

Pepper Weiss, ITV Liaison, Public Broadcasting Service, Washington, I): C.

Bink Williams, Post-Production Editing Director/Color Consultant,
CARRASCOLE1DAS, KLRN,' Austin, Texas

.
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Glossary of Abbreviations and Acronyms;.
4

ABC - American Broadcasting Company

A960 - Advisory Council oft National Organizations

ACT - fiction, for Children's Television

AIT - Agency for Instruct.onal Television

ARB - American Research Bureau.

BAR - Broadcast Advertising'Reporte

BC/TV - Bilingual,ChilcWens Television, Inca, Oakland,

BEE() - Bureau.of Equal Educational Opportunity

r.

BEH - Bureau foikthe Education of the Handicapped

BESE - Bureau of Elementary -and Secondary Education

BLET - Bureau of Libraries and Educational Technplogy'.

BUSD - Berkeley Unified. Schbol District
4.

CBS - Columbia Broadcasting System

A
CCSSO Coulfcii-of,Chief State School Officers

t
CPB - Corporation for Public Broadcastingt
CSSO - Chief State School Officer

CTW - Children's Television ITkkshop

DESR.- Division of Elementary and SecOndatYaesearch

DHEW - Department of Health; Educqtionand'Welfare

'EDC 7 EdUcatiOn Development Center

EEOC.- Eftal'Employment Opportunity Commission.

ESAA - Emergency School' Aid Act

ESAQIE - Emergency School Aid and Quality EducatiOn Act-
,

'

EsgA%-: EleMentary andSeoandark Education Act
st

California



4.

7

o.

ETV - Edrational`Televisibp, See arldo PTV

ycc - ,Federal Communications Commission,

FTC - Federal Trade Commission

FY -4iscal Y.eal\
t

.GAO -,Government.AccountingAffice

GPNITL -A Great Plains. National Instructional Television Library

',HEW - Departmentiof Health,Education, and Welfa e

ITFS - Instructional Television Fixed Service

7
IT & International Telephone 6 TaegriOli

a.
. LEA -,Local EduchtionAgenoy.

LEAK - Law Enforcement Assistance Agency

7

NAB - National Association-of Broadcasters
,

NAEB - National Association of EdncationalBroadcasters

JOG - National_Broad sting Company
r 4

-

NCERD - National Center fOr Educational Research and Development.

NCES - National.Center for Educational Statistics'

NCET - National Center for Educational Technology.

tDEA Natio 1 Defense EdUcation Act

NEA - National Endowmene for the Arts

NEH National Endowment for the Humanities
. 2

°NET -National EducationalTelevision

NFAH - National Foundation fOr the Arts and Humanities

.

NIAAA 2 National InStitute for AlcohOlism d Alcohol Abus

1.
NICHED National Institute of Child Health and Human Development

t

°

'NIE - National Institute of Education

NIH - National Institute of Health*

NIMH National Institute of Mental Health

4



I

NIT - National Instrtictional vision Center

NVETA - Northern Virginia. Educational TeleVision Association

4NSF - National SCience Foundation

OASPA - Office of:the Assistant Secretary for Pub4c Affairs

OCD :.-0fiite of Child Development

_ -
OE - United States,Offite-of Education

OEEO - OffiCeof Equal. Educational Opportunity,

0E0 Office of Economic Opportunity

1 OMB - Office ,of Management and Budget

OMPE Office ofManage e4, Planning, and Evaluation

OPhE.- Office of Plannin ,.Budgeting and Evaluation.

OTP Office of TelecomOunicationS Policy

PBS - Public Broadcasting ServiCe

PTL - Public Television Library

PTV Public Television

-

R & D.- Research And Development

RFP'-Request for Proposal

SEA - State Education Agency

SPC -'Station Program Coo6ratiUe

TEC - THE ELECTRIC COMPANY

. UHF Ultra High Frequency,

USOE - UnitedStates Offle of Educefion

VHF - Very High Frequency

'VTR -.Videotape Recording

b

.r


